WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-1058
  Runtime: 01:04:20
  Participants: President Lyndon Johnson [LBJ]
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-1690
  Runtime: 01:04:40
  Participants: Spiro T. Agnew and Richard M. Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential elections, Presidential campaigns, 1968 Presidential campaign, 1968 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC, NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-1804
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-2012**
  Runtime: 00:59:23
  Network/Producer: Chicago Police Department. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 00:59:12.
  *VHS reference copy available*  

- **WHCA-2075**
  Paid Political Announcement by George Wallace AND "Face the Nation" with George Wallace (9/22/1968)
  Runtime: 00:58:00
  Participants: former Alabama Governor and Presidential candidate George C. Wallace
  Keywords: Presidential elections, Presidential campaigns, 1968 Presidential campaign, 1968 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Beta SP sound cuts out 3/4 way through. DVD made frm 3/4" has complete sound, 9-pin dub to TBC Svideo out to DVD with two tracks; Pt 1 track ends at (00:55:20), Pt 2 track ends at 00:03:00..
  *DVD reference copy available*  

- **WHCA-2287**
  a documentary analysis of the modern institution of the Presidency.
  Runtime: 01:03:12
  Keywords: Presidential elections, Presidential campaigns, 1968 Presidential campaign, 1968 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: The Eastern Educational Network (WETA, WGBH, WNDT). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-2288
  A documentary analysis of the modern institution of the Presidency.
  Runtime: 00:25:43
  Keywords: Presidential elections, Presidential campaigns, 1968 Presidential campaign, 1968 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: The Eastern Educational Network (WETA, WGBH, WNDT). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-2372
  [Beta SP intermediate appears to cut off program near the end]
  Runtime: 01:03:35
  Keywords: Presidential elections, Presidential campaigns, 1968 Presidential campaign, 1968 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-2388
  President Johnson's Endorsement of Hubert Humphrey AND "Face the Nation" with Richard Nixon (10/27/1968)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Lyndon Johnson; Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential elections, Presidential campaigns, 1968 Presidential campaign, 1968 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTTG, WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A". See also MFF MPR# 293 MPPCAK, kinescope version. Cross Reference: MFF-293.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-2431
  President Johnson's Announcement of the Bombing Halt, with network commentary (10/31/1968)
  Runtime: 01:05:53
  Participants: President Lyndon Johnson, former Alabama Governor and Presidential candidate George C. Wallace
  Keywords: Presidential elections, Presidential campaigns, 1968 Presidential campaign, 1968 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. No Color bars or tone on Quad, filmed speech of President Johnson followed by commentary, George Wallace speech, and some naval footage via satellite. Video levels and chroma levels vary intermittently throughout program, audio levels are variable depending on different sources. Program ends at 01:02:52..
  *DVD reference copy available*

- WHCA-2433
  Richard Nixon Paid Political [Program] (10/31/1968)
  Ends with endorsement by Ronald Reagan
  Runtime: 00:57:40
  Participants: Richard M. Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential elections, Presidential campaigns, 1968 Presidential campaign, 1968 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: on inch Type A.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- WHCA-2458
  Runtime: 00:55:20
  Participants: Sen. Eugene McCarthy, Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential elections, Presidential campaigns, 1968 Presidential campaign, 1968 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Available on one inch "Type A" only.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-2460


Runtime: 00:52:45
Participants: Vice President Humphrey; Richard Nixon
Keywords: Presidential elections, Presidential campaigns, 1968 Presidential campaign, 1968 Presidential election
Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WTOP.
Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: On one inch "Type A". See also WHCA VTR# 5380.

DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-2475


Runtime: 01:05:20
Participants: Richard M. Nixon, Comedian Jackie Gleason
Keywords: Presidential elections, Presidential campaigns, 1968 Presidential campaign, 1968 Presidential election
Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. No Color bars or tone on Quad, program begins with Jackie Gleason's endorsement of Nixon speech. Banding is noticeable throughout Gleason’s speech and intermittently throughout the program. Audio levels are slightly low, sharp drop in audio levels approx. 00:43:00. Audio levels raise slightly at approx. 00:44:30. Video levels and chroma levels vary intermittently throughout program, moderate amount of dropouts. Program ends at 01:02:00. (also available on one inch "Type A").

VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-2476


Runtime: 01:04:50
Participants: Richard M. Nixon
Keywords: Presidential elections, Presidential campaigns, 1968 Presidential campaign, 1968 Presidential election
Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Some banding is visible intermittently throughout program. Audio levels are consistent. Program ends at 00:51:00. (also available on one inch "Type A").

VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-2493**
  Hubert Humphrey Concession Speech and Richard Nixon's Victory Speech (11/6/1968)
  
  Runtime: 01:05:20
  
  Participants: Vice President Humphrey; Richard M. Nixon
  
  Keywords: Presidential elections, Presidential campaigns, 1968 Presidential campaign, 1968 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NBC, NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Quad source reel does not have enough leader, color bars have no tone and are very brief, difficult to adjust for chroma level due to short duration. Picture is very glitchy at head as VP Humphrey enters to address the crowd, picture has a moderate amount of noise, some dropouts. Video levels and chroma levels vary intermittently throughout program, abruptly sharp rise in audio level at approx 00:14:40 during network commentary, some brief overmodulation. Banding is visible intermittently throughout program, election returns segment starts at approx 00:35:00, very glitchy at head, audio levels variable throughout. Program ends at 01:02:25.

  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-2588**
  "Face the Nation" with Herbert Klein AND "Meet the Press" with Teddy Kollek (11/17/1968)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: Herb Klein, Mayor Teddy Kollek of Jerusalem, Israel
  
  Keywords: Presidential elections, Presidential campaigns, 1968 Presidential campaign, 1968 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".

  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-2716**
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: Pan: Marvin Watson
  
  Network/Producer: Metromedia, CBS. Network Affiliate: WTTG, WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-2802**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential elections, Presidential campaigns, 1968 Presidential campaign, 1968 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-2803**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential elections, Presidential campaigns, 1968 Presidential campaign, 1968 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-2826**
  "The Presidents", Part One (12/13/1968)
  Runtime: 01:05:08
  Keywords: Presidential elections, Presidential campaigns, 1968 Presidential campaign, 1968 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: KTSM. Network Affiliate: KTSM.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Monochrome footage, (b&w), TBC was not used due to some jittery conditions with the video signal originating from the Quad source material. Some occasional static and buzz on the audio track, picture has moderate noise. Program ends at 01:00:08.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-2827**
  "The Presidents", Part Two (12/13/1968)
  
  Runtime: 01:03:50
  
  Keywords: Presidential elections, Presidential campaigns, 1968 Presidential campaign, 1968 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: KTSM. Network Affiliate: KTSM.
  
  Monochrome (b&w) footage of President Johnson's El Paso speech continues, video signal was not run through TBC, picture is noisy, audio has some distortion, due to original recording conditions. Minimal amount of dropouts, some tearing, some interference with picture around 00:42:00 as johnson shakes hands with the crowd, possibly due to loose camera connection or technical fault during original recording. El Paso speech is followed at 00:45:00 by local KTSM El Paso TV commercials. Program ends at 00:46:00.

  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-2897**
  "Julie and David: A Wedding of First Families" (12/22/1968)
  
  Runtime: 00:31:49
  
  Participants: Julie Nixon, David Eisenhower; Mrs. Nixon, Tricia Nixon and Richard M. Nixon
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Very high chroma levels, some tearing seen occasionally around hot or peaking colors, video levels vary intermittently throughout program, banding visible intermittently throughout program. Much of program seems to be shot on 16mm film. Program ends at 00:28:00.

  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-2900**
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-2949**
  "The View From the White House" (12/27/1968)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential elections, Presidential campaigns, 1968 Presidential campaign, 1968 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. 
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3039**
  Governor Agnew's Resignation Speech; A Conversation with President Johnson (1/14/1969)
  Runtime: 0:15
  Participants: Gov. Spiro Agnew, Lyndon Baines Johnsonserved their VTR
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3101**
  The President's [Lyndon Johnson] Farewell Speech, Part One (1/14/1969)
  Runtime: 01:03:25
  Participants: President Lyndon Johnson
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. No color bars or tone on Quad source tape. Program comprised mostly of B&W archival film footage chronicling the Johnson Presidency. Chroma is faded, some glitches around peaking levels of white, two permanent lines visible throughout Quad, (appears to have resulted from damage caused by machine head to tape). Some banding visible intermittently throughout program. Program ends at 00:26:00.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-3102
  The President's [Lyndon Johnson] Farewell Speech, Part Two (1/14/1969)
  Runtime: 01:06:30
  Participants: President Lyndon Johnson, Arthur Schlesinger, Jack Valenti former special assistant to LBJ
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. No color bars or tone on Quad source tape. Audio begins four (4) seconds before the picture, picture very noisy, banding visible throughout program, three (3) permanent lines visible throughout program, (most likely damage caused by machine head imprinting into Quad source tape), some ghosting visible throughout program, faint double exposure. Program ends at 01:02:44..
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3103
  The President's 1969 State of the Union Speech. (1/14/1969)
  Runtime: 01:05:20
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3104
  "The Johnson Years" (1/14/1969)
  Runtime: 01:03:25
  Participants: President Lyndon Johnson
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3140**
  "Nixon: From Whittier to the White House" (1/18/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Richard M. Nixon
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A". 
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3149**
  The Nixon Inauguration, Part One (1/20/1969, Capitol Building, Wash., D.C.)
  Runtime: 01:06:25
  Participants: President Nixon, Vice President Agnew
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. No reference bars at head, audio begins prior to video, picture very noisy, intermittent banding visible, some shots unstable with major sync problems, video levels vary throughout. Program ends: 58:25..
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3150**
  The Nixon Inauguration, Part Two (1/20/1969, Capitol Building, Wash., D.C.)
  Runtime: 01:04:17
  Participants: President Nixon, Vice President Agnew
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3151**
  Runtime: 01:03:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3152**
  The Nixon Inauguration, Part Four (1/20/1969, Washington, D.C.)
  Runtime: 01:00:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3153**
  Runtime: 00:52:25
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3159**
  The Nixon Administration, Part One (1/20/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-3160
  The Nixon Administration, Part Two (1/20/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-3200
  Inaugural Ball Coverage, Part One (1/20/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-3201
  Inaugural Ball Coverage, Part Two (1/20/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-3202
  The Swearing-in of the Nixon Cabinet (1/22/1969, Washington , D.C.)
  Runtime: 00:23:35
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3205**

  "Both Our Houses: The New Congress" (1/26/1969)

  Runtime: 1:00

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3206**


  NBC and CBS commentary. Partial episode of Gunsmoke at the end.

  Runtime: 00:34:50

  Participants: President Richard Nixon

  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media

  Network/Producer: NBC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Banding visible throughout program, some permanent lines evident throughout program (appears to be result of damage to Quad tape from machine head), video/chroma levels vary throughout program. White House recording ends about 00:34:50; 00:37:30-00:58:00 appears to be an off-the-air recording of Gunsmoke (unclear if this was from a WHCA Quad or another vendor job). TRT 01:04:30..

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3211**


  Runtime: 01:04:57

  Participants: President Richard Nixon

  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media

  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Video/chroma levels vary throughout program, picture is noisy, some permanent lines in picture, appears to have resulted from damage done to Quad tape by machine head. Program ends at 00:55:49..

  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3216**
  
  "Seventy-five Days" (2/11/1969)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3225**
  
  "Issues & Answers" with John McCormack AND Frank McGhee on The President's Trip to Europe (2/23/1969)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: 1969 trip to Europe
  Network/Producer: ABC, NBC. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3226**
  
  President at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier in Brussels; President's Arrival in London; AND The President In Europe (2/24/1969, Brussels, Belgium; London, U.K.)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  Keywords: 1969 trip to Europe
  Network/Producer: NBC, NBC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WRC, WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Available only on 1" Type A non-broadcast quality.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-3227
  Huntley-Brinkley Coverage of The President's Trip (2/24/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: 1969 trip to Europe
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-3228
  President at Buckingham Palace; "Today" Show: The President's Trip to Europe; AND The President In Europe (2/25/1969, Buckingham Palace, London, U.K.)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: 1969 trip to Europe
  Network/Producer: NBC, NBC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WRC, WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-3229
  Huntley-Brinkley Coverage of the President's Trip (2/25/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: 1969 trip to Europe
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-3230
  Huntley-Brinkley Coverage of the President's Trip (2/26/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: 1969 trip to Europe
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

● WHCA-3231
  "Today" Show: The President in Europe AND The President in Europe (2/26/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: 1969 trip to Europe
  Network/Producer: NBC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

● WHCA-3232
  President's Departure From West Berlin AND The President's Arrival in Rome (2/27/1969, West Berlin, FDR; Rome, Italy)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: 1969 trip to Europe
  Network/Producer: NBC, NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3234**
  
  President Nixon In Europe (2/27/1969)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: 1969 trip to Europe
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3235**
  
  President Nixon's Arrival in Paris (2/28/1969, Paris, France)
  
  Runtime: 0:15
  
  Keywords: 1969 trip to Europe
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3236**
  
  Huntley-Brinkley Coverage of the President's Trip (2/28/1969)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: 1969 trip to Europe
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-3238
  Huntley-Brinkley Coverage of the President's Trip (3/1/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: 1969 trip to Europe
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-3239
  The President in Rome, Part One (3/2/1969, Rome, Italy)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: 1969 trip to Europe
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-3240
  The President in Rome, Part Two AND The President in Europe (3/2/1969, Rome, Italy)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: 1969 trip to Europe
  Network/Producer: NBC, CBS. Network Affilate: WRC, WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3241**
  The President in Europe (ABC) AND The President in Europe (CBS) (3/2/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: 1969 trip to Europe
  Network/Producer: ABC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3242**
  "A Time of Consultation" (3/2/1969)
  Runtime: 00:59:52
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Also on 1" Type A.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3244**
  Runtime: 01:05:16
  Participants: President Richard Nixon, (with excerpt of Hubert Humphrey and George McGovern unidentified footage)
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Vietnam War, Indochina War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Audio levels are slightly low, picture is noisy, Video/chroma levels vary throughout program, program appears to end at 00:59:16, going back to color bars, however Hubert Humphrey show up on-screen at 01:00:116 as part of an unidentified conference. This portion of the tape ends at 01:03:00 as George McGovern starts to speak at the podium. Nixon Press conference program ends at 00:59:16.
  *VHS reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-3250**
  
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Vietnam War, Indochina War
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3251**
  
  
  Runtime: 01:04:55
  
  Participants: President Richard Nixon, Senators Henry Jackson, Charles Percy and Hugh Scott
  
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Vietnam War, Indochina War
  
  Network/Producer: NBC, NBC. Network Affilate: WRC, WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Excessive amount of dropouts and glitches, some tearing is evident around whites and hot chroma. Picture is noisy, audio levels throughout Nixon's press conference are good, consistent. Program ends at 00:54:52..
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3270**
  
  Chamber of Commerce Special, Part One (3/26/1969)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: MTS.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-3271**
  Chamber of Commerce Special, Part Two (3/26/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: MTS.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3272**
  Chamber of Commerce Special, Part Three (3/26/1969)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: MTS.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3276**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: Metromedia, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTTG, WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3277**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-3278**
  Specials on General Eisenhower (3/28/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ABC, Metromedia, ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL, WTTG, WMAL.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3279**
  Special on General Eisenhower (3/28/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3280**
  Special on General Eisenhower, Part One (3/28/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3281**
  Special on General Eisenhower, Part Two (3/28/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-3282**
  Special on General Eisenhower, Part Three (3/28/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3283**
  Special on General Eisenhower, Part Four (3/28/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3284**
  Special on General Eisenhower (3/28/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3285**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *VHS reference copy available*
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- WHCA-3286
  "Face the Nation" on General Eisenhower AND "Meet the Press" with Senator Mansfield (3/30/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Sen. Mike Mansfield
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A". Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-3287
  Special on General Eisenhower (3/30/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3288
  Special on General Eisenhower, Part One (3/30/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3289
  Special on General Eisenhower, Part Two (3/30/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  VHS reference copy available
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- **WHCA-3290**
  Special on General Eisenhower, Part Three (3/30/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3291**
  Special on General Eisenhower, Part Four (3/30/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3292**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3293**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-3295**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3296**
  Runtime: 0:15
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3297**
  Runtime: 0:45
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3298**
  Runtime: 0:45
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  VHS reference copy available
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• WHCA-3299
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-3300
  Eisenhower Funeral, Part Four (4/2/1969, Wash., D.C.; Abilene, Kansas)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-3306
  Also includes footage from the 1969 inaugural parade (probably left on tape when re-used)
  Runtime: 00:58:46
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Vietnam War, Indochina War, African Americans, Civil Rights, A.B.M., A.B.M.T., anti-ballistic missiles
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Noisy picture. Color bars are inaccurate, Picture quality is variable, intermittently jittery throughout program, in some segments picture stabilizes. Sync and RF errors throughout program, chroma shifting throughout program, audio levels vary. Program ends at 00:59:00.
  VHS reference copy available
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- **WHCA-3307**


  Runtime: 1:00

  Participants: President Richard Nixon

  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Vietnam War, Indochina War, African Americans, Civil Rights, A.B.M., A.B.M.T., anti-ballistic missiles

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3310**

  "The Tonight Show" with Vice President Agnew (4/21/1969)

  Runtime: 0:30

  Participants: Vice President Spiro Agnew and entertainer Johnny Carson

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-3320**


(00:00:00-00:10:00) Public life and personal style of President Nixon (includes footage of Nixon throwing the first pitch of a baseball game 00:05:40); (00:10:00-00:17:00) Bryce Harlow commenting on President Nixon's responsibilities and working relationship with government; (00:17:00-00:43:00); Foreign policies, including clips of inaugural address and press conferences and foreign trips, interview with Elliot Richardson and panel discussion with three newspaper editors; (00:43:00-00:51:20) Domestic affairs, urban problems, interview with Moynihan and revenue sharing; (00:51:20-01:02:30) interview with Robert Mayo on inflation, taxation and the economy.

Runtime: 01:02:30

Participants: President Nixon, Hugh Sidey (Life Magazine), Bryce Harlow, Paul Niven (interviewer), William B. Smart (Deseret News, Salt Lake City), William D. Workman (Columbia State of South Carolina), Robert Healy (Boston Globe), Elliot Richardson, Daniel Patrick Moynihan, Joseph Kraft, Robert Mayo

Keywords: Sports, baseball

Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affilate: WETA.

Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Poor quality due to being originally recorded on 1-inch Type A.

*DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3321**


(00:00:00-00:04:00) Last 4 minutes of program (continued from WHCA 3320) with a panel discussion with three newspaper editors on education, segregation and busing in the south. (00:04:00-00:09:32) General Hospital segment. (00:09:32-00:16:00) Interview with Church of Christ minister Roy Osborne on prisons, spirituality, homosexuality in prisons. (00:16:40-00:23:30) Interview with Dr. [Dotori] Guicci

Runtime: 00:23:30

Participants: William B. Smart (Deseret News, Salt Lake City), William D. Workman (Columbia State of South Carolina), Robert Healy (Boston Globe); Barbara Coleman (host) Roy Osborne D. [Dotori] Guicci (WTTG).

Keywords: Sex, sexuality, gender, religion, busing, bills, laws, legislation, segregation, desegregation, racism, African Americans, schools, students, transportation

Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS), [undetermined]. Network Affilate: WETA, WTTG.

Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Poor quality due to being originally recorded on 1-inch Type A.

*DVD reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-3322**
  (00:00:00-00:21:20) "Public verdict:" Man on the street interviews (during the week of April 13th) with a diverse selection of people concerning the public's feeling about the Nixon administration; opinion polls on Nixon administrations work on domestic problems, Vietnam War, violence in cities.
  Runtime: 00:25:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Poor quality due to being originally recorded on 1-inch Type A. Produced by Jim Karayn, Directed by Max Schindler.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3327**
  "First Hundred Days" (5/6/1969)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3334**
  Runtime: 00:30:40
  Participants: President Nixon
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  DVD reference copy available
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- **WHCA-3335**
  
  Runtime: 00:58:10
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3336**
  President Nixon Address to the Nation on Vietnam (5/14/1969, Theatre, The White House, Wash., D.C.)
  
  President spoke at 10 p.m. from the Theater in the White House.
  
  In his first national speech on Vietnam, the President proposed the withdrawal of U.S. forces from South Vietnam within a year of an agreement as long as the North Vietnamese would remove their forces as well.
  
  Includes NBC Commentary.
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: also on 1" Type A.
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3340**
  President Nixon's Trip to South Carolina: The President and the Elder Statesman (5/19/1969, South Carolina)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: WIS?
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: also on 1" Type A.
  
  VHS reference copy available
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- **WHCA-3341**
  
  President Nixon Announces [the Appointment of] the Chief Justice (5/21/1969)
  
  Runtime: 0:10
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3348**
  
  
  Televised Presidential Address.
  
  Runtime: 01:05:48
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Noisy picture. Poor picture quality, picture is jittery and noisy with some tearing evident, chroma levels vary throughout program. Program appears to end at approx 00:54:50, however President Nixon comes back at 00:55:55 for a small segment which has excessive tearing. The President's brief appearance is followed by some TV commercials ending at 00:58:52..

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3349**
  
  
  Televised Presidential Address.
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- WHCA-3352


00:00:00-00:20:00 (appx) President's Return to the White House From Midway. (00:21:00-00:50:00)
JOHNNY CARSON'S REPERTORY COMPANY with Johnny Carson, George C. Scott, Marion Mercer, Maureen Stapleton (NBC, probably November 12, 1969 or circa November 1969) includes sketches: "First Annual Sleazy Film Awards," "Golf and Other Business," "Concerto" (quartet trying to sing but breaking into laughter), "Deputy John's Fun Club" (radio show host with a hangover).

Runtime: 00:50:00
Participants: President Nixon
Keywords: Sports, golf
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Poor quality due to being originally recorded on 1-inch Type A (bad tracking and unstable image).

DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-3357


Runtime: 1:00
Participants: President Richard Nixon
Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: also on 1" Type A.

VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3358

"Newsfront" on the Volunteer Army (6/20/1969)

Runtime: 01:00
Keywords: military, conscription, selective service, lottery, laws, Vietnam War, draft reform, draft evasion
Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".

DVD reference copy available
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- **WHCA-3364**
  "Issues and Answers" with Dr. Burns (6/29/1969)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Dr. Arthur Burns
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3365**
  "Agnew: Product of Conflict" (7/2/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Spiro T. Agnew
  Network/Producer: WMAR (Baltimore MD).
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3370**
  Runtime: 00:52:20
  Participants: Julie Eisenhower
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *DVD reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-3372**
  
  Agnew Interview; Apollo 11 Launch; Agnew Interview AND Agnew Addressing NASA Workers (7/16/1969)
  
  Runtime: 00:54:50
  
  Participants: Vice President Agnew
  
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  
  Network/Producer: ABC, CBS, CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WTOP, WTOP, WRC.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3373**
  
  Live Transmission From Apollo 11 (7/18/1969)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3374**
  
  Live Transmission From Apollo 11 (7/19/1969)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  
  Network/Producer: NBC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  
  *available only on one inch Type A - no preservation or intermediate copy - requires preservation transfer*
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- **WHCA-3375**

  Landing of Apollo 11 on the Moon; Agnew Interview AND Live Broadcast from the Moon, Part One (7/20/1969, The Moon)

  News coverage of the first astronauts landing on the moon.

  Runtime: 1:00

  Participants: Vice President Agnew; 'Buzz' Aldrin, Neil Armstrong

  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts

  Network/Producer: CBS, CBS, CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WTOP, WTOP.

  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3376**

  Apollo 11 - Live Broadcast From the Moon (includes phone from the President), Part Two (7/20/1969, The Moon; Oval Office, Wash., D.C.)

  News coverage of the first astronauts landing on the moon.

  Runtime: 00:52:10

  Participants: President Nixon, Buzz Aldrin and Neil Armstrong

  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3377**

  Apollo 11 - Live Broadcast From the Moon, Part Three (7/21/1969, The Moon)

  News coverage of the first astronauts landing on the moon.

  Runtime: 1:00

  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-3378**
  Live Broadcast From Apollo 11 (7/22/1969, The Moon, Outer Space)
  News coverage of the first astronauts landing on the moon.
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilite: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3379**
  Live Broadcast From Apollo 11 (7/23/1969, Outer Space)
  News coverage of the first astronauts landing on the moon.
  Runtime: 01:02:30
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilite: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3380**
  Apollo 11 Splashdown, Part One (7/24/1969, Pacific Ocean)
  News coverage of the return of the Apollo 11 astronauts from the moon.
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilite: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  available only on one inch Type A - no preservation or intermediate copy - requires preservation transfer
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- **WHCA-3381**
  Apollo 11 Splashdown, Part Two (7/24/1969, Pacific Ocean)
  President Nixon greets the returning astronauts.
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Nixon, 'Buzz' Aldrin, Michael Collins and Neil Armstrong
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3382**
  (00:00:00-00:01:15) CBS, WTOP broadcast with introduction by Harry Reasoner on the accident at Chappaquiddick. (00:01:15-00:13:09) Statement by Senator Edward Kennedy. (0:13:09-00:24:15) CBS Network commentary on Kennedy's statement.
  Runtime: 00:24:15
  Participants: Sen. Edward Kennedy
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Time code listed is for the DVD compilation with 3383. Poor quality due to being originally recorded on 1-inch Type A (bad tracking and unstable image).
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3383**
  (00:24:15-00:37:06) NBC broadcast of the statement by Senator Edward Kennedy. (00:37:06-00:56:08) NBC network commentary
  Runtime: 00:32:00
  Participants: Sen. Edward Kennedy
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Time code listed is for the DVD compilation with 3382. Poor quality due to being originally recorded on 1-inch Type A (bad tracking and unstable image).
  DVD reference copy available
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● WHCA-3384
  President’s Arrival At Manila Airport (7/26/1969, Manila Airport, Philippines)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Nixon, Ferdinand Marcos
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

● WHCA-3387
  The President Abroad: Manila & Djakarta (7/27/1969, Manila, The Philippines; Djakarta, Indonesia)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Nixon
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *DVD reference copy available*

● WHCA-3388
  The President Abroad: From Thailand to Vietnam (7/29/1969)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: President Nixon
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *DVD reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-3389**
  Pictures of Mars; Pictures of Mars; AND The President's Tour: Vietnam (7/30/1969)
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: NBC, CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3390**
  Close-up of Mars AND The President in Vietnam (7/30/1969)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3391**
  The President's Trip - Mr. Nixon in Asia AND Mars and the Moon: Latest Pictures (7/31/1969)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3392**
  The President Abroad - India & Pakistan (8/1/1969, New Delhi, India; Lahore, Pakistan)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3393**
  President's arrival in Bucharest, Pt. I (8/2/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3394**
  President's arrival in Bucharest, Pt. II (8/2/1969)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3395**
  News (8/2/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3396**
  The President Abroad - To a Communist Capital (8/2/1969, Bucharest, Romania)
  Runtime: 00:57:25
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3399**
  President Nixon's Departure from Bucharest, Romania (8/3/1969, Bucharest, Romania)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3400**
  The President Abroad - From Bucharest to Britain (8/3/1969)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3401**
  (00:00:00-00:30:00) Congressional Report on Foreign Policy (WRC, NBC). (00:30:00-00:56:48) Panorama (WTTG, Metromedia) with Press Secretary to Pat Nixon, Gerry Van Der Heuvel.
  Runtime: 00:56:48
  Network/Producer: NBC, Metromedia. Network Affilate: WRC, WTTG.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Date (8/3/1969) is probably correct for Congressional Report, but may not apply to Panorama. Congressional Report produced by Charles O. Jones, Directed by Max Schindler. Poor quality video due to being originally recorded on 1-inch type A (bad tracking and unstable image).
  *DVD reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-3402**
  
  President's Return to Andrews Air Force Base (8/3/1969)

  Runtime: 1:00

  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".

  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3404**
  

  Runtime: 1:00

  Participants: Wilbur Cohen (former Secretary of HEW), Daniel Patrick Moynihan, George A. Wiley

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: also on 1" Type A.

  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3405**
  
  Dr. Arthur Burns on Welfare (8/8/1969)

  Runtime: 0:30

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".

  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-3406**
  

  Runtime: 01:04:52

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Head EQ changed throughout playback, picture very noisy and would not lock up, picture quality very poor. Tape ends at 01:04:52..

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3409**

  Mrs. Pat Nixon's Journey (8/10/1969)

  Runtime: 0:30

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3412**

  State Dinner for Apollo 11 Crew (8/14/1969)

  Runtime: 1:00

  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".

  *available only on one inch Type A - no preservation or intermediate copy - requires preservation transfer*
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- **WHCA-3413**
  "Panorama" (8/14/1969)
  White House interns.
  Runtime: 0:25
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3414**
  Newsfront (8/15/1969)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3416**
  Meet the Press with Senator Edmund Muskie; Congressional Report with Nixon Welfare Critics (8/17/1969)
  Runtime: 00:55:20
  Network/Producer: NBC, NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3417**
  News with White House Interns (8/20/1969)
  Runtime: 0:10
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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• WHCA-3418

"Dennis Wholey" with David & Julie Eisenhower (8/21/1969)
Runtime: 0:10
Keywords: Vietnam War
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-3419

President Nixon in Vietnam (8/25/1969)
Runtime: 00:14:43
Keywords: Vietnam War
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Program was B&W, high rate of dropouts, heads were difficult to EQ, picture was very noisy, off air recording was present. Program ends at 00:09:55..
DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-3420

"Today" Show with White House Interns (8/27/1969)
Runtime: 0:15
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3421**
  
  Face the Nation with Shultz (8/31/1969)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: George Shultz
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3422**
  
  "Dennis Wholey" with David & Julie Eisenhower (9/2/1969)
  
  Runtime: 0:10
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3423**
  
  "CBS Morning News" with Executive Interns (9/5/1969)
  
  Runtime: 0:05
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3425**
  
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- WHCA-3426
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-3427
  "Today" Show with Senate Comments on Dirksen AND Dirksen Tribute with Nixon Eulogy (9/9/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC, NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-3428
  Runtime: 01:05:03
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Picture unstable in some segments, video levels were consistent. Program ends at 00:55:41..
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3429
  Runtime: 00:32:13
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Picture was unstable in some segments, video levels consistent, audio levels vary. Program ends at 00:28:04..
  VHS reference copy available
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- **WHCA-3432**
  President Nixon's U.N. Address & Commentary; Eisenhower Documentary Special (9/18/1969)
  
  Runtime: 01:04:41  
  Participants: President Nixon, United Nations officials, Dwight D. Eisenhower (documentary subject)  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Good audio levels, but poor sync. Quad tape is jittery. An Eisenhower documentary begins at approx 00:39:00 and does not have jitter. **TAPES DID NOT PASS QC, RE-TRANSFERRED SAT. 5/15/04. Dropout compensator not used. Program and tape end at 01:04:41.**  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3433**
  President Nixon's U.N. Address & Commentary (9/18/1969)
  
  Runtime: 0:45  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3434**
  President Nixon's U.N. Address & Commentary (9/18/1969)
  
  Runtime: 0:45  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape.  
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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• WHCA-3438
  President Nixon's Press Conference & Commentary (9/26/1969)
  Runtime: 01:04:40
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Picture very noisy, most shots unstable with major sync problems, video levels vary throughout. Frame center has intermittent off-hue tints, dropout present, audio levels low. Program end: 00:58:13..
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-3439
  President Nixon's Press Conference & Commentary (9/26/1969)
  Runtime: 01:04:20
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars are inaccurate, poor picture quality, jittery picture, major sync error, good audio levels. Program ends at 00:59:50. (Followed by approx 4 minutes of a Mission Impossible episode segment.).
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-3440
  President's Excerpts from 1730 to 1930 News (News Summary) (9/26/1969)
  [Needs to be viewed and segments logged].
  Runtime: 0:45
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  DVD reference copy available
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- WHCA-3442
  "Here's Barbara" with A New Look at the White House (WTTG); Martin Agronsky report on Elliot Richardson and the Vietnam War (WTOP); "Selling of the President," an interview with Joe McGinniss (NBC, WRC) (10/1/1969)
  (00:00:00-00:18:15) "Here's Barbara." "A New Look at the White House," report on Presidential procedures on hosting guests such as diplomats and heads of state; press access to the White House; living quarters and decorations, Oval Office and bedroom, including information on decorators and designers); Mary Gallagher (author of book "My Life with Jacqueline Kennedy), Congressman Rogers Morton (not on tape). (00:18:30-00:31:30) Martin Agronsky interview with Elliot Richardson on the Vietnam War policy. WHCA 3447 (00:31:30-00:39:50) "Selling of the President," an interview with Joe McGinniss in which McGinniss talks about his access to and the construction of the 1968 Nixon/Agnew campaign. (McGinniss interview transferred again (00:39:50-00:48:08)
  Runtime: 00:40:00
  Participants: Barbara Coleman (host); Martin Agronsky; Barbara Walters
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: interview with Joe McGinniss transferred twice with different TBC settings. Date probably only applies to the "Here's Barbara" segment. Dates undetermined for other clips..
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-3443
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/30/69 to 10/2/69.
  Runtime: 15
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A" [Note: No Running Times Available, Meter Readings Only].
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-3446
  "Face the Nation" with Sen. Hugh Scott AND "Issues and Answers" with Spiro Agnew (10/5/1969)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-3447
  "Today" Show with Joe McGinnis, author of "The Selling of the President, 1968" (10/6/1969)
  Runtime: 0:15
  Participants: Joe McGinnis
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-3448
  "Evans Novak Report" and "The Mike Douglas Show" (10/6/1969)
  Runtime: 00:41:45
  Participants: Joe McGinnis, author
  Keywords: Presidential elections, Presidential campaigns, 1968 Presidential campaign, 1968 Presidential election, taxes, taxation, revenue, bills
  Network/Producer: Metromedia Television New; Group W Productions, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTTG, WMAL.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  DVD reference copy available
WHCA-3449
"From Here to the 70's", Pt. I (10/7/1969)
Runtime: 1:00
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A". Reference copy may be created upon request.

WHCA-3450
"From Here to the 70's", Pt. II (10/7/1969)
Runtime: 1:00
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A". Reference copy may be created upon request.

WHCA-3451
"From Here to the 70's", Pt. III (10/7/1969)
Runtime: 0:40
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A". Reference copy may be created upon request.

WHCA-3453
Weekly News Summary (10/10/1969)
Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/6/69 to 10/10/69.
Runtime: 0:30
Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A"
[NOTE: NO RUNNING TIMES AVAILABLE, METER READINGS ONLY]. Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3454**
  - Mrs. Nixon at Day Care Centers - News Excerpts (10/10/1969)
  - Runtime: 0:10
  - Network/Producer: Undetermined.
  - Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  - *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3460**
  - Moratorium Special, Pt. I (10/15/1969)
  - Runtime: 01:03:20
  - Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3461**
  - Moratorium, Pt. II (10/16/1969)
  - Runtime: 00:56:30
  - Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3462**
  - Moratorium Special, Pt. I (10/15/1969)
  - Runtime: 00:57:00
  - Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  - Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  - *DVD reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-3463**
  Moratorium Special, Pt. II (10/16/1969)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3464**
  Runtime: 00:31:00
  Participants: Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars are accurate but have no tone, poor picture quality, very noisy. Program ends at 00:29:49.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3466**
  Weekly News Summary (10/17/1969)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/13/69 to 10/17/69.
  Runtime: 00:43:19
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A"
  [NOTE: NO RUNNING TIMES AVAILABLE, METER READINGS ONLY].
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3467**
  "Meet the Press" with Sen. Fred Harris AND "Issues and Answers" with Sen. Muskie (10/19/1969)
  Runtime: 00:59:30
  Participants: Senator Fred Harris, Senator Edmund Muskie
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3468**
  Runtime: 00:45:31
  Participants: House Minority Leader Gerald Ford
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3471**
  Runtime: 00:32:30
  Participants: Dr. Arthur Burns
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *VHS reference copy available*
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- WHCA-3473
  "Here's Barbara" with Mrs. Nixon at Day Care Center (10/24/1969)
  Runtime: 00:31:20
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars are accurate but have no tone, fair quality picture, very jittery at some points, chroma levels vary throughout program, good audio. Program end not noted. Tape ends at 00:31:20.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3474
  Weekly News Summary (10/24/1969)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/20/69 to 10/23/69.
  Runtime: 0:30
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-3475
  "Here's Barbara" with Mrs. Nixon (10/27/1969)
  With commercial for the Watergate Hotel.
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
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- WHCA-3476
  Johnny Carson ["The Tonight Show"] with Herb Klein (10/28/1969)
  Runtime: 00:27:49
  Participants: Herbert Klein, White House Communications Director
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3477
  Runtime: 01:05:05
  Participants: George Romney, Secretary of Transportation
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars are accurate but have no tone, poor picture quality, very noisy, bad sync, D.O., (D.O. possibly = drop-out -PE) Audio levels and video levels are variable, EQ off. Program ends at 01:00:00..
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3478
  "Today" Show with Mrs. Virginia Knauer AND "Here's Barbara" with Eisenhower Dinner (10/31/1969)
  Runtime: 00:29:28
  Participants: Virginia Knauer
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3479**
  
  Weekly News Summary (10/31/1969)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/28/69 to 10/31/69.
  
  Runtime: 00:23:00
  
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3481**
  
  "Face the Nation" with Sen. Long AND "Meet the Press" with Attorney General John Mitchell (11/2/1969)
  
  Runtime: 01:00:42
  
  Participants: Senator Russell Long, Attorney General John Mitchell
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3485**
  
  
  THIS IS THE BEST COPY of the 11/3/1969 speech also known as the "SILENT MAJORITY SPEECH." Speech ends at 00:34:00. 6/4/1969 speech is probably a dub of WHCA 3349 (NBC broadcast)
  
  Runtime: 01:03:40
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: THIS IS THE BEST COPY OF THE "SILENT MAJORITY SPEECH." Speech itself ends at 00:34:00. 2004 VidiPax report noted below:
  
  "2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars are accurate but have no tone. Program ends at 00:38:00..
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-3486**

  President Nixon's Speech on Vietnam with Commentary (11/3/1969)
  aka "Silent Majority Speech"
  Runtime: 01:03:47
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: NOTE: THIS IS NOT BEST QUALITY VERSION - THE BEST QUALITY VERSION IS 3485. 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars are not accurate to program content, Audio begins prior to video, picture is noisy, banding is visible intermittently throughout program. Some camera shots are unstable w/ major sync problems, video levels vary intermittently throughout program. Program ends at 01:03:14..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3487**

  President's Speech on Vietnam with Commentary (11/3/1969)
  aka "Silent Majority Speech" - NOTE: THIS IS NOT BEST QUALITY VERSION - THE BEST QUALITY VERSION IS 3485.
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A." NOTE: THIS IS NOT BEST QUALITY VERSION - THE BEST QUALITY VERSION IS 3485.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3491**

  "Today" with Discussion on Nixon Vietnam Speech and "60 Minutes" Mike Wallace with Tricia Nixon (11/4/1969)
  Runtime: 01:04:15
  Participants: Mike Wallace, Tricia Nixon
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. "60 Minutes" piece with Mike Wallace at the White House with Tricia Nixon. The segment has glitches and dropouts, fair quality picture, noisy, segment ends at approx 00:26:00. "60 Minutes" ends at 00:58:32 followed by color bars..
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
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• WHCA-3492

"Today" with discussion on Nixon Vietnam speech AND Interview with David Brinkley (11/4/1969)

Runtime: 01:05:20

Participants: David Brinkley,

Keywords: Vietnam War

Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Banding is visible intermittently throughout program, video levels vary intermittently throughout program, occasional glitches following live camera edits, audio levels varied during opening segments, quality variees throughout the program. Program ends at 01:05:20..

DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-3493

"Today" with President Nixon Interview (11/5/1969)

Runtime: 01:02:12

Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Picture was unstable in some segments, video levels consistent, audio hit at 00:37:21. Program ends at 01:01:25..

VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-3496

"The President's Men" with Sec. Finch (11/6/1969)

Runtime: 01:05:06

Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WETA.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Picture very noisy, appears to be recorded off air, banding is visible intermittently throughout program, video levels vary intermittently throughout program, occasional glitches following live camera edits. Program ends at 00:58:16..

VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-3498
  "Today" with Paul J. Lyons and Tricia Nixon (11/7/1969)
  Runtime: 01:05:59
  Participants: Tricia Nixon
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3499
  Runtime: 01:05:20
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3502
  "Over There" - Pt. I (11/10/1969)
  Runtime: 01:02:42
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3503**
  "Over There" - Pt. II (11/10/1969)
  
  Runtime: 00:30:38
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3504**
  Special on Haynsworth Nomination to Supreme Court with Clark Mollenhoff and Sen. Cook (11/11/1969)
  
  Runtime: 00:59:52
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3508**
  Vice President Agnew's Speech on Television News and "The President, The Nation and the War" (11/13/1969)
  
  "The President, The Nation and the War" is a presentation of WMAL-TV News and Public Affairs
  
  Runtime: 01:03:25
  
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Banding is visible throughout program, video levels vary intermittently throughout program, occasional glitches following live camera edits, physical tape splices were present in the program, quality varies throughout the program. Program ends at 01:02:21.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3509**
  "The President's Men" with Herb Klein (11/13/1969)
  
  Runtime: 00:32:50
  
  Participants: Herbert Klein, White House Communications Director
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Poor picture and sound quality, video signal is very noisy, excessive amount of snow, glitches and dropouts, audio level extremely low, banding is visible throughout program. Program ends at 00:29:42..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3510**
  Apollo 12 Launch (11/14/1969)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3511**
  TV from Apollo 12 (11/15/1969)
  
  Runtime: 00:57:30
  
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3512**
  - Weekly News Summary (11/15/1969)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/10/69 to 11/14/69.
  - Runtime: 01:03:30
  - Participants: President Nixon, Nelson Rockefeller, Herb Klein, Apollo 12 launch center officials and VIPs
  - Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3513**
  - "Face the Nation" with Herb Klein (11/16/1969)
  - Runtime: 00:59:10
  - Participants: Herbert Klein
  - Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliates: WTOP.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3515**
  - "Today" with Hubert Humphrey; "Here's Barbara" with Herb Klein (11/18/1969)
  - Runtime: 00:32:32
  - Participants: former Vice President Hubert Humphrey; White House Communications Director Herbert Klein
  - Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliates: WRC, WTTG.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-3525

"The President’s Men" with Pat Moynihan (11/20/1969)

Runtime: 00:31:44

Participants: Daniel Patrick Moynihan, Presidential Advisor
Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Picture quality is very poor, very noisy with an excessive amount of glitches and dropouts. Program ends at 00:29:30..

VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-3526

V.P. Agnew - Speech in Montgomery, Ala. (11/20/1969)

Runtime: 00:34:32

Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-3529

Weekly News Summary (11/22/1969)

Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/17/69 to 11/21/69.

Runtime: 00:28:00

Keywords: Vice President Agnew, Hubert H. Humphrey, Japanese Prime Minister Sato, Senator Aiken, Haynsworth, PostMaster General Blount


Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Video very grainy, features many spots with noise and dropout. Program ends at 00:28:00. TRT 00:31:00..

DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3534**
  Apollo 12 splashdown with Nixon phone call (11/24/1969)
  
  Runtime: 01:05:10
  
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Picture is very noisy, some glitches and dropouts, video levels vary intermittently throughout program, banding is visible throughout program, occasional glitches following live camera edits. THERE IS NOT AUDIO UNTIL (not specified), during the Senate Hearing. Program ends at 01:52:00.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3535**
  Apollo 12 astronauts with President (11/24/1969)
  
  Runtime: 01:03:30
  
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Picture is noisy, moderate amount glitches, video and chroma levels vary intermittently throughout program, banding is visible throughout program, occasional glitches following live camera edits. Program ends at 01:00:24.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3536**
  Mr. Agnew and the News (11/24/1969)
  
  Runtime: 00:58:57
  
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3537**
  "60 Minutes" - V.P. Agnew and the News (11/25/1969)
  Runtime: 01:00:26
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3539**
  CBS Special with Dr. Frank Stanton, president of CBS (11/26/1969)
  Runtime: 00:31:35
  Participants: Dr. Frank Stanton, president of CBS
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Picture is very noisy, some glitches and dropouts, video levels and chroma levels vary intermittently throughout program, banding is visible throughout program, occasional glitches following live camera edits. Program ends at 00:30:19.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3540**
  "The President's Men" with Sec. Wm Rogers (11/27/1969)
  Runtime: 01:02:43
  Participants: Previously noted as Robert Finch, Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare - Per 2004 Vidipax report, footage covers Secretary of State William Rogers and not Finch.
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Title on report is Picture is "The President’s Men" w/Sec W. Rogers...B&W and very noisy, some glitches and dropouts, banding is visible throughout program. Program ends at 00:30:09.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3541**
  
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/24/69 to 11/27/69.
  
  Runtime: 00:58:00
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3543**
  
  Special on Draft Lottery (12/1/1969)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Keywords: military, conscription, selective service, lottery, laws, Vietnam War, draft evasion
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3544**
  
  
  Runtime: 01:00:21
  
  Participants: Part of White House Conference on Hunger (Food, Nutrition and Health) see also "Hunger - A National Disgrace", Pt. 1
  
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3545**
  Runtime: 00:30:25
  Participants: Attorney General John Mitchell
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Picture is very noisy, some glitches and dropouts, video levels and chroma levels vary intermittently throughout program, banding is visible throughout program. Program ends at 00:29:42..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3546**
  Runtime: 00:21:22
  Participants: Attorney General John Mitchell
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3547**
  "Firing Line" (12/4/1969)
  Runtime: 00:52:12
  Participants: Joe McGinnis, author of "The Selling of the President: 1968"
  Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-3548

Includes White House Conference on Hunger (Food, Nutrition and Health) followed by an interview with Jean Mayer and Daniel Patrick Moynihan.
Runtime: 00:58:34
Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-3550

Weekly News Summary (12/6/1969)
Runtime: 00:31:30
Keywords: Vietnam War
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Video look worn and grainy, comp reel of various news segments, video and color levels vary from segment to segment, In-studio segments look OK, taped segments look very bad, most of the taped segments have bad banding and dropout. Program and tape end at 00:31:30..
DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-3551

Billy Graham Crusade (12/6/1969)
Runtime: 01:00:17
Network/Producer: WTTG.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Dubbed 7 Dec 69..
DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3552**
  
  Runtime: 01:03:15
  
  Keywords: Sports, football
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3553**
  Texas-Arkansas Game, Pt. II (12/6/1969)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: Sports, football
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3554**
  Texas-Arkansas Game, Pt. III (12/6/1969)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: Sports, football
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3555**
  - Texas-Arkansas Game, Pt. IV (12/6/1969)
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Keywords: Sports, football
  - Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Picture goes to bars at approximately 00:30:00..
  - *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3556**
  - Excerpts of President Nixon’s appearances at Texas-Arkansas game (12/6/1969)
  - Runtime: 01:04:17
  - Keywords: Sports, football
  - Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Some segments have sync break up and the picture shakes, audio is noisy. Program ends at 00:58:13..
  - *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3559**
  - President Nixon's News Conference and commentary (12/8/1969)
  - Runtime: 0:30
  - Participants: President Richard Nixon
  - Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media
  - Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  - Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  - *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3560**
  
  President Nixon's News Conference and commentary; NBC Commentary (12/8/1969)
  
  Runtime: 01:02:39
  
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Some production cameras have sync problems, audio is noisy. Program ends at 01:01:17..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3562**
  
  "60 Minutes" with Haynsworth interview (12/9/1969)
  
  Runtime: 01:00:25
  
  Participants: Clement Haynsworth, nominee for the Supreme Court
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3564**
  
  Weekly News Summary (12/13/1969)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/8/69 to 12/12/69.
  
  Presidential Press Conference, Vietnam reports and POW family interviews, Y.A.F protest demonstration at White House
  
  Runtime: 00:31:30
  
  Participants: President Nixon, families of Vietnam Prisoner's of War, (Vietnam Prisoner of War and POW families), Secretary of State William Rogers
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Only a few seconds of bars at head of this reel, video looks worn and grainy, comp reel of various news segments, video and color levels vary from segment to segment, plenty of spots with dropouts and video glitches. Program ends at 00:26:00..
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3565**
  "Face the Nation" with Milton Eisenhower; "Meet the Press" with Mrs. Shirley Temple Black (12/14/1969)
  
  Runtime: 00:58:20
  Participants: Milton Eisenhower, Shirley Temple Black
  Keywords: Actor, actors, celebrities
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3569**
  President Richard Nixon Address to the Nation on Progress Toward Peace in Vietnam (12/15/1969)
  Includes ABC & commentary and CBS commentary
  
  Runtime: 01:03:32
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: ABC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Colors are out of phase during President Nixon's speech, audio breaks up at 00:03:00. Program ends at 00:59:15.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3570**
  
  Runtime: 0:15
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3572**
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3576**
  "Panorama" (12/19/1969)
  Runtime: 00:42:48
  Participants: Herbert Klein, White House Communications Director
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3577**
  Weekly News Summary (12/20/1969)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/15/69 to 12/19/69.
  Presidential report on U.N. troop reduction, report on first year of Nixon Administration, Bob Hope in White House East Room, Pageant of Peace, report on VP Agnew's first year
  Runtime: 00:32:00
  Participants: President Nixon, Vice President Agnew, Bob Hope
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Video looks worn and grainy, reel in good condition compared to other reels from this year, comp reel of various news segments, video and chroma levels vary from segment to segment, there are a few random spots in the reel with dropouts and video noise. Program and tape end at 00:32:00..
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-3582
  Christmas at the White House (12/25/1969)
  Runtime: 00:22:59
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape. Technical notes: Received 23 Dec 69.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3583
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/22/69 to 12/26/69.
  Runtime: 00:33:00
  Participants: President Nixon, Pierpont, Kaplow, Jarriel
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Video looks worn and grainy, reel in good condition compared to other reels from this year, comp reel of various news segments, video and chroma levels vary from segment to segment, there are a few random spots in the reel with dropouts and video noise. Program and tape end at 00:33:00.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-3586
  "The David Frost Show" with Herb Klein (1/2/1970)
  Runtime: 00:57:49
  Participants: Herbert Klein, Director of White House Communications
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape. Technical notes: VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3587**


  Excerpts of evening network news stories from 12/29/69 to 1/2/70.
  Report on Nixon and Tax Reform bill, SALT talks, Nixon comments on pollution, Nixon on cleaning up the environment (from San Clemente), reports on Nixon and Tax Reform Bill

  Runtime: 00:31:00

  Participants: President Nixon,

  Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings

  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: Local network news affiliates.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Video looks worn and grainy, reel in good condition compared to other reels from this year, comp reel of various news segments, video and chroma levels vary from segment to segment, there are a few random spots in the reel with dropouts and video noise. Program ends at 00:22:00..

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3588**

  "Face the Nation" with Senator Fred Harris; "Issues and Answers" with Jenkin Lloyd Jones (1/4/1970)

  Runtime: 00:58:44

  Participants: Senator Fred Harris (D-OK), Jenkin Lloyd Jones (columnist for the "Washington Evening Star")

  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3589**

  "Here's Barbara" with Secretary and Mrs. Romney AND "Face the Nation" with Secretary Melvin Laird (1/8/1970)

  Runtime: 00:36:48

  Participants: Secretary of Housing and Urban Development George Romney, Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTTG, WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

**WHCA-3590**


Runtime: 00:58:40

Network/Producer: ABC.


_DVD reference copy available_

**WHCA-3591**

Weekly News Summary (1/10/1970)

Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/5/70 to 1/9/70

One news summary on tape (ends at 00:02:00). Recording continues with show entitled "Evans Novak Report " (Metromedia Television News Presentation) - Rowland Evans and Robert Novak interviewing Senator Russell B. Long (Louisiana) discussing a proposed revenue bill [air date may be 10/12/1969]

Runtime: 00:31:00


Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Video looks worn and grainy, comp reel of various news segments, video and chroma levels vary from segment to segment, fairly high degree of dropouts and tearing. Program ends at 00:28:00.

_VHS reference copy available_

**WHCA-3595**

"Report From Saigon" with Robert Kaiser and Peter Arnett (1/12/1970)

Runtime: 00:59:49

Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

_VHS reference copy available_
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3596**
  "The Dick Cavett Show": Sec. of Labor George Shultz, Sasha Distel, Sidney Lumet (1/15/1970)
  Runtime: 00:27:14
  Participants: George Shultz, Secretary of Labor, Sasha Distel, Sidney Lumet
  Keywords: Actor, actors, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3597**
  "Issues and Answers" with Sec. Rogers; "CBS Morning News" with FBI segment with Clark Mollenhoff (1/18/1970)
  Runtime: 00:36:57
  Participants: Secretary of State William P. Rogers, Clark Mollenhoff
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3598**
  Weekly News Summary - Excerpts (1/17/1970)
  Runtime: 00:16:37
  Participants: 1/12/1970 to 1/16/1970
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-3599
  "Face the Nation" and "Meet the Press" (1/18/1970)
  Runtime: 00:58:56
  Participants: 1) George Wallace; 2) Senator Hugh Scott and Representative Gerald Ford
  Network/Producer: 1)CBS 2)NBC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-3600
  "The David Frost Show" with Ralph de Toledano (1/19/1970)
  Runtime: 00:16:12
  Participants: Ralph de Toledano, author-journalist
  Keywords: Writer, writers, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-3601
  "A Glimpse of China" (1/19/1970)
  People's Republic of China.
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3602**
  "The Dick Cavett Show": H. Ross Perot, Blythe Danner, John Sebastian, Bob & Ray (1/19/1970)
  H. Ross Perot, Blythe Danner, John Sebastian, Bob & Ray
  Runtime: 00:46:40
  Participants: H. Ross Perot, Blythe Danner, John Sebastian, Bob & Ray
  Keywords: Actor, actors, celebrities, Musician, musicians, music
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3603**
  "Today" Show with Dr. Isaac Asimov and James Houston (1/20/1970)
  Runtime: 00:52:36
  Participants: Isaac Asimov, science writer
  Keywords: Writer, writers, celebrities
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3604**
  "Today" Show with Mrs. Sybil Stockdale and John Howard Griffin (1/20/1970)
  Families of POW's (Vietnam Prisoner of War)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Mrs. Sybil Stockdale, John Howard Griffin
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3605**
  
  Weekly News Summary on V.P. Agnew's Asian trip (1/20/1970)
  
  12/30/1969 to 1/19/1970. Reports on Agnew in: Taipai, Taiwan; Manilla, Philippines; Saigon, Vietnam; Australia, Bill Gill on Agnew in Australia
  
  Runtime: 00:33:00
  
  Participants: Vice President Spiro Agnew, Bill Gill
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Video looks worn and grainy, reel in good condition compared to other reels from this year, comp reel of various news segments, video and chroma levels vary from segment to segment, there are spots in the video, especially during taped segments, that have very poor tracking, there are many glitches and spots of heavy dropout. Program and tape end at 00:33:00.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3606**
  
  "Kraft Music Hall" with V.P. Spiro Agnew (1/21/1970)
  
  Runtime: 00:58:40
  
  Participants: Spiro T. Agnew, Vice President of the United States
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3607**
  
  President Nixon's 1970 State of the Union Address and commentary. (1/22/1970)
  
  Runtime: 01:04:51
  
  Keywords: environment, environmental, ecology, polution, mountains, lakes, rivers, clean air, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Some segments have sync break up and the picture shakes near the top of the frame, audio is noisy. Program and tape end at 01:04:51.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-3608
  Commentary on the 1970 State of the Union address (1/22/1970)
  Runtime: 01:04:52
  Keywords: environment, environmental, ecology, pollution, mountains, lakes, rivers, clean air, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Segments near the end of the program have sync break up and the picture shakes. Program ends at 00:59:54.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-3609
  President Nixon's 1970 State of the Union Address and commentary (1/22/1970)
  Runtime: 00:53:40
  Keywords: environment, environmental, ecology, pollution, mountains, lakes, rivers, clean air, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-3610
  NET Special on the 1970 State of the Union, Part I (1/22/1970)
  Runtime: 01:04:30
  Keywords: environment, environmental, ecology, pollution, mountains, lakes, rivers, clean air, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Some segments have sync break up and the picture shakes, picture is noisy, banding is present during the last segment. Program and tape end at 01:04:30.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3611**

  "NET Special on the 1970 State of the Union" - Pt. 2 (1/22/1970)

  Runtime: 01:04:01

  Keywords: environment, environmental, ecology, pollution, mountains, lakes, rivers, clean air, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affilie: WETA.


  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3612**

  "NET Special on the 1970 State of the Union" - Pt. 3 (1/22/1970)

  Runtime: 00:33:33

  Keywords: environment, environmental, ecology, pollution, mountains, lakes, rivers, clean air, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affilie: WETA.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars have no tone, picture is noisy, video levels and chroma levels vary intermittently throughout program, audio quality is variable. Program ends at 00:29:22.

  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3613**

  Weekly News Summary (1/24/1970)

  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/19/70 to 1/22/70

  Runtime: 1:00


  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-3614
  "Face the Nation" with Sec. Finch, Sec. Hickel, and Daniel P. Moynihan (1/25/1970)
  Runtime: 00:59:34
  Participants: Robert Finch, Walter Hickel, Daniel P. Moynihan
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3615
  "Meet the Press" with FCC Chairman. Dean Burch; "Issues and Answers" with Hubert Humphrey (1/25/1970)
  Runtime: 00:53:17
  Participants: Dean Burch, Hubert Humphrey
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3616
  President Nixon Veto Message AND Dinner in Los Angeles for Apollo 11 Astronauts (1/26/1970)
  Runtime: 01:03:20
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP, ?.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars have no tone, video levels and chroma levels vary intermittently throughout program, video image is unsteady and slightly shaky during Nixon’s speech. Image becomes more stable as the tape progresses, some dropouts throughout program, banding is visible intermittently throughout program. Program and tape ends mid-program at 01:03:20..
  DVD reference copy available


WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3617**
  
  "Harambee" (1/27/1970)
  
  Runtime: 01:02:00
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3618**
  
  "Today" Show with Willis Conover and Connie Stuart; "Today" Show with Russell Train - Chairman. of council on environment AND "Here's Barbara" with Sec. and Mrs. Mitchell (1/29/1970)
  
  Runtime: 00:30:31
  
  Participants: Willis Conover, Connie Stuart, Russell Train, John Mitchell, Martha Mitchell
  
  Network/Producer: NBC, NBC,. Network Affiliate: WRC, WRC, WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3619**
  
  President Nixon News Conference and commentary; CBS commentary (1/30/1970)
  
  Runtime: 01:04:00
  
  Participants: President Richard Nixon, Jack Valenti
  
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media
  
  Network/Producer: NBC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars have no tone, video levels and chroma levels vary intermittently throughout program, audio levels are low, banding is visible intermittently throughout program. Interview with Jack Valenti of the Motion Picture Association of America is approx 42 minutes into the tape, is very unstable. Image has excessive amount of dropouts glitches and poor tracking. Program end not specified..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3620**
  - Weekly News Summary (1/31/1970)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/26/70 to 1/30/70
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
    - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3621**
  - "Firing Line" (1/31/1970)
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Participants: Herbert Klein
  - Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
    - *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3622**
  - "Face the Nation" with V.P. Agnew (2/1/1970)
  - Runtime: 0:30
  - Participants: Spiro T. Agnew
  - Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
    - *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-3623
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Senator Edmund Muskie, Senator Mike Mansfield
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-3624
  "The Advocates" (2/1/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-3625
  Runtime: 0:10
  Participants: Maurice Stans
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-3626
  "Today" Show with Bryce Harlow (2/5/1970)
  Runtime: 0:12
  Participants: Bryce Harlow
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3627**
  
  LBJ Special: "The Decision to Halt the Bombing" (2/6/1970)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3628**
  
  Weekly News Summary (2/7/1970)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/2/70 to 2/6/70
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3629**
  
  "Face the Nation" with Sen. Goodell; "Meet the Press" with Sec. Kennedy, Robert Mayo, and Paul W. McCracken (2/8/1970)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: Senator Charles Goodell, Secretary David Kennedy, Robert Mayo, Paul W. McCracken
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3630**
  
  
  Runtime: 01:04:02
  
  Participants: Features a wide array of Democratic Senators: George McGovern, Albert Gore, Sr., Walter Mondale, Mike Mansfield, Edmund Muskie, William Proxmire and others.
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars have no tone, picture is noisy, moderate. "State of the Nation: A Democratic View" appears to have been shot for the most part on 16mm film; features a wide array of Democratic Senators: George McGovern, Albert Gore, Sr., Walter Mondale, Mike Mansfield, Edmund Muskie, William Proxmire and others. Some tearing is occasionally seen around whites or hot chroma, audio levels are good, consistent. Very low amount of glitches and/or dropouts. Program ends at 00:59:20, and goes to color bars.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3631**
  
  "The State of the Nation - A Democratic View & commentary" (2/8/1970)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: one inch "Type A".
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3632**
  
  "The State of the Nation - A Democratic view" (2/8/1970)
  
  Runtime: 01:03:35
  
  Participants: Features a wide array of Democratic Senators: George McGovern, Albert Gore, Sr., Walter Mondale, Mike Mansfield, Edmund Muskie, William Proxmire and others. Program is followed by some clips of the film "BECKETT" with Richard Burton and Peter O'Toole.
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars have no tone, picture is noisy, moderate. "State of the Nation: A Democratic View" appears to have been shot for the most part on 16mm film; features a wide array of Democratic Senators: George McGovern, Albert Gore, Sr., Walter Mondale, Mike Mansfield, Edmund Muskie, William Proxmire and others. Some tearing is occasionally seen around whites or hot chroma, audio levels are good, consistent. Very low amount of glitches and/or dropouts. Program is followed by some clips of the film "BECKETT" with Richard Burton and Peter O'Toole. Program end not specified. Tape ends 01:03:35.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY Videotape COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3633**
  "Here’s Barbara" with film of Red Skelton at the White House (2/10/1970)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3634**
  Special News Report - "How the President is Kept Informed" AND VP Agnew travel coverage in Australia and Southeast Asia (2/11/1970)
  Runtime: 00:31:44
  Participants: Patrick J. Buchanan, Vice President Spiro Agnew
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars have no tone. How the President is Kept Informed mostly a profile of Patrick J. Buchanan, appears to have originated on 16mm film. (as such there are occasional scratches and bits of dirt) The picture has some very moderate noise, low amount of dropouts throughout program; a three part series focusing on Mr. Buchanan. Program appears to end at 00:20:13, followed by color bars, HOWEVER, at 00:22:16, a segment focusing on Vice President Agnew's trip to Australia show up on tape. Sequence interrupted, then picks up again, multiple portions of coverage from different networks. A lot of Agnew footage abroad is monochrome. (some dropouts). At approx 00:26:20 VP Agnew gives a speech at Andrews AFB (in color), followed by color 16mm footage of Agnew in Southeast Asia, and VP Agnew commenting on demonstrations. Program ends with Agnew content at 00:31:17..
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3635**
  "Today" Show with Mrs. Spiro Agnew (2/13/1970)
  Runtime: 0:13
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-3636
  Weekly News Summary (2/14/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/7/70 to 2/12/70
  Runtime: 0:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-3637
  "Today" Show with Mrs. Finch, Mrs. Laird, Mrs. Romney and Mrs. Blount; "Today" Show with Mrs. Nixon and artist Andrew Wyeth (2/19/1970)
  Runtime: 00:29:40
  Participants: Barbara Walters, Mrs. Finch, Mrs. Laird, Mrs. Romney and Mrs. Blount, Thelma Ryan ("Pat") Nixon, Andrew Wyeth
  Network/Producer: NBC, NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars have no tone, some lines throughout tape, appears to be a result of damage from machine head. Barbara Walters interviews the wives of Cabinet secretaries, (panel ends approx 00:16:00), followed by an interview (beginning approx 00:16:47) with Pat Nixon and a discussion on Art. Program ends at 00:22:30.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3638
  Weekly News Summary (2/21/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/16/70 to 2/20/70
  Runtime: 0:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3639**
  "Meet the Press" with Melvin Laird; "Issues and Answers" with George Wallace (2/22/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Secretary Melvin Laird, Governor George Wallace
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC. Network Affilate: WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. 
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3640**
  Runtime: 01:04:26
  Participants: Hubert Humphrey, Eugene McCarthy, Senator Edmund Muskie, Senator George McGovern, Cong. Carl Albert
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3641**
  CBS Special - "The Environment Crusade" (2/24/1970)
  Runtime: 01:02:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3642**
  Special - "The City" (2/25/1970)
  Runtime: 00:35:00
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-3643
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/21/70 to 2/26/70
  Runtime: 00:42:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-3644
  "Face the Nation" with Sen. Charles Mathias; "Meet the Press" with Senators Abraham Ribicoff, Herman Talmadge, and Walter Mondale (3/1/1970)
  Runtime: 01:06:00
  Participants: Senators Charles Mathias, Abraham Ribicoff, Herman Talmadge and Walter Mondale
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-3645
  "Issues and Answers" with Dean Burch (FCC Chairman) (3/1/1970)
  Runtime: 01:00:00
  Participants: Dean Burch, chairman of the Federal Communications Commission
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-3646
  "60 Minutes" - CBS News Special (3/3/1970)
  Runtime: 01:02:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- WHCA-3647
  Weekly News Summary (3/7/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/28/70 to 3/6/70
  Runtime: 0:45
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- WHCA-3648
  Runtime: 01:02:00
  Participants: Senator Mike Mansfield, Senator William Fulbright
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3649**
  Governor Robert McNair and Governor John B. Williams
  Runtime: 00:33:00
  Participants: Governors Robert McNair and John B. Williams
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 00:32:46.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3650**
  Runtime: 00:34:00
  Participants: News excerpts from 3/09/1970
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3651**
  CBS News Special "Laos: America's Hidden War" (3/10/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3652**
  Runtime: 00:38:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 00:37:05..
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3653**
  Weekly News Summary (3/14/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 3/7/70 3/13/70
  Runtime: 0:15
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: NOTE from log: NOT AN ORIGINAL LISTING.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3654**
  "Face the Nation" with Senator Stuart Symington AND "Meet the Press" with Democratic National Committee Chairman Lawrence O'Brien (3/15/1970)
  Runtime: 01:04:40
  Participants: Senator Stuart Symington, Lawrence O'Brien
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. "Face the Nation" interview with Senator Symington, picture is noisy, glitches and dropouts are evident throughout program, ganding is visible. Program concludes at approx 00:28:50 followed by TV commercials and "Meet the Press at approx 00:30:20. Video/chroma levels vary between programs/recordings. Program ends at 01:00:00..
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-3655
 "Today" Show with Vice President Agnew; "Today" Show with Sec. of State William Rogers; "Today" Show with Sec. George Romney; "Today" Show with Govs. Shafer (Pa.) & Holton (Va.) (3/19/1970)

Runtime: 01:04:30
Participants: VP Spiro Agnew; Secretary of State William Rogers, Secretary George Romney
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Picture is noisy, moderate amount of dropouts. VP Agnew’s interview ends at 00:13:50, followed by an interview with Sec. of State William Rogers at approx 00:15:00, followed by interview w/ Sec. of HUD George Romney at 00:27:44. Consistent audio levels throughout. Program ends at 01:01:05.

DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-3656
 "News in Perspective" Special on Environmental Pollution (3/18/1970)

Runtime: 01:05:00
Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.

DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-3657
 "Tonight" Show with Herbert Klein (3/19/1970)

Runtime: 00:32:42
Participants: Herbert Klein
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 00:32:42.

DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-3658
  Runtime: 00:17:00
  Participants: Senator Hugh Scott, Representative Rogers Morton
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at 00:16:02.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-3659
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 3/14/70 to 3/20/70
  Runtime: 0:15
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3660
  "Face the Nation" with Jerris Leonard AND "Meet the Press" with Arthur Goldberg (3/22/1970)
  Runtime: 01:01:00
  Participants: Jerris Leonard; Arthur Goldberg
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at 01:00:27.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-3661
Runtime: 00:35:00
Participants: Senator Hugh Scott
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 00:34:14..
DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-3662
STRIKE Crisis in the Post Office (3/22/1970)
Runtime: 00:36:00
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at 00:35:15.
DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-3663
President Nixon's Speech on the Postal Strike; President's Speech on the Postal Strike (3/23/1970)
Runtime: 01:04:00
Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Good color bars, good chroma and audio, poor sync, medium level of dropouts throughout program. Program ends at 00:58:00..
VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-3664
President's Speech on the Postal Strike (3/23/1970)
Runtime: 0:30
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3665**
  Postal Strike; School Desegregation
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Secretary George Shultz; Senator Edward Brooke; Herb Klein, Mamie Eisenhower
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3666**
  00:00:00 to 00:28:50 - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/21/70 to 3/27/70
  00:33:30 to 00:56:03 - Art Linkletter with Florence Henderson and Herb Klein
  Runtime: 00:56:03
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3667**
  "The Dick Cavett Show": F. Lee Bailey, Buffy Sainte Marie, Bill Daly, Phyllis Tweed (3/28/1970)
  F. Lee Bailey, Buffy Sainte Marie, Bill Daly, Phyllis Tweed
  Runtime: 01:02:00
  Participants: Attorney F. Lee Bailey, American Indian singer Buffy Sainte Marie, Bill Daly, Phyllis Tweed
  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-3668


Runtime: 00:26:00
Participants: Richard Kleindienst
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-3669

"Today" Show with Sec. of Trans. John Volpe (3/30/1970)

Runtime: 01:02:00
Participants: Secretary John Volpe
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-3670

"Panorama" (3/30/1970)

Runtime: 00:27:00
Participants: Muriel Humphrey
Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.

DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3671**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" excerpt: John Volpe, Robert Morgenthau, Dr. Julius Segal (4/1/1970)
  Runtime: 00:59:00
  Participants: Secretary of Transportation John Volpe, Robert Morgenthau, Dr. Julius Segal
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at:00:59:53. Original air date may be 3/30/1970 (according to Cavett archive).
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3672**
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/30/70 to 4/3/70
  Runtime: 00:11:31
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3673**
  "Face The Nation" with Senators Gurney and Tydings on the Carswell vote (4/5/1970)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Senators Edward Gurney and Millard Tydings
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3674**
  Runtime: 00:33:30
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3675**
  "NBC White Paper - Pollution is a Matter of Choice" (4/7/1970)
  Runtime: 00:59:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3676**
  Carswell Nomination [to the Supreme Court] (4/8/1970)
  Runtime: 00:49:00
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3677**
  
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/5/70 to 4/10/70
  
  Runtime: 0:35
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3678**
  
  "Deena Clark's Moment With..." AND "Meet the Press" (4/12/1970)
  
  Runtime: 00:62:00
  
  Participants: Mrs. Spiro T. Agnew; German Chancellor Willy Brandt
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WRC.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3679**
  
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3680**
  "NOW" - A special on the Black Panthers (4/13/1970)
  Documentary featuring current events news footage of African American experiences and Black Panthers
  Runtime: 00:33:00
  Participants: Edward P. Morgan, ABC News Correspondent; Gil Noble, ABC news reporter, Song "End of Silence" by Elaine Brown.
  Keywords: militants, activists, African Americans, armed resistance, Civil Rights, Black Panthers
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 00:32:52..
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3681**
  Weekly News Summary (4/18/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/10/70 to 4/17/70
  Runtime: 00:30:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: After original WHCA recording Beta SP has the 10/21/1981 televised broadcast of Bob Hope Presents a Celebration with Stars of Comedy and Music, for the Dedication of the Ford Presidential Museum (presumably, this is a partial copy of Ford Library Quad-to-Beta SP transfer that was recorded over by the vendor, reusing old tape stock).
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3682**
  
  President Nixon presents awards to Houston AND Pres. Nixon gives medals to Astronauts in Honolulu (4/18/1970)

  Awards ceremonies, Air Force One landing at Honolulu, Hawaii airport

  Runtime: 01:05:12

  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts, Apollo 13

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars not accurate in relation to program content chroma levels and have no tone, chroma levels vary between studio news commentary and outdoor location footage, chroma is also variable between 2 different program segments; 1) Tape from Houston, Texas ending approx 00:27:20, and 2) from Hawaii. Audio levels are good and consistent, however there is some microphone distortion due to windy weather at the outdoor location. Head clog at 00:09:10. Picture quality is fair, some noise, slightly jittery at certain points throughout the ceremony, Hawaii segment (CBS) begins at 00:27:47 with Air Force One arriving at the airport. Some audio distortion as President speaks due to overmodulation with microphone from original recording. Program ends at 01:00:36.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3683**

  Newsroom (4/20/1970)

  Runtime: 01:05:00

  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 01:04:34.

  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-3684
  President Nixon Address to the Nation on Progress Toward Peace in Vietnam (4/20/1970)
  Includes CBS Commentary; NBC Commentary; "Issues and Answers" ABC speech in San Clemente, discussions, "The Flintstones" excerpt at end, TV commercials
  Runtime: 01:04:17
  Participants: President Nixon, network news correspondants
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Fair quality picture, some noise, some slight ghosting throughout Nixon's San Clemente speech, good audio, consistent levels, tape stopped at 00:24:50 during segment on Vietnam. Audio levels slightly lower in NBC segment that starts at approx 00:31:00. NBC segment ends at approx. 00:39:10. "ISSUES AND ANSWERS" (ABC) discussion segment begins at 00:43:40. Picture continues to be noisy, low dropouts. NOTE: The audio levels throughout this segment are inconsistent - they range on the Quad from too low to over-modulation. Program ends at 00:57:50 (Followed by some footage from "THE FLINTSTONES," TV commercials, etc. to end at 01:03:58).
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3685
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: one inch "Type A".
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-3686
  Ralph Nader; Ian McHarg; Eugene Odum
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3687**
  "Earth Day" Coverage, Pt. II (4/22/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3688**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3689**
  "Earth Day" Coverage, Pt. IV (4/22/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3690**
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/18/70 to 4/24/70
  Runtime: 01:03:51
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-3691


Runtime: 01:04:00
Participants: Senator Robert Griffith, Senator Edmund Muskie
Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.

DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-3692


Retirement of Presidential Yachts, interview with Gov. Rockefeller, Bowling show segment

Runtime: 00:30:00
Participants: Sam Donaldson, Governor Nelson Rockefeller, Vice President Agnew, bowlers
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. News clips regarding retirement of the President's Yachts end at 00:01:35, HOWEVER, programming on the Quad is not over. Sam Donaldson's "ISSUES AND ANSWERS" interview with Governor Rockefeller starts at 00:02:00. Clean picture, moderate amount of noise and dropouts, audio levels lower during interview than news clips at head. Program ends at approx 00:27:00. (followed by "BOWLER'S CHOICE" then some footage of Vice President Agnew which comes in at 00:29:48. (End of tape not noted in report).

VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3693**
  
  President Richard Nixon Address to the Nation on the Situation in Southeast Asia (Nixon's Cambodia Statement) (4/30/1970)
  
  President Nixon explains the situation and points to a map of Cambodia. With CBS and NBC commentary.
  
  Runtime: 01:02:50
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3694**
  
  President Richard Nixon Address to the Nation on the Situation in Southeast Asia (Nixon's Cambodia Statement) (4/30/1970)
  
  President Nixon explains the situation and points to a map of Cambodia. With ABC commentary.
  
  Runtime: 00:53:54
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: one inch "Type A".
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3695**
  
  Weekly News Summary (5/2/1970)
  
  
  Runtime: 00:31:00
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3696**
  A.O.C. Briefings from the Pentagon (5/6/1970)
  Runtime: 01:02:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 01:01:44.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3697**
  "Face the Nation" with V.P. Agnew AND "Issues and Answers" with King Hussein of Jordan (5/3/1970)
  Runtime: 01:03:00
  Participants: Vice President Spiro Agnew and King Hussein of Jordan
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3698**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3699**
  Runtime: 01:01:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3700**
  CBS Special on Cambodia (5/3/1970)
  Runtime: 01:05:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3701**
  "Here's Barbara" with Mary Ann Snow (not aired in Washington area) (5/5/1970)
  Runtime: 00:33:00
  Participants: Mary Ann Snow
  Network/Producer: Undetermined.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3702**
  Runtime: 01:02:00
  Participants: Secretary Robert Finch
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Unsteady picture roll, light banding, audio levels normal, tape was baked. Picture flutter throughout. Program ends at: 01:01:38.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3703**
  "The David Frost Show" with Sec. Robert Finch, Pt. 2 with Phil Ochs; end of "Conversation with William Rogers" interview by Eric Severiad of CBS (5/5/1970)
  
  Runtime: 00:33:00
  
  Participants: David Frost, Secretary Robert Finch, singer Phil Ochs, Secretary of State William Rogers, Eric Severiad
  
  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Unsteady picture roll, light banding, audio levels normal, tape was baked. Picture flutter throughout. Program ends at: 00:32:11..
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3704**
  
  Dick Cavett, evangelist Reverend Billy Graham, John Davidson, Robert Klein, Sarah Vaughan ("On A Clear Day," "Something")
  
  Runtime: 01:01:00
  
  Participants: Dick Cavett, evangelist Reverend Billy Graham, John Davidson, Robert Klein, Sarah Vaughan ("On A Clear Day," "Something")
  
  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 01:00:27.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3705**
  A.O.C. Briefings from the Pentagon (5/6/1970)
  
  Runtime: 01:01:00
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 01:00:35..
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-3706


Runtime: 01:02:00

Participants: Senator Griffin

Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 01:00:51..

DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-3707

"The Dick Cavett Show", Herb Klein interview, Pt. 1; John Kerry, Dean Jones, random TV clips, ending credits from "60 Minutes;" "Moon Landing" footage excerpt (5/7/1970)

Herbert Klein, Director of White House Communications; John Kerry, spokesman for Vietnam Veterans Against the War, Dean Jones, Dr. Christiaan Barnard

Runtime: 01:03:03

Participants: Herbert Klein, Director of White House Communications; John Kerry, spokesman for Vietnam Veterans Against the War, Dean Jones, Dr. Christiaan Barnard

Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts, Vietnam War

Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars do not appear to be accurate to program content, fair quality picture, some moderate picture noise, banding is visible intermittently during program, slight glitch occurs at approx 00:09:00 (as indicated by typewritten note enclosed in Quad case - "There are audio problems originating from Master Recording, as stated by local TV station announcement on Reel 3708 Head, due to their own technical difficulties."") Program ends at 00:58:30. (followed by random TV clips, ending credits from "60 Minutes," Moon Landing footage).

DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3708**
  "The Dick Cavett Show", Pt. 2 with Herb Klein and John Kerry (final half-hour of broadcast) (5/7/1970)
  Also includes a clip of Reverend Billy Graham on another episode of the Dick Cavett Show
  Runtime: 00:32:20
  Participants: Herbert Klein, Director of White House Communications; John Kerry, spokesman for Vietnam Veterans Against the War, Dean Jones, Dr. Christiaan Barnard
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3709**
  Runtime: 00:32:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3710**
  Runtime: 0:45
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-3711
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A".
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-3712
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/3/70 to 5/8/70
  Runtime: 0:40
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-3713
  ABC Special - "A Day of Dissent" (5/9/1970)
  Runtime: 00:32:00
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 00:31:10..
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-3714
  CBS Special - "Colleges, Cambodia, and Confrontation" (5/9/1970)
  Runtime: 01:01:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 01:00:22..
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-3715

"Face the Nation" with Anthony Moffett Jr. and Charles Palmer AND "Meet the Press" with Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker (5/10/1970)

Runtime: 01:00:00
Participants: Anthony Moffett, Jr.; Charles Palmer; Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker
Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 00:59:47.
DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-3716

"Issues and Answers" (5/10/1970)

Runtime: 00:33:00
Participants: Undersecretary of State Elliot Richardson
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-3717

NBC Special (Frank McGee Report) (5/10/1970)

Runtime: 00:32:00
Participants: Frank McGee
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3718**
  NBC Special - "Our House Divided" (5/10/1970)
  Runtime: 01:01:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3719**
  "Divided We Stand" (5/11/1970)
  Runtime: 01:02:00
  Participants: Under Secretary of State Elliot Richardson
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3720**
  "Today" Show with Joseph Blatchford, Peace Corps Director; NBC Special "The Amendment to End the War Committee" (5/12/1970)
  Runtime: 01:03:32
  Participants: Joseph Blatchford, Governor George Wallace, Five unidentified Senators on Amendment Committee to End the War
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: NBC, NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Quad has three (3) segments. 1) Interview with Joseph Blatchford (Peace Corps Director). There is a Quad scratch at 00:03:00 resulting in a diagonal dropout, excessive at first then recedes to be moderate. 2) Discussion about Vietnam with five (5) Senators proposing "The Amendment to End the War." 3) A "Meet the Press" interview with Governor George Wallace. *NOTE: This Quad has split tracks. Audio for this Wallace interview is on the 2nd Audio track ONLY. Program end not noted.*
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3721**
  "60 Minutes" with Attorney General Mitchell and Secretary Hickel (5/12/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Attorney-General John Mitchell and Secretary of the Interior Walter Hickel
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3722**
  "The David Frost Show" interview with Vice President Agnew, Pt. I (5/13/1970)
  Runtime: 00:64:10
  Participants: Vice-President of the United States Spiro T. Agnew
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good overall condition, low banding, audio levels a little hot - some clipping, no tone on tape color bars, picture quality - low saturation, no grain - very little noise, tape scratches visible in picture, picture is sharp - in focus, head clog at 14min in - tape still has some shedding issue after baking, picture break-up near end of tape starting at 58 min, tape was baked.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3723**
  "The David Frost Show" interview with Vice President Agnew, Pt. II (5/13/1970)
  Runtime: 00:30:57
  Participants: Vice-President of the United States Spiro T. Agnew
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3724**
  "The Merv Griffin Show" - author Gore Vidal (5/14/1970)
  Runtime: 00:28:54
  Participants: author Gore Vidal
  Network/Producer: Griffin Productions. Network Affiliate: WDCA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3725**
  Weekly News Summary (5/16/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/9/70 to 5/15/70
  Runtime: 01:03:20
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. This reel is a compilation reel of news segments from 1970. The video is old and looks grainy and worn, video and chroma levels vary slightly from segment to segment and there are a few random spots in the reel with drop out and video noise. Program and tape end at 01:03:20.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3726**
  "The City" - A Conversation with V.P. Agnew; "Face the Nation" with Sen. Mike Mansfield (5/17/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Spiro T. Agnew, Vice President of the United States; Senator Mike Mansfield
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTTG, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3727**
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: Senators Robert Packwood and J. William Fulbright
  
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3728**
  "To Tell the Truth" with Constance Dunaway (5/18/1970)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: Constance Dunaway
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3729**
  "The Merv Griffin Show" - Sarah McClendon, White House correspondent (5/19/1970)
  
  Runtime: 00:21:06
  
  Participants: Sarah McClendon, White House correspondent
  
  Network/Producer: Griffin Productions. Network Affiliate: WDCA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-3730
  "The Merv Griffin Show" - Herb Klein, Director of White House Communications (5/20/1970)
  Runtime: 00:28:35
  Participants: Herb Klein, Director of White House Communications
  Network/Producer: Griffin Productions. Network Affiliate: WDCA (Channel 20).
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-3731
  "CBS Evening News" AND "CBS Evening News" (5/22/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS, CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-3732
  "Today" Show with guest Sec. of Defense Melvin Laird (5/22/1970)
  Runtime: 0:10
  Participants: Melvin R. Laird, Secretary of Defense
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-3733
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/19/70 to 5/21/70
  Runtime: 0:20
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3734**
  "Face the Nation" - Herbert Klein, Director of White House Communications (5/20/1970)
  Runtime: 00:29:33
  Participants: Herbert Klein, Director of White House Communications
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: [WTOP?].
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3735**
  "60 Minutes" segment on Tricia's White House Tour (5/25/1970)
  Runtime: 00:24:20
  Participants: Tricia Nixon, Mike Wallace
  Network/Producer: CBS.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3736**
  "60 Minutes" segment on Tricia's White House Tour (5/26/1970)
  Runtime: 00:58:32
  Participants: Tricia Nixon, Mike Wallace
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. "60 Minutes piece with Mike Wallace at the White House with Tricia Nixon. The segment has some glitches and dropouts, fair quality picture, noisy. Segments ends at 00:26:00, rest of "60 Minutes program ends at 00:58:32 followed by color bars. Program ends at 00:58:32.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3737**
  Weekly News Summary (5/30/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/23/70 to 5/29/70
  Runtime: 0:32
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3738**
  "First Tuesday" (6/2/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3739**
  "First Tuesday" (6/2/1970)
  includes segment on Green Berets
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3740**
  Runtime: 0:15
  Participants: Clark Mollenhoff
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A" videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-3741**
  
  Nixon's Address on Cambodia with commentary (6/3/1970)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch "Type A" videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3742**
  
  President Richard Nixon Address to the Nation on the Cambodian Sanctuary Operation (6/3/1970)
  
  With NBC and CBS commentary
  
  Runtime: 01:01:00
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  
  Network/Producer: NBC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Video levels vary, head equalization varies, intermittently in the first segment and is stable in the second segment. The color changes drastically in some segments. Slight sync errors during some switching. Program ends at 00:59:00..
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3743**
  
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird, General Earle Wheeler, Senator Frank Church, Senator Charles Goodell
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- WHCA-3744
  Special-"The Senate & the War" (6/5/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3745
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/31/70 to 6/5/70
  Runtime: 0:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3746
  "Face the Nation" with Secretary of State William Rogers (6/7/1970)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Secretary of State William P. Rogers
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-3747
  'America's Young Majority", The Spurrlows Singing Group (6/10/1970)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: N/A.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-3748**
  Runtime: 0:08
  Participants: Herbert Klein, Director of White House Communications
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Available only on one inch "Type A" videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3749**
  Runtime: 0:35
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3750**
  "Face the Nation" with Gov. Schafer & Sen. McIntyre AND "Issues and Answers" with Herb Klein (6/14/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Governor Schafer; Senator McIntyre; Herbert Klein, Director of White House Communications
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-3751**
  - Interview with Connie Stuart (excerpt of "News 4 Washington") (6/15/1970)
  - Runtime: 0:04
  - Participants: Connie Stuart
  - Network/Producer: WRC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3752**
  - Runtime: 0:30
  - Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  - Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape.
  - Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3753**
  - "Nixon's Economy Address" & Commentary; CBS commentary; "Issues and Answers" (6/17/1970)
  - Runtime: 01:05:11
  - Network/Producer: NBC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. High amount of dropouts & glitches that 'settle down' at 00:19:00, then re-emerge at approx 00:30:00. Audio exists on 2 tracks, CBS segment starts at 00:33:00 endings at 00:36:40. Third segment begins at approx 00:37:55. "Issues and Answers" has a very noisy picture. Program ends at 00:58:10 (followed by TV commercials, station identification, clip of boxing).
  - VHS reference copy available
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- **WHCA-3754**
  "Today" Show with Sec. Finch AND "Art Linkletter Show" with President Nixon (film) (6/19/1970)
  Runtime: 0:15
  Participants: Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare Robert Finch
  Network/Producer: NBC, NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3755**
  Weekly News Summary (6/20/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/13/70 to 6/18/70
  Runtime: 0:31
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3756**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Nixon
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHCA COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3757**
  "Face the Nation" with Paul McCracken AND "Meet the Press" with Ambassador Charles W. Yost (6/21/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Paul McCracken, Ambassador Charles W. Yost
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3758**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Senators Barry Goldwater, Jacob Javits, George McGovern and Robert Byrd
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3759**
  Sen. Mike Mansfield: A Democratic Response to the President's Economy Address (6/25/1970)
  Runtime: 00:31:28
  Participants: Senator Mike Mansfield
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Audio was present on two tracks, picture was very noisy, line dropout was high, color banding was visible. Program ends at 00:28:39..
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3760**
  "Teacher of the Year" (6/26/1970)
  Runtime: 0:22
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliates: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3761**
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/21/70 to 6/25/70
  Runtime: 1:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3762**
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/25/70 to 6/26/70
  Runtime: 0:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3763**
  "Deena Clark's Moment With..." AND "Meet the Press" (6/28/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "Moment": Under Secretary of State William Macomber; "MTP": economist Dr. Milton Friedman
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliates: WRC, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- WHCA-3764
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Senator William Proxmire, Representative Gerald Ford
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-3765
  Runtime: 00:33:15
  Participants: Bob Hope, President Nixon
  Network/Producer: NBC, NBC, NBC, CBS. Network Affilate: WRC, WRC, WRC, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Line dropout was high, color banding was visible. Program ends at 00:30:20.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3766
  "Assessment of Cambodia" (6/30/1970)
  Runtime: 00:59:00
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3767**
  "Where We Stand in Indochina" (6/30/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3768**
  "A Conversation With the President" (7/1/1970)
  Runtime: 01:03:57
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Audio was present on two tracks, line dropout was high, color banding was visible. Program ends at 00:58:57.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3769**
  "Today" Show with Herb Klein & Joseph Kraft (7/2/1970)
  Runtime: 0:15
  Participants: Herbert Klein, newspaper columnist Joseph Kraft
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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• WHCA-3770
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/27/70 to 6/30/70
  Runtime: 01:15:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-3771
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/1/70 to 7/3/70
  Runtime: 1:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-3772
  NBC Coverage of Fourth of July Ceremony (7/4/1970)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-3773
  "CBS Evening News" (7/4/1970)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-3774**
  "Honor America Day" - Tape # 1 (7/4/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3775**
  "Honor America Day" - Tape # 2 (7/4/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3776**
  "Honor America Day" - Tape # 3 (7/4/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3777**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Available only on one inch "Type A" videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
$\text{WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION}$

- **WHCA-3778**
  
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Network/Producer: CBS;WRC. Network Affilite: WTOP, WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  $Reference \text{ copy may be created upon request.}$

- **WHCA-3779**
  
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilite: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  $Reference \text{ copy may be created upon request.}$

- **WHCA-3780**
  
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilite: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  $Reference \text{ copy may be created upon request.}$

- **WHCA-3781**
  
  "Face the Nation" with Sen. Fulbright AND "Meet the Press" with Caspar Weinberger (7/5/1970)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: Senator J. William Fulbright (D-AR), Caspar Weinberger
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affilite: WTOP, WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  $Reference \text{ copy may be created upon request.}$
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-3782**
  
  *NOW - "The Loyal Opposition" (7/6/1970)*
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

• **WHCA-3783**
  
  "Today" Show with Sec. George Shultz & John Ehrlichman (7/7/1970)
  
  Runtime: 0:15
  
  Participants: Secretary Shultz and John D. Ehrlichman
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

• **WHCA-3784**
  
  "The Loyal Opposition" - The Democrats Respond, Pt. 1 (7/7/1970)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-3785**
  
  "U.S. National Day at Expo '70" (7/8/1970)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Network/Producer: NHK. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-3786**
  
  NBC Special - "Cambodia: Right or Wrong?" (7/9/1970)
  
  Runtime: 00:59:00
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3787**
  
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/4/70 to 7/8/70
  
  Runtime: 01:04:30
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3788**
  
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/8/70 to 7/10/70
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3789**
  
  "Face The Nation" with Sen. Symington (7/12/1970)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: Senator Stuart Symington
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-3790**
  "Meet The Press" with Joseph Sisco AND "Issues And Answers" with Sec. Hickel (7/12/1970)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: Joseph Sisco, Secretary of the Interior Walter Hickel
  
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3791**
  
  Excerpts of the President At 1970 All Star Game (7/14/1970)
  
  Runtime: 00:31:00
  
  Participants: President Nixon, sports players and officials
  
  Keywords: Sports
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Audio present on two tracks, hue was out of phase and skin tones were red. Line dropout was high, color banding was visible. Program ends at 00:28:30.
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3792**
  
  NBC White Paper: "Migrant" (7/16/1970)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-3793**
  "Tonight" Show with V.P. Agnew, Pt. 1 (7/16/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Spiro T. Agnew, Vice President of the United States
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3794**
  "Tonight" Show with V.P. Agnew, Pt. 2 (7/17/1970)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Spiro T. Agnew, Vice President of the United States
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3795**
  Weekly News Summary, Pt. 1 (7/18/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/11/70 to 7/15/70
  Runtime: 1:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3796**
  - Weekly News Summary, Pt. 2 (7/18/1970)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/16/70 to 7/17/70
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3797**
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Participants: Nguyen Van Thieu, President of South Vietnam; Yitzhak Rabin, Ambassador of Israel
  - Keywords: Vietnam War
  - Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affilite: WTOP, WRC.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3798**
  - "Issues And Answers" with Counselor Finch (7/19/1970)
  - Runtime: 0:30
  - Participants: Robert Finch, Counselor to the President
  - Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilite: WMAL.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3799**
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Daniel P. Moynihan, Attorney-General John Mitchell
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3800**
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/18/70 to 7/21/70
  Runtime: 01:03:21
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Varying chroma changes, RF noise, banding and slight dropouts occur throughout. Audio also varies throughout. When there is a segment change the tape goes to black and then takes a few seconds to lock up. Program ends at 01:01:35:25..
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3801**
  Weekly News Summary, Pt. 2 (7/25/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/21/70 to 7/23/70
  Runtime: 01:00:20
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3802**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Pt. 3 (7/25/1970)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/23/70 to 7/24/70
  
  Runtime: 00:31:04
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. RF noise, banding, some dropouts and some varying chroma changes occur throughout program. During segment changes tape goes to black and then takes a minutes to lock up. Program ends at 00:17:04:03..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3803**
  
  "Face The Nation" with Sen. Mondale (7/26/1970)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: Senator Walter Mondale
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3804**
  
  "Issues And Answers" with Sen. Stennis (7/26/1970)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: Senator John Stennis
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3805**
  Presidential News Conference (7/30/1970, a Hotel, Los Angeles, California)
  Runtime: 01:03:22
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media
  Network/Producer: NBC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. #2 head error is printed on the master -EG. Head clog, head errors, various distortion problems, definitely originating from master, printed on Quad copy. RF/off-air noise visible throughout program. Dropouts and jitter, appears to be timing errors due to sync problem that occurred in transfer to this Quad copy, occurs throughout program. Poor/degraded image quality, Quad banding visible intermittently throughout. Car Race follows Press Conference, tape sticky at tail. Program and tape end at 01:03:22..
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3806**
  Presidential News Conference (7/30/1970, a Hotel, Los Angeles, California)
  Runtime: 01:02:42
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Clean picture, very minor amount of noise, very brief video signal interruption at 00:02:00, and some subsequent picture flipping at 00:06:39, 00:10:19, 00:28:16 and 00:29:29. Some banding is visible intermittently throughout program, good audio although there was a faulty microphone at the beginning of press conference, soon cleared up. Program ends at 00:37:10..
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3807**
  Presidential News Conference (7/30/1970, a Hotel, Los Angeles, California)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: available only on one inch Type A.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-3808**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (8/1/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/25/70 to 7/29/70
  Runtime: 1:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3809**
  Weekly News Summary - Tape II (8/1/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/30/70 to 7/31/70
  Runtime: 0:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3810**
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Attorney-General John Mitchell
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3811**
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/1/70 to 8/5/70
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3812**
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/5/70 to 8/7/70
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3813**
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Network/Producer: ABC, NBC. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WRC.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-3814**

  "Today" Show with David & Julie Eisenhower (8/12/1970)
  
  Runtime: 01:03:30
  
  Participants: David Eisenhower and Julie Nixon Eisenhower
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Program is very glitchy at head, excessive amount of dropouts. Dropouts recede to moderation as the program continues, picture has some noise throughout, some banding is visible intermittently throughout program, video and chroma levels vary intermittently throughout. Program ends at approx 00:54:40 followed by random bits of programming, TV commercials, etc..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3815**

  Weekly News Summary - Tape I (8/15/1970)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/8/70 to 8/11/70
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3816**

  Weekly News Summary - Tape II (8/15/1970)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/11/70 to 8/13/70
  
  Runtime: 01:02:46
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Colors are slightly washed in the beginning of program. Slight banding, RF noise, dropouts occur throughout. When tape has segment changes the program goes to black and then takes a minute to lock up. Program ends at 00:59:15:29..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3817**
  Weekly News Summary - Tape III (8/15/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/14/70
  Runtime: 00:31:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. No audio on the Quad bars. Varying chroma changes, dropout, banding occurs throughout. Every time there is a camera change the tape takes a few minutes to lock up, but then is OK. Extreme RF noise also occurs throughout. Program ends at 00:19:48:27.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3818**
  "Meet the Press" with John Ingersoll AND "Issues & Answers" with Sec. of Def. Laird (8/16/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: John Ingersoll, Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3819**
  "The David Frost Show" with William F. Buckley and Vivien Kellems (8/18/1970)
  Kellems: Speaking out against (protesting) "penalty tax on single people." Episode appears to be incomplete, not including the first guest. Only last hour (of 90 minute show) appears to be recorded.
  Runtime: 01:03:46
  Participants: William F. Buckley, Jr., Vivien Kellems
  Keywords: Writer, writers, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 3/4-inch LP-RN Notes: Low chroma (color saturation) - increased chroma using two stages of TBC (internal and external) for DVD copy (01:01:00). Colorlab Notes (Quad transfer): Poor condition: no tone with color bars, banding, picture and color quality poor - appears gray & green, low control track signal, control track out of phase, unstable capstan, non-synchronous switches, visible tape scratches, unsteady picture, shifts from side to side, audio levels normal, video has trouble locking to head at beginning, tape was baked.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3820**
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: KTLA. Network Affilate: Undetermined.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3821**
  
  Weekly News Summary - Tape I (8/22/1970)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/15/70 to 8/19/70.
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3822**
  
  Weekly News Summary - Tape II (8/22/1970)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/20/70 to 8/21/70.
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3823**
  "Face the Nation" AND "Issues & Answers" (8/23/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "FTN": Assistant Secretary of Labor Arthur A. Fletcher; "I &A": U.S. Senators George McGovern (D-SD) and Robert Dole (R-KA)
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3824**
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Senator J. William Fulbright (D-AR)
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3825**
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3826**
  "Newsroom" (8/24/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-3827
  NET News Special: "Senators' Dissent on Vietnam"; "The Endless War" (8/24/1970)
  John Kerry, Senators.
  Runtime: 01:06:16
  Participants: John Kerry, Senators
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Chroma desaturated, faded colors evident, clean picture, minor amount of noise, consistent audio levels, Special "The Endless War" appears to be shot on 16mm film (some dirt and scratches from original program master). *NOTE - Show contains an interview with young John Kerry. Program ends at approx 00:59:19.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-3828
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Henry Howard, Edith Vanocur
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3829
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/22/70 to 8/26/70.
  Runtime: 1:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-3830
  Weekly News Summary - Tape II (8/29/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/26/70 to 8/28/70.
  Runtime: 1:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3831
  "Face the Nation" with Golda Meir, Israeli Prime Minister AND "Meet the Press" with Dr. Alexander Heard, Chancellor of Vanderbilt Univ. (8/30/1970)
  Runtime: 00:59:00
  Participants: Prime Minister Golda Meir of Israel, Dr. Alexander Heard
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-3832
  "Issues & Answers" with Larry O'Brien, Chairman of the Democratic Party (8/30/1970)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Lawrence O'Brien
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3833**
  NBC News Special: "Reply to the President" with Senators Fulbright & McGovern (8/31/1970)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Senators J. William Fulbright (D-AR) and George McGovern (D-SD)
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3834**
  Weekly News Summary - Tape I (9/5/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/29/70 to 9/2/70.
  Runtime: 01:00:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.  
  *DVD reference copy available*  

- **WHCA-3835**
  Weekly News Summary - Tape II (9/5/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/2/70 to 9/4/70.
  Runtime: 1:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3836**
  "Face the Nation" with George Meany (Pres. AFL-CIO) AND "Meet the Press" with Leonard Woodcock (Pres. UAW) (9/6/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3837**
  "Issues & Answers" with Sec. of Labor Hodgson (9/6/1970)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3838**
  President Nixon & Tricia Nixon on United Fund Drive; "Issues & Answers" (9/9/1970)
  Runtime: 00:33:48
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Very glitchy at head, Quad scratch at head of tape (resulting in a diagonal dropout across picture). Banding is visible throughout program, audio levels vary, completely inconsistent, some voices are overmodulated, audio problems seem to originate from master recording. "Issues and Answers" program starts at 00:09:00. Color shift with completely different chroima levels and hues from previous program. Audio levels peak too high. Program ends at approx 00:28:50..
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-3839

Interview & Short Spots with Billy Graham (9/10/1970)
Runtime: 0:30
Network/Producer: N/A.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-3840

Runtime: 1:30
Participants: Herbert Klein (Director of White House Communications), Attorney-General John Mitchell, Secretary of HEW Robert Finch, Counselor to the President Leonard Garment
Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-3841

ABC Special: "Vietnam: Another View" (9/11/1970)
Runtime: 01:02:42
Keywords: Vietnam War
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Excessively glitchy high rate of dropouts, banding visible throughout program. Special appears to be shot on 16mm film, colors are washed out, good audio levels, consistent. Program ends at 00:30:00.
VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3842**
  
  Weekly News Summary (9/12/1970)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/5/70 to 9/11/70.
  
  Runtime: 01:04:30
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3843**
  
  
  Runtime: 01:03:31
  
  Participants: Dolf Droge
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  
  and white picture, noisy. This appears to be a copy of a lowband Quad master. Tube camera creates phantom
  shadows, sync errors are present intermittently throughout program, primarily in switching, audio is distorted in
  opening and ending segments. Program ends at 00:57:00.
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3844**
  
  Congressman Ben Riefel & Dolf Droge (9/13/1970)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3845**
  "Face the Nation" with Dr. Daniel Moynihan AND "Meet the Press" with Sen. Smith & Candidate Stevenson (9/13/1970)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Daniel P. Moynihan
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3846**
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Senator William Proxmire
  Keywords: Super Sonic Transport (SST)
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3847**
  Panorama (9/13/1970)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Senator Mark Hatfield, Virginia Knauer
  Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3848**  
  Vice President Agnew in San Diego (9/14/1970)  
  Runtime: 0:30  
  Participants: Spiro T. Agnew, Vice President of the United States  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: KOGO.  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3849**  
  "Now Report: 'POW-Next of Kin' interview with V.P. Agnew" (9/14/1970)  
  Vietnam Prisoner of War.  
  Runtime: 0:30  
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3850**  
  President Nixon at Kansas State University & Commentary (9/16/1970)  
  Runtime: 01:04:25  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Picture jitters in some segments and camera shots, video levels vary drastically, minor amount of noise, some banding is visible. Program ends at 01:00:05..  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3851**
  President Nixon at Kansas State University & Commentary (9/16/1970)
  President Nixon is heckled during his speech at KSU.
  Runtime: 01:04:45
  Participants: President Nixon
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Some picture ghosting is evident, picture also suffers from a fair amount of noise, permanent horizontal lines appear intermittently across the image throughout program (seemingly tape damage due to machine head). Picture is jittery at certain points, picture quality is blurry, lacks sharpness. Faded chroma. Chroma and video levels vary throughout program, levels shift when cutting from one camera angle to another. President Nixon gets heckled during his speech. Program ends at 00:59:35. followed by TV Commercials, musical performance by 70s era lounge singer).
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3852**
  President Nixon at Kansas State University & Commentary (9/16/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Available only on one inch "Type A" videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3853**
  "Black Perspective" with Frank Jones (OEO) (9/18/1970)
  Runtime: 00:30:00
  Participants: Frank Jones
  Keywords: African Americans
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3854**
  "The Name of the Game" with Robert Finch (9/18/1970)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Robert Finch, Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliates: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3855**
  Weekly News Summary - Tape I (9/19/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/12/70 to 9/16/70
  Runtime: 00:59:15
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3856**
  Weekly News Summary - Tape II (9/19/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/17/70 to 9/18/70
  Runtime: 1:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHCA-3857
"Face the Nation" with Mohammed El-Zayyat (UAR) AND "Meet the Press" (9/20/1970)
Runtime: 1:00
Participants: Mohammed El-Zayyat, Undersecretary of State Elliot Richardson
Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.

WHCA-3858
"Issues & Answers" with Leonard Woodcock & Golda Meir (9/20/1970)
Runtime: 1:00
Participants: Leonard Woodcock, President of the United Automobile Workers; Golda Meir, Prime Minister of Israel
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.

WHCA-3859
"Life with Linkletter" with Herb Klein (9/21/1970)
Runtime: 0:30
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.

WHCA-3860
"The Merv Griffin Show" - Mr. & Mrs. Robert Finch (9/22/1970)
Runtime: 00:47:38
Participants: Mr. & Mrs. Robert Finch
Network/Producer: Griffin Productions. Network Affiliate: WDCA.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-3861
  Special Hour Long "CBS Evening News" (9/23/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-3862
  "The David Frost Show" interview with Vice President Agnew (9/25/1970)
  Runtime: 01:28:24
  Participants: Spiro T. Agnew, Vice President of the United States
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good condition: bars and tone at head, audio levels normal, very little banding, picture is sharp, colors good, best looking tape so far - this tape is a dub, tape was baked.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-3863
  Weekly News Summary - Tape I (9/26/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/19/70 to 9/23/70
  Runtime: 1:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-3864
  Weekly News Summary - Tape II (9/26/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/23/70 to 9/25/70
  Runtime: 01:03:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Video takes about 20 sec. to lock up at head of reel, has sync problems at head of each news clip. Reel has many spots with dropout and glitches. Not a very good video. Program ends at 00:57:00.
  
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3865
  Weekly News Summary - Tape III (9/26/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/25/70
  Runtime: 00:15:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-3866
  Face the Nation" with V.P. Nguyen Cao Ky AND "Issues and Answers" with Sen. Fulbright (9/27/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Nguyen Cao Ky, Vice-President of the Republic of South Vietnam; Senator J. William Fulbright (D-AR)
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3867**
  
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3868**
  
  ABC Special: "President Nixon's Arrival in Rome" (9/27/1970)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3869**
  
  NBC special coverage of President Nixon's Arrival in Rome (9/27/1970)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-3870


includes filmed location segments in Belgrade; news coverage of President Nixon's Yugoslavia trip to meet with President Tito

Runtime: 01:05:44

Participants: President Nixon

Network/Producer: NBC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. News segments (NBC) at head of Quad are glitchy, suffer from an excessive amount of dropouts, picture is noisy, some ghosting evident, good audio, consistent levels, video levels and chroma levels vary throughout different programs on Quad. Chroma and hues shift in CBS special on Yugoslavia starting at approx 00:30:00. CBS special has a much lower rate of dropouts & glitches. Some 16mm filmed location segments in Belgrade. Program ends at 00:58:27.

VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-3871


local news segment on the White House dog handler; news coverage of President Nixon's Yugoslavia trip to meet with President Tito

Runtime: 00:33:00

Participants: President Nixon, Doug Llewellyn

Network/Producer: WTOP. Network Affiliate: WTOP.


VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3872**
  Nixon in Zagreb, Yugoslavia (10/1/1970)
  News coverage of President Nixon's Yugoslavia trip to meet with President Tito
  Runtime: 01:03:44
  Participants: President Nixon
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2” Quad Hi Band. Banding is visible throughout program, intermittent line dropout was present throughout the program. Tape and program end at 01:03:44.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3873**
  Special-Nixon's Arrival in Madrid, Spain" - I" (10/2/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3874**
  Special-Nixon's Arrival in Madrid", Spain - II" (10/2/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3875**
  Special-Nixon's Arrival in Madrid, Spain" - I" (10/2/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3876**
  Special-Nixon's Arrival in Madrid, Spain" - II" (10/2/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3877**
  Special-Nixon's Arrival in Madrid, Spain - I (10/2/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Available only on one inch "Type A" videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3878**
  Special - Nixon's arrival in Madrid, Spain, Part II (10/2/1970)
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Available only on one inch "Type A" videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3879**
  Special-"Nixon's Arrival in Madrid, Spain" - III (10/2/1970)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: NBC.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Available only on one inch "Type A" videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3880**
  NBC News Special "Nixon in Spain" (10/2/1970)
  
  News coverage of President Nixon's trip to Spain to meet with Prince Juan Carlos and Princess Sofia, Vice-President Carrero Blanco and other dignitaries
  
  Runtime: 00:33:28
  
  Participants: President Nixon, Prince Juan Carlos and Princess Sofia
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. The picture was unstable throughout playback, banding is visible throughout program, intermittent line dropout was present throughout the program. Program ends at 00:28:30.
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3881**
  "The Merv Griffin Show" - Jessamyn West (author and cousin of President Nixon) (10/2/1970)
  
  Runtime: 00:54:45
  
  Participants: Jessamyn West (cousin of President Nixon and author of "The Friendly Persuasion")
  
  Network/Producer: Griffin Productions. Network Affiliate: WDCA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3882**
  "The Dick Cavett Show": Jules Witcover, Sergio Franchi, Lillian Hellman, others (10/2/1970)
  Runtime: 00:48:03
  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, Actor, actors, celebrities
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: [WMAL?].
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3883**
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/26/70 to 9/27/70
  Runtime: 01:03:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3884**
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/29/70 to 9/30/70
  Runtime: 01:01:03
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3885**
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/1/70 to 10/2/70
  Runtime: 00:59:10
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3886**
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/2/1970
  Runtime: 00:14:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3887**
  News coverage of President Nixon and Mrs. Nixon in England and Ireland to meet heads of state and visit historical family sites
  Runtime: 01:05:59
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Banding is visible throughout program, intermittent line dropout was present throughout the program. Program ends at 00:28:30..
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-3888
  "First Tuesday" - Peru segment (10/5/1970)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-3889
  "Today" Show with Herb Klein; President Nixon's arrival home from England (10/6/1970)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Herbert Klein, Director of White House Communications
  Network/Producer: NBC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3890
  President Richard Nixon Address to the Nation about a New Initiative for Peace in Southeast Asia (10/7/1970)
  With CBS and NBC commentary
  Runtime: 00:55:20
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars are not accurate in relation to program content, chroma and video levels vary throughout program segments, sync errors are present in some camera shots throughout, audio levels vary. Program ends at 00:57:35..
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3891**
  Nixon's Vietnam Speech & ABC commentary (10/7/1970)
  Runtime: 0:22
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Available only on one inch "Type A" videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3892**
  "Politics '70" with Lawrence O'Brien (10/7/1970)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Lawrence O'Brien, Chairman of the Democratic National Committee
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3893**
  "The Miracle of America" with Pat Boone (10/7/1970)
  Runtime: 00:45:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3894**
  "The Merv Griffin Show" - Herbert Klein, Director of White House Communications (10/9/1970)
  Runtime: 00:42:23
  Participants: Herbert Klein, Director of White House Communications
  Network/Producer: Griffin Productions. Network Affiliate: WDCA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3895**
  Weekly News Summary - Tape I (10/10/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/3/70 to 10/6/70
  Runtime: 1:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3896**
  Weekly News Summary - Tape II (10/10/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/7/70 to 10/8/70
  Runtime: 01:02:46
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3897**
  Weekly News Summary - Tape III (10/10/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/9/70
  Runtime: 0:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-3898
  "Issues and Answers" with Secs. Laird & Rogers (10/11/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird and Secretary of State William P. Rogers
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-3899
  "The Ed Sullivan Show" with the Johnny Mann Singers (10/11/1970)
  Runtime: 00:11:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-3900
  "Today" Show with Sec. of Labor James D. Hodgson (10/12/1970)
  Runtime: 0:10
  Participants: Secretary of Labor James D. Hodgson
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-3901
  "60 Minutes" with Dr. Henry Kissinger (10/13/1970)
  Segment on Kissinger, including clips and interviews with Kissinger as well as other people. Will Rogers comedy performance with many White House staff members in audience. Medgar Evers murder case. A brief interview segment at the end of the program.
  Runtime: 00:58:50
  Participants: Dr. Henry Kissinger, Advisor to the President for National Security
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-3902
  "Politics '70" with Robert Finch (10/14/1970)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WDCA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-3903
  A Conversation with the Secretary of the Interior (10/15/1970)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Secretary of the Interior Walter Hickel
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3904**
  "Black Perspective on the News" with Robert Brown (10/15/1970)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Keywords: African Americans
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3905**
  President Nixon's Speech at Kansas State University (revision A) (10/16/1970)
  
  Possibly the 9/16/1970 remarks made in the Alfred M. Landon Lecture Series at Kansas State University when President Nixon was heckled by students.
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Picture is extremely noisy, hard dropouts are evident intermittently throughout program, chroma phase video and audio levels vary throughout, audio is noisy in some camera shots. Program ends at 00:28:45..
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3906**
  Weekly News Summary - Tape I (10/17/1970)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/10/70 to 10/14/70
  
  Runtime: 00:58:24
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-3907
  Weekly News Summary - Tape II (10/17/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/14/70 to 10/16/70
  Runtime: 00:58:25
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-3908
  "Face the Nation" with Gov. Ronald Reagan & Candidate Jesse Unruh; "Deena Clark's Moment With..." (10/18/1970)
  Runtime: 01:06:54
  Participants: "FTN": Governor Ronald W. Reagan, Jesse Unruh (candidate for the U.S. Senate from California); "Moment": Postmaster-General of the United States Ray Blount
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3909
  "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (10/18/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Ambassador Hambro Pres. U.N. General Assembly, Mahmoud Riad, Foreign Minister of the United Arab Republic
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3910**
  
  KOB Special Report: "An Interview with David Eisenhower" (10/19/1970)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: David Eisenhower
  
  Network/Producer: KOB. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3911**
  
  "The David Frost Show" with William Scranton, Shirley Bassey, Engelbert Humperdinck (10/19/1970)
  
  Runtime: 01:01:07
  
  Participants: William Scranton, Shirley Bassey, Engelbert Humperdinck
  
  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Fair condition: no bars and tone on tape, banding, low chroma - washed out, low audio levels needed adjustment, tape scratches, head had trouble locking at beginning of tape as well as at 39min in at commercial break, non-synchronous switches, tape was baked.
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3912**
  
  "Television and Politics" (10/20/1970)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3913**
  "The Tonight Show" with John Lindsay (10/20/1970)
  
  Runtime: 00:28:15
  Participants: John Lindsay, Mayor of New York City
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3914**
  "Politics '70" with R. Sargent Shriver (10/21/1970)
  
  Runtime: 00:29:00
  Participants: R. Sargent Shriver, former chief of the Peace Corps and Kennedy in-law
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3915**
  President's U.N. Address with CBS Commentary (10/23/1970)
  
  Runtime: 01:06:33
  Participants: President Nixon, United Nations officials
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars are not accurate to program content, chroma and video levels vary throughout program segments, sync errors are present in some camera shots throughout, audio levels vary. Program ends at 00:59:50.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3916**
  
  President's U.N. Address with ABC Commentary (10/23/1970)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: President Nixon, United Nations officials
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Available only on one inch "Type A" videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3917**
  
  President's U.N. Address with NBC Commentary (10/23/1970)
  
  Runtime: 01:06:22
  
  Participants: President Nixon, United National officials
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Picture has moderate degree of noise, ghosting, image tends to be jittery throughout program. Program and tape end at 01:06:22..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3918**
  
  Weekly News Summary - Tape I (10/24/1970)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/17/70
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3919**
  Weekly News Summary - Tape II (10/24/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/20/1970 to 10/22/1970
  Runtime: 1:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3920**
  Weekly News Summary - Tape III (10/24/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3921**
  "Face the Nation" AND "Meet the Press" (10/25/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Senator Charles Goodell, Representative Ottinger, James Buckley, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi of India
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3922**
  "Campaign '70" with President & Vice-President (10/27/1970)
  
  **Runtime:** 00:53:43
  
  **Participants:** President Nixon, Vice President Agnew
  
  **Network/Producer:** CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  **Original Format:** 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Picture has moderate degree of noise, some occasional ghosting, different programs have variable degrees of dropouts, glitches, and/or tearing. Banding is visible intermittently throughout the program. Program ends at 00:49:00.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3923**
  
  **Runtime:** 01:31:52
  
  **Participants:** Attorney Joseph Califano, actor Richard Harris, attorney-activist Ramsey Clark, investigative journalist I.F. Stone
  
  **Keywords:** Actor, actors, celebrities
  
  **Network/Producer:** Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  **Original Format:** 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good overall condition: low banding, no tone with color bars, weak control track, audio levels normal, fair picture quality (noise, tape scratches, washed out), tape was baked.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3924**
  "Politics '70" with Herb Klein (10/28/1970)
  
  **DVD chapter name incorrectly says WHCA-3923**
  
  **Runtime:** 00:28:40
  
  **Network/Producer:** Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  **Original Format:** 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3925**
  President Nixon in California (10/30/1970)
  Speech in San Diego, California
  (paid political address. According to http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/index.php?pid=2795&st=&st1= the speech was made in Anaheim, "Note: The President spoke at 7:37 p.m. in the Anaheim Convention Center.")
  Runtime: 00:32:48
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Clean picture, low amount of noise and dropouts, chroma and video levels vary throughout program, good audio levels, consistent, some audio distortion during Nixon’s speech due to overmodulated microphone in original recording. Program ends at 00:28:50.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3926**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (10/31/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/24/70 to 10/28/70
  Runtime: 00:58:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3927**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (10/31/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/28/70 to 10/30/70
  Runtime: 00:55:45
  Participants: Tricia
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3928**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (10/31/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/31/70
  Runtime: 0:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3929**
  "Issues & Answers" (11/1/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3930**
  CBS Special: "Election ’70" (11/1/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3931**
  "Firing Line" (11/2/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Abba Eban, Ambassador to the United States from Israel
  Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-3932
  "Today" Show with Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson (11/2/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Mrs. Lyndon Johnson "Ladybird"
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-3933
  Paid Political Announcements: Nixon at Phoenix, Muskie Rebuttal (11/2/1970)
  paid political broadcasts from the 1970 "mid-term" congressional election campaign
  Runtime: 00:33:00
  Participants: President Nixon
  Network/Producer: RNC, DNC. Network Affiliate: WMAL, ?.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars are not accurate to program content, Blac & White video levels vary throughout program segments, program is noisy, audio is buried, very distorted and audio levels vary throughout, sync errors are present in some camera shots throughout. Program ends at 00:29:10.
  (Previous note: The Nixon spot is black and white, with very poor audio quality.).
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-3934
  "The David Frost Show" with Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson "Ladybird" (11/2/1970)
  Runtime: 01:36:00
  Participants: Former First Lady Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson "Ladybird"
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Fair condition: no tone with color bars, color on the cool side, shifts in pic and audio - sometimes low audio and picture changes color, then goes back, tape scratches. Non-synchronous switches, distortion and interence recorded onto tape, especially at commercial breaks, tape was baked..
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-3935
"Realities - A Focus On Congressional Elections" (11/2/1970)
Runtime: 1:00
Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affilate: WETA.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-3936
Runtime: 0:50
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-3937
Runtime: 0:50
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-3938
Runtime: 52
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-3939
  Runtime: 0:52
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-3940
  Runtime: 0:52
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-3941
  Runtime: 0:52
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-3942
  Runtime: 0:52
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3943**
  Runtime: 0:52
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3944**
  Runtime: 0:25
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3945**
  "ABC Evening News" AND "CBS Evening News" (11/3/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ABC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3946**
  Runtime: 0:52
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3947**
  Runtime: 0:52
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3948**
  Runtime: 0:45
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3949**
  Runtime: 0:45
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3950**
  Runtime: 0:45
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3951**
  Runtime: 0:50
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3952**
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3953**
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3954**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3955**
  Runtime: 1:04
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3956**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3957**
  Runtime: 1:05
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3958**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3959**
  Runtime: 0:54
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilite: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3960**
  Election analysis, Part 1
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilite: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3961**
  Election analysis, Part 2
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilite: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3962**
  Election analysis, Part 3
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilite: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3962A**
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-3962B**
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Participants: George Gallup
  - Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-3963**
  - "Today" Show with Averell Harriman (11/5/1970)
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Participants: Averell Harriman
  - Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  - Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Available only on one inch "Type A" video tape.
  - Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3964**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape I (11/7/1970)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/31/70 to 11/3/70
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3965**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape II (11/7/1970)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/3/70 to 11/5/70
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3966**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape III (11/7/1970)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/5/70 to 11/6/70
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3967**
  - "Face the Nation" with Rogers Morton (Republican National Chairman); "Meet the Press" with Sen. Muskie (11/8/1970)
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Participants: Rogers C.B. Morton, Chairman of the Republican National Committee, Senator Edmund Muskie (D-ME)
  - Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*
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• **WHCA-3968**
  "Issues and Answers" with Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson (11/8/1970)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson "Ladybird"
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• **WHCA-3969**
  Thanksgiving with Oral Roberts (11/9/1970)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• **WHCA-3970**
  "Today" Show with Segments on the death of French President Charles de Gaulle (11/10/1970)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-3971**

  President Charles de Gaulle Funeral I; (Nixon present); daytime soap opera footage; TV commercials (11/12/1970)

  Runtime: 01:04:48

  Participants: President Nixon and world leaders

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Fair quality picture, moderate degree of noise, rate of dropouts and glitches vary from excessive to minimal throughout program, good audio levels. Program ends at 01:01:45. followed by daytime soap opera footage and TV Commercials).

  

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3972**

  President Charles de Gaulle Funeral II; (with President Nixon, Sec. Rogers, & Henry Kissinger); Cartoon show footage of "The Atom" (11/12/1970)

  Runtime: 01:07:08

  Participants: Secretary of State William P. Rogers, Advisor to the President for National Security Henry A. Kissinger, world leaders and dignitaries

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Fair quality picture, moderate degree of noise, rate of dropouts and glitches vary from excessive to minimal throughout program, audio levels are good. HOWEVER, the narration & translation track has some distortion, due to overmodulation in original recording. Program ends at approx 01:00:00. (followed by footage of cartoon show "The Atom")..

  

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3973**

  President Charles de Gaulle Funeral III; & first part of "Today" Show with Funeral Coverage I (11/12/1970)

  Runtime: 1:00

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-3974**
  "Today" Show with President Charles de Gaulle Funeral II (11/12/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3975**
  "Today" Show with President Charles de Gaulle Funeral III (11/12/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3976**
  "Today" Show with President Charles de Gaulle Funeral IV (11/12/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3977**
  "CBS Morning News" with Special on President Charles de Gaulle Funeral I (11/12/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-3978**
  "CBS Morning News" with Special on President Charles de Gaulle Funeral II (11/12/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3979**
  "CBS Morning News" with Special on President Charles de Gaulle Funeral III (11/12/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3980**
  "CBS Morning News" with Special on President Charles de Gaulle Funeral IV (11/12/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-3981**
  ABC Special on President Charles de Gaulle Funeral (11/12/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Available only on one inch “Type A” videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
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• WHCA-3982
  "The Mike Douglas Show" (11/13/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson "Ladybird"
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions, Inc. Network Affilee: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-3983
  Weekly News Summary (11/14/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/7/70 to 11/13/70
  Runtime: 1:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-3984
  "Face The Nation" (11/15/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Elliot Richardson, Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilee: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-3985**
  "Today" Show with Ramsay Clark (11/16/1970)
  Runtime: 0:20
  Participants: Ramsay Clark, former Attorney-General
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3986**
  "The Mike Douglas Show" (11/20/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: former astronaut John Glenn
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3987**
  Weekly News Summary (11/21/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/15/70 to 11/20/70
  Runtime: 1:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-3988**
  Laird Before Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Tape I (11/24/1970)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird, Senator J. William Fulbright (D-AR)
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3989**
  Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird Before Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Tape II (11/24/1970)
  Runtime: 01:07:00
  Participants: Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird, Senator J. William Fulbright (D-AR)
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Program has no color bars at head, banding is visible throughout program, picture is very noisy, some ghosting present, video and chroma levels vary throughout program, some audio problems at 00:41:00 (feedback noise in original recording). Program ends at approx 00:58:20..
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3990**
  "60 Minutes" (11/24/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Secretary of the Interior Walter Hickel
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-3991**
  
  Runtime: 00:24:23
  
  Participants: Senator Edmund Muskie (D-ME), Eddie Albert, Rosey Grier, Jacques Losssier Trio
  
  Keywords: Actor, actors, celebrities
  
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good overall condition: low banding, no tone with color bars, weak control track, audio levels normal, fair picture quality, tape had trouble locking at beginning of show, tape was baked..
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3992**
  "Festival at Ford's" (11/26/1970)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3993**
  "The Mike Douglas Show" AND "Dinah's Place" (11/27/1970)
  
  Runtime: 0:45
  
  Participants: Connie Stuart, Mrs. Nixon's Administrative Assistant
  
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions, Inc.; Henry Jaffe Enterprises, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC, ?.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-3994**
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/26/70 to 11/27/70
  Runtime: 1:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3995**
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/25/70 to 11/27/70
  Runtime: 1:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3996**
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/21/70 to 11/24/70
  Runtime: ?
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-3997**
  
  "The Up & Down of the Midi" (11/29/1970)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: Mrs. Nixon, Tricia Nixon
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-3998**
  
  "Swing Out Sweet Land" (11/29/1970)
  
  patriotic musical special
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Participants: John Wayne, actor
  
  Keywords: Music, performance, Actor, actors, celebrities
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-3999**
  
  
  A benefit for Marshall and Wichita State Universities
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-4000**
  A benefit for Marshall and Wichita State Universities
  Runtime: 01:35:00
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: July 2013 Colorlab condition report: (Title listed on report as "Tape I, not Tape II.") Good overall condition, low banding, audio levels normal, tape was baked. Program ends at 01:34:52.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4001**
  "The Mike Douglas Show" (11/30/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Donald Rumsfeld, Chairman of the Office of Economic Opportunity
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Available only on one inch "Type A" videotape. Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4002**
  Senator Albert Gore, Sr. (D-TN) Television Commercials (11/30/1970)
  Runtime: 0:10
  Network/Producer: N/A.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Tape supplied by Al Snyder. Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-4003**
  Political commercial excerpts of "Television & Politics" (10/20/1970)
  Runtime: 0:10
  Network/Producer: (various campaign committees).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4004**
  "First Tuesday" - Part I (12/1/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4005**
  "First Tuesday" - Part II (12/1/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4006**
  "The Advocates" (12/1/1970)
  Should Congress pass a guaranteed minimum income law?
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
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• **WHCA-4007**
  A CBS Special - "Blue Christmas: An Inquiry Into the State of the Economy" (12/1/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

• **WHCA-4008**
  Al Capp Special (12/2/1970)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: N/A.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

• **WHCA-4009**
  "Today" Show (12/2/1970)
  Discussion of the proposed Supersonic Transport (SST)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: NBC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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• WHCA-4010

"The David Frost Show" with Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird, singer Bobby Bloom (12/2/1970)

Runtime: 01:35:12
Participants: Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird, Bobby Bloom
Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Poor condition: Unsteady picture, picture roll, low control track, capstan errors, non synchronous switches, dropout at 50 min in, bad signal recorded on tape (odd field problem, half a line - 7 EQ pulses). I bumped up chroma set up to get more out of pic and Charlie adjusted vertical shift, but the picture still shifts. Tape was baked.

DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4011

"The Dean Martin Show" (12/3/1970)

Runtime: 1:00
Participants: actress Jill St. John
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4012

Weekly News Summary, Tape I (12/5/1970)

Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/28/70 to 12/1/70

Runtime: 01:00:10

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

VHS reference copy available
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- **WHCA-4013**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (12/5/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/1/70 to 12/3/70
  Runtime: 00:58:15
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4014**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (12/5/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/4/70
  Runtime: 00:25:45
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4015**
  "Face the Nation" AND "Meet the Press" (12/6/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "FTN": former Secretary of the Interior Walter Hickel; "MTP": Senator Henry Jackson
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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• WHCA-4016
  "Today" Show (12/7/1970)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare Robert Finch
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4017
  Film of James Farmer & White House Ladies
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: James Farmer
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4018
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Bud Krogh, Governor of the U.S. Virgin Islands & Rosemary Woods
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-4019**
  President Nixon in Anaheim, California (12/8/1970)
  Runtime: 01:33:08
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Line dropout was present throughout the program. Program ends at approx 00:51:26. - Previous catalog note states: longer version than program aired 10/30/70 [see WHCA VTR# 3925].
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4020**
  NYC Goes to College (12/9/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Available only on one inch "Type A" videotape. Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4021**
  "The Dick Cavett Show": guest host Buck Henry, Wally Shirra, Elliot Richardson (12/9/1970)
  Runtime: 01:28:35
  Participants: guest host comedian, actor, script writer Buck Henry, Astronaut Wally Shirra, and Elliot Richardson Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts, Actor, actors, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: July 2013 Colorlab condition report: Good overall condition, low banding, audio levels normal, tape was baked. Program ends at 01:29:58.
  *DVD reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-4022**
  
  NBC Special - Railroad Strike (12/9/1970)
  
  Runtime: 0:07
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4023**
  
  "Today" (12/10/1970)
  
  Vietnam Prisoner of War
  
  Runtime: 00:40:00
  
  Participants: Three former Vietnam Prisoners of War (POW), Senators J. William Fulbright and Jacob Javits, Paulette Marie Desell first female page of the US Senate
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Indochina War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4024**
  
  ABC coverage of President Nixon's news conference (12/10/1970)
  
  Runtime: 00:58:15
  
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Vietnam War, Indochina War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Available only on one inch "Type A" videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-4025**
  CBS Coverage of Presidential News Conference & Closing Comments; Firing Line with William F. Buckley, Jr., and guest Spiro Agnew (last 16 minutes) (12/10/1970)

  Runtime: 00:56:00
  Participants: President Richard Nixon, Vice President Spiro Agnew
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Vietnam War, Indochina War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Banding is visible at the beginning of the second segment, line dropout was present throughout the program. Program ends at approx 00:55:54.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4026**
  NBC Coverage of Presidential News Conference (12/10/1970)

  Runtime: 00:36:00
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Vietnam War, Indochina War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Banding is visible at the beginning of the second segment, line dropout was present throughout the program. Program ends at approx 00:36:00.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4027**

  Runtime: 0:13
  Participants: Paul McCracken, Chairman of the President's Council of Economic Advisors
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-4028**
  - Weekly News Summary - Tape I (12/12/1970)
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4029**
  - Weekly News Summary - Tape II (12/12/1970)
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4030**
  - Weekly News Summary - Tape III (12/12/1970)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/11/1970
  - Runtime: 0:30
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-4031**

  "Face the Nation" AND "Meet the Press" (12/13/1970)

  Runtime: 1:00

  Participants: "FTN": Senator William Proxmire; "MTP": Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Dayan

  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4032**

  "Issues and Answers" with King Hussein (Jordan) (12/13/1970)

  Runtime: 0:30

  Participants: King Hussein of Jordan

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4033**

  The White House Conference on Children: A Preview (12/13/1970)

  Runtime: 1:00

  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WETA.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-4034**
  WTOP News - Bill Magruder interview (12/15/1970)
  Bill Magruder interview
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Bill Magruder
  Network/Producer: WTOP. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Available only on one inch “Type A” videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4035**
  "Today" Show (12/16/1970)
  Runtime: 0:15
  Participants: Stephen Hess, Chairman of the White House Conference on Children
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4036**
  Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony (12/16/1970)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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● WHCA-4037
"The Dick Cavett Show" (12/16/1970)
Runtime: 1:30
Participants: the Reverend Billy Graham, Arthur Penn, Chief Dan George, R.V. Cassill, Mandy Rice Davis
Keywords: celebrities
Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Original broadcast date may be 12/17/1970 (according to Cavett archive).
Reference copy may be created upon request.

● WHCA-4038
"Today Show" (12/18/1970)
Runtime: 0:30
Participants: Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare Elliot Richardson
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.

● WHCA-4039
"The Mike Douglas Show" (12/18/1970)
Runtime: 0:50
Participants: Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, Senator Eugene McCarthy
Network/Producer: Group W Productions, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-4040**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (12/19/1970)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/12/70 to 12/16/70
  
  Runtime: 01:01:30
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4041**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (12/19/1970)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/16/70 to 12/18/70
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4042**
  
  "Face the Nation" (12/20/1970)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: British Prime Minister Edward Heath
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available
WHCA-4043

"Meet the Press" with Paul Samuelson of MIT (12/20/1970)
a discussion of the President's economic strategy
Runtime: 00:33:33
Participants: Paul Samuelson, Professor of Economics
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Banding is visible in some segments throughout, program is noisy, line dropout was present throughout the program. Program ends at approx 00:28:30..

VHS reference copy available

WHCA-4044

"Today" Show with guest Henry Kissinger (12/21/1970)
three interviews with Dr. Kissinger
Runtime: 00:42:20
Participants: Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, Advisor to the President for National Security Affairs
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

DVD reference copy available

WHCA-4045

Runtime: 00:46:34
Participants: Senator Barry F. Goldwater, Jr. and George Reedy, Press Secretary for President Johnson, Karen Black, James Brown
Keywords: African Americans, Musician, musicians, music, Actor, actors, celebrities
Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good overall condition, picture break-up at head of show, low banding, audio levels hot, no tone on tape color bars, picture quality fair, somewhat washed out, tape scratches visible in picture, picture is sharp, tape was baked..

DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4046**
  "The Mike Douglas Show" (12/22/1970)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: Buck May, White House Photographer
  
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4047**
  American Enterprise Institute Debates for the '70's #3, Reel 1 (12/24/1970)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4048**
  American Enterprise Institute Debates for the '70's #3, Reel 2 (12/24/1970)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4049**

  "A Children's Christmas at the White House" (00:00:30:00); 12/7/1970 WTOP weather with Tim O'Brien; CBS Morning News with John Hart; Early Morning Local Edition of WTOP news (00:30:00-01:00:00) (12/24/1970) Christmas show in the East Room hosted by Pat Nixon. CBS (WTOP) News, topics include: Peam Chikan (Cambodia); planned resignation of James Farmer (Assistant Welfare Secretary); Linden, NJ, oil refinery fire (including emotional interview with worker and tape recording of possible arsonist/saboteur); John Toland, Japan scholar; Cambodia. Early Morning Edition of WTOP news: James Gleason sworn in as County Executive; local elections; North-Central freeway measure vote; football, basketball, hockey, golf recaps; College football McArthur Award, Texas-Arkansas recap, 12/7/1970 news highlights: Pakistan votes for new constitution, mayoral race in Mississippi with African American candidates, Navy oil spills, Pearl Harbor and U.S.-Japan relations with statement by Captain of Japanese Navy Mitsuo Fuchida

  Runtime: 01:00:00

  Participants: Mrs. Pat Nixon, Sesame Street character actors, Big Bird, Oscar the Grouch

  Keywords: Vietnam War, Cambodia, oil refinery fire, sabotage, Japan, Japanese, African Americans, Actor, actors, celebrities, Sports, football, basketball, hockey, golf

  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: The "A Children's Christmas at the White House" program is 30 minutes, followed by color bars; then weather WTOP (CBS); John Hart.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4050**

  "Panorama" (12/25/1970)

  Runtime: 0:30

  Participants: Connie Stuart

  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4051**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (12/26/1970)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/19/70 to 12/22/70.
  Runtime: 01:03:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4052**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (12/26/1970)
  Runtime: 00:46:42
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4053**
  "Rapping" with David Brinkley (12/26/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4054
  Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Runtime: 00:33:22
  Participants: Former Vietnam Prisoners of War, POWs
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: NBC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Picture has a moderate degree of noise, occasional random static interruption occurs during program, ghosting is present, video and chroma levels vary throughout program segments, 16mm news footage from Vietnam tends to be very cyan, audio levels vary between different program segments, interview with the Prisoners has some audio distortion due to overmodulation, minimal amount of dropouts. Program ends at approx 00:32:50..
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4055
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4056
  "Face the Nation" AND "Meet the Press" (12/27/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "FTN": James Farmer, Former Assistant Secretary of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare; "MTP": Senator Eugene McCarthy
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4057**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4058**
  "Book Beat" (12/28/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson ("Lady Bird")
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4059**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4060**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4061
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: William D. Ruckelshaus
  Keywords: Environment, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), officials, water pollution, lakes, rivers, hazardous wastes, pollution control
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4062
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4063
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4064
  "CBS Morning News" with Donald Rumsfeld interview (12/30/1970)
  Donald Rumsfeld, Counselor to the President
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Donald Rumsfeld, Counselor to the President
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4065
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4066
  "Claire" (12/31/1970)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Nick Thimmesch, newspaper columnist
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4067
  "Science 1970 - 'Health And Medicine' " (12/31/1970)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: health care, health insurance
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4068
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4069
  "Today" Show - "Breakfast with Barbara", Tape I (1/1/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Barbara Walters
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4070
  "Today" Show - "Breakfast with Barbara", Tape II (1/1/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Barbara Walters
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4071
  "Beginning of a Decade" (1/1/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4072
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (1/2/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news items from 12/28/70 to 12/30/71
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4073
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (1/2/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news items from 12/31/70 to 1/1/71
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Has news clips of Clean Air Act signing..
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4074
  "Firing Line" with guest Spiro Agnew (1/3/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Vice President of the United States Spiro T. Agnew
  Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4075
  "A Conversation With the President" (1/4/1971)
  Runtime: 01:05:20
  Participants: President Nixon
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Picture has a moderate degree of noise, moderate amount of ghosting is present. Program ends at approx 00:59:27..
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4076
  Weekly News Summary Week, Tape I (1/9/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news items from 1/2/71 to 1/6/71
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4077
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (1/9/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news items from 1/7/71 to 1/8/71
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4078**
  "Issues And Answers" Year in Review Special (1/10/1971)
  Special Show: A year in Review with Prominent ABC Commentators
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4079**
  NBC News Special: "Projection 71" (1/10/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4080**
  "Thirty Minutes" with guest Elliot Richardson (1/12/1971)
  Runtime: 30:00
  Participants: Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare Elliot Richardson
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4081**
  "Nixon and Brock in Tennessee;" "Nixon in North Dakota: "The Good Morning Show" (1/13/1971)
  
  Runtime: 01:05:48
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  
  
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4082**
  ABC News Special: "Polling America" (1/12/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4083**
  "A Man Named Lombardi" (1/14/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: Vince Lombardi
  
  Network/Producer: N/A. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4084**
  "Black Perspective" with James Farmer (1/14/1971)
  Keywords: African Americans
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4085**
  Bob Hope Special: "Annual Christmas Tour '70" (1/14/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4086**
  "Today" Show (1/15/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Ronald L. Ziegler, Presidential Press Secretary
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4087**
  "CBS Morning News" segment with Sec. William Rogers (1/15/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Secretary of State William P. Rogers
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4088**
  "The Mike Douglas Show" with guest former Sen. Charles Goodell (1/15/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: former Senator Charles Goodell
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions, Inc. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4089**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (1/16/1971)
  Excerpts of evening news items from 1/9/71 to 1/14/71
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4090**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (1/16/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news items from 1/14/71 to 1/15/71
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4091**
  "On Camera" with Senator Birch Bayh (Dem., Ind.) on 'The Power of Television in A Presidential Campaign' (1/17/1971)
  
  Runtime: 00:33:54  
  Participants: Senator Birch Bayh  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4092**
  "Face The Nation" with Senator Bob Dole (1/17/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30  
  Participants: Senator Robert Dole, Republican National Committee Chairman  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4093**
  CBS News Special: "Meet The New Senators" (1/17/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4094

   Rick Potter Demo: "Nixon at Tennessee State" and "Nixon Message to Voters" (1/19/1971)
   
   Runtime: 33:07
   
   Participants: President Nixon, Walter Cronkite
   
   Keywords: Vote, voters, voting
   
   
   Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Good quality segments at head of tape, clean picture, chroma and video levels vary between program segments. "1971 Today" segment beginning at approx 00:17:30 is of lower quality than preceding portions of tape; picture is noisy, ghosting is evident. Walter Cronkite segment beginning at 00:24:00 has poor picture quality, is exceedingly noisy. Program ends at approx 00:26:52. Previous note in catalog states: tape supplied by Al Snyder.
   
   VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4095

   "Thirty Minutes" (1/19/1971)
   
   Participants: Senator Edmund Muskie
   
   Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
   
   Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
   
   Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4096

   "The David Frost Show" with guest Pierre Salinger (1/19/1971)
   
   Runtime: 00:34:34
   
   Participants: Pierre Salinger, Press Secretary to President Kennedy
   
   Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
   
   Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good condition: tape is a dub, no tone with color bars, low banding, good contrast and picture quality, sharper - not as noisy and grainy, audio levels normal, tape was baked.
   
   DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4097

The "Today" Show (1/20/1971)
Senator Muskie's Russian trip
Runtime: 0:30
Participants: Mercedes McCambridge; Senator Edmund Muskie (D-ME)
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4098

"Kennedy and Company" (1/20/1971)
Runtime: 0:30
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Tape supplied by Penny Adams..
Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4099

"The Dick Cavett Show" with Ted Williams, Mercedes McCambridge, Ben Gazarra (1/20/1971)
Runtime: 01:31:00
Participants: Ted Williams, Mercedes McCambridge, Ben Gazarra, The Brothers Kane
Keywords: Actor, actors, celebrities, Musician, musicians, music,
Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: July 2013 Colorlab condition report: Head clog at 01:08:08. Good overall condition, low banding, audio levels normal, tape was baked. Program ends at 01:30:47..
DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4100**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4101**
  "The Turned On Crisis", Part II: 'The First Dimension' (1/21/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Tape from Jeffrey Donfeld.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4102**
  "The Turned On Crisis", Part III: 'Say What?' (1/21/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4103**
  "The Turned On Crisis", Part IV: 'The Shade of A Toothpick' (1/21/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4104**
  "The Turned On Crisis", Part VI: 'To Keep It You Have to Give It Away' (1/21/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4105**
  "The Turned On Crisis", Part VI: 'The Concept' (1/21/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4106**
  "The David Frost Show" with Sen. Eugene McCarthy, actor Dom DeLuise, folk singer Julie Felix (1/22/1971)
  
  Runtime: 01:40:00
  
  Participants: Senator Eugene McCarthy, Dom DeLuise, singer Julie Felix
  
  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities, Comedian, actor, actors, Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: July 2013 Colorlab condition report: Good overall condition, low banding, audio levels normal, tape was baked. Program ends at 01:39:39.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4107**
  
  Preview of the 1971 State of The Union Message with Daniel P. Moynihan; The State of The Union Speech by President Nixon with NBC Commentary, TV Commercials (1/22/1971)

  Runtime: 01:32:50
  
  Participants: President Nixon, Daniel Patrick Moynihan
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Line dropout was present throughout the program, sync break up was present during program switching. Program ends at 01:29:15. (breaks at 01:02:34, 01:14:59 and 01:23:04).

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4108**
  
  Commentary on President Nixon's 1971 State Of The Union Address (1/22/1971)

  Runtime: 01:05:21
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Line dropout was present throughout the program, sync break up was present during program switching. Program ends at approx 00:43:03..

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4109**
  
  1971 State Of The Union Address with Commentary, Part I (1/22/1971)

  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4110**
  Appraisal of the 1971 State of The Union Address, Part II (1/22/1971)
  
  Runtime: 01:04:13
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Line dropout was present throughout the program, sync break up was present during program switching. Program ends at approx 00:58:45.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4111**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (1/23/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news from 1/16/71 to 1/20/71
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4112**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (1/23/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news from 1/20/71 to 1/22/71
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4113**
  "Agronsky & Company" (Comments on 1971 State of the Union Address) (1/23/1971)
  A discussion of President Nixon's 1971 State of the Union address
  Runtime: 00:34:11
  Network/Producer: Post/Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Line dropout was present throughout the program, sync break up was present throughout. Program ends at 00:30:14..
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4114**
  William F. Buckley' "Firing Line" with Salisbury and Pike (1/24/1971)
  "Vietnam-ization"
  Runtime: 01:06:15
  Participants: Salisbury and Pike
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Picture is jittery and noisy, some ghosting present, good audio levels, consistent. Program ends at 00:59:20..
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4115**
  NBC News Special: "The New Faces in the Senate" (1/24/1971)
  Runtime: 00:59:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4116**
  NBC Special - "Whitney Young: 'Which Way, America?'" (1/24/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: African Americans, Civil Rights
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4117**
  "Comment" (1/24/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: former Nixon aides Daniel Patrick Moynihan, James Farmer, James Allen, Leon Panetta
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4118**
  AAS Science Series: "The Not So Silent Minorities" (1/25/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affilate: Undetermined.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- WHCA-4119
  "Eye On Tucson" (1/25/1971)
  A Conversation with "Li’l Abner" cartoonist Al Capp
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Al Capp
  Network/Producer: KOLDTV.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4120
  "This Is Your Life" segment with Ethel Waters, Quoting President Nixon (1/25/1971)
  Runtime: 00:04:30
  Participants: Broadway and movie musical actress/Blues early jazz singer Ethel Waters
  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear accurate to program content. ("This is Your Life"). Stable image, smooth quad playback, good resolution, memorez brand stock tape (Chroma 86 47). Program ends at 00:02:22.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4121
  Commentary on the 1971 State of The Union Address - A Democratic View (1/26/1971)
  Runtime: 01:05:05
  Network/Producer: ABC, NBC, WNET.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Picture is very noisy, some ghosting present, banding is visible throughout program, chroma levels are yellow-leaning in ABC segment at head. Chroma and video levels vary between different program segments, audio levels are good, consistent. Program ends at 00:41:30.
  VHS reference copy available
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- **WHCA-4122**
  The 1971 State of The Union Address - A Democratic View with Senator Mike Mansfield, (D-MT) with CBS Commentary (1/26/1971)
  Runtime: 01:06:07
  Participants: Senator Mike Mansfield (D-MT)
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Picture is very noisy, some banding is visible throughout program, good audio levels, consistent. Program ends at 00:59:20..
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4123**
  "Thirty Minutes" with George Shultz (1/26/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: George Shultz
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4124**
  "Face The Nation" with guest Donald Rumsfeld (1/27/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Donald Rumsfeld
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4125**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" :Jack Anderson, Beverly Sills, Bennett Cerf, Ace Trucking (1/27/1971)
  Runtime: 00:34:00
  Participants: Jack Anderson, investigative reporter, Beverly Sills, publisher Bennett Cerf, Ace Trucking Company
  Keywords: Musician, music, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good overall condition, low banding, audio levels normal, non-synchronous switches, color/picture quality, tape was baked.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4126**
  "Today" Show AND "CBS Morning News" (1/29/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Judy Agnew (wife of Vice President Spiro Agnew); Senator Edmund Muskie (D-ME)
  Network/Producer: NBC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4127**
  Apollo 14 Preview with Walter Cronkite (1/29/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-4128**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (1/30/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/23/71 to 1/26/71
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4129**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (1/30/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/26/71 to 1/29/71
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4130**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (1/30/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/29/71
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-4131**
  "Deena Clark's Moment With..."; "Meet The Press" with guest Donald Rumsfeld (1/31/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "Moment": Arthur Burns; "MTP": Donald Rumsfeld
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4132**
  "Face The Nation" with guest Sen. Robert Byrd (1/31/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Senator Robert Byrd (D-WV)
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4133**
  Apollo 14 Preview (1/31/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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• WHCA-4141
  Apollo 14 lift Off: Dub of Portion with V.P. Agnew (1/31/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Spiro T. Agnew, Vice President of the United States
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4142
  "The David Frost Show" with former Secretary of the Interior Walter Hickel and actress Rachel Roberts
  (2/1/1971)
  Runtime: 00:29:59
  Participants: Walter Hickel, former Secretary of the Interior, actress Rachel Roberts (AKA Mrs. Rex Harrison to 2/21/71)
  Keywords: Actor, actors, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4143
  "First Tuesday", Pt. I (2/2/1971)
  The U.S. Flag (American Flag) and Red China (People's Republic of China)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
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- **WHCA-4144**
  "First Tuesday", Pt. II (2/2/1971)
  Red China (People's Republic of China) & North Vietnam.
  Runtime: 01:04:03
  Keywords: Vietnam War, People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4145**
  "60 Minutes" (2/2/1971)
  The Early Spiro Agnew
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Spiro T. Agnew, Vice President of the United States
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4146**
  "Today" Show excerpt (2/3/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Ron Ziegler, President Nixon's Press Secretary
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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• WHCA-4153
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (2/6/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/30/71 to 2/2/71
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4154
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (2/6/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/3/71 to 2/5/71
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4157
  Crossed Out in Original Log, No Further Information (no date)
  Original Format: Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4160
  "This Is Your Life" (2/6/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Pearl Bailey
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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● WHCA-4161

"Face The Nation"; "Meet The Press" AND "Issues & Answers" (2/7/1971)

Runtime: 01:35:00

Participants: "FTN": Senators Cooper and Church; "MTP": George Shultz, Director of the OMB; "I&A": Senator Edmund Muskie (D-ME)

Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: July 2013 Colorlab condition report: Good overall condition, low banding, audio levels normal, tape was baked. Program ends at 01:34:57.

DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-4162

President Nixon's Speech at the University of Nebraska Coliseum: "The President Meets #1" (2/8/1971, University of Nebraska Coliseum)

Runtime: 01:06:07

Participants: President Nixon

Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: KUON.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Good quality monochrome (black & white) Quad tape, clean picture, some jittery picture conditions during Nixon’s speech, audio levels vary, seems to depend upon different speaker’s microphones per original recording conditions. Some peaking levels and overmodulation is present particularly during audience applause. Program and tape end at 01:06:07.

VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-4163

"George Washington's Mt. Vernon" (2/8/1971)

Runtime: 1:00

Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-4164**
  
  "The David Frost Show" with guest Mrs. Judy Agnew (wife of Vice President Spiro Agnew) and singer Loretta Lynn (2/8/1971)
  
  Runtime: 01:00:44
  
  Participants: Mrs. Judy Agnew (wife of Vice President Spiro Agnew), Loretta Lynn
  
  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good overall condition: low banding, audio levels normal, good color/picture quality, grainy, tape scratches, non sync switches..
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4167**
  
  "Thirty Minutes" (2/9/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: Senator Harold Hughes (D-IA)
  
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4168**
  
  California Earthquake Reports (2/9/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local Washington, DC network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-4169**
  "Stand Up and Cheer" (2/9/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: entertainer Johnny Mann
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4170**
  Vice President Agnew at Russell's Funeral (2/11/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Spiro T. Agnew, Vice President of the United States
  Network/Producer: WCSC. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4171**
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: WTOP. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Local news report..
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4172**
  South Carolinian of the year (2/12/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WIS.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-4173**
  "Kup's Show" (2/12/1971)
  Runtime: 00:39:00
  Participants: Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, Advisor to the President for National Security Affairs
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4174**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (2/13/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/6/71 to 2/11/71
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4175**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (2/13/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/11/71 to 2/12/71
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
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- WHCA-4176
  "Bob Hope Golf Classic" with guest golfer Vice President Agnew (2/14/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Spiro T. Agnew, Vice President of the United States
  Keywords: Sports, golf
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: Undetermined.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4177
  "Borders of the War": The Expansion into Indochina (2/15/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4178
  "The David Frost Show" with guest Senator George McGovern (D-SD) and singer Bonnie Raitt TV Debut (2/16/1971)
  Runtime: 01:02:27
  Participants: Senator George McGovern (D-SD), Bonnie Raitt
  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): No tone, low banding, muted color, grainy, tape scratches, audio levels normal, head locking trouble at head of tape, more locking problems 7 min in, then 42 min in. Tape was baked..
  DVD reference copy available
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- **WHCA-4179**
  
  "Thirty Minutes" (2/16/1971)
  
  Runtime: 00:29:00
  
  Participants: Representative Paul N. McCloskey (R-CA)
  
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affilate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4180**
  
  The Changing War in Indochina" (2/16/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4181**
  
  "The Mike Douglas Show" with guest Sen. Hubert Humphrey (2/17/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: Senator Hubert Humphrey (D-MN)
  
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions, Inc.. Network Affilate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-4182**
  "Claire" (2/17/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00  
  Participants: Herbert Klein, Director of White House Communications  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4183**
  National Prayer Breakfast (2/18/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Sound quality poor. See NA68-017 for superior quality copy. Cross Reference: NA68-017 (which is a better quality copy).  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4184**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (2/20/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/13/71 to 2/18/71  
  Runtime: 1:30  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.  
  VHS reference copy available
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- **WHCA-4185**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (2/20/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/18/71 to 2/19/71
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4186**
  "Face The Nation" with guest Eliot Richardson; "Meet The Press" with guest Sen. George McGovern (2/21/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "FTN": Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare Elliot Richardson; "MTP": U.S. Senator George McGovern (D-SD)
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4187**
  "The Waning War In South Vietnam" (Part II); Pro Golf game footage; TV commercials (2/21/1971)
  Vietnam War, golfers and golfing, sports
  Runtime: 01:05:40
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Sports, golf
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Good quality picture, some banding is visible intermittently throughout program, video and chroma levels vary throughout program, moderate degree of dropouts. Program ends at 00:59:15. (followed by pro-golf game footage and TV commercials).
  *VHS reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-4188**
  "Today" Show AND "CBS Morning News" (2/22/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: Reporter Helen Thomas, Sarah McClendon, Maxine Cheshire; Senator Hubert Humphrey (D-MN)
  
  Network/Producer: NBC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4189**
  "SST: Super Sound and Fury" (2/22/1971)
  
  Supersonic Transport (SST)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4190**
  "Thirty Minutes" with guest George McGovern (2/23/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: Senator George McGovern (D-SD)
  
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affilate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4191**
  "The Selling of the Pentagon" (2/23/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- WHCA-4192
  "The Dick Cavett Show" interview with Ralph Nader, Carmen McRae (2/23/1971)
  Runtime: 01:29:27
  Participants: consumer activist Ralph Nader, singer Carmen McRae
  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good overall condition, not tone w/ color bars, low banding, audio levels normal, non-synchronous switches, color/picture quality - good color reproduction but noisy, picture is sharp/in focus, tape was baked.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-4193
  "Book Beat" with guest Ramsay Clark (2/24/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Former Attorney-General Ramsay Clark
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4194
  "CBS Morning News" (2/26/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, Advisor to the President for National Security Affairs
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-4195**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (2/27/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/20/71 to 2/24/71
  Runtime: 01:31:19
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4196**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (2/27/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/24/71 to 2/26/71
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4197**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (2/27/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/26/71
  Runtime: 00:24:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
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- **WHCA-4198**
  
  
  Includes a discussion of the proposed Supersonic Transport (SST) with Senator Clarence Brown (SST debate) and Senator William Proxmire
  
  Runtime: 01:05:04
  
  Participants: Jack Klugman, Tony Randall, Senator Clarence Brown (SST debate), Senator William Proxmire (SST debate)
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Fair condition: no tone with color bars, low control track - picture has trouble locking after non-synchronous switches (horizontally) - adjusted servo mode to vertical, then back to horizontal to correct problem, non sync lock issues at head of tape & 35, 45, 47, 54 minutes in to program. Extra program at tail of tape (maybe Tonight Show) colors are off (skin tones blue and green). Tape was baked.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4199**
  
  "Face The Nation" AND "Meet The Press" (2/28/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: "FTN": Senator J. William Fulbright (D-AR); "MTP": Senator Hubert Humphrey (D-MN)
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4200**
  
  "Issues And Answers" with guest James Hodgson (2/28/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: Secretary of Labor James Hodgson
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-4201**
  "The David Frost Show" with Epstein & Geary debating Black Panther leader's killings by police (3/1/1971)
  A discussion of police killing suspected Black Panther leaders
  Runtime: 01:32:00
  Keywords: Black Panthers, militants, activists, African Americans, armed resistance, Civil Rights
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: July 2013 Colorlab condition report: Good overall condition, low banding, audio levels normal, tape was baked. Program ends at 01:01:33..
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4202**
  President Nixon Remarks to a Joint Session of the Iowa State Legislature in Des Moines (3/1/1971)
  Runtime: 00:33:20
  Participants: President Nixon
  Network/Producer: KDIN.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4203**
  "The Mike Douglas Show" (3/2/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Governor George C. Wallace and his family
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4204**
  "60 Minutes" (3/2/1971)
  features a report on a state dinner at the White House
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4205**
  "Fit for Living" (3/3/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4206**
  "The Mike Douglas Show" (3/4/1971)
  Runtime: 00:56:86
  Participants: Beverly Sills, Col. Ralph Albertazzie (Pilot Of Air Force One), and Phyllis Newman
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions, Inc.. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4207**
  
  President Nixon's Press Conference (3/4/1971)
  
  Runtime: 00:42:00
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  
  Keywords: presidential news conferences, presidential press conferences
  
  Network/Producer: NBC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars are not accurate to program content, picture is noisy, slight banding visible in some segments, chroma and video levels vary throughout program segments, sync errors are present in edit switching and camera shots throughout, audio levels vary. Program ends at 00:42:00. TRT: 01:05:20.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4208**
  
  
  Runtime: 00:33:05
  
  Keywords: presidential news conferences, presidential press conferences
  
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars are not accurate to program content, picture is noisy, slight banding visible in some segments, chroma and video levels vary throughout program segments, sync errors are present in edit switching and camera shots throughout, audio levels vary. Program ends at 00:29:00.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4209**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (3/6/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/27/71 to 3/4/71
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4210**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (3/6/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/4/71 to 3/5/71
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4211**
  Excerpts From the "NBC Nightly News" Indochina War Coverage, Tape I (Weekly News Summary)
  Excerpts of evening NBC news broadcasts relating to the Vietnam War from 2/1/71 to 3/2/71
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4212**
  Excerpts From the "NBC Nightly News" Indochina War Coverage, Tape II (Weekly News Summary) (3/7/1971)
  Excerpts of evening NBC news broadcasts relating to the Vietnam War from 3/3/71 to 3/7/71
  Runtime: 00:33:55
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4213**
  "Eyewitness News" (3/8/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: WTOP. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4214**
  "Thirty Minutes" (3/9/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Secretary of State William P. Rogers
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4215**
  "New Voices In The South" (3/9/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4216**
  Runtime: 01:32:10
  Participants: President Nixon
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4217**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (3/13/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/6/71 to 3/11/71
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4218**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (3/13/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/11/71 to 3/12/71
  
  Runtime: 00:33:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4219**
  
  "Face The Nation"; "Meet The Press" AND "Issues And Answers" (3/14/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator Jacob Javits; "MTP": Secretary of the Treasury John Connally; "I &A": Admiral Thomas Moorer
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4220**
  "Today" Show interview with President Nixon, Tape I (3/15/1971)
  An interview with President Nixon
  Runtime: 01:05:40
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Good quality picture, moderate picture noise, permanent lines seen across image appear to be result of tape damage from machine head, video and chroma levels vary, occasional glitches follow edits. Program ends at 00:58:48..
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4221**
  "Today" Show interview with President Nixon, Tape II (3/15/1971)
  An interview with President Nixon
  Runtime: 01:06:29
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4222**
  "The Advocates" (3/16/1971)
  "The Advocates" debate the Administration's Revenue Sharing proposals
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4223**
  "60 Minutes" (3/16/1971)
  segments on a scandal in the military PX stores and on the Tonkin Gulf crisis
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4224**
  Whitney Young Funeral coverage (3/17/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: African Americans, Civil Rights
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4225**
  Pat Paulsen Tape (3/18/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Comedian Pat Paulsen
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4226**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (3/20/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/13/71 to 3/18/71
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Though logged separately by WHCA, No. 4226 and 4227 are one tape.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4227**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (3/20/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/18/71 to 3/19/71
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Though logged separately by WHCA, No. 4226 and 4227 are one tape.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4228**
  "Face The Nation", "Meet The Press" AND "Issues And Answers" (3/21/1971)
  Runtime: 01:32:47
  Participants: "FTN": Abba Eban, Israeli Foreign Minister; "MTP": George Bush, Ambassador to the United Nations; "I &A": U.S. Senator George McGovern (D-SD)
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4229
  "Comment!" (3/21/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: U.S. Senators Hugh Scott (R-PA) and Howard Griffin, Representatives Gerald Ford (R-MI) and Wright Patman
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4230
  (Joseph) "McCaffery At Large" (3/21/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: U.S. Senator George McGovern (D-SD)
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4231
  "The David Frost Show" inteviews with David Frye and Jack Anderson (3/21/1971)
  Runtime: 01:32:00
  Participants: David Frye, comedian; Jack Anderson, investigate reporter
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: July 2013 Colorlab condition report: Good overall condition, low banding, audio levels normal, tape was baked. Program ends at 00:19:54.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4232

White House Conversation: The President and Howard K. Smith (3/22/1971)

Interview with President Nixon

Runtime: 01:05:45

Participants: President Nixon, Howard K. Smith

Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars are not accurate in relation to program content, picture is noisy, slight banding visible in some segments, chroma and video levels vary throughout program segments, sync errors are present in edit switching and camera shots throughout, audio levels vary. Program ends at 00:59:20..

VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4233

"The Tonight Show" with Luci Johnson Nugent (3/22/1971)

Runtime: 01:34:00

Participants: Luci Baines Johnson Nugent, (youngest daughter of former President Lyndon Johnson)

Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: July 2013 Colorlab condition report: Good overall condition, low banding, audio levels normal, tape was baked. Program ends at 01:34:00..

DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4234

"The Dick Cavett Show" (3/22/1971)

Runtime: 01:34:00

Participants: Billie Jean King, John Carradine, Jeb Stuart Magruder, Staff Assistant to the President, Kerry Melville

Keywords: Athlete, atheletes, sports, celebrities, Feminism, Feminist movement, Womens Liberation, gender, equality, equal rights, civil rights, activists, fashion, women, sports, tennis, Super Sonic Transport (SST)

Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: July 2013 Colorlab condition report: Good overall condition, low banding, audio levels normal, tape was baked. Program ends at 01:33:44..

DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4235
  "Thirty Minutes" (3/23/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Herbert Klein, Director of White House Communications
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4236
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4237
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (3/23/1971)
  Former Secretary of the Interior Walter Hickel, Robert Goulet, Jim Fowler
  Runtime: 01:33:00
  Participants: Former Secretary of the Interior Walter Hickel, Robert Goulet, Jim Fowler
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: July 2013 Colorlab condition report: Good overall condition, low banding, audio levels normal, tape was baked. Program ends at 01:32:46.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4238
  The President in Williamsburg, Virginia speaking before the Judiciary Conference (3/24/1971)
  Runtime: 01:07:22
  Participants: President Nixon
  Network/Producer: WCVE. Network Affiliate: WCVE.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars do not exist in this tape, picture is noisy, slight banding is visible in some segments, chroma and video levels vary throughout program segments, audio levels vary. Program ends at 00:42:50.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- WHCA-4239
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (3/26/1971)
  folk singer Judy Collins, actress and anti-Vietnam War activist Jane Fonda, Anthony Burgess and John Marchi
  Runtime: 01:29:30
  Participants: folk singer Judy Collins, actress and anti-Vietnam War activist Jane Fonda, Anthony Burgess and John Marchi
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Musician, musicians, music, Actor, actors, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- WHCA-4240
  "NBC Children's Theater" with actor Bill Cosby (3/27/1971)
  Bill Cosby talks to children about drugs
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: actor Bill Cosby
  Keywords: Actor, actors, celebrities
  Network/Producer: NBC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4241**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (3/27/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/20/71 to 3/24/71. Supersonic Transport (SST), Laos, Indochina War, President Nixon speech
  
  Runtime: 01:44:00
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: July 2013 Colorlab condition report: Good overall condition, low banding, audio levels normal, tape was baked. Program ends at 01:43:05..
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4242**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (3/27/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/24/71 to 3/26/71
  
  Tape II (part) - Congressional Black Caucus
  
  Runtime: 01:34:00
  
  Keywords: African Americans
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: July 2013 Colorlab condition report: Good overall condition, low banding, audio levels normal, tape was baked. Program ends at 01:33:14..
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4243**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (3/27/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/26/71
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-4244**
  
  Black News (3/27/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Keywords: African Americans
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

• **WHCA-4245**
  
  "Face The Nation;" "Meet The Press;" "Issues And Answers" (3/28/1971)
  
  Runtime: 01:32:00
  
  Participants: "FTN": Secretary of Transportation John A. Volpe, "MTP": Senator Mike Mansfield; "I &A": Senator Henry Jackson (D-WA)
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: July 2013 Colorlab condition report: Good overall condition, low banding, audio levels normal, tape was baked. Program ends at 01:31:27..
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

• **WHCA-4246**
  
  
  A compilation of reports from Vietnam by NBC correspondent Phil Brady from 2/13/1971 to 3/25/1971
  
  Runtime: 00:34:02
  
  Participants: Phil Brady
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Good picture quality, some moderate noise, some glitches follow edits in program, chroma and video levels vary between different news segments, some slight banding visible intermittently throughout program, some distortion in audio track. Program ends at 00:20:12..
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4247**
  "Thirty Minutes" AND "The Advocates" (3/30/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Participants: Senator Birch Bayh
  
  Network/Producer: WETA, WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affilate: WETA, WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4248**
  "60 Minutes" (3/30/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4249**
  Whitney Young Funeral coverage (3/31/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Keywords: African Americans, Civil Rights
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4250**
  "The David Frost Show" with Senator Muskie (3/31/1971)
  Runtime: 01:34:00
  Participants: U.S. Senator Edmund Muskie (D-ME)
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Technical notes: July 2013 Colorlab condition report: Good overall condition, low banding, audio levels normal, tape was baked. Program ends at 01:33:22.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4251**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (3/31/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Former Attorney-General Ramsey Clark, John Gielgud, David Frye, Buffalo Bob Smith
  Keywords: Comedian, actor, actors, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4252**
  WRC News with Julie Eisenhower interview (4/1/1971)
  Runtime: 00:34:00
  Participants: Julie Nixon Eisenhower
  Network/Producer: WRC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars not accurate to program content, picture is slightly noisy, audio levels vary, color levels of film are washed, chroma levels shift in some segments causing some visible banding. Program ends at 00:20:00.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4253**
  "The Mind of a Juror: The Calley Trial" (4/1/1971)
  on the Lt. William Laws Calley trial and his involvement in the My Lai massacre
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4254**
  "The David Frost Show" with Elliot Richardson (4/2/1971)
  Runtime: 01:30:00
  Participants: Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare Elliot Richardson, musician Larry McNeely, impressionist Frank Gorshin, Pat O’Brien
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4255**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (4/3/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/27/71 to 3/31/71
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-4256**

  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (4/3/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/31/71 to 4/2/71
  Runtime: 01:30:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-4257**

  "Agronsky & Company" (4/3/1971)
  The panelists discuss the Calley trial verdict decision - Lt. William Laws Calley trial concerning his involvement in the My Lai massacre in Vietnam
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

• **WHCA-4258**

  "Face The Nation"; "Meet The Press" AND "Issues & Answers" (4/4/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: "FTN": Representatives Eckhardt and Brinkley; "MTP": U.S. Senator Harold Hughes (D-IA); "I &A": Senators Cooper and Church
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4259**
  
  "The Calley Verdict: Right or Wrong?" (4/4/1971)
  about the Lt. William Laws Calley trial concerning his involvement in the My Lai massacre in Vietnam
  
  Runtime: 00:59:20
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4260**

  "What Happened to Earth Day?" (4/6/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4261**

  "The Dick Cavett Show": Hubert Humphrey, Maureen Stapelton, Austin Pendleton (4/6/1971)
  
  Runtime: 01:33:40
  
  Participants: U.S. Senator [Hubert H.] Humphrey (D-MN), Maureen Stapelton, Austin Pendleton, Dr. Carleton Fredericks
  
  Keywords: Actor, actors, celebrities
  
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good overall condition, low banding, audio levels normal, non-synchronous switches, color/picture quality - low saturation, no tone on color bars, tape was baked..
  
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4262**
  President Richard Nixon Address to the Nation on the Situation in Southeast Asia (4/7/1971)
  
  Runtime: 01:05:37  
  Participants: President Nixon  
  Keywords: Vietnam War  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local Washington, DC network affiliates.  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4263**
  "The Phil Donahue Show" (4/8/1971)  
  about the Lt. William Laws Calley trial concerning his involvement in the My Lai massacre in Vietnam  
  Runtime: 1:00  
  Participants: Richard Kaye, Assistant Defense Attorney for Calley  
  Keywords: Vietnam War  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4264**
  "Washington Week in Review" (4/8/1971)  
  Runtime: 0:30  
  Network/Producer: WETA Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA.  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.  
  *only 3/4-inch Umatic copy*
WHTE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4265
  "The David Frost Show" with Carol Channing and Attorney-General John Mitchell (4/8/1971)
  Runtime: 01:28:30
  Participants: Carol Channing, Attorney-General John Mitchell
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4266
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (4/10/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/3/71 to 4/6/71
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4267
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (4/10/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/7/71 to 4/9/71
  Runtime: 00:27:42
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4268
  "Face The Nation" AND "Meet The Press" (4/11/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "FTN": Herbert Klein, Director of White House Communications; "MTP": McNerney, President of Blue Cross
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affilitate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4269
  "Comment" (4/11/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: former Presidential Press Secretaries and Herb Klein
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilitate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4270
  "The Dick Cavett Show": Joseph Gelmis, Richard Hayes, Anthony Quayle, Paul Anka (4/12/1971)
  Runtime: 01:29:42
  Participants: author Joe Gelmis, actors Richard Hayes and Anthony Quayle, pop singer Paul Anka
  Keywords: Actor, actors, Writer, writers, Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Fair condition: no tone with color bars, low control track - picture has trouble locking after non-synchronous switches, intermittent head locking issues @ 66min to rest of tape, audio levels normal, tape scratches, tape was baked..
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4271**
  "Thirty Minutes" (4/13/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Joseph Blatchford, Director of the Peace Corps
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4272**
  Runtime: 01:04:27
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affiate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Good picture quality, moderate amount of picture noise, good audio levels, consistent but audio levels peak in opening promos at head of tape, Some permanent lines in image are evident around 00:46:00. Program ends at 00:59:02.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4273**
  "60 Minutes" (4/13/1971)
  segments on My Lai revisited; Mideast; George C. Scott; Run Run Shaw; Alcoholism
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: George C. Scott, actor; Run Run Shaw
  Keywords: Actor, actors, celebrities
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4274**
  
  Runtime: 01:29:49
  
  Participants: Tom Wicker (newspaper columnist), Phyllis Newman, Alec McGowan
  
  Keywords: Actor, actors, Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good overall condition: low banding, picture is sharp, a little washed out looking, grainy, but overall pretty good, occasional tape scratches seen, non-synchronous switches at commercial breaks, head locks to tape ok, audio levels normal, tape was baked.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4275**
  "The Great American Dream Machine" (4/14/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4276**
  "Newsroom" (4/14/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4277**
  "The Anatomy of Welfare" (4/14/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4278**
  "Washington Week in Review" (4/14/1971)
  Runtime: 00:33:28
  Network/Producer: WETA Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4279**
  National Polling Day (4/16/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4280**
  WTTG Late News (4/16/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: WTTG. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4281**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (4/16/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Writer, writers, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4282**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (4/17/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/10/71 to 4/14/71
  Runtime: 01:33:28
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4283**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (4/17/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/15/71 to 4/16/71
  Runtime: 01:05:18
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● **WHCA-4284**

"Face The Nation" with Rep. McCloskey; "Meet The Press" with Vets Against the War AND "Issues And Answers" with W.H. Conference (4/18/1971)

"MTP": Vietnam Veterans Against the War; "I &A": White House Conference on Youth

Runtime: 1:30
Participants: "FTN": U.S. Representative Paul N. McCloskey
Keywords: Vietnam War
Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

*VHS reference copy available*

● **WHCA-4285**

"Frankly Female" (4/18/1971)

Runtime: 1:00
Participants: Lee Huebner

Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

*Reference copy may be created upon request.*

● **WHCA-4286**

"Perspective: 'The Selling of The Pentagon' " (4/18/1971)

Runtime: 1:00

Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

*Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4287**
  "Black Perspective On The News" (4/19/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30

  Keywords: African Americans

  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  "Reference copy may be created upon request."

- **WHCA-4288**
  "ABC Evening News" AND "Mission Possible: They Care About America" (4/19/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:30

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WETA.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  "Reference copy may be created upon request."

- **WHCA-4289**
  "The Mike Douglas Show" (4/20/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:30

  Participants: U.S. Senator Edmund Muskie (D-ME)

  Network/Producer: Group W Productions, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  "Reference copy may be created upon request."

- **WHCA-4290**
  "Thirty Minutes" (4/20/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30

  Participants: U.S. Senator Gaylord Nelson

  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  "Reference copy may be created upon request."
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- **WHCA-4291**
  "The Advocates" (4/20/1971)
  Civil Demonstrations, Right or Wrong?
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4292**
  "Justice In America," Part I (4/20/1971)
  Runtime: 01:00:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4293**
  "The David Frost Show" with Luci Johnson Nugent and Chuck Connors (4/20/1971)
  Runtime: 01:35:00
  Participants: Billy Taylor, Oglala Lakota Sioux Chief Red Fox (101), Luci Johnson Nugent (daughter of former President Johnson), actor Chuck Connors
  Keywords: Actor, actors, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: July 2013 Colorlab condition report: Good overall condition, low banding, audio levels normal, tape was baked. Program ends at 01:04:02.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4294**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" : Alan Shepard, Jane Asher, Stanley Myron Handleman (4/20/1971)
  Runtime: 01:29:16
  Participants: Apollo 13 astronaut Alan Shepard, Jane Asher, Stanley Myron Handleman
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts, Comedian, Actor, actors, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good overall condition: low banding, sharp picture, tape scratches seen, non-synchronous switches at commercial breaks, head locks to tape ok, audio levels normal, tape was baked..
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4295**
  "The David Frost Show" interview with Bill Moyers and Italian singer Caterina Valenti (4/21/1971)
  Bill Moyers, former Staff Assistant to President Johnson (LBJ), Italian singer Caterina Valenti
  Runtime: 00:59:38
  Participants: Bill Moyers (former Staff Assistant to President Johnson), Italian singer Caterina Valenti
  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): light banding, audio levels low - had to raise, grainy and washed out - low saturation, non-sync switches, tape scratches, sticky shed, no tone on bars; tape was baked..
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4296**
  "Black Perspective" (4/22/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: U.S. Senator George McGovern (D-SD)
  Keywords: African Americans
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4297**
  "Indochina: Another View" (4/22/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4299**
  "The David Frost Show" (4/23/1971)
  Steiger on Waterloo; Fonda on GI show at Fort Bragg Show: "Fuck the Army Show," discusses soldiers protesting the war; soldiers on Cambodian soil
  Runtime: 01:28:00
  Participants: actress and anti-war activist Jane Fonda; Rod Steiger; Jack Carter
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Actor, actors, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4300**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (4/24/1971)
  Runtime: 01:34:02
  Participants: John Kerry
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout Compensator not used. NOTE: Young John Kerry appears at 00:20:00 and 00:53:00 interviewed at Vietnam Veterans Protest rally. Color bars on Quad do not appear accurate in reference to program content, some off-air RF noise present, dropouts occur intermittently during program. Hue/saturation inconsistent between new segments, chroma disappears and program becomes Monochrome Black & White. Quad repeatedly stopped during transfer towards tail of reel. Program ends at 01:33:50..
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4301**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (4/24/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/20/1971 to 4/22/1971
  
  Runtime: 01:36:58
  
  Participants: John Kerry, Walter Cronkite, John Chancellor, Eric Severeid, Gill
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used. *STICKY/DIRTY QUAD TAPE. Quad has color bars at head of reel, but program is monochrome black & white at head of tape. Tape itself is highly prone to head clogging, clogs occur at approx 00:03:30 and 00:11:00. Dropouts occur intermittently during program, Program becomes color at 00:13:00, strong degree of RF noise present, slightly soft image, slightly blurry chroma. Hue/saturation inconsistent from one segment to another. Young John Kerry briefly visible at Vietnam Veterans Protest Rally at 00:16:00. Kerry appears again in clips from his Senate testimony at 00:51:00, 01:00:05 and 01:15:00. Program and tape end at 01:36:40.
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4302**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (4/24/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/23/71.
  
  Runtime: 00:34:33
  
  Participants: Vietnam Veterans, Cronkite, McGee, Gill, Harry Reasoner, Shultz
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used. Strong degree of RF noise present in picture, image is soft, slightly blurry, Chrominence drops sharply at approx 00:02:00 then returns at approx 00:04:00. Quad stopped during transfer at 00:03:00 and 00:16:00. Some glitching occurs in edits between different news segments, dropouts occur during Vietnam Veterans protest rally at approx 00:20:00. Program and tape end at 00:34:33.
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4303**
  
  
  Runtime: 60
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4304**
  WTOP Special Coverage of Anti-War March I (4/24/1971, Washington, DC)
  
  Runtime: 01:03:55
  Participants: Protest demonstrators, John Kerry (possibly)
  Keywords: protests, demonstrators, anti-war, Vietnam War, activists, counterculture
  Network/Producer: WTOP. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Color bars on Quad do not appear accurate in reference to program, clean picture, consistent video levels, stable hue and saturation balance, audio levels slightly too high at head of program. Levels improve at approx. 00:07:00. Vietnam Veterans protest march begins at 00:21:00 (WTOP newscaster makes an oral reference to John Kerry, and someone somewhat resembling Kerry briefly walks past camera at 02:23:10) strong degree of glitching occurs between live camera switching. NOTE: according to label on actual reel, there is a splice in tape at 00:12:13, playback was very smooth, no problems. Program and tape end at 01:03:55.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4305**
  WTOP Special Coverage of Anti-War March II (4/24/1971, Washington, DC)
  
  Runtime: 01:05:31
  Keywords: protests, demonstrators, anti-war, Vietnam War, activists, counterculture
  Network/Producer: WTOP. Network Affilee: WTOP.

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-4306**
  WTOP Special Coverage of Anti-War March III (4/26/1971, Washington, DC)
  
  Runtime: 01:05:35
  
  Participants: Protest demonstrators, John Kerry
  
  Keywords: protests, demonstrators, anti-war, Vietnam War, activists, counterculture
  
  Network/Producer: WTOP. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-4307**
  WTOP Special Coverage of Anti-War March IV (4/24/1971, Washington, DC)
  
  Runtime: 00:35:54
  
  Keywords: protests, demonstrators, anti-war, Vietnam War, activists, counterculture
  
  Network/Producer: WTOP. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-4308**
  
  Runtime: 01:03:00
  
  Participants: Sallye Davis, mother of Angela Davis; Sen Vance Hartke; Coretta Scott King; John Denver; I.F. Stone; Rev. Joseph Duffey; Rep. John Conyers, Jr.; Jesse Jackson; John Kerry; Rep. Abner Mikva
  
  Keywords: protests, demonstrators, anti-war, Vietnam War, militants, activists, African Americans, armed resistance, Civil Rights
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4309
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: protests, demonstrators, anti-war, Vietnam War, activists, counterculture
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4310
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: protests, demonstrators, anti-war, Vietnam War, activists, counterculture
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4311
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: protests, demonstrators, anti-war, Vietnam War, activists, counterculture
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4312
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: protests, demonstrators, anti-war, Vietnam War, activists, counterculture
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4313
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: protests, demonstrators, anti-war, Vietnam War, activists, counterculture
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4314
  WTOP "Eyewitness News" AND "CBS Evening News" (4/24/1971)
  Extensive coverage of the demonstrations in Washington, DC
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: protests, demonstrators, anti-war, Vietnam War, activists, counterculture
  Network/Producer: WTOP, CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-4315

NBC Coverage of Demonstrations (4/24/1971, Washington, DC)

Runtime: 1:00

Keywords: protests, demonstrators, anti-war, Vietnam War, activists, counterculture

Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

*Reference copy may be created upon request.*

● WHCA-4316

"Face The Nation" with Congressman Boggs; "Meet The Press" AND "Issues And Answers" (4/25/1971)

"MTP": panelists interview three China (People's Republic of China) experts; "I &A": two American table tennis (Ping Pong) players.

Runtime: 1:30

Participants: "FTN": U.S. Representative Hale Boggs, "MTP": John K. Fairbanks, Jerome A. Cohen

Keywords: People's Republic of China

Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

*VHS reference copy available*

● WHCA-4317

"The David Eaton Show" (4/25/1971)

African Americans in the Nixon administration

Runtime: 01:05:35

Keywords: African Americans

Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.


*VHS reference copy available*
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- WHCA-4319
  "Mission Possible": They Care For a Nation (4/26/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4322
  "The Advocates" (4/27/1971)
  Should The Draft Be Eliminated?
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: military, conscription, selective service, lottery, laws, Vietnam War, draft evasion
  Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4323
  "60 Minutes" (4/27/1971)
  Contains a segment on state dinners
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4326
  "Washington Week in Review" (4/29/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: WETA Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  only 3/4-inch Umatic copy
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• WHCA-4327
  Presidential News Conference (4/29/1971)
  Runtime: 00:59:40
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. video levels vary, video noisy, audio levels good. Program ends at 00:59:40. TRT 01:06:34..
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4328
  Presidential News Conference (4/29/1971)
  Runtime: 01:04:30
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Video levels ary, Image jitters in some segments throughout due to control track error, video is noisy, audio levels are good. Program ends at 00:57:50..
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4329
  Presidential News Conference (4/29/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 1-inch Type A videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4330
  Presidential News Conference (4/29/1971)
  Runtime: 01:05:39
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4332
  "The Loyal Opposition" (4/30/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Senators Birch Bayh (D-IN), Harold Hughes (D-IA), Hubert Humphrey (D-MN), Henry Jackson (D-WA), George McGovern (D-SD) and Edmund Muskie (D-ME)
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4333
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (4/30/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/24/71 to 4/28/71
  Runtime: 01:33:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4334**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (4/30/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/28/1971 to 4/30/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4335**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (4/30/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/30/1971
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4336**
  "Eyewitness News" (5/1/1971)
  local television news broadcast focusing on anti-war protests
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: WTOP. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4337**
  "Seven Days" AND "Face The Nation" (5/2/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: John Kerry, leader of "Vietnam Veterans Against the War"; "FTN": U.S. Senator Robert Dole
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4338**
  "Eyewitness News" (5/2/1971)
  local television news broadcast, focusing on anti-war protests
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: WTOP. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4339**
  a special local television news report on the anti-war protests
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: WTOP. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4340**
  NBC Mayday Special (5/3/1971, Washington, DC)
  coverage of the anti-war protests in Washington
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4341**
  WTOP Local News (5/3/1971)
  local television news broadcast, focusing on the anti-war protests
  Runtime: 00:59:45
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: WTOP. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4342**
  coverage of anti-war protests in Washington, DC
  Runtime: 00:59:10
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: ABC, WRC. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4343**
  WRC Local News with Mayday Report, "NBC Nightly News" AND "CBS Evening News" (5/3/1971)
  coverage of anti-war protests in Washington, DC
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: WRC, NBC, CBS. Network Affilate: WRC, WRC, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4344**
  local television news broadcasts focusing on the anti-war protests
  Runtime: 01:29:40
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: WMAL, WTOP. Network Affilate: WMAL, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4345**
  Homefront '71: The President, the Press & the Public" (5/3/1971)
  Runtime: 01:05:20
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Good Quality picture, moderate picture noise, video and chroma levels vary segment to segment, audio levels consistent and good. Program ends at 00:58:56.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4346**
  Eyewitness News (5/4/1971)
  local television news broadcast, focusing on the anti-war protests
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: WTOP. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4347**
  "First Tuesday", Tape I (5/4/1971)
  Report on soldiers in Vietnam are 25 minutes in. (per 2004 Vidipax Tape Condition Report item title) Tape
  Runtime: 01:06:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
degree of picture noise, some banding is visible intermittently throughout program, chroma and video levels vary
between different program segments. Program ends at 01:00:05..
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4348**
  "First Tuesday", Tape II (5/4/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4349**
  "Dinah's Place" (5/5/1971)
  The Agnews and their granddaughters
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Spiro T. Agnew and Judy Agnew
  Network/Producer: Henry Jaffe Enterprises, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4350**
  "Eyewitness News" (5/5/1971)
  local television news broadcast, focusing on the anti-war demonstrations
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: WTOP. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4351**
  "Eyewitness News" (5/6/1971)
  local television news broadcast, focusing on the anti-war demonstrations
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: WTOP. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4352
  "Washington Week in Review" (5/6/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: WETA Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

• WHCA-4353
  Runtime: 01:31:11
  Participants: The Reverend Carl McIntyre and economist John Kenneth Galbraith, singer John Blair
  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Low banding, audio levels normal, locking problems, color framing problems, non sync switches, verticle lines recorded, low saturated, tape scratches, ghosting, tape does not lock for first 7 min; tape was baked.
  *DVD reference copy available*

• WHCA-4354
  "The Tonight Show" (5/6/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: comedian Bob Hope
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-4355
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (5/7/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/1/1971 to 5/3/1971
  Runtime: 01:30:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

● WHCA-4356
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (5/7/1971)
  Runtime: 01:31:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-4357
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (5/7/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/6/1971
  Runtime: 00:26:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4358
  Interview with Connie Stuart on the Tricia Nixon Wedding (5/7/1971)
  Local news interview with Mrs. Nixon's Press Secretary
  Runtime: 00:11:08
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
degree of picture noise, Some banding is visible during the program, good audio levels, consistent. Program ends at
00:03:55..
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4359
  "The David Susskind Show", Tape I (5/8/1971)
  a roundtable discussion with seven Vietnam Veterans, hour 1 of 2
  Runtime: 01:06:20
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
unstable, very noisy and often jittery during program, excessive amount of picture ghosting is evident, diagonal
dropout occurs across picture from Quad scratch, good audio levels, consistent, audio buzz occurs when graphics are
keyed on screen. Program ends at 01:02:24..
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4360
  "The David Susskind Show", Tape II (5/8/1971)
  a roundtable discussion with seven Vietnam Veterans, continued - hour 2 of 2
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
unstable, very noisy and often jittery during program, excessive amount of picture ghosting is evident, good audio
levels, consistent. Program ends at 00:54:18..
  DVD reference copy available
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- **WHCA-4361**
  
  White House Salute to Agriculture (5/10/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:10
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4362**
  
  "Claire" (5/10/1971)
  
  Tricia Nixon's wedding
  
  Runtime: 00:33:27
  
  Participants: Barbara Donovan (Bride's Magazine editor)
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Good quality picture, moderate degree of picture noise, good audio levels, consistent. Program ends at 00:30:22..
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4363**
  
  
  Runtime: 00:59:20
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4364**
  "Thirty Minutes" (5/11/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: King Hussein of Jordan
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4365**
  "60 Minutes" (5/11/1971)
  includes a segment on the newly opened LBJ Library in Austin, Texas
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4366**
  "Washington Week in Review" (5/13/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: WETA Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *only 3/4-inch Umatic copy*

- **WHCA-4367**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (5/14/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/7/1971 to 5/10/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4368
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (5/14/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/11/1971 to 5/13/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4369
  "The David Frost Show" Black Panther leader Huey Newton and Dr. John Morsell (5/14/1971)
  Runtime: 01:29:49
  Participants: Huey Newton, Black Panther leader; Dr. John Morsell, of the NAACP
  Keywords: militants, activists, African Americans, armed resistance, Civil Rights
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: vertical lines and ghosting are recorded into the image on the original, all copies show this problem. RP/PE 2/2016. COLORLAB NOTES: (Quad transfer): Low banding, audio levels normal, locking problems, color framing problems, non sync switches, verticle lines recorded, low saturated, tape scratches, ghosting; tape was baked.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4370
  "Face The Nation" AND "Meet The Press" (5/16/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "FTN": Clark MacGregor, "MTP": Secretary of State William P. Rogers
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4371**
  "Comment" (5/16/1971)
  a discussion of television news
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4372**
  "The Mike Douglas Show" (5/17/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Anne Armstrong, Republican National Committee Co-Chairman
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4373**
  "Justice In America: 'Justice Delayed, Justice Denied' " (5/18/1971)
  Runtime: 00:57:30
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program 2 of 3..
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4374**
  "Thirty Minutes" (5/18/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Indira Gandhi, Prime Minister of India
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4375**
  PBS Special on Violence (5/19/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4376**
  "The Dick Cavett Show": Pierre Salinger, Trini Lopez, Germaine Greer (5/19/1971)
  Runtime: 00:30:39
  Participants: Pierre Salinger (former Press Secretary to President Kennedy), Trini Lopez, writer and feminist Germaine Greer
  Keywords: Actor, actors, Musician, musicians, music, celebrities, Feminism, Feminist movement, Womens Liberation, gender, equality, equal rights, civil rights, activists, women
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good overall condition: low banding, sharp picture, tape scratches, non-synchronous switches at commercial breaks, head locks to tape ok, audio levels normal, tape was baked..
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4377**
  Presidential SALT [Strategic Arms Limitation Talks] Talks Statement and Commentary; CBS Walter Cronkite hosts segment showing Images from the Moon (5/20/1971)
  Strategic Arms Limitation Talks report, segment showing images from the Moon (lunar images).
  Runtime: 01:04:01
  Participants: President Nixon, Walter Cronkite
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts, SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Glitchy at head, good quality picture, video and chroma levels vary greatly between different program segments, image is much lower quality in second program segment (very hot chroma levels). Third segment (CBS/Cronkite/Image from the Moon) is jittery, good audio levels, consistent. Program ends at 01:01:23..
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4378
  "Washington Week in Review" (5/20/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: WETA Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *only 3/4-inch Umatic copy*

- WHCA-4379
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (5/20/1971, Broadcast:)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/14/1971 to 5/18/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- WHCA-4380
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (5/20/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/18/1971 to 5/20/1971
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMA.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- WHCA-4381
  Ten Political Commercials (no date)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: obtained from Al Snyder.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4382**
  Johnson Library Dedication (5/22/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4383**
  "Agronsky & Company" (5/22/1971)
  A discussion of the latest developments in the SALT talks.
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings
  Network/Producer: Post/Newsweek Stations. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4384**
  "Face The Nation" AND "Meet The Press" (5/23/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "FTN": Ramsey Clark, former Attorney-General; "MTP": U.S. Representatives Charles Diggs, Shirley Chisholm and Clay
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-4385**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4386**
  "The David Eaton Show" (5/23/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Bernard McCain
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4387**
  Common Cause: "Speak Out On The WAR" (5/24/1971, test)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WDCA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4388**
  "Thirty Minutes" (5/25/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: William Safire, Presidential Speechwriter
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4389**
  "60 Minutes" (5/25/1971)
  features an interview with John Kerry.
  Runtime: 00:59:00
  Participants: John Kerry, Vietnam Veterans Against the War
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4390**
  "Firing Line" (5/26/1971)
  Runtime: 00:59:15
  Participants: U.S. Representative Paul N. McCloskey and liberal activist Allard Lowenstein
  Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4391**
  NET News Special: "Cities, A Question of Survival" (5/26/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4392**
  Johns Hopkins University: "Milton Eisenhower Symposium" (5/26/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Herbert Klein, Director of White House Communications
  Network/Producer: NET (National Educational Television, PBS). Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4393**
  "Washington Week in Review" (5/27/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: WETA Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  only 3/4-inch Umatic copy
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4394**
  "The David Frost Show" with Congressman William Anderson, actors George Barnes, Bucky Pizzarelli, Anthony Quayle, Dick Shawn (5/27/1971)
  U.S. Representative William Anderson
  Runtime: 01:29:29
  Participants: Congressman William Anderson, actors George Barnes, Bucky Pizzarelli, Anthony Quayle, Dick Shawn
  Keywords: Actor, actors, Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (Quad transfer): Banding, low chroma, grainy, tape scratches, EQ problems at head, audio normal, ghosting; tape was baked.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4395**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (5/28/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/21/1971 to 5/26/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4396**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (5/28/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/26/1971 to 5/27/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
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● WHCA-4397
Dolf Droge Tape I, "Conservative View" (5/28/1971)
Runtime: 1:00
Participants: Phillip Crane
Network/Producer: House Recording Studio.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.

● WHCA-4398
Runtime: 01:10:58
Participants: Dr. Arthur Galston, Dr. Eaton Signor, Mort Sahl
Keywords: Comedian, actor, actors, celebrities
Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good overall condition: low banding, sharp picture, tape scratches seen, non-synchronous switches at commercial breaks, head locks to tape ok, audio levels normal, tape was baked..
DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-4398A
Runtime: 00:34:07
Participants: Robert Finch, Goralski, McGee, John Chancellor, Harry Reasoner, Sam Donaldson
Keywords: Vietnam War
Network/Producer: All networks. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Clip reel of various news segments, good quality picture, some moderate noise, severe glitches follow some edits, fair amount of dropouts depending on each program segment, video and chroma levels vary between different program segments, audio levels vary, audio buzz occurs when graphics and captions are keyed on-screen. Program ends at 00:17:17..
DVD reference copy available
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• WHCA-4399
  "The David Susskind Show" (5/29/1971)
  Runtime: 01:00:30
  Participants: U.S. Representative Paul McCloskey
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4400
  "Face The Nation"; "Meet The Press" AND "Issues And Answers" (5/30/1971)
  Runtime: 01:29:00
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator Birch Bayh (D-IN); "MTP": Ralph Nader, consumer advocate; "I&A": U.S. Representatives Paul McCloskey (R-CA) and Don Riegle
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4401
  Runtime: 01:30:17
  Participants: U.S. Representatives Paul N. McCloskey (R-CA) and Jack Kemp (R-NY), Janice Rule, [radio host?] Ed Schwartz
  Keywords: Actor, actors, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good condition: low banding, good picture quality/color, some tape scratches, audio levels normal, tape was baked..
  DVD reference copy available
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- WHCA-4402
  The President At San Clemente "A Visit To The Western White House" (6/1/1971, San Clemente, California)
  President Nixon at La Casa Pacifica, Western White House.
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Network/Producer: KNXT. Network Affiliate: KNXT.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4403
  The President At Mobile, Alabama (6/1/1971)
  tape was supplied by Mark Goode.
  Runtime: 01:33:00
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Network/Producer: WKRC. Network Affiliate: WKRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. No color bars on Quad. Video and chroma levels vary throughout program, Multi-camera shoot appears to have been conducted without any White Balance or Color coordination between cameras. Extremely poor production values. Poor audio recording, distorted, overmodulated and warbly. FAILED QC - RE-TRANSFERRED 6/07 DUE TO WRONG U-BIT NUMBER ON DUBS -mm Persistent Head closing occurred. Tape repeatedly stopped in transfer. Program ends at 01:19:18..
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4404
  Presidential Press Conference with Comments AND More Commentary (6/1/1971)
  Runtime: 00:42:00
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Drugs, Narcotics, drugs, drug abuse, narcotics, heroin, marijuana, prevention, programs
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
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- **WHCA-4405**
  "First Tuesday" (6/1/1971)
  Features a segment on the FBI.
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4406**
  "First Tuesday" (6/1/1971)
  Features a segment on arms spending
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4407**
  Rush Toward Freedom: "Black Is Beautiful" (6/1/1971)
  6th and final program in series. Documentary footage.
  Runtime: 0:39
  Participants: with Congressman Julian Bond, Carmen de Lavallade, Diana Sands, Al Freeman, JR., (incl segment on Billie Holiday)
  Keywords: African Americans
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4408

Presidential Press Conference and Comments (6/1/1971)

Runtime: 1:00

Participants: President Richard Nixon

Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Drugs, Narcotics, drugs, drug abuse, narcotics, heroin, marijuana, prevention, programs

Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4409

"The Dick Cavett Show" : Poet James Baldwin, Margaret Mead, Omar Sharif (6/1/1971)

Runtime: 01:29:27

Participants: James Baldwin (African American poet), Margaret Mead (anthropologist), Omar Sharif (Egyptian Actor)

Keywords: African Americans, Actor, actors, Writer, writers, celebrities

Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Fair/poor condition: low banding, ok color (had to boost chroma), some edge damage at head of tape but did not effect image, low control track signal and maybe TBC issues (image looks ragged and shifts), audio levels normal, tape was baked..

DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4410

"Firing Line" (6/1/1971)

Runtime: 1:00

Participants: Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare Elliot Richardson

Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affiliate: WETA.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4411**
  "Perspective on Violence" with David Brinkley (6/2/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4412**
  "Washington Week in Review" (6/3/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: WETA Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  only 3/4-inch Umatic copy

- **WHCA-4413**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" : Charles Rhyne, Roosevelt "Rosey" Grier (6/3/1971)
  Runtime: 01:30:38
  Participants: Charles Rhyne (attorney), Rosey Grier (football & TV star)
  Keywords: Athlete, athletes, sports, football, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good condition: low banding, good picture quality/color, some tape scratches, audio levels normal, tape was baked.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4414
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (6/3/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/28/1971 to 6/1/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4415
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (6/3/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/2/1971 to 6/3/1971
  Runtime: 1:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4416
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (6/3/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/3/1971
  Runtime: 0:10
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4417
  Tell It To Hanoi I  Dolf Droge talks to Rep. Crane (6/3/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: U.S. Representative Phillip Crane (R-IL), Dolf Droge
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4418
  Tell It To Hanoi II (6/4/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Dolf Droge
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4419
  Runtime: 01:28:40
  Participants: Nora Ephron, Joe Franklin, Isaac Asimov, ABC News anchor Harry Reasoner
  Keywords: Writer, writers, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 3/4-inch notes: Sharp image; a little more grainy than Quad-to-Digital Betacam transfer, but slightly less banding; increased video grain, but also more detail than Quad-to-Digi transfer. Colorlab notes (Quad transfer): Fair condition, non-synchronous switches at commercial breaks, tape has both color bars and tone at head, audio levels hot - adjusted so that levels are normal, color & picture quality - color looks good but a little dark (set bars, e.g. video, chroma, black set up properly, but pic still appeared a bit dark), light banding, tape was baked..
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4420**
  - Tell It To Hanoi III (6/5/1971)
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Participants: Dolf Droge
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4421**
  - "Face The Nation" with O'Neill "Veterans for a Just Peace"; "Meet The Press" with Wilbur Mills AND "Issues And Answers" with Robert Finch, Donald Rumsfeld (6/6/1971)
  - "FTN": John O'Neill, [Vietnam Veterans for a Just Peace], Anthony McDowell (Veterans of Foreign Wars);
  - "MTP": U.S. Representative. Wilbur Mills; "I&A" with Secretary of HEW Robert Finch & Donald Rumseld.
  - Runtime: 01:31:00
  - Participants: "FTN": John O'Neill, [Vietnam Veterans for a Just Peace], Anthony McDowell (Veterans of Foreign Wars); "MTP": U.S. Representative. Wilbur Mills; "I&A" with Secretary of HEW Robert Finch & Donald Rumseld.
  - Keywords: Vietnam War
  - Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars on Quad do not appear to be accurate to program content, moderate degree of picture noise throughout "Face the Nation." Some peaking audio levels at head of program. "Meet the Press" starts at approx 00:31:00, audio levels vary between programs, moderate degree of Ghosting is visible. "Issues & Answers" starts at approx 01:00:00 with Donald Rumsfeld. Poorer picture quality than preceeding content, some visible banding. Program ends at 01:28:59.
  - DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4422**
  - L.B.J. Library Dedication (6/7/1971, Austin, TX)
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Participants: President Nixon, President Johnson
  - Network/Producer: KDFW. Network Affiliate: KDFW.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4423


A panel discussion deliberates over whether U.S. actions in Vietnam, particularly "search and destroy" missions, constitute war crimes. John Kerry was a panelist.

Runtime: 01:06:35
Participants: John Kerry, spokesman for Vietnam Veterans Against the War
Keywords: Vietnam War
Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars are not accurate in relation to program content, picture is noisy, slight banding is visible in some segments, horizontal line error from master exists throughout program. Chroma and video levels vary throughout program segments, sync errors are present in camera shots throughout, audio levels vary. Program ends at 01:03:20. (tape ends at "NOTE-John Kerry appears on the panel.").

DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-4424


A panel discussion deliberates over whether U.S. actions in Vietnam, particularly "search and destroy" missions, constitute war crimes. John Kerry was a panelist

Runtime: 01:05:06
Participants: John Kerry, spokesman for Vietnam Veterans Against the War
Keywords: Vietnam War
Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars are not accurate to program content, picture is noisy, slight banding is visible in some segments, horizontal line error from master exists throughout program. Chroma and video levels vary throughout programs segments, sync errors are present in camera shots throughout, audio levels vary. Program ends at 00:58:40..

VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4425**
  Man on the Go - Alex Drier with "The Richard Nixon Story" (6/8/1971)
  Runtime: 00:54:59
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4426**
  "Thirty Minutes" (6/8/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: U.S. Senator Edward Kennedy (D-MA)
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4427**
  "The Advocates" (6/8/1971)
  The advocates discuss the China (People's Republic of China) Question. Subjects include: People's Republic of China.
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4428**
  "The Dick Cavett Show", Part I (6/10/1971)
  a discussion of the problems of Vietnam veterans with a panel of veterans
  Runtime: 01:29:00
  Participants: Dr. Gerald Solomon
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4429**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (6/11/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 6/4/71 to 6/10/71
  Runtime: 01:30:01
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4430**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (6/11/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 6/4/71 to 6/10/71
  Runtime: 01:29:40
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4431**
  The Phil Donohue Show" with Gen. "Chappie" James, Part I (6/11/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: Daniel "Chappie" James, Jr. (U.S. Air Force fighter pilot, and Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) - Note: in 1975 he became the first black American to achieve rank of four-star general - PE)
  
  Keywords: African Americans
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
  
  
- **WHCA-4432**
  The Phil Donohue Show" with Gen. "Chappie" James, Part II (6/11/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: Daniel "Chappie" James, Jr. (U.S. Air Force fighter pilot, and Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) - Note: in 1975 he became the first black American to achieve rank of four-star general - PE)
  
  Keywords: African Americans
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
  
- **WHCA-4433**
  The President's speech at Port of Catoosa - Tulsa, Oklahoma (6/11/1971, Tulsa, OK)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  
  Network/Producer: KTLU. Network Affiliate: KTLU.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Quad has no color bars at head of tape, noisy picture, good audio levels. Program ends at 00:49:50..
  
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4434**
  "The Other Guy", Pt. I (6/11/1971)
  Alcoholism
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4435**
  "The David Frost Show" actor Fat Thomas Rand, Kennedy-Johnson Press Secretary Pierre Salinger (6/11/1971)
  actor Fat Thomas Rand, Presidents Kennedy & Johnson Press Secretary Pierre Salinger
  Runtime: 01:05:43
  Participants: actor Fat Thomas Rand, Presidents Kennedy & Johnson Press Secretary Pierre Salinger
  Keywords: Actor, actors, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (Quad transfer): low banding, low chroma/saturation, locking problems 2 min in, audio normal, non sync switches, ghosting; tape was baked.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4436**
  NBC Special "White House Wedding: Tricia's Wedding Highlights" (6/11/1971)
  Tricia Nixon's wedding to Edward Cox - (2004 Vidipax report lists NBC as special producer not CBS - needs visual confirmation - PE)
  Runtime: 00:38:35
  Participants: Tricia Nixon, Edward Cox, President Nixon, Mrs. Nixon, wedding guests
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Video dated in report at 12 jun 71. Quad has no color bars at head of tape, some segments were over-exposed, tearing was present, peak whites, good audio levels. Program ends at 00:37:20.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4437**
  
  a discussion of the problems of Vietnam veterans with a panel of veterans
  
  Runtime: 01:30:30
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: This tape's content, listed originally as the Cavett show, Part II, is described in 2004 Vidipax report as "Tricia Nixon 'Cgrounds''' Tape 3 12 June 73. (Tape 3 of Tricia's Wedding is actually WHCA 4438). WHCA 4468 is described as "The Advocates" program and not Dick Cavett. May be a descriptive error by Vidipax,. WHCA 4437 Dick Cavett Show lists acquisition of no New Reference, New Intermediate or New Preservation copies. Needs a visual confirmation for content with WHCA 4468..

  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4438**
  
  
  Tricia Nixon's wedding to Edward Cox, possibly showing wedding guests arriving
  
  Runtime: 01:07:00
  
  Participants: Tricia Nixon, Edward Cox, President Nixon, Mrs. Nixon, wedding guests
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. WHCA 4437 described by Vidipax as Tricia's Wedding Tape III. Playback report listed here - along with WHCA 4438 page listed after. WHCA 4437 Playback report: Glitching occurs between program segments, minor tearing and dropouts during commercials, (see 00:56:00). Tape stopped due to tension difficulties at 01:10:27. Program ends at 01:28:48. Tape ends at 01:33:02 (4437 report log - PE) WHCA 4438 Playback Report: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Good picture quality, some moderate noise, slightly desaturated chroma, appears to be test footage from the White House Grounds. Program ends at 00:58:35. Tape ends at 01:07:00..

  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4439**
  Tricia Nixon's wedding to Edward Cox
  Runtime: 01:05:40
  Participants: Tricia Nixon, Edward Cox, President Nixon, Mrs. Nixon, wedding guests
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Good set of color bars at head of Quad. Good picture quality, clean, minimal amount of picture noise. Audio track is very inconsistent, cuts in and out, consists of ambient sound, some buzz, several minutes of dead air and no audio. Music track comes in at approx 00:10:00. Music cuts out. Ambient audio track returns at approx 00:13:00. Program ends at 01:00:28.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4440**
  Tricia Nixon's wedding to Edward Cox
  Runtime: 01:05:00
  Participants: Tricia Nixon, Edward Cox, President Nixon, Mrs. Nixon, wedding guests
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4441**
  Tricia Nixon's wedding to Edward Cox
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Tricia Nixon, Edward Cox, President Nixon, Mrs. Nixon, wedding guests
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4442**
  Tricia Nixon's wedding to Edward Cox
  Runtime: 01:36:09
  Participants: Tricia Nixon, Edward Cox, President Nixon, Mrs. Pat Nixon, wedding guests
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Tearing and dropout throughout, chroma was desaturated. Program and tape end at 01:36:09..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4443**
  White House Wedding - NBC Special; NBC Evening News (6/12/1971)
  Tricia Nixon's wedding to Edward Cox
  Runtime: 01:05:20
  Participants: Tricia Nixon, Edward Cox, President Nixon, Mrs. Nixon, wedding guests
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Clean picture quality at head of Quad, later segments on Quad have some degree of picture noise, glitches following edits in program. Some jitter in picture is evident at approx 00:48:00, good audio, clean tracks. Program ends at 00:58:52..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4444**
  White House Wedding - CBS Special (6/12/1971)
  Tricia Nixon's wedding to Edward Cox
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Tricia Nixon, Edward Cox, President Nixon, Mrs. Nixon, wedding guests
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4445

White House Wedding - NBC Special "The Honor of Your Presence" (6/12/1971)

Highlights of Tricia Nixon's wedding to Edward Cox

Runtime: 01:06:22

Participants: Tricia Nixon, Edward Cox, President Nixon, Mrs. Nixon, wedding guests

Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Quad has no color bars at head of tape, picture has moderate amount of noise, good audio levels. Program ends at 00:56:00..

VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4446

White House Wedding - ABC Special (6/12/1971)

Tricia Nixon's wedding to Edward Cox

Runtime: 0:30

Participants: Tricia Nixon, Edward Cox, President Nixon, Mrs. Nixon, wedding guests

Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-4447

"Face The Nation" AND "Issues And Answers" (6/13/1971)

Runtime: 1:00

Participants: "FTN": Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird; "I&A": U.S. Senator Hubert Humphrey

Network/Producer: CBS AND ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4448
  "Meet The Press" (6/13/1971)
  a panel of journalists question Mayors of six major U.S. cities
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4449
  "Realities: ‘And The Meek Shall Inherit The Earth’ " (6/14/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4450
  Lyndon Baines Johnson Library Dedication (6/15/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Lyndon Johnson, President Nixon
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: DUB.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4451
  Conference of Mayors - Secretary [John A.] Volpe Speaks (6/15/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4452**
  "Thirty Minutes" (6/15/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Deputy Attorney General Richard G. Kleindienst
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4453**
  "Justice in America", Part III (6/15/1971)
  Runtime: 00:58:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4454**
  "The New Zoo Review" (6/16/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4455**
  Mayor's Conference (6/16/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4456
  "The David Frost Show" w Major James Rose, Howard Cosell, actor Chuck McCann, and Irish singer Val Doonican (6/16/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Major James "Nick" Rowe, former Vietnam prisoner of war (POW); Howard Cosell, actor Chuck McCann, and Irish singer Val Doonican
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War, Actor, actors, Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4457
  "Washington Week in Review" (6/17/1971)
  Runtime: 00:32:18
  Network/Producer: WETA Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-4458
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (6/17/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 6/11/71 to 6/17/71
  Runtime: 01:35:58
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4459
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (6/17/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 6/11/71 to 6/17/71
  Runtime: 01:33:20
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4460
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (6/17/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 6/11/71 to 6/17/71
  Runtime: 00:29:27
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4461
  " 'Top Secret' And The New York Times" (6/18/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4462
  "The Other Guy", Part II (6/18/1971)
  Alcoholism
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4463
  "Face The Nation"; "Meet The Press" AND "Issues And Answers" (6/20/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator George McGovern; "MTP": U.S. Senator Stuart Symington; "I&A": West German Chancellor Willy Brandt
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4464
  "White House Wedding Picture Album" AND "The Advocates: Should a Date Be Set The Total..." (6/21/1971)
  The wedding of Tricia Nixon and Edward Cox
  Runtime: 00:34:34
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4465
  "The Pentagon Papers" (6/21/1971)
  Runtime: 00:58:56
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4466**
  
  "The Mike Douglas Show" (6/22/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: Secretary of Transportation John A. Volpe
  
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4467**
  
  "POW's... Pawns of War?" (6/22/1971)
  
  Vietnam Prisoner of War
  
  Runtime: 59:30:00
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4468**
  
  
  The advocates debate "Should the United States set a firm pullout date for Vietnam?"
  
  Runtime: 01:05:25
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Good audio levels. Program ends at 01:00:00. (See also 4437 for previous version of Cavett Show listed as title on this VidiPax Report for WHCA 4468. "The Advocates" is not noted. Needs visual verification - PE).
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-4469**
  
  Runtime: 01:31:19
  
  
  Keywords: Writer, writers, Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good condition: low banding, good picture quality/color (had bump up chroma a bit), some tape scratches, audio levels normal, tape was baked.
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4470**
  "The Phil Donohue Show" with (6/23/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: Bruce Kessler and John O'Neill of Veterans For A Just Peace
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4471**
  "Alcoholism: Out of the Shadows" (6/23/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-4472**
  " 'The Pentagon Papers' - An Interview With Daniel Ellsberg" (6/23/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30:00
  Participants: Daniel Ellsberg
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4472A**
  "CBS Morning News" excerpt with Herb Klein (6/24/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Herbert Klein, Director of White House Communications
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4473**
  "Washington Week in Review" (6/24/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: WETA Public Affairs. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *only 3/4-inch Umatic copy*
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- **WHCA-4474**

  "The David Frost Show" with three time Pulitzer Prize winning journalist Arthur Krock, actor Jack Klugman (6/24/1971)

  Runtime: 01:31:04

  Participants: Arthur Krock (triple Pulitzer winning journalist) and actor Jack Klugman

  Keywords: Actor, actors, celebrities

  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affilate: WTTG.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (Quad transfer): ghosting, low chroma/saturation, banding, locking problems at head, non sync switches, audio levels normal, vertical white lines in picture, color framing problems, control track errors; tape was baked..

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4475**

  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (6/24/1971)

  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 6/18/71 to 6/24/71

  Runtime: 01:35:12


  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Very poor quality throughout; intermittent unstable image; intermittent ghosting, faded color; intermittent audio cutout, Ends 01:35:12, program ends 01:23:08 - PE 11/14/16.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4476**

  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (6/24/1971)

  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/21/1971 to 6/23/1971

  Runtime: 1:30


  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*
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• **WHCA-4477**

Weekly News Summary, Tape III (6/24/1971)

Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/23/1971 to 6/24/1971

Runtime: 1:00


Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

*VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-4478**

"The Supreme Court and The Pentagon Papers" (6/26/1971)

Runtime: 0:30

Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

*VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-4479**

"Face The Nation"; "Meet The Press" AND "Issues And Answers" (6/27/1971)

Runtime: 1:30

Participants: "FTN": George Ball; "MTP": I.W. Abel, journalist; "I &A": Colonel David Hackworth

Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

*Reference copy may be created upon request.*

• **WHCA-4480**


Runtime: 1:00

Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

*Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- WHCA-4481

"Joyce & Barbara" (6/27/1971)
Runtime: 0:30
Participants: U.S. Senator Birch Bayh (D-IN)
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4482

" 'Top Secret' - Who Draws The Line?" (6/28/1971)
Runtime: 0:30
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-4483

"Thirty Minutes" (6/29/1971)
Runtime: 0:30
Participants: Jerry Wilson, Chief of the Metropolitan (Washington, D.C.) Police Department
Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-4484**
  
  "POW's... Pawns of War" (6/29/1971)
  
  Vietnam Prisoner of War
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4485**
  
  Vice President's Address (6/29/1971)
  
  Runtime: 01:33:00
  
  Participants: Spiro T. Agnew
  
  Network/Producer: N/A. Network Affiliate: N/A.
  

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4486**
  
  President Nixon's Visit to Rochester, N.Y. on June 18, 1971 (6/30/1971, Rochester, New York)
  
  Runtime: 01:05:00
  
  Network/Producer: N/A. Network Affiliate: N/A.
  

  *VHS reference copy available*
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● WHCA-4487
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (6/30/1971)
  John Kerry and John O'Neill debate the wisdom of the U.S. involvement in Vietnam
  Runtime: 01:30:00
  Participants: John Kerry (Vietnam Veterans Against the War), John O'Neill (Veterans for a Just Peace)
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-4488
  "The Supreme Court and The Pentagon Papers" (6/30/1971)
  Runtime: 00:59:34
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-4489
  "Today" Show (7/1/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Postmaster-General Winston Blount
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- WHCA-4490
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (7/1/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 6/25/71 to 7/1/71
  Runtime: 1:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Poor quality throughout; intermittent unstable image; intermittent ghosting, faded color; occasional audio cutout - stops at 6/28, 6/28 continued on WHCA-4491. PE 11/22/16.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4491
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (7/1/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 6/25/71 to 7/1/71
  Runtime: 01:31:38
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Very poor quality throughout; intermittent unstable image; intermittent ghosting, faded color; intermittent audio cutout.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4492
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (7/1/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 6/25/71 to 7/1/71
  Runtime: 1:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
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- **WHCA-4493**
  "The Court and a Free Press" AND "Newsmakers" (7/2/1971)
  The Pentagon Papers case AND an interview with Senator Scott
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: U.S. Senator Hugh Scott (R-PA)
  Network/Producer: CBS, WTOP-TV. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4494**
  Dean Rusk Discusses The Pentagon Papers (7/2/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Dean Rusk, former Secretary of State for President Johnson
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4495**
  President Nixon's Speech to open U.S. Bicentennial Celebration (7/3/1971)
  Runtime: 00:34:20
  Participants: President Nixon
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC ?.
  VHS reference copy available
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- **WHCA-4496**

  "Face The Nation", "Meet The Press" AND "Issues And Answers" (7/4/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator Mike Gravel; "MTP": Postmaster-General Winton Blount; "I&A": General Maxwell Taylor
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4497**

  "Proudly They Came" (7/4/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4498**

  "A Conversation with The Chief Justice" (7/5/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: Chief Justice of the Supreme Court Warren Burger
  
  Keywords: [possibly, but unconfirmed: vote, voting, voters, 18-year old vote, voting age, voting rights, elections, presidential elections, 26th Amendment]
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-4499**
  "The David Frost Show" with guest Rose Kennedy (7/5/1971)
  Runtime: 01:05:43
  Participants: Rose Kennedy
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (Quad transfer): Locking problems, low chroma, banding, control track issues, audio normal, tape scratches; tape was baked.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4500**
  "The Dick Cavett Show", Tape I, Ernest van den Haag, Geraldine Fitzgerald, others (7/5/1971)
  Runtime: 01:01:55
  Participants: psychologist Ernest van den Haag, actor Geraldine Fitzgerald, singer Kate Taylor
  Keywords: Actor, actors, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good condition: low banding, good picture quality/color, tape scratches, audio levels normal, tape was baked.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4501**
  "The Dick Cavett Show", Tape II (7/5/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: psychologist Ernest van den Haag, actor Geraldine Fitzgerald, singer Kate Taylor
  Keywords: Actor, actors, Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-4502**
  
  "First Tuesday", Tape I (7/6/1971)

  Runtime: 0:30

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4503**
  
  "First Tuesday", Tape II (7/6/1971)

  Runtime: 1:30

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4504**
  
  "Reischauer on Asia" (7/6/1971)

  People's Republic of China

  Runtime: 0:30

  Participants: Edwin O. Reischauer, scholar on China and Japan

  Keywords: People's Republic of China

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-4505**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" : Bill Lawrence (7/6/1971)
  Runtime: 01:29:39
  Participants: Bill Lawrence
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good overall condition: low banding, image soft, washed out, audio levels hot - had to lower, tape was baked.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4506**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" with John Kerry, Jim Brown, John Kobler and Police Chiefs (7/7/1971)
  Police Chiefs Murphy (N.Y.C.) and Wilson (Washington, D.C.), John Kerry, Jim Brown, John Kobler
  Runtime: 01:32:52
  Participants: Police Chiefs Murphy (N.Y.C.) and Wilson (Washington, D.C.), John Kerry, Jim Brown, writer John Kobler
  Keywords: Writer, writers, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4507**
  "Crosstalk" (7/8/1971)
  Runtime: 00:30
  Participants: Dr. Jean Spencer
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear to be an accurate reference to the program content. John Kerry speaks at head of program. Sharp image, mild degree of off-air picture noise, slight image jitter evident in Quad playback, consistent video levels. Program ends at 00:32:47. Report on WHCA 4507 may be mistake by VidiPax...program doesn't match Crosstalk guest description - needs ck - PE.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-4508**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (7/8/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 7/2/71 to 7/8/71
  Runtime: 1:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4509**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (7/8/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 7/2/71 to 7/8/71
  Runtime: 1:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4510**
  "Washington: Week In Review" (7/8/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: WETA Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- WHCA-4511

"Face The Nation" AND "Issues and Answers" (7/11/1971)

Runtime: 1:30

Participants: "FTN": U.S. Representatives Dingle and Eckhardt; "I&A": Walt Rostow, former National Security Advisor to President Johnson

Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

*Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- WHCA-4512

"Meet The Press" (7/11/1971)

Runtime: 0:30

Participants: George Meany, President of the AFL-CIO

Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

*Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- WHCA-4513

"News Watch" (7/11/1971)

Runtime: 0:30

Participants: Robert J. Brown, Special Assistant to the President

Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

*Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-4514**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (7/11/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: U.S. Senator from Arizona, and former Presidential candidate Barry S. Goldwater, Sr.
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Original date may be 7/8/1971 and 7/9/1971 (according to Cavett archive).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4515**
  "Joyce and Barbara" (7/11/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: U.S. Senator from Arizona, and former Presidential candidate Barry S. Goldwater, Sr.
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4516**
  "The David Frost Show" with Jack Valenti (7/12/1971)
  Runtime: 01:05:34
  Participants: Cher, Sonny Bono, Dom DeLuise, Gael Greene (food critic), Jack Valenti (former Johnson Administration staff member)
  Keywords: Campaign reform, political contributions, elections, Musician, musicians, music, celebrities, American popular music, actor, actors.
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4517**
  "The David Frost Show" with Judith Viorst (7/13/1971)
  Runtime: 01:03:43
  Participants: Judith Viorst
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4518**
  "Thirty Minutes" (7/13/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: David Brinkley, NBC News anchor
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4519**
  "The Pentagon Papers: What Do They Mean" (7/13/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-4520**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (7/13/1971)
  
  Runtime: 01:29:55
  
  Participants: Daniel Ellsberg
  
  Keywords: celebrities, political activists, Vietnam war, Watergate, abuses of government power, AOGP
  
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4521**
  "Firing Line" (7/14/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: U.S. Representative Wilbur Mills (D-OK)
  
  Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4522**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (7/14/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Participants: Mayor Carl Stokes, William Ruckelshaus, Shirley Booth, Al Hibbler
  
  Keywords: Actor, actors, celebrities
  
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-4523**
  "Washington: Week in Review" (7/15/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: WETA Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4524**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (7/15/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/9/71 to 7/14/71
  Runtime: 01:30:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4525**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (7/15/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/14/1971 to 7/15/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
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• WHCA-4526

"Nixon Announcement to Visit Red China", with ABC & NBC commentary (7/15/1971)
President Nixon announces his intention to visit the People's Republic of China in February 1972
Runtime: 01:03:15
Keywords: People's Republic of China
Network/Producer: ABC, NBC. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WRC.
VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4527

"Nixon Announcement to Visit Red China", with CBS commentary (7/15/1971)
President Nixon announces his intention to visit the People's Republic of China in February 1972 (may also have "Washington Week in Review" - 3/4" copy says this on the label)
Runtime: 00:34:40
Participants: President Nixon, Roger Mudd
Keywords: People's Republic of China
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Roger Mudd Intro. Very glitchy at head of Quad. Chroma levels vary between different program segments, some slight banding is visible intermittently throughout Nixon's remarks. Second program (panel discussion) begins at 00:06:55. Video levels are higher, some ghosting and a higher degree of banding is present. Program ends at approx 00:33:00.
VHS reference copy available
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- **WHCA-4528**
  PBS China Announcement & PBS Commentary (7/15/1971)
  President Nixon announces his intention to visit the People's Republic of China in February 1972
  Runtime: 00:32:42
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Overall picture quality is very good, heavy glitches in control track appear at times, there are also instances of banding. Program ends at approx 00:28:46.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4529**
  "The Dick Cavett Show": Jacques Barzun, Rex Reed (7/15/1971)
  Runtime: 01:29:36
  Participants: Jacques Barzun (educational & cultural historian), Rex Reed (film critic)
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good condition: low banding, good picture quality/color, tape scratches, audio levels normal, tape was baked.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4530**
  "A Journey For Peace" (7/15/1971)
  On President Nixon's Pending Trip to Red China (People's Republic of China)
  Runtime: 01:06:05
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-4531**
  "The David Frost Show" Congressmen Paul McCloskey and Jack Kemp, Ballerina Natalia Makarova and Eric Bruhn (7/16/1971)
  Ballet scene & interview with Natalia Makarova & Eric Bruhn, Congressmen Paul McClosky & Jack Kemp (debating during the interview)
  Runtime: 01:03:39
  Participants: U.S. Representatives Paul N. McCloskey (R-CA) and Jack Kemp (R-NY), ballet dancers 'Natasha' Natalia Makarova and Eric Bruhn
  Keywords: Dancer, dancers, music, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): bars with tone, ghosting, grainy, low chroma, audio normal, tape scratches, non sync switches, dropout at 8 min in - picture goes to snow, audio stays in tact, ghosting; tape baked..
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4532**
  New Plan For Jackson Public School System" (Dub)" (7/16/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Dub (sg?).
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4533**
  "Agronsky & Company" President Nixon's Upcoming Trip to China (7/17/1971)
  The panelists discusses President Nixon's pending trip to the People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 00:34:10
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Program very glitchy at beginning and end. There was repeated dropout and tearing some noise and shaking. Program ends at approx 00:29:22..
  *VHS reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-4534**
  
  "Face The Nation"; "Meet The Press" AND "Issues And Answers" (7/18/1971)
  "I &A": A discussion of the administration's China (People's Republic of China) policy
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Representative Wilbur Mills (D-OK); "MTP": U.S. Representative Paul McCloskey
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4535**
  
  "Thirty Minutes" (7/20/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: Robert Brown, Special Assistant to the President
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4536**
  
  "The David Frost Show" with journalist Sander Vanocur, author Sam Levinson (7/20/1971)
  
  Runtime: 00:27:06
  
  Participants: Author Sam Levinson and Broadcast journalist "Sandy" Sander Vanocur (White House correspondent and national political correspondent for NBC News)
  
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): banding, tape scratches, muted, grainy image, ghosting, good RF output, audio levels normal, non sync switches; tape baked.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4537**
  "[Supreme Court] Justice Black and The Constitution" (7/20/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4538**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (7/21/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Norman Mailer, author, Benny Goodman, Bruce Brown, Dr. Robert Jastrow
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4539**
  "The Tonight Show" (7/21/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: boxer Joe Frazier
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4540**
  "Newsmakers" (7/22/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: U.S. Senator Henry Jackson (D-WA)
  Network/Producer: WTOP-TV. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4541
  "Washington Week in Review" (7/22/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: WETA Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  only 3/4-inch Umatic copy

- WHCA-4542
  "Strangers in Their Own Land", Part I of a Three Part Series on Minorities in America" (7/22/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4543
  "The Dick Cavett Show": Big Mama Thornton, Roger Moore, Saul Alinsky, C. McCann (7/22/1971)
  Big Mama Thornton, Roger Moore, Saul Alinsky, Chuck McCann discuss music, blues, Janis Joplin, Elvis Presley, celebrities, radicals, community organizing
  Runtime: 01:31:00
  Participants: Big Mama Thornton, Roger Moore, Saul Alinsky, Chuck McCann
  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities, performance, American popular music
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): banding, grainy image, good RF output, audio levels low - raised levels, some ghosting. Tape was baked.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4544**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (7/22/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/16/71 to 7/18/1971
  Runtime: 01:32:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4545**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (7/22/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/19/1971 to 7/22/1971
  Runtime: 01:25:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4546**
  "Face The Nation"; "Meet The Press"; AND "Issues And Answers" (7/25/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: "FTN": Secretary of the Treasury John Connally; "MTP": James A. Roche; "I &A": James C.H. Shen and Anna Chennault
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4547**
  "Comment" (7/25/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: King Hassan II of Morocco, Orville Talburt, Herbert Gans, Brent Bozell
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilite: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4548**
  "Artists in America" (7/27/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: cartoonist Jules Feiffer
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilite: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4549**
  Runtime: 01:03:00
  Participants: Governor Ronald W. Reagan (CA)
  Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affilite: WETA.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4550**
  "Perspectives on Violence" (7/28/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: former Attorney-General Ramsey Clark
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4551**
  "Newsmakers" (7/29/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Dr. Jerome Jaffe, Director of President Nixon's Anti-Drug program
  Network/Producer: WTOP-TV. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4552**
  "Washington Week in Review" (7/29/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: WETA Public Affairs. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  only 3/4-inch Umatic copy

- **WHCA-4553**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (7/29/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 7/23/71 to 7/29/71
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: All networks. Network Affilate: WMAL, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4554**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (7/29/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 7/23/71 to 7/29/71
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4555**
  
  "The Tricycle" (7/30/1971)
  
  A Public Service Announcement from the Office of Emergency Preparedness
  
  Runtime: 0:10
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4556**
  
  President Nixon's Interview at the Football Hall of Fame (7/31/1971)
  
  Runtime: 00:12:50
  
  Keywords: Sports, football
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4557
  "Joyce and Barbara: For Adults Only" (8/1/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: U.S. Senator Hubert H. Humphrey (D-MN)
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- WHCA-4558
  "First Tuesday" in August, Tape I (8/3/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- WHCA-4559
  "First Tuesday" in August, Tape II (8/3/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- WHCA-4560
  CBS News Special: "The Catholic Dilemma" (8/3/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4561**
  
  **Runtime:** 01:29:43
  
  **Participants:** Drummer Buddy Rich's Karate demo breaking boards, Kennedy-Johnson speechwriter Richard Goodwin
  
  **Keywords:** Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  
  **Network/Producer:** Group W Productions. **Network Affiliate:** WTTG.
  
  **Original Format:** 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. **Technical notes:** Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): low banding, audio levels normal, non-synchronous switches, color/picture quality - low saturation, ghosting; tape baked.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4562**
  "Black Perspectives In The News" (8/5/1971)
  
  **Runtime:** 0:30
  
  **Participants:** U.S. Senator Hubert H. Humphrey (D-MN)
  
  **Keywords:** African Americans
  
  **Network/Producer:** Undetermined. **Network Affiliate:** WETA.
  
  **Original Format:** 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4563**
  "Washington Week in Review" (8/5/1971)
  
  **Runtime:** 0:30
  
  **Network/Producer:** WETA Public Affairs. **Network Affiliate:** WETA.
  
  **Original Format:** 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *only 3/4-inch Umatic copy*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4564**
  "The David Frost Show" with guest Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller (R-NY) (8/5/1971)
  
  Runtime: 01:31:01
  
  Participants: Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller (R-NY)
  
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): banding, non sync switches, ghosting, grainy, low chroma, low audio levels, dropout at 3 min in; tape baked.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4565**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (8/5/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 7/30/71 to 8/5/71
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4566**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (8/5/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 7/30/71 to 8/5/71
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4567**
  NBC Special: "Cancer is the Next Frontier" (8/6/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4568**
  "Off Campus": The Republicans (8/7/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4569**
  "Face The Nation"; "Meet The Press" AND "Issues And Answers" (8/8/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: "FTN": consumer advocate Ralph Nader; "MTP": Dr. Glenn Seaborg, Director of the Atomic Energy Commission; "I &A": Clark MacGregor
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4570**
  "The Young Rhode Islanders" (8/8/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4571**
  "Mrs. Hughes And Friends" (8/9/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Judy Agnew
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: (received from the Vice President's Office).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4572**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (8/9/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: U.S. Senators John Tunney (D-MA), Lawton Chiles (D-FL) and Thomas Eagleton (D-MO)
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4573**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" :Hugh Downs, Bill Maudlin, Jinx Falkenberg, Bob Meisner (8/10/1971)
  television personality Hugh Downs, cartoonist Bill Maudlin, Jinx Falkenberg, Bob Meisner
  Runtime: 01:31:49
  Participants: television personality Hugh Downs, cartoonist Bill Maudlin, Jinx Falkenberg, Bob Meisner
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good condition: low banding, good picture quality/color-a little washed out, tape scratches, audio levels normal, tape was baked..
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4574**
  Whitehead's Tape (8/11/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: received from Mr. Whitehead's office.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4575**
  "The David Frost Show" with civil rights activist Julian Bond (8/11/1971)
  Runtime: 01:29:49
  Participants: Julian Bond (civil rights activist)
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): dropout at 42 min in, ghosting, non sync switches, low chroma, hot audio, grainy; tape baked..
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4576**
  "Strangers In Their Own Land; The Blacks" (8/12/1971)
  documentary news footage
  Runtime: 00:28:30
  Participants: Frank Reynolds, ABC news correspondent, documentary news footage
  Keywords: African Americans, Civil Rights, segregation
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Image unstable from 00:03:25 to 00:06:53..
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4577**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (8/12/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Averell Harriman, Dizzy Gillespie, Evel Knievel
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4578**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (8/12/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 8/6/71 to 8/12/71
  Runtime: 1:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4579**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (8/12/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 8/6/71 to 8/12/71
  Runtime: 1:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4580**
  "The David Frost Show" Peace Corps Director Joseph Blatchford (8/13/1971)
  Runtime: 01:30:57
  Participants: Joseph Blatchford, Director of the Peace Corps
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): banding, tape scratches, muted, grainy image, ghosting, good RF output, audio levels normal, non sync switches; tape baked.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4581**
  "Face The Nation"; "Meet The Press" AND "Issues And Answers" (8/15/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: "FTN": John Gardner, Chairman of "Common Cause"; "MTP": U.S. Senator William Proxmire; "I & A": Ambassador of Pakistan
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4582**
  "President Nixon's Speech on the Economy" AKA "Nixon Shock Speech" with NBC commentary; ABC commentary featuring Paul McCracken; CBS commentary (8/15/1971)
  Runtime: 01:06:50
  Participants: Paul W. McCracken, Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors, Sonny and Cher
  Keywords: Economics, wage-price freeze, Bretton Woods monetary system, gold standard
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL, WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4583
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (8/15/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Fran Tarkenton (NY Giants quarterback), Mort Sahl, U.S. Senator Fred Harris (D-OK) (involved with legislation to restore to the inhabitants of the Taos Pueblo), Dr. Julius Segal (psychologist who studied and treated trauma of Vietnam War POWs, - Prisoner of War)
  Keywords: Sports, football, Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War, American Indians, Native Americans, tribes
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Original date may be 8/13/1971 (according to Cavett archive).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4584
  "CBS Morning News" with Paul McCracken; "Today" with George Shultz (8/16/1971)
  Runtime: 00:25:25
  Participants: Paul W. McCracken, Chairman of the President’s Council of Economic Advisors; George Shultz
  Keywords: Economics, wage-price freeze, Bretton Woods monetary system, gold standard
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4585
  "Secretary of the Treasury Department, John Connally Press Conference" (8/16/1971)
  Runtime: 00:59:00
  Participants: Secretary of the Treasury John B. Connally
  Keywords: Economics, wage-price freeze, Bretton Woods monetary system, gold standard
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4586**
  
  CBS News Special on the Economy: "A New Way To Go" (8/16/1971)
  
  Runtime: 00:58:40
  
  Keywords: Economics, wage-price freeze, Bretton Woods monetary system, gold standard
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4587**
  
  NBC News Special: "The New Economics Of Mr. Nixon" (8/16/1971)
  
  Runtime: 01:06:50
  
  Participants: VidiPax report lists Sonny and Cher,
  
  Keywords: Economics, wage-price freeze, Bretton Woods monetary system, gold standard
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, intermittent instances of jitter at the head, some delay banding evident, colors were desaturated. Sonny and Cher images unstable throughout. Program ends at approx 00:56:15.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4588**
  
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (8/16/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: Allard Lowenstein, Richard Scammon, Benjamin Wattenberg
  
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affilate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4589**
  "Canton [Ohio] Football Hall Of Fame Festival" (8/17/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Sports, football
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Received from Mark Goode's office.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4590**
  "The David Frost Show" with Harry Reasoner, ABC News anchorman and singer Helen Reddy (8/18/1971)
  Runtime: 01:02:17
  Participants: interview with Harry Reasoner, ABC News anchorman and singer Helen Reddy performance and interview on reincarnation
  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good overall condition: low banding, sharp picture, tape scratches, non-synchronous switches at commercial breaks, head locks to tape ok, audio levels normal; tape baked.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4591**
  "Today" Show excerpt (8/19/1971)
  Secretary Connally discusses the President's new economic policies
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Secretary of the Treasury John B. Connally
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4592**
  "Washington Week in Review"; "Quick Frozen Economy" with Paul McCracken (8/19/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Participants: Paul W. McCracken, Chairman of the President's Council of Economic Advisors
  
  Network/Producer: WETA Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA, WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *only 3/4-inch Umatic copy*

- **WHCA-4593**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (8/19/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 8/13/71 to 8/19/71
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4594**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (8/19/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 8/13/71 to 8/19/71
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4595**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (8/19/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 8/13/71 to 8/19/71
  Runtime: 1:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4596**
  "Face The Nation"; "Meet The Press"; "Issues an Answers" (8/22/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: "FTN": Preston Smith; "MTP": Governor George C. Wallace (D-AL); "I&A": Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4597**
  "Comment" (8/22/1971)
  Wicker gives his assessment of the Administration's policies.
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Thomas Wicker, Associate Editor of the New York Times
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4598
  ABC News Special: "Heroes and Heroin" (8/22/1971)
  A documentary examination of the problem of heroin addiction (drugs) among GI's returning from Vietnam (Vietnam veterans). "Heroes and Heroin" ends 00:58:30, followed by commercials and part of an episode of "Concentration" (game show).
  Runtime: 01:05:30
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-4599
  NBC News Special: "90 Day Freeze, Part I" (8/23/1971)
  The President Nixon's "Phase One" wage/price freeze
  Runtime: 00:33:20
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Major banding, head error can be seen intermittently throughout program. Program ends at approx 00:29:40..
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4599A
  "President Nixon in Idaho Falls, Idaho" (8/23/1971, Idaho Falls, Idaho)
  Runtime: 01:05:37
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Banding is visible throughout program, audio levels have many fluxuations and is oversaturated intermittently throughout program. Program ends at approx 00:49:50..
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4600**
  "The David Frost Show" with columnist Jimmy Breslin (8/23/1971)
  Runtime: 01:05:44
  Participants: columnist Jimmy Breslin
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): good overall condition: low banding, sharp picture, tape scratches, non-synchronous switches at commercial breaks, head locks to tape ok, audio levels normal; tape baked.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4601**
  NBC Special: "Ninety Day Freeze", part II (8/24/1971)
  President Nixon's "Phase One" wage/price controls
  Runtime: 00:34:34
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4602**
  "Presidential Address at Knights of Columbus Convention in New York" (8/25/1971)
  Runtime: 00:30:00
  Participants: President Nixon, Knights of Columbus officials
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Received from AV - (SG?) 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Soft Focus image, moderate degree of picture noise, slight amount of jitter (some jitter seems to be a result of camea work from original recording), some dropouts occur. Good audio levels, though some peaking occurs during President Nixon’s speech. Program ends at approx 00:24:01. (Tape ending not noted, approx at 00:30:00 - PE).
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-4603

"The David Frost Show" with guest Harriet Van Horn (8/25/1971)

Runtime: 01:31:22

Participants: Harriet Van Horn (American newspaper columnist and film/television critic)
Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.


DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-4604

"Nixonomics: Countdown-10" (8/25/1971)

Runtime: 01:06:02

Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.


VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-4605

"President Nixon's Speech before the National Association of Retired Persons" (8/26/1971)

Runtime: 00:31:34

Network/Producer: WGN. Network Affiliate: WGN.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Major head EQ errors and banding are visible in the first 12 minutes of program and the last ten minutes of program, audio levels have many fluctuations and is oversaturated intermittently throughout program. Program ends at approx 00:29:40.

VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4606**
  "Newsmakers" AND "Washington Week in Review" (8/26/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "News": economist Pierre A. Rinfret
  Network/Producer: WTOP-TV, WETA Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  only 3/4-inch Umatic copy

- **WHCA-4607**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (8/26/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 8/20/71 to 8/26/71
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4608**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (8/26/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 8/20/71 to 8/26/71
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4609**
  "Face The Nation"; "Meet The Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (8/29/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Participants: "FTN": Secretary of Commerce Maurice Stans; "MTP": UAW President Leonard Woodcock; "I&A": Secretary of Labor James C. Hodgson
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4610**
  "Reston on China", A CBS Special with Eric Sevareid (8/31/1971)
  
  People's Republic of China
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: Eric Sevareid
  
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4611**
  "Interview with the Nixon and Johnson Sisters" (9/1/1971)
  
  Runtime: 01:06:00
  
  Participants: Julie Nixon Eisenhower, Tricia Nixon, Luci Baines Johnson Nugent, Lynda Johnson Robb
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: Undetermined.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2” Quad Hi Band. Bars are good with no errors, audio levels vary. Program ends at approx 00:44:00..
  
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4612**
  "Firing Line" (9/1/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Walter Rostow
  Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4613**
  "When Johnny Comes Marching Home" (9/1/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4614**
  "Harambee" (9/2/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Stanley Scott, Marion Barry
  Network/Producer: WTOP. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4615**
  "Washington Week in Review" (9/2/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: WETA Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *only 3/4-inch Umatic copy*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-4616
"Strangers In Their Own Land", Part III, "The Chicanos" (9/2/1971)
Runtime: 1:00
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.

● WHCA-4617
Weekly News Summary, Tape I (9/2/1971)
Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/27/1971 to 8/30/1971
Runtime: 1:30
Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-4618
Weekly News Summary, Tape II (9/2/1971)
Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/30/1971 to 9/2/1971
Runtime: 1:30
Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-4619
Weekly News Summary, Tape III (9/2/1971)
Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/2/1971
Runtime: 0:30
Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4620**
  "Red China: a Documentary" (9/3/1971)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4621**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (9/5/1971)
  Martin Agronsky and his guests discuss the President's economic policies.
  Runtime: 00:34:00
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Bars are good with no errors, Program has major sync errors and jitter, heads can't be equalized for accurate playback. Banding is visible throughout program, audio levels have many fluctuations, oversaturated intermittently throughout program. Program ends at 00:32:00.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4622**
  "Face The Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (9/5/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: "FTN": Sidney Marland, U.S. Commission of Education; "MTP": U.S. Senator Adlai Stevenson (D-IL); "I&A": George Meany, President of the AFL-CIO
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4623**
  "The Merv Griffin Show" - Martha Mitchell, wife of Attorney General John N. Mitchell (9/7/1971)
  
  Runtime: 01:34:48
  
  Participants: Martha Mitchell, wife of Attorney General John N. Mitchell
  
  Network/Producer: Griffin Productions. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4624**
  "The David Frost Show" with guest host Pearl Bailey (9/7/1971)
  
  Runtime: 01:30:14
  
  Participants: Pearl Bailey, singer & entertainer, Mr. Luke (President Westchester Kennel Club) with top show dogs, singer Cab Calloway, Broadway producer David Merrick, attorney Edward Bennett Williams, Vibraphonist Lionel Hampton
  
  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities, performance, animals, African Americans, lawyers, attorneys, law officials
  
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4625**
  "First Tuesday", Part I (9/7/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4626**
  "First Tuesday", Part II (9/7/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4627**
  CBS Special: "On The Road With Charles Kuralt" (9/7/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4628**
  "Stars and Stripes Forever" (9/7/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Bob Hope
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-4629

President Nixon speaking before the Dairyman's Assoc. (9/7/1971)

Runtime: 01:04:54

Participants: President Nixon

Network/Producer: WGN. Network Affiliate: WGN.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Picture has a moderate degree of noise, good audio levels, consistent, some glitching at tail. Program and tape end at approx 01:04:54 (Tape cuts off mid-program).”

VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-4630

Opening of the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts (9/8/1971)

Runtime: 00:31:00

Network/Producer: WRC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-4631

"If You Turn On" (9/8/1971)

commentary on drug use and abuse

Runtime: 1:00

Network/Producer: WTOP. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEO TAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4632**
  "The David Frost Show" with guest host Pearl Bailey (9/8/1971)
  Runtime: 01:31:59
  Participants: Pearl Bailey, singer-entertainer, New York Yankees President Michael Burke, baseball players Jim Bouton & Roy White, Commercial w/ Betty White, Movie Director Otto Preminger, Senator George Murphy
  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, American popular music, African Americans, celebrities, sports, actors, baseball
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4633**
  "NBC Quarterly Report" (9/8/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4634**
  CBS, NBC Coverage: Opening of the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts (9/8/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4635**

  "The Dick Cavett Show": Carl Reiner, Ralph Nader, G. Steinem, S. Vaughan (9/8/1971)
  
  Runtime: 01:32:34
  
  Participants: consumer advocate Ralph Nader and feminist Gloria Steinem, Sarah Vaughan, Melvin Van Peebles, Miss Nude America
  
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Fair condition, non-synchronous switches at commercial breaks, tape has both color bars and tone at head, audio levels normal, color & picture quality has some bearding/TBC/color framing issues, tape was baked.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4636**

  Nixon before the Joint Session of Congress...The Economy (with commentary) (9/9/1971)
  
  Runtime: 01:05:25
  
  Participants: President Nixon, Congressmen and officials
  
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL, WTOP.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4637**

  "Nixon Before Joint Session of Congress" (9/9/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4638**
  "The President at [birthplace] Loma Linda" (9/9/1971)
  Runtime: 01:06:12
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: (Tape supplied by Mark Goode - per SG?) 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Monochrome reel, no color bars at head of Quad, good black & white picture, low rate of dropouts or picture noise. Good audio levels, some distortion and over-moduation on soundtrack due to original recording conditions. Program ends at 00:58:30.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4639**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (9/9/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 9/3/71 to 9/9/71
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4640**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (9/9/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 9/3/71 to 9/9/71
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4641**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (9/9/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 9/3/71 to 9/9/71
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4642**
  "When You Reach December" (9/10/1971)
  a documentary on nursing homes
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4643**
  The President and Mrs. Nixon on Behalf of the United Fund Campaign (9/10/1971)
  Runtime: 00:11:21
  Participants: President Nixon, Pat Nixon
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4644**
  "Agronsky & Company" Phase Two of the Wage/Price Freeze (9/12/1971)
  The group discusses "Phase Two" of the President's economic plan
  Runtime: 00:33:17
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Frequent glitching throughout, shaking in most shots, frequent line dropout, color and light levels change from shot to shot. Excessive noise. Program ends at 00:29:04..
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4645**
  "Deena Clark's Moment With ..." (9/12/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: the wives of Cabinet members Blount, John Connally and William Rogers
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4646**
  "Face The Nation" AND "Meet The Press" (9/12/1971)
  Runtime: 01:32:57
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator William Proxmire; "MTP": Governors Ronald Reagan, John Gilligan, Linwood Holton, Milliken, Ferre and Hearn
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars do not appear to be accurate in reference to program content, picture is noisy, ghosting is present. Program ends at 01:29:46..
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4647
  "Issues And Answers" (9/12/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Brian Falkner, Prime Minister of Northern Ireland
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4648
  "Freedom to Change" (9/12/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4649
  "A Visit with the First Lady" (9/12/1971)
  Pat Nixon answers questions about her role as the President's wife and also talks about her youth, wardrobe, and how she met the President.
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Pat Nixon
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Possibly the same as MFF 489 and 529.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4650
  "Rowan and Martin's Laugh-in" (9/13/1971)
  Runtime: 00:59:00
  Participants: Martha Mitchell
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4651
  ABC Special: "Attica Prison Riot" (9/13/1971)
  Runtime: 0:15
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4652
  CBS Special: "The Tragedy at Attica" (9/13/1971)
  Runtime: 00:29:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4653
  "The Tonight Show" (9/13/1971)
  Johnny's guests include Miss America 1972, Laurie Lea Schaefer (Miss Ohio)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Johnny Carson
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4654**
  
  "Dinah's Place" (9/14/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: Martha Mitchell
  
  Network/Producer: Henry Jaffe Enterprises, Inc. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4655**
  
  "The David Frost Show" with Mike Grey, Jesse Jackson, John Newcombe, Eubie Blake (9/14/1971)
  
  Runtime: 01:30:46
  
  Participants: Mike Grey shows documentary on Black Panther Fred Hampton death, tennis player John Newcombe, Jesse Jackson, Danny Thomas commercial, Ragtime Pianist Eubie Blake (no sound in part of their interview)
  
  Keywords: Black Panthers, militants, activists, African Americans, armed resistance, Civil Rights, music, performance, Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): banding, tape scratches, bearding, ghosting, low RF and control track, muted, grainy image, audio normal, non sync switches; tape baked.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4656**
  
  "Caution" (9/14/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: Virginia Knauer
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4657
  "The David Frost Show" with Sol Stein, F. Lee Bailey, author Richard Hammer, Kris Kristofferson (9/15/1971)
  Runtime: 01:35:05
  Participants: Author/Publisher Sol Stein, attorney F. Lee Bailey, Richard Hammer (author of Court-martial of Lt. Calley), Kris
  Kristofferson and band "Loving Her Was Easier..., Help Me Make It Through the Night," others
  Keywords: lawyers, attorneys, law officials, writers, Musician, musicians, music, celebrities, performance, American popular music
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  condition: low banding, good picture quality/color, some tape scratches, audio levels normal, ghosting; tape baked..
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4658
  "Washington Week in Review" (9/16/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Attica (possibly)
  Network/Producer: WETA Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  only 3/4-inch Umatic copy

• WHCA-4659
  Holm (9/16/1971)
  Runtime: 01:30:03
  Participants: Rosemary Brown, channels dead composers and write their music. Sports broadcaster Jim McKay. Actor Arthur Hill.
  Keywords: psychics, paranormal, channeling. Musician, musicians, music, celebrities, military, leaders, women, sports, television,
  commentators
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  condition: low banding, good picture quality/color, tape scratches, audio levels normal, ghosting; tape baked..
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4660**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (9/16/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/10/1971 to 9/13/1971
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4661**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (9/16/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/13/71 to 9/15/71
  
  Runtime: 01:36:00
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Last entry may have the incorrect time listed, summary should be checked against tape for assurance.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4662**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (9/16/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/15/1971 to 9/16/1971
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4663**
  "O'Hara:  U.S. Treasury" (9/17/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4664**
  "The David Frost Show" with B.F. Skinner, behavioral psychologist (9/17/1971)
  Runtime: 01:30:50
  Participants: B.F. Skinner, behavioral psychologist
  Keywords: celebrities
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4665**
  "Midspots:  The Western White House" (9/18/1971)
  Runtime: 0:10
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4666**
  "Face The Nation" AND "Meet The Press" (9/19/1971)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 01:05:19
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, sticky tape. This Quad is very prone to head clogging. Reel is jittery at head, moderate degree of visible ghosting present in picture. Banding is visible intermittently during program, some dropouts occur, chroma and video levels vary between different programs. Program ends at 00:58:40.
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4667**
  "Agronsky & Company" AND "Issues And Answers" (9/19/1971)
  "Ag&Co": group discusses the Attica prison riot
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "I&A": Irish peace advocate Bernadette Devlin
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.; ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4668**
  "60 Minutes", with Colorado State Prison Officials, Interview with Ky" (9/19/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Nguyen Cao Ky, Vice President of the Republic of South Vietnam
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Attica (possibly)
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4669
  "Thirty Minutes" (9/21/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: U.S. Representative Carl Albert, Speaker of the House of Representatives
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4670
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4671
  "Luncheon at the Capitol" (9/21/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Robert Finch, Special Assistant to the President
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-4672**
  "The David Frost Show" with current and former Miss America title holders (9/22/1971)
  guests include the Miss America title holders of 1972, 1971, 1959 and 1946; Laurie Lea Schaefer '72, Phyllis Ann George '71, Mary Ann Mobley '59, Marilyn Buferd '46
  Runtime: 01:30:07
  Participants: Laurie Lea Schaefer '72, Phyllis Ann George '71, Mary Ann Mobley '59, Marilyn Buferd '46
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): Poor condition - control track and color framing problems - image smearing; tape baked..
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4673**
  "Newsroom" (9/22/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4674**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (9/22/1971)
  Ambassador Harriman discusses Nikita Khrushchev
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Ambassador W. Averell Harriman (former Ambassador to the United Kingdom and Soviet Union)
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-4675**
  "McCaffery at Large" (9/23/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4676**
  "Washington Week in Review" (9/23/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: WETA Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Only 3/4-inch Umatic copy

- **WHCA-4677**
  "The David Frost Show" : U.S. Senator Henry Jackson (D-WA) and Jim Bishop (9/23/1971)
  Runtime: 01:31:31
  Participants: U.S. Senator Henry Jackson (D-WA) and Jim Bishop
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4678**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (9/23/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
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- **WHCA-4679**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (9/23/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/21/1971 to 9/23/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4680**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (9/23/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/23/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4681**
  "President Nixon Speaking at Detroit's Economic Club" (9/24/1971)
  Runtime: 01:06:32
  Participants: President Nixon
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Minor tearing at the head some noise due to peak whites. Program ends at 00:59:57..
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4682**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (9/24/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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• WHCA-4683
  "Agronsky & Company" (9/25/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4684
  "Face The Nation" AND "Issues and Answers" (9/26/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator Hubert H. Humphrey (D-MN); "MTP": U.S. Representative Wright Patman
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4685
  "Meet The Press" (9/26/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Canadian Finance Minister Edgar Benson, Italian Finance Minister Mario Ferrari Aggradi
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-4686**
  "60 Minutes" (9/26/1971)
  reports on Death Row, property taxes, China Trio (People's Republic of China), Australia
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4687**
  "Nixon in Portland, Oregon" (9/28/1971)
  Runtime: 00:23:16
  Participants: President Nixon
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4688**
  "The Tonight Show" (9/28/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: radio commentator Paul Harvey
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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• WHCA-4689

"The Dick Cavett Show": Tom Wicker, Dennis Hopper, B.F. Skinner (9/28/1971)

Runtime: 01:30:59

Participants: columnist Tom Wicker, actor Dennis Hopper, behavioral psychologist B.F. Skinner
Keywords: Actor, actors, Musician, musicians, music, celebrities

Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good overall condition: low banding, sharp picture though it looks a little yellow, tape scratches, non-synchronous switches at commercial breaks, head locks to tape ok, audio levels normal, tape was baked.

DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4690

"Nixon Meets Hirohito in Alaska" (9/29/1971)

President Nixon's meeting with Japanese Emperor Hirohito in Alaska
Runtime: 01:06:55

Participants: President Nixon, Japanese Emperor Hirohito

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. No color bars at head of Quad, some dropouts and glitches in picture, jitter is evident, chroma levels vary between different camera shots and angles throughout program, video levels vary, some slight banding is visible intermittently throughout program. Program and tape end at 01:06:55.

VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4691

"The David Frost Show": George Carlin, Jim Bishop, Barbara Walters (9/29/1971)

Runtime: 01:33:30

Participants: comedian George Carlin, author Jim Bishop, journalist Barbara Walters
Keywords: Comedian, actor, actors, celebrities

Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.

DVD reference copy available
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• WHCA-4692
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (9/29/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4693
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (9/29/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: conservative commentator William F. Buckley, Jr., Hildegard Knef, Johnny Sample
  Keywords: Actor, actors, Musician, musicians, music, Writer, writers, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4694
  "Washington Week in Review" (9/30/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: WETA Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  only 3/4-inch Umatic copy

• WHCA-4695
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (9/30/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Lt. Col. Anthony Herbert, 1st Lt. R. Randolf, 2nd Lt. John McDough
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-4696**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (9/30/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/24/71 to 9/27/1971
  
  Runtime: 1:30

  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: The beginning of this Weekly News Summary (a separate page) is missing - Carly Meyer.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4697**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (9/30/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/27/1971 to 9/30/1971
  
  Runtime: 1:30

  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4698**
  
  "Red China - Mao's Little Red Book" with CBS Commentary (10/1/1971)
  
  People's Republic of China
  
  Runtime: 01:32:35
  
  Keywords: People's Republic of China

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, video levels good, slightly variable, clean picture low degree of noise, occasional glitching. (16mm film which special was shot looks overexposed in some shots). Good audio levels, some light banding visible in the Commentary following main program. Program ends at 01:24:00..

  *VHS reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-4699**
  "Face The Nation"; "Meet The Press"; AND "Issues and Answers" (10/3/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: "FTN": N.Y. City Mayor John Lindsay; "MTP": Secretary of HEW Elliot Richardson; "I&A": Israeli Foreign Minister Abba Eban
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4700**
  "Agronsky & Company" (10/3/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4701**
  "The David Frost Show"; Captain Ernest E. Medina, attorney F. Lee Bailey (10/5/1971)
  
  Runtime: 01:29:23
  Participants: Captain Ernest E. Medina, attorney F. Lee Bailey
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-4702**
  "Firing Line" (10/5/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: The Reverend Jesse Jackson
  Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

• **WHCA-4703**
  "The Tonight Show" (10/5/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Walter J. Hickel, former Secretary of the Interior
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

• **WHCA-4704**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (10/5/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: New York City Mayor John Lindsay
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-4705**
  "This Week" (10/6/1971)
  analysis of the elections in Vietnam
  Runtime: 00:33:21
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: NET Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4706**
  Presidential Speech - Phase II of the Wage/Price Freeze, with commentary from three networks (10/7/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Nixon
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4707**
  "Thirty Minutes" (10/7/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Walker, Walter Mondale, and George Shultz
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
• **WHCA-4708**

  Washington Week in Review (10/7/1971)
  
  A discussion of the President's Phase II Economic Plan
  
  Runtime: 01:06:22
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Ghosting is present throughout the program, some line dropout occurs. Program ends at 00:44:10..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-4709**

  "The David Frost Show" : George Meany, President of the AFL-CIO (10/7/1971)
  
  Runtime: 01:29:54
  
  Participants: George Meany, President of the AFL-CIO
  
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

• **WHCA-4710**

  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (10/7/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: Sargent Shriver
  
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4711**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (10/7/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/1/1971 to 10/6/1971
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: All networks. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4712**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (10/7/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/6/1971 to 10/7/1971
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4713**
  
  Excerpt from "CBS Morning News" (10/8/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:12
  
  Participants: Paul W. McCracken, Chairman of the President's Council of Economic Advisors
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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• WHCA-4714
  Secretary Connally's Press Conference on "Phase II" of the President's Wage/Price Freeze Plan (10/8/1971)
  Runtime: 01:05:16
  Participants: Secretary of the Treasury John B. Connally
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4715
  ABC and CBS Commentary on Secretary Connally's News Conference (10/8/1971)
  Runtime: 00:34:01
  Participants: Secretary of the Treasury John B. Connally
  Keywords: media, press conferences, news conferences, interviews
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4716
  CBS News Special Report, "After the Freeze" (10/8/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-4717**
  "The Tonight Show" (10/8/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: comedian and social activist, Dick Gregory
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4718**
  "Agronsky & Company" (10/9/1971)
  The group discusses Phase II of the Wage/Price Freeze
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4719**
  "Face The Nation" AND "Issues and Answers" (10/10/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "FTN": Secretary of State William P. Rogers; "I&A": U.S. Senator George McGovern (D-SD)
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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• WHCA-4720
  "Deena Clark's Moment With..." AND "Meet The Press" (10/10/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "Moment": Mamie Eisenhower; "MTP": Senator Fred Harris (D-OK)
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4721
  "Black and White" (10/10/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: U.S. Senator Hubert Humphrey (D-MN)
  Keywords: African Americans
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4722
  "Newsmakers" (10/10/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: economist Pierre Rinfret
  Network/Producer: WTOP-TV. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- WHCA-4723
  "Newsmakers" (10/11/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: conservative commentator William F. Buckley
  Network/Producer: WTOP-TV. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4724
  "Today Show" excerpt (10/13/1971)
  Runtime: 0:12
  Participants: Secretary of Labor James D. Hodgson
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4725
  "Panorama" (10/13/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: former Secretary of Interior Walter J. Hickel
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4726**
  "The Mike Douglas Show" (10/13/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: drug abuse expert, John Knowles
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions, Inc.. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4727**
  "Book Beat"; "ABC Special on the Economy" AND "PBS Special on the Cost Of Living Council" (10/13/1971)
  "BB": on Lt. William Laws Calley trial and involvement in the My Lai massacre in Vietnam
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WETA, WMAL, WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4728**
  "Thirty Minutes"; "Washington Week In Review"; "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (10/14/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: "30M": U.S. Senator William Proxmire
  Network/Producer: WETA, WETA Public Affairs, Eastern Educational Network. Network Affilate: WETA, WETA, WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *only 3/4-inch Umatic copy*
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- **WHCA-4729**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (10/14/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/8/1971 to 10/12/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: All networks. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4730**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (10/14/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/12/1971 to 10/14/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4731**
  
  "Face The Nation", with Senator James Buckley; "Agronsky & Company" (10/17/1971)
  "Ag&Co": the group discusses a Supreme Court candidate's nomination by President Nixon
  Runtime: 01:05:22
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator James Buckley
  Network/Producer: CBS; Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WTOP.
  *VHS reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-4732**
  "Meet The Press" AND "Issues And Answers" (10/17/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "MTP": Walter Heller; "I&A": Secretary of the Treasury John B. Connally
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC. Network Affilate: WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4733**
  "Newsmakers" (10/17/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Clay T. Whitehead, Director of the White House Office for Telecommunications Policy
  Network/Producer: WTOP-TV. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4734**
  President Nixon in Charlotte, North Carolina, In Honor of Billy Graham (10/18/1971)
  Runtime: 01:32:00
  Participants: President Nixon, Rev. Billy Graham
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Clean picture, video and chroma levels vary throughout program, banding is visible intermittently throughout program. Good audio. Program ends at approx 01:28:00. (Tape from Commander Coates, Audio Visual Section - SG?).
  VHS reference copy available
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- **WHCA-4735**
  
  **PBS Special - The United Nations Debate on the Two China Policy (10/18/1971)**
  
  People's Republic of China
  
  Runtime: 01:06:39
  
  Participants: Ambassador to the United Nations, George Bush
  
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Color bars on Quad do not appear particularly accurate in reference to program content, severe degree of ghosting in picture is evident. Moderate degree of dropouts. George Bush Sr. appears as UN Ambassador. Some audio buzz occurs during Bush's UN speech, seems to originate from the master recording. Program ends at approx 00:58:55.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4736**
  
  "The David Frost Show" (10/18/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Participants: Israeli Foreign Minister Abba Eban
  
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4737**
  
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (10/18/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-4738**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (10/20/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4739**
  "Dawn and Drug Abuse" (10/21/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: tape from audio visual section.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4740**
  President Nixon nominates Lewis Powell and William H. Rehnquist to the Supreme Court. (NBC and CBS commentary) (10/21/1971)
  Runtime: 01:05:30
  Participants: Lewis Powell, William H. Rehnquist
  Network/Producer: NBC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4741**
  "Thirty Minutes" AND "Washington Week in Review" (10/21/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "30M": AFL-CIO President George Meany
  Network/Producer: WETA, WETA Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA, WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  only 3/4-inch Umatic copy
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4742**
  "60 Minutes" (10/21/1971)
  Coverage on auto repair fraud
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4743**
  CBS Special: Chicanos (10/21/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4744**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (10/21/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/15/1971 to 10/19/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4745**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (10/21/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/20/1971 to 10/21/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
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- **WHCA-4746**
  "The Mike Douglas Show" (10/22/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Secretary of Interior Rogers C.B. Morton
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4747**
  Chronolog, Part I (10/22/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4748**
  Chronolog, Part II (10/22/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4749**
  Issues: "China" AND "Viewpoints: The Wage/Price Freeze" (10/23/1971)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
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- WHCA-4750
  "Issues: Foreign Affairs" AND "Deena Clark's Moment With..." (10/24/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "Moment": Secretary of Labor James D. Hodgson
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4751
  "Face The Nation", with Senator Edmund Muskie; "Meet The Press" (10/24/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator Edmund Muskie (D-ME); "MTP": Patricia Roberts Harris, Chairperson of the Democratic Credentials Committee
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4752
  "Issues And Answers" (10/24/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Leonard Woodcock, President of the United Auto Workers Union
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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• WHCA-4753

"The Funny Side" (10/26/1971)
with comments about Ralph Nader

Runtime: 1:00

Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4754

Special with Cronkite interviewing President Tito of Yugoslavia (10/26/1971)

Runtime: 01:31:50

Participants: Josip Broz Tito, President of Yugoslavia - Walter Cronkite
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4755

"The Tonight Show" (10/26/1971)

Runtime: 01:25:37

Participants: conservative commentator William F. Buckley
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: May be incorrectly attributed to this WHCA #4755 - 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Major sync errors, dropouts and glitches in picture, jitter is evident, chroma levels vary between different camera shots & angles throughout program. Video levels vary, some slight banding visible intermittently throughout program. Program and tape end at 01:25:37.
Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-4756**
  PBS Special, with Secretary George Romney address (10/27/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Secretary of Housing and Urban Development George Romney
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4757**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (10/28/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/22/1971 to 10/25/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4758**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (10/28/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/26/1971 to 10/27/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
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● WHCA-4759
Weekly News Summary, Tape III (10/28/1971)
Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/28/1971
Runtime: 1:00
Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-4760
"The Phil Donahue Show" (10/28/1971)
Runtime: 1:00
Participants: former Secretary of the Interior Walter J. Hickel
Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.

● WHCA-4761
Runtime: 01:29:46
Participants: "30M": U.S. Senator Hubert H. Humphrey (D-MN); "EveEd": U.S. Senator Alan Cranston (D-CA)
Network/Producer: WETA, WETA Public Affairs, Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA, WETA, WETA.
DVD reference copy available
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- **WHCA-4762**
  "To Tell the Truth" with guest Steve Bull (10/29/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Stephen Bull
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4763**
  WRC local News (10/29/1971)
  Local news program, including story on the Halloween costume party at the White House
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: WRC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4764**
  "Grand Opening of Disney World" (10/29/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-4765**
  "The David Frost Show" (10/29/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: author Norman Mailer
  Keywords: Writer, writers, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affilite: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4766**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (10/29/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: economist John Kenneth Galbraith
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affilite: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4767**
  "Face The Nation"; "Meet The Press" AND "Issues And Answers" (10/31/1971)
  Runtime: 01:32:55
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator J. William Fulbright (D-AR); "MTP": President Salvador Allende of Chile; "I&A": George Bush, U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affilite: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available
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- **WHCA-4768**
  "60 Minutes"; "Newsmakers" (10/31/1971)
  "60M": A segment on urban problems
  Runtime: 01:28:45
  Participants: "Newsmakers": U.S. Senator Birch Bayh (D-IN)
  Network/Producer: CBS, WTOP-TV. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4769**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" and "The Newsmakers" (10/31/1971)
  Runtime: 01:32:45
  Participants: Ambassador to the United Nations George Bush and U.S. Senator Edmund Muskie (D-ME), actress Gloria Swanson, Senator Birch Bayh (or Vincent Carey according to Cavett archive)
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Original broadcast date may be 10/29/1971 (according to Cavett archive). 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars on Quad do not appear accurate in reference to program content, moderate degree of horizontal head error lines occur intermittently in picture throughout program. Desaturated chroma. Cavett show cuts off at 00:57:50 and then goes to black coming back at 00:58:50, cuts out again at 01:04:02, during Gloria Swanson interview followed at approx 01:05:00 by "The Newsmakers" interview with Senator Birch Bayh. Chroma levels and saturation differ from Cavett program. Program ends at 01:28:44.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4770**
  Also includes spots from tape supplied by Al Snyder (11/1/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-4771**
  "The Phil Donahue Show" (11/2/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Robert Novak, author of "Nixon in the White House"
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4772**
  "The Advocates" (11/2/1971)
  The Advocates discuss a report on television programming
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4773**
  "The David Frost Show" (11/2/1971)
  Runtime: 01:32:37
  Participants: Yul Brynner, economist John Kenneth Galbraith, Flying Burrito Brothers
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): banding, ghosting, non sync switches, color issues - switches from green to magenta throughout show. Tape was baked..
  *DVD reference copy available*
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• WHCA-4774
  "Panorama" (11/3/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Mr. McLaughlin
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4775
  "This Week" (11/3/1971)
  'The Johnson years'
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Bill Moyers
  Network/Producer: NET Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4776
  "McCaffery at Large": "Thirty Minutes" AND "Washington Week In Review" (11/4/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: "McCaf": Justice Goldberg; "30M": U.S. Senator Strom Thurmond (R-NC)
  Network/Producer: WMAL-TV, WETA, WETA Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WETA, WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  only 3/4-inch Umatic copy
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● WHCA-4777
Runtime: 0:30
Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.

● WHCA-4778
Weekly News Summary, Tape I (11/4/1971)
Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/29/1971 to 11/2/1971
Runtime: 1:30
Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-4779
Weekly News Summary, Tape II (11/4/1971)
Runtime: 1:30
Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-4780
Weekly News Summary, Tape III (11/4/1971)
Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/4/1971
Runtime: 0:10
Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available
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• **WHCA-4781**
  National Association of Manufacturer's Program on Phase II (11/4/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Herbert Stein, Donald Rumsfeld
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

• **WHCA-4782**
  National Association of Manufacturers Program on Phase II (11/4/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Paul McCracken and Secretary of the Treasury John B. Connally
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

• **WHCA-4783**
  National Association of Manufacturers Program on Phase II (11/4/1971)
  nationwide question and answer session
  Runtime: 1:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

• **WHCA-4784**
  "Viewpoints" (11/6/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: John Kerry, of Vietnam Veterans Against the War
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
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- **WHCA-4785**
  "Agronsky & Company" (11/6/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4786**
  "Face The Nation"; "Meet The Press" AND "Issues And Answers" (11/7/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator Henry Jackson (D-WA); "MTP": Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi; "I&A": U.S. Representative Wilbur Mills (D-OK)
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4787**
  "Newsmakers" (11/7/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Donald Rumsfeld
  Network/Producer: WTOP-TV. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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● WHCA-4788
  United Nations China Vote (11/7/1971)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  *VHS reference copy available*

● WHCA-4789
  United Nations China Vote (11/9/1971)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  *VHS reference copy available*

● WHCA-4790
  "Black Journal" (11/9/1971)
  "Nixon Economics," "the Black Point of View"
  Runtime: 00:33:50
  Keywords: African Americans
  Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Chroma levels vary between different camera shots/angles throughout program. Video levels vary. Some slight banding visible throughout program. Program ends at 00:29:00..
  *VHS reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-4791**
  "Salute to the President" (11/9/1971)
  Chicago Fund Raising Dinner
  Runtime: 01:36:57
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Audio is low and needed to be boosted, audio is received on only one channel. Audio has heavy distortion on the second track. Program ends at 01:14:15.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4792**
  "Americana: President Nixon in New York" (11/10/1971)
  Runtime: 01:33:48
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Audio is low and needed to be boosted. Audio is received on only one channel, audio has heavy distortion on second track. Program ends at 00:45:31.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4794**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (11/11/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/5/1971 to 11/8/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
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- **WHCA-4795**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (11/11/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4796**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (11/11/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/11/1971
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4797**
  "Agronsky & Company" (11/13/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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• WHCA-4798
  "Thirty Minutes" AND "Black on White" (11/13/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00 ea
  Participants: "30M": Peter Flanigan; "BonW": U.S. Representative Paul McCloskey (R-CA)
  Keywords: African Americans
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA, WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4799
  "Face The Nation"; "Meet The Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (11/14/1971)
  "I&A": live Mariner IX pictures of Mars
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: "FTN": Chairman Boldt and Grayson, Wage-Price Board: "MTP": Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4800
  "Agronsky & Company" (11/14/1971)
  A discussion of campaign '72
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
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- **WHCA-4801**
  "Newsmakers" (11/14/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: U.S. Representative Wright Patman
  Network/Producer: WTOP-TV. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4802**
  "Firing Line" (11/14/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: John Kerry, of Vietnam Veterans Against the War
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4803**
  "Today" Show excerpts (11/15/1971)
  the plight of POW's and MIA's (Vietnam Prisoner of War and Missing in Action)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Senator Edmund Muskie; Carmella LaSpada and John Unitas
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War, Vietnam Missing in Action
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
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- WHCA-4804
  "Festival at Ford's Theatre" (11/15/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Secretary of the Interior Rogers C.B. Morton (60 seconds)
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4805
  "Larry King Show" (11/16/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Clay T. Whitehead; Director of Office of Telecommunications Policy
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4806
  "The David Frost Show" with Governor Ronald Reagan (11/16/1971)
  Runtime: 01:32:32
  Participants: Governor of California Ronald W. Reagan (R)
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  VHS reference copy available
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- **WHCA-4807**
  "The Steve Allen Show" (11/17/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: David Wolper
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: received from Mark Goode's office.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4808**
  "It's Happening Here" (11/17/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Julie Nixon Eisenhower
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4809**
  "Dinah's Place" (11/18/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Dr. and Mrs. Norman Vincent Peale
  Network/Producer: Henry Jaffe Enterprises, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4810**
  "This Week" (11/18/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: NET Public Affairs.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-4811**
  "Thirty Minutes" AND "Washington Week in Review" (11/28/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "30M": U.S. Senator Frank Church (D-WA)
  Network/Producer: WETA, WETA Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA, WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *only 3/4-inch Umatic copy*

- **WHCA-4812**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (11/18/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4813**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (11/18/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/12/1971 to 11/15/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4814**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (11/18/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/16/1971 to 11/18/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
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- WHCA-4815
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape III (11/18/1971)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/18/1971
  - Runtime: 0:30
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4816
  - Office of Economic Opportunity Program: "War on Poverty: Alternatives" (11/19/1971)
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: (tape supplied by Mr. Stafford).
  - VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4817
  - "The Last Days of John Dillinger" (11/19/1971)
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Network/Producer: Wolper Productions. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-4818**
  
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" AND "NBC Special: Senator Jackson announces he will run for President" (11/19/1971)
  
  Runtime: 01:05:42
  Participants: "EveEd": U.S. Senator Henry Jackson (D-WA)
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network, WRC. Network Affiliate: WETA, NBC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Minor line dropout occurs at head of program, ghosting present throughout, poor picture quality due to desaturation. Program ends at 00:59:34.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4819**
  
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues And Answers" (11/21/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Representative Shirley Chisholm; "MTP": U.S. Senator Henry Jackson (D-WA); "I&A": Mayor of New York City John Lindsay
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4820**
  
  "Agronsky & Company", AND "Deena Clark's Moment With..." (11/21/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "Moment": William D. Ruckelshaus
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4821**
  "Black On White" (11/21/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: U.S. Senator Henry Jackson (D-WA)
  
  Keywords: African Americans
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4822**
  "A Conversation with Secretary Connally" (11/21/1971)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: Secretary of the Treasury John B. Connally
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4823**
  NBC News Special: "The Loyal Opposition; A Democratic Reformation" (11/21/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4824**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (11/21/1971)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Participants: Lt. Col. Anthony Herbert
  
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Original broadcast date may be 11/19/1971 (according to Cavett archive).
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4825**
  Secretary Connally Press Conference, with Commentary from ABC, NBC and CBS (11/22/1971)
  
  Runtime: 01:35:12
  
  Participants: Secretary of the Treasury John B. Connally
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Minor line dropout occurs at head of program, sound was slightly low and needed to be boosted, some glitching occurs midway through. Some ghosting and noise present after the main program (at approx 00:01:01:35) Program ends at 01:34:19.
  
  NOTE: There is 1 minutes of program 2 minutes of black pattern on a 10 minutes Beta-SP with 2 minutes of black pattern.

  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-4826**
  "The Advocates" (11/22/1971)
  
  Television and the Fairness Doctrine
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  

  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-4827


Mr. Agronsky's guest is the Ambassador to United States from Pakistan

Runtime: 0:30

Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

Reference copy may be created upon request.

● WHCA-4828

The "Today" Show, (1st hour aired 15 Oct.71) (11/24/1971)

Vice President Agnew in Iran

Runtime: 01:05:00

Participants: Spiro T. Agnew, Vice President of the United States

Network/Producer: NBC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: tape supplied by Al Snyder. 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Chroma levels vary between different camera shots/angles throughout program, video levels vary. Some slight banding and sync switching errors are visible intermittently throughout program. A head clog occurs for 20 seconds at approx 00:58:00. Program ends at 00:58:45..

VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-4829

The "Today" Show (2nd hour aired 15 Oct.71) (11/24/1971)

Vice President Agnew in Iran

Runtime: 01:04:30

Participants: Spiro T. Agnew, Vice President of the United States

Network/Producer: NBC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: tape supplied by Al Snyder. 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Good picture quality, moderate degree of picture noise, balanced chroma, audio levels vary. Program ends 00:59:00..

VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4830**
  "Panorama" (11/25/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Clay T. Whitehead, Office of Telecommunications Policy
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4831**
  "McCaffrey at Large" (11/25/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Jay Marriot
  Network/Producer: WMAL. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4832**
  "Thirty Minutes" (11/25/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Secretary of Labor James D. Hodgson
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4833**
  "60 Minutes" AND "A Public Affair: Election '72" (11/25/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS, NPACT. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4834**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (11/25/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/19/1971 to 11/21/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4835**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (11/25/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/22/1971 to 11/24/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4836**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (11/25/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/25/1971
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● **WHCA-4837**
  "Panorama" (11/26/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Dolf Droge
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

● **WHCA-4838**
  "Chronolog", 1st hour (11/26/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

● **WHCA-4839**
  "Chronolog", 2nd hour (11/26/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

● **WHCA-4840**
  "Agronsky & Company" (11/27/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4841**
  - "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues And Answers" (11/28/1971)
  - Runtime: 1:30
  - Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator William Proxmire; "MTP": Dr. Arthur S. Flemming; "I&A": George Shultz
  - Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4842**
  - "60 Minutes" AND "Newsmakers" (11/28/1971)
  - Runtime: 1:30
  - Participants: "60M": Secretary of the Treasury John Connally; "Newsm": U.S. Representative Paul McCloskey (R-CA)
  - Network/Producer: CBS, WTOP-TV. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WTOP.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4843**
  - "Firing Line" (11/28/1971)
  - Participants: Roland Evans and Robert Novak
  - Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4844**
  - "Eisenhower Medical Center Dedication" (11/30/1971)
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4845
  "Everything You Wanted To Know About Phase II" (11/30/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4846
  "Perspective: 'The Aged' " (11/30/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4847
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (12/1/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4848
  Local News with Mr. McLaughlin (12/1/1971)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4849**
  Weekly News Summary , Tape I (12/2/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/26/1971 to 12/1/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4850**
  Weekly News Summary , Tape II (12/2/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/1/1971 to 12/2/1971
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4851**
  Weekly News Summary , Tape III (12/2/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/2/1971
  Runtime: 0:12
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-4852**
  "Today" Show, Hour II (12/3/1971)
  White House Conference on Aging
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• **WHCA-4853**
  "The Biography of the President", (three 1/2 hour segments)" (12/3/1971)
  Runtime: 01:32:55
  Participants: President Nixon
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Steady video levels and chroma levels between different programs/program segments, good audio levels, Quad scratch resulting in diagonal dropout is visible in picture briefly around approx 01:26:00. Program ends at 01:27:27..
  DVD reference copy available

• **WHCA-4854**
  "The Phil Donahue Show" (12/3/1971)
  on prison reform
  Runtime: 01:00:18
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4855**
  "The Phil Donahue Show" (12/3/1971)
  The show takes a prison tour
  Runtime: 00:58:17
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4856**
  "Thirty Minutes" AND "This Is Your Life, Gen. Omar Bradley" (12/4/1971)
  Runtime: 01:06:55
  Participants: "30M": California Governor Ronald Reagan; "TIYL": General Omar P. Bradley
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA, WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Digital compensator not used. Slight ghosting and video noise is evident in picture, traces of line dropout intermittent throughout. Ronald Reagan program concludes at 00:28:00, followed by "This is Your Life" show. Tape stops briefly at approx. 00:33:00. Levels/quality vary throughout reel between different programs. "This is Your Life" program has high degree of dropouts, yellow Hue and saturation ghosting. Program ends at 00:58:00..
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4857**
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues And Answers" (12/5/1971)
  Runtime: 01:28:26
  Participants: "FTN": Mahmoud Riad; "MTP": Prime Minister of Israel Golda Meir; "I&A": Dr. Foster and Dr. Teller
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-4858

"Agronsky & Company" (12/5/1971)
Runtime: 00:30:26
Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.

● WHCA-4859

"Firing Line" (12/5/1971)
The Conservatives and Mr. Nixon
Runtime: 01:05:12
Participants: President Nixon, Conservative leaders
Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affiliate: WETA.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-4860

ABC Special, "The Economy" (12/6/1971)
The economy and Dr. Walter Heller
Runtime: 00:30:01
Participants: economist Dr. Walter Heller
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4861
  "Story Theater" (12/6/1971)
  Runtime: 01:02:05
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4862
  "Panorama" (12/6/1971)
  Runtime: 00:17:39
  Participants: Nixon impersonator Richard M. Dixon
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4863
  A Visit with David and Julie Eisenhower" (12/6/1971)
  Runtime: 00:34:00
  Participants: David Eisenhower, Julie Nixon Eisenhower
  Network Affilate: WREC.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4864
  "Polopoly, An Economic Program" (12/6/1971)
  Runtime: 01:29:34
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-4865

"President Tito Visit to the White House, October 28, 1971" (12/7/1971)

Runtime: 01:07:52
Participants: President Nixon, President Tito
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Monochrome video, good black and white picture, audio levels are variable and inconsistent. Program ends at 00:52:01.

VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-4866

"The Advocates" (12/7/1971)
Should Congress limit Presidential Power to Wage War?
Runtime: 01:05:02
Keywords: Vietnam War
Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affiliate: WETA.

VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-4867

"This Week" (12/8/1971)
A discussion of the India-Pakistan conflict
Runtime: 00:29:25
Participants: Bill Moyers
Network/Producer: NET Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4868**
  "Harambee" (12/9/1971)
  Runtime: 01:00:48
  Participants: U.S. Representative Shirley Chisholm
  Network/Producer: WTOP. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4869**
  "Dinah's Place" (12/9/1971)
  Runtime: 00:28:58
  Participants: U.S. Senator Hubert H. Humphrey (D-MN)
  Network/Producer: Henry Jaffe Enterprises, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4870**
  "Appointment with Destiny, The Plot to Murder Hitler" (12/9/1971)
  Runtime: 01:01:13
  Network/Producer: Wolper Productions. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4871**
  "Thirty Minutes" (12/9/1971)
  Runtime: 00:30:57
  Participants: Mayor of Los Angeles Sam Yorty
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4872**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (12/9/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/3/971 to 12/7/71 - Pakistan - India War, Abby Hoffman, Golda Meir in Washington, D.C.
  Runtime: 01:27:45
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4873**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (12/9/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/8/1971 to 12/9/1971
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4874**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (12/10/1971)
  Runtime: 00:29:47
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4875**
  "Agronsky & Company" (12/11/1971)
  Runtime: 00:29:51
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4876

"Face The Nation", "Meet The Press" AND "Issues And Answers" (12/12/1971)

Runtime: 01:29:55

Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator Mike Mansfield; "MTP": Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz; "I&A": Lakshmi Kant Jha, Ambassador to the United States from India

Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4877

"Newswatch" (12/12/1971)

Runtime: 00:32:58

Participants: Dr. Robert Butler

Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4878

"60 Minutes" (12/12/1971)

segments on draft evaders, Texas Rangerettes and the India-Pakistan conflict

Runtime: 00:59:37

Keywords: military, conscription, selective service, lottery, laws, Vietnam War, draft evasion

Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-4879
"REX 71" (12/13/1971)
Runtime: 00:31:10
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.

● WHCA-4880
President Medici of Brazil visits the White House (12/13/1971)
Runtime: 00:41:02
Participants: President Medici
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Very poor quality monochrome video, constant creasing is present throughout program, frequent line dropout occurs, tearing appears at the right side of frame, audio levels are consistent. Program ends at 00:22:04.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-4881
Redskins vs. Rams (football), tape I (12/13/1971)
Runtime: 01:38:44
Keywords: Sports, football
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4882**
  Redskins vs. Rams (football), tape II (12/13/1971)
  
  Runtime: 01:30:11
  
  Keywords: Sports, football
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4883**
  
  Runtime: 01:05:37
  
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA, WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4884**
  "All About Welfare", tape II (12/13/1971)
  
  Runtime: 00:27:03
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4885**
  "The Seven Summits" (12/14/1971)
  Nixon Meets Pompidou in the Azores
  Runtime: 00:32:54
  Participants: President of France Georges Pompidou, President Nixon
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4886**
  "Today" Show excerpt from, "A Day in the Presidency" (12/16/1971)
  Runtime: 00:08:53
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4887**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (12/16/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/10/1971 to 12/15/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4888
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (12/16/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/15/1971 to 12/16/1971
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4889
  "McCaffrey at Large" AND "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (12/16/1971)
  Runtime: 00:59:43
  Participants: "McCaff": Representative Ruess (WI)
  Network/Producer: WMAL, Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WMA, WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4890
  Runtime: 00:33:03
  Participants: Julie Nixon Eisenhower
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: (The Julie Eisenhower segment is 10 minutes long.)
  2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout is low, picture quality is very good, sound is low. Program ends at 00:29:14.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4891
  "WTOP Special, Children's Concert" (12/17/1971)
  Runtime: 00:59:33
  Network/Producer: WTOP. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- WHCA-4892
  "In My Opinion" (12/17/1971, Raleigh, North Carolina)
  Runtime: 00:31:14
  Participants: Julie Nixon Eisenhower
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- WHCA-4893
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (12/17/1971)
  Runtime: 00:31:12
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- WHCA-4894
  "Juvenile Jury" (12/18/1971)
  Runtime: 00:29:38
  Participants: U.S. Senator Hubert H. Humphrey (D-MN)
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4895**
  "The Two Week War: Whose Victory?" (12/18/1971)
  The India-Pakistan conflict
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4896**
  "Black News" (12/18/1971)
  Runtime: 00:31:37
  Keywords: African Americans
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4897**
  "Face The Nation", "Meet The Press", "McCaffrey at Large" (12/16/1971)
  McCaff: a review of President Nixon's economic policies
  Runtime: 01:33:20
  Participants: "FTN": General William Westmoreland; "MTP": Donald Rumsfeld
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, WMAL. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2" Quad Hi Band. Film footage of Gen. Westmoreland interview is out of focus and very soft. Moderate degree of picture noise and dropouts, good audio levels. Program ends at 01:32:12..
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4898**
  "Newsmakers" (12/19/1971)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Lawrence O'Brien, chairman of the Democratic National Committee
  Network/Producer: WTOP-TV. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4899**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (12/19/1971)
  Runtime: 01:32:45
  Participants: Governor of California Ronald W. Reagan, Bob Newhart, cinematographer James Wong Howe
  Keywords: Comedian, actor, actors, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Original broadcast date may be 12/17/1971 (according to Cavett archive). 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, EXCESSIVELY DIRTY STICKY REEL - EXTREME CASE OF HEAD CLOGGING. Image is very unstable, picture noise and slight ghosting present, banding visible throughout program, Reagan segment at 00:13:00 and ends at 00:40:25, Bob Newhart appearance follows, interview with James Wong Howe. Program ends at 01:28:50.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4900**
  "I Am Somebody", with Richard Allen (12/20/1971)
  Runtime: 00:26:26
  Participants: Richard Allen
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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• WHCA-4901

"What's Happened to the Army?" (12/21/1971)
Runtime: 00:57:48
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4902

"The Advocates" (12/21/1971)
The Advocates discuss whether the President should be limited to one six year term
Runtime: 01:05:38
Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affiliate: WETA.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Constant glitching during program. Some ghosting is present throughout, sound is low and monaural, some jittering, tearing and dropout. Program ends at 00:58:51..
VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-4903

NBC Special, "December 6, 1971: A Day in the Presidency" (12/21/1971)
India and Pakistan War, Labor Disputes in Transportation, Revenue Sharing, Domestic Council, Price Control, Inflation, Trade, Drug Control, Tricia's Birthday, China (People's Republic of China)
Runtime: 00:59:05
Keywords: People's Republic of China
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Out-takes from this special were given to the White House by NBC. The library has 15 out-take rolls. To view these rolls, please request NPC 1211-227-72 outs. There are no shot cards for these outs..
DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4904
  NBC Special: "The Road to Vietnam", Part I of II (12/21/1971)
  Runtime: 01:06:27
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2” Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used. Picture is very good. It is transferred from film, very few dropouts, audio is low. Program ends at 00:59:11.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4905
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Prime Minister Edward Heath of Great Britain
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network, WRC. Network Affilate: WETA, NBC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4906
  NBC News Special, "The Death of Diem", part 2l (12/21/1971)
  Runtime: 00:59:31
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- WHCA-4907
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (12/22/1971)
  Runtime: 00:29:51
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4908
  Runtime: 00:58:48
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4909
  "Under Surveillance" (12/23/1971)
  A special report on how surveillance technology is eroding the right to privacy.
  Runtime: 01:02:07
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: high burst, banding, non sync switches, tape scratches, creases, ghosting, bearding, audio ok.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-4910
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (12/23/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/17/1971 to 12/21/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4911**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (12/23/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/22/1971 to 12/23/1971
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4912**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (12/23/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/23/1971
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4913**
  "Christmas at the White House" (12/24/1971)
  Runtime: 00:31:14
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4914**
  "Agronsky & Company" (12/24/1971)
  Runtime: 00:29:44
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4915**
  "Face The Nation", "Meet The Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (12/26/1971)
  Runtime: 01:30:23
  Participants: "FTN": Secretary-General-elect of the General Assembly of the United Nations Kurt Waldheim; "MTP": presidential advisor Daniel Patrick Moynihan; "I&A": feminist Gloria Steinem and U.S Representative John Conyers
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4916**
  Runtime: 00:29:15
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4917**
  "The Advocates" (12/28/1971)
  A discussion of desegregation
  Runtime: 60
  Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-4918**
  "China: A Revolution Revisited" (12/28/1971)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-4919**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (12/28/1971)
  Runtime: 00:32:47
  Participants: presidential advisor Clark MacGregor
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

• **WHCA-4920**
  "This Week" AND "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (12/29/1971)
  Runtime: 00:59:46
  Participants: "TW": N. Johnson
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4921**
  "Seven Summits", Nixon and Brandt in Key Biscayne (12/29/1971)
  Runtime: 01:32:57
  Participants: Prime Minister Willy Brandt of West Germany, President Nixon
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Clean picture, chroma and video levels vary between program segments, audio is one track only. Program ends at 01:29:50.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4922**
  "Thirty Minutes" (12/30/1971)
  Runtime: 00:29:46
  Participants: Alfred M. Landon, Republican candidate for President in 1936
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4923**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (12/30/1971)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: ABC News commentator, Howard K. Smith; Maureen Stapleton, Al Hibbler, E.G. Marshall
  Keywords: Actor, actors, Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
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• WHCA-4924
  Correspondents Report, Part II (12/30/1971)
  Runtime: 01:03:29
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4925
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (12/30/1971)
  Runtime: 00:30:56
  Participants: U.S. Representative Paul McCloskey (R-CA)
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4926
  Weekly News Summary 24-30 December 1971, Tape I (12/30/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/24/1971 to 12/28/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4927**
  Weekly News Summary 24-30 December 1971, Tape II (12/30/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/28/1971 to 12/30/1971
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4928**
  Weekly News Summary 24-30 December 1971, Tape III (12/30/1971)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/30/1971
  Runtime: 0:12
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4929**
  "The David Frost Show" :John Kenneth Galbraith, J. Michner, Dick Schaap, Joe Craft (12/31/1971)
  John Kenneth Galbraith, author James Michner, Sports writer Dick Schaap, Joe Craft
  Runtime: 01:27:52
  Participants: John Kenneth Galbraith, author James Michner, Sports writer Dick Schaap, Joe Craft
  Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): banding, grainy image, good RF output, audio levels normal, some ghosting, non sync switches, tape splice at 84 min, problems with channel 3 on head - tried to correct with EQ but did not help. Tape was baked..
  *DVD reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-4930**
  "Strangers in Their Own Land - Chicanos," part III (1/2/1972)
  Runtime: 00:54:31
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4931**
  "Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (1/2/1972)
  Runtime: 01:30:13
  Participants: "FTN": Pete Rozelle, chairman of the National Football League; "MTP": economist John Kenneth Galbraith; "I&I": Herbert Stein, member of the President’s Council of Economic Advisors
  Keywords: Sports, football
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, skewing, ghosting, bearding, non sync switches, audio ok.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4932**
  "60 Minutes" (1/2/1972)
  a segment on the families of POW's in Vietnam (Vietnam Prisoner of War)
  Runtime: 01:05:15
  Participants: Vietnam Prisoners of War family members
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, some glitching present between program segments, some dropout occurs, audio is low and monaural (one track). Program ends at 00:55:00..
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4933**
  "A Conversation with the President" (1/2/1972)
  Runtime: 01:06:46
  Participants: President Nixon, CBS correspondent Dan Rather
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4934**
  "A Conversation with the President," (linefeed from CBS truck) (1/2/1972)
  Runtime: 01:01:36
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: sound level from truck is low. 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used. Program starts at 00:02:08. NOTE - Color Bars/Black Predeeding program begins at 00:00:00 due to Audio content pre-show chatter of President Nixon and Dan Rather conversing with each other before recording. Clean picture, low degree of noise, some slight banding visible during program, audio levels are extremely low. Sharp drop in Audio levels occurs on Quad Master during program. Audio is on the right track ONLY. Program ends at 01:00:25..
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4935**
  Nixon speaks to the National 4H Convention (1/3/1972)
  Runtime: 01:05:30
  Participants: President Nixon
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Dub, aired 1/12/71. 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Consistent video and chroma levels, audio is on the left track only, Microphone recording is very clear and crisp. Program ends at approx. 00:39:00..
  *VHS reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-4936**
  Runtime: 00:33:32
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4937**
  Runtime: 00:24:28
  Participants: "Today" U.S. Representative John Ashbrook (R-OH), "CBS MN" Gordon Peterson
  Network/Producer: NBC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4938**
  Senator Edmund Muskie declares his candidacy for President (1/4/1972)
  Runtime: 00:11:06
  Participants: U.S. Senator Edmund Muskie (D-ME)
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-4939


Runtime: 00:29:39
Participants: U.S. Senator Edmund Muskie (D-ME)
Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-4940

"The Mike Douglas Show" (1/5/1972)

Runtime: 01:29:30
Participants: Robert Brown, special assistant to President Nixon
Network/Producer: Group W Productions, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC.
DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-4941

"This Week" (1/5/1972)

Runtime: 00:29:44
Network/Producer: NET Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-4942**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (1/5/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:30:00
  
  Participants: U.S. Senator Edmund Muskie (D-ME)
  
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4943**
  
  Runtime: 01:02:18
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4944**
  "Today" Show excerpt (1/6/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:27:37
  
  Participants: U.S. Senator Vance Hartke
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4945**
  Runtime: 01:30:47
  Participants: "McCaff": Richard Stroud; "30M": John Gardner
  Network/Producer: WMAL, WETA, Eastern Educational Network. Network Affilite: WMAL, WETA, WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4946**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (1/6/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 12/31/1971 to 1/4/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilite: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4947**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (1/6/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 1/4/1972 to 1/6/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilite: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-4948

Weekly News Summary, Tape III (1/6/1972)
Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 1/6/1972
Runtime: 0:30
Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-4949

"The Conservatives and '72" (1/7/1972)
Runtime: 01:29:29
Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-4950

"Seven Summits," Nixon and Sato (1/7/1972)
President Nixon meets with Prime Minister Sato of Japan
Runtime: 00:33:39
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Clean picture (though there is a moderate degree of ghosting present). Good audio levels, consistent. Program ends at 00:29:10..
VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4951
  "Agronsky & Company" (1/8/1972)
  Runtime: 00:31:22
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4952
  "Assault on Privacy" (1/8/1972)
  Runtime: 01:01:21
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-4953
  "Deena Clark's Moment With..." (1/9/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:04
  Participants: Admiral Elmo P. Zumwalt, Chief of Naval Operations
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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● WHCA-4954

"Face the Nation," with Herbert Klein; "Meet the Press," with Kurt Waldheim; AND "Issues and Answers," with McCloskey and Ashbrook (1/9/1972)

Runtime: 01:30:11

Participants: "FTN": Herbert Klein, Director of White House Communications; "MTP": Kurt Waldheim, Secretary-General Elect of the United Nations; "I&A": U.S. Representatives Paul McCloskey (R-CA) and John Ashbrook (R-OH)

Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.


DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-4955

"The Church in the '70's" (1/9/1972)

Runtime: 00:59:21

Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.


DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-4956

Projection '72 (1/9/1972)

1972 Election

Runtime: 01:30:11

Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.


DVD reference copy available
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- **WHCA-4957**
  
  A Conversation with Secretary of State William Rogers (1/9/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:29:17
  
  Participants: Secretary of State William Rogers
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4958**
  
  1) Sixty Minutes 2) Newsmakers with Jack Anderson (1/9/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:19:21
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4959**
  
  
  Runtime: 00:29:20
  
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4960**
  
  Tonight Show (1/12/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:20:45
  
  Participants: David Frye
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-4961**
  
  **Private Lives of Americans (1/12/1972)**

  Runtime: 00:29:07

  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affilate: WETA.


  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4962**
  
  **"The Dick Cavett Show" :Rogers Morton, Malcolm McDowall, Leigh Taylor Young (1/12/1972)**

  Runtime: 01:31:48

  Participants: Secretary Rogers Morton, Malcolm McDowall, Leigh Taylor Young

  Keywords: Actor, actors, celebrities

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Poor condition: picture shifting horizontally, banding, TBC and color framing issues, audio levels normal, tape was baked..

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4963**
  
  **Thirty Minutes (1/13/1972)**

  Runtime: 00:29:16

  Participants: Secretary Laird

  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affilate: WETA.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-4964**
  Runtime: 00:29:17
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4965**
  CBS Morning News (1/13/1972)
  Runtime: 00:09:42
  Participants: Secretary Rogers and Morton
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4966**
  Weekly News Summary I (1/13/1972)
  Runtime: 01:34:06
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: low chroma level, high luma in some segments, banding, audio normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4967**
  Weekly News Summary II (1/13/1972)
  Runtime: 01:29:29
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4968**
  - News Coverage (1/13/1972)
  - Mrs. Nixon's Trip to Africa
  - Runtime: 00:24:21
  - Participants: Mrs. Nixon
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4969**
  - Dick Cavett Show (1/14/1972)
  - Runtime: 01:29:23
  - Participants: Jack Anderson, Dave Garroway, Paul Newman, J. Daniel Mahoney
  - Keywords: Actor, actors, celebrities
  - Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  - DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-4970**
  - Agronsky and Company (1/15/1972)
  - Runtime: 00:29:26
  - Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4971
  
  This Week with Bill Moyers (1/15/1972)
  
  Polling
  
  Runtime: 00:29:36
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affilate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4972
  
  Apartment C-410 with Robert Brown (1/16/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:29:31
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4973
  
  1)Face the Nation 2)Meet the Press 3)Issues and Answers (1/16/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:28:08
  
  Participants: 1)Senator McCarthy 2)Senator Muskie 3)Senator Gurney and Mondale
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilate: 1)WTOP 2)WRC 3)WMAL.
  
  
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4974**
  
  Sixty Minutes (1/16/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:02:14
  
  Participants: Senators Humphrey and Muskie
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4975**
  
  Depression Diaries (1/17/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:59:04
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4976**
  
  Advocates (1/18/1972)
  
  Handguns
  
  Runtime: 00:59:22
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4977**
  "The David Frost Show" interview with Sheikh Mujibur Rahman (1/18/1972)
  Runtime: 01:30:58
  Participants: Sheikh Mujibur Rahman
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): low banding and ghosting, audio normal, good color, non sync switches. Tape was baked..
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4978**
  Julie Nixon Eisenhower in Atlanta, Georgia (1/19/1972)
  Runtime: 00:33:00
  Participants: Julie Nixon Eisenhower
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: received and dubbed. 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Good quality Quad, clean picture, good chroma levels, consistent throughout program, video levels were set a bit too high. Good audio levels variable depending on speaker/microphone. Audio is clear and crisp. NOTE: this reel had a tendency to head clogs which kept occurring at different points in the program. (The third attempt at a transfer went OK) Program and tape end (while Julie is speaking) at 00:33:00..
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4979**
  "This Week" (1/19/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:56
  Network/Producer: NET Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-4980
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (1/19/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:31
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

● WHCA-4981
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (1/19/1972)
  HOW - a discussion of the report of the Presidential Commission on Marijuana
  Runtime: 01:32:32
  Participants: Anthony Burgess, Raymond P. Shafer, Dr. Tom Underleider [or Ungerleider] (members of the Presidents' Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse)
  Keywords: drugs, narcotics, marijuana, Writer, writers, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Glitchy at head, high degree of dropouts during program, image has intermittent amount of jitter in opening program segment. Program ends at 01:28:47..
  VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-4982
  "1972 State of the Union Address", with commentary (1/20/1972)
  Runtime: 01:33:00
  Participants: President Nixon, news commentators
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Dub, 1/20/72 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Chroma and video levels vary between the State of the Union program (at head of tape) and the following commentaries. Program ends at 01:29:25..
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4983**
  - NET Repeat: "1972 State of the Union Address" (1/20/1972)
  - Runtime: 01:34:16
  - Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4984**
  - "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (1/20/1972)
  - Runtime: 00:32:18
  - Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4985**
  - Weekly News Summary I (1/20/1972)
  - Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 1/14/1972 to 1/17/1972
  - Runtime: 1:30
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4986**
  - Weekly News Summary II (1/20/1972)
  - Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 1/17/1972 to 1/19/1972
  - Runtime: 1:30
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4987
  Weekly News Summary III (1/20/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 1/20/1972
  Runtime: 1:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4988
  Democrats respond to the 1972 State of the Union Address on NBC; ABC and CBS Commentary on the Democratic reply (1/21/1972)
  Runtime: 01:33:00
  Participants: News commentators
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2” Quad Hi Band. Audio is low, some peaking present, heavy glitching and line dropout in second segment. Ghosting is present in some segments. Program ends at 01:05:32..
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4989
  Content Found on Tape 4988 (1/21/1972)
  Original Format: Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-4990
  Commentary on the Democratic reply (1/21/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-4991
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (1/21/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:23
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-4992
  "Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (1/23/1972)
  Runtime: 01:29:25
  Participants: "FTN": George C. Wallace, Governor of Alabama; "MTP": U.S. Senator Hugh Scott (R-PA); "I&A": U.S. Senator Mike Mansfield
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4993**
  "60 Minutes" (1/23/1972)
  segments on army deserters, syndicated newspaper columnist Jack Anderson
  Runtime: 00:59:38
  Participants: Jack Anderson, syndicated newspaper columnist
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4994**
  "Newsmakers" (1/23/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:32
  Network/Producer: WTOP-TV. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-4995**
  "Panorama" excerpt and various WTTG News segments (1/25/1972)
  Runtime: 00:52:10
  Participants: Jack Anderson, syndicated newspaper columnist
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4996**
  Promotional video for Miami Tele Productions featuring the Norelco PCP90 and the Ampex VR3000 (1/24/1972)
  - Runtime: 00:10:47
  - Network/Producer: Miami Tele Productions.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-4997**
  "Today" Show excerpts (1/25/1972)
  - Runtime: 00:18:00
  - Participants: Sam Yorty, Mayor of Los Angeles
  - Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  - *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-4998**
  "The State of America" (1/25/1972)
  - Runtime: 01:00:07
  - Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  - *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-4999**
  
  President Richard Nixon Address to the Nation Making Public a Plan for Peace in Vietnam (1/25/1972)
  
  CBS and ABC commentary
  
  Runtime: 01:06:28
  
  Participants: President Nixon, news commentators
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5000**
  
  "The Advocates" (1/25/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5001**
  
  "The New Peace Plan" (1/25/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:59:38
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, non sync switches, low chroma level, ghosting, bearding, audio normal, high video noise, low audio levels end of tape.

  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5002**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (1/25/1972)
  Runtime: 00:32:43
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5003**
  "Vietnam: A Plan for Peace" (1/25/1972)
  Runtime: 00:32:57
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5004**
  "McCaffrey at Large" (1/27/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:46
  Participants: Kenneth Robinson
  Network/Producer: WMAL-TV. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5005**
  - "Lyndon Johnson Talks Politics" (1/27/1972)
  - Runtime: 00:59:20
  - Participants: Lyndon Baines Johnson
  - Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  - Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  - *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5006**
  - "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (1/27/1972)
  - Runtime: 00:29:27
  - Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5007**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape I (1/27/1972)
  - Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 1/21/1972, 1/24/1972 and 1/25/1972
  - Runtime: 1:30
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5008**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (1/27/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 1/25/1972 to 1/27/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5009**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (1/27/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 1/27/1972
  Runtime: 0:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5010**
  "Garner Ted Armstrong" (1/28/1972)
  Runtime: 00:59:06
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5011
  "Chronolog", Part I (1/28/1972)
  Runtime: 01:04:59
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, ghosting, phase distortion, non sync switches, skewing, audio normal.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5012
  Chronolog, Pt. II (1/28/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:02
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: good rf, banding, non sync switches, ghosting, audio normal.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5013
  Runtime: 00:29:57
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5014**
  Runtime: 00:32:08
  Participants: Julie Nixon Eisenhower
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Picture is noisy, slight dropout, ghosting is present. Program ends at 00:29:44.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5015**
  "Agronsky & Company" (1/29/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:48
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5016**
  "Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (1/30/1972)
  Runtime: 01:30:40
  Participants: "FTN": George Shultz; "MTP": Maurice Stans; "I&A": Melvin Laird
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5017
  "The Loyal Opposition" (1/31/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:15
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, ghosting, non sync switches, audio ok, skewing.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5018
  "Two Interviews," with Julie Eisenhower (1/31/1972)
  Runtime: 01:05:24
  Participants: Julie Nixon Eisenhower
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WOAI.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5019
  "Surveillance: Who's Watching?" (1/31/1972)
  Runtime: 01:29:05
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5020**
  "Bangladesh" (1/31/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:05
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5021**
  "Today" Show (2/1/1972)
  Runtime: 01:03:36
  Participants: John Mitchell, U.S. Senator Eugene McCarthy, U.S. Senator George McGovern (D-SD) and Herbert Stein, of the President's Council of Economic Advisors
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5022**
  "The Advocates" (2/1/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5023**
  "Perspective" (2/1/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:41
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5024
  "Dinah's Place" (2/2/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:26
  Participants: U.S. Senator Henry M. Jackson
  Network/Producer: Henry Jaffe Enterprises, Inc.. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-5025
  "Great Decisions 1972" AND "A Public Affair: Election '72" (2/2/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: WXXI-TV: Rochester, NY;NPACT. Network Affilate: WETA, WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5026
  "This Week" (2/2/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:46
  Network/Producer: NET Public Affairs. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-5027
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (2/2/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:38
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5028**
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Clay Whitehead, Office of Telecommunications Policy
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5029**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (2/3/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 1/28/1972 to 1/31/1972
  Runtime: 01:35:56
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5030**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (2/3/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 2/1/72 - 2/3/72
  Runtime: 01:08:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5031**
  Runtime: 00:29:32
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5032
  "Agronsky & Company" (2/5/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:36
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-5033
  "Face the Nation" (2/6/1972)
  Runtime: 00:59:00
  Participants: Xuan Thuy (Foreign Minister, North Vietnam), Secretary of State William P. Rogers
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5034
  "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (2/6/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:20
  Participants: "MTP": U.S. Senator Eugene McCarthy, "I&A": U.S. Senator Henry Jackson (D-WA)
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, non sync switches, ghosting, tape scratches, crease, bearding, audio ok, skewing.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5035**
  Runtime: 0:15
  Network Affilite: Undetermined.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5036**
  "China: An Open Door?" (2/7/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5037**
  "Black Journal" (2/8/1972)
  Runtime: 01:29:21
  Keywords: African Americans
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: no color bars, banding, ghosting, bearding, audio ok, phase distortion.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5038**
  Runtime: 00:29:12
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5039**
  "Perspective: A Different Drummer, Part II" (2/8/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:22
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5040**
  "Not for Women Only," (shows 1-3) (2/9/1972)
  Runtime: 01:25:55
  Keywords: Feminism, Feminist movement, women's rights, Womens Liberation, equality, equal rights, gender, civil rights, activists, fashion, women
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5041**
  
  "Not for Women Only," (shows 4-5) (2/9/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:58:53
  
  Keywords: Feminism, Feminist movement, women's rights, Women's Liberation, equality, equal rights, gender, civil rights, activists, fashion, women
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5042**
  
  "Today" Show excerpts (2/9/1972)
  
  Mr. Haldeman criticizes the motivations of those who attack the President's Vietnam policy
  
  Runtime: 01:05:27
  
  Participants: H.R. Haldeman, White House Chief of Staff
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5043**
  
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (2/9/1972)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-5044**
  Runtime: 00:30:51
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5045**
  "McCaffrey at Large" (2/10/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:47
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5046**
  "Face to Face" (2/10/1972)
  Runtime: 00:32:20
  Participants: Julie Nixon Eisenhower
  Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5047**
  AMVETS (2/10/1972)
  Runtime: 00:02:12
  Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5048**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (2/10/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 2/4/1972 to 2/7/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5049**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (2/10/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 2/7/1972 to 2/10/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5050**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (2/10/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 2/10/1972
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5051
  "China: A Revolution Revisited" (2/11/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5052
  "The Bob Hope Golf Classic" (2/12/1972)
  Runtime: 01:30:08
  Participants: Vice President of the United States Spiro T. Agnew
  Keywords: Sports, golf
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, tape scratches, non sync switches, ghosting, audio ok.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5053
  "First Person" (2/12/1972)
  Runtime: 00:33:48
  Participants: Helen Gahagan Douglas
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election, 1950 Senatorial campaign, 1950 Senatorial election
  Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Program ends at (possibly incorrectly logged) 00:01:20.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5054
  "Black on White" (2/12/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: U.S. Senator Edward M. Kennedy (D-MA)
  Keywords: African Americans
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5055
  "Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (2/13/1972)
  Runtime: 01:28:43
  Participants: "FTN": Moshe Dayan, Israeli Defense Minister; "MTP": New York City Mayor John Lindsay; "I&A": Teamsters Union president James Hoffa
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: dropouts, banding, capstan problems, ghosting, audio normal, edge damage at head, distortion/hits from tape crease on edge.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5056
  "Deena Clark's Moment With..." AND "Newsmakers" (2/13/1972)
  Runtime: 00:59:58
  Participants: "Moment": the curator of the White House; "Newsm": U.S. Senator Fred Harris (D-OK)
  Network/Producer: WTOP-TV. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5057
  "60 Minutes" (2/13/1972)
  Runtime: 00:58:06
  Participants: Col. Albertazzie, pilot of Air Force One; AFL-CIO president George Meany, Sir John Masterman
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5058
  "China: Lost and Found" (2/15/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5059
  "The Advocates" (2/15/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5060**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (2/15/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:44
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5061**
  "Inside China" (2/16/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5062**
  "Mao's China," part I (2/16/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5063
  "A Public Affair: Election '72"; "This Week" AND "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (2/16/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5064
  "Mao's China," part II (2/16/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 00:28:05
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-5065
  "Today" Show excerpts (2/16/1972)
  Runtime: 00:54:07
  Participants: Vice President of the United States Spiro T. Agnew
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, good rf, good chroma, ghosting, audio ok, skewing.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEO TAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5066
  China Trip: Departure from the White House (2/17/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 0:40
  Keywords: People’s Republic of China
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5067
  China Trip: Departure from the White House (2/17/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 0:40
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5068
  China Trip: Departure from the White House (2/17/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 0:40
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-5069
   Oval Room Test Tape (2/17/1972)
   Runtime: 00:11:20
   Network/Producer: WHCA. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
   Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
   Reference copy may be created upon request.

● WHCA-5070
   "The Longest Day: The President Departs" (2/17/1972)
   People's Republic of China
   Runtime: 01:05:06
   Keywords: People's Republic of China
   Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
   Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2' Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, line dropout is present throughout, color is diffused, some ghosting present. Program ends at 00:58:58.
   VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-5071
   Runtime: 00:29:39
   Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
   Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
   Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5072**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (2/17/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/11/1972 to 2/14/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5073**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (2/17/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/14/1972 to 2/16/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5074**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (2/17/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/16/1972 to 2/17/1972
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5075
  "Thirty Minutes" (2/18/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Acting Attorney-General Richard Kleindienst
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-5076
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (2/18/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:42
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-5077
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (2/18/1972)
  Runtime: 01:29:53
  Participants: U.S. Senator Barry Goldwater, Sr. (R-AZ), Mickey Spillane, journalist, author, and political interviewer Oriana Fallaci
  Keywords: Writer, writers, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5078
  "Agronsky and Company" AND "Black and White" (2/19/1972)
  Runtime: 01:01:11
  Participants: "B&W": New York City Mayor John Lindsay
  Keywords: African Americans
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5079
  "China Trip: President Nixon Goes to Peking" (2/19/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 00:33:07
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, tape exhibits slight banding, audio moderately low, tearing is present in some areas, glitching occurs throughout, line dropout, banding and scan lines frequently interfere. Program ends at 00:29:37..
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5080
  "Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (2/20/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 01:30:19
  Participants: "FTN": outgoing U.N. Secretary General U Thant; "MTP": China experts John K. Fairbanks and Edwin O. Reischauer; "I&A": United Nations Secretary General Designate Kurt Waldheim
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5081**
  "Misunderstanding China" (2/20/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5082**
  "Comment" AND "Newsmakers" (2/20/1972)
  "Comment" with Tannenbaum on life in China (People's Republic of China)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "Newsmakers": U.S. Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr. (D-VA)
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: WRC, WTOP-TV. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5083**
  "Firing Line" (2/20/1972)
  a discussion of Vietnam from Saigon
  Runtime: 01:03:22
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5084**
  "60 Minutes" (2/20/1972)
  President Nixon's China Trip (People's Republic of China)
  Runtime: 01:03:24
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5085**
  Nixon Arrival in Peking (2/20/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 01:06:52
  Participants: President Nixon, Chinese officials
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, line dropout is present throughout, heavy glitching and jitter also present. Program ends at 01:02:07.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5086**
  Nixon Arrival in Peking (2/20/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 01:03:30
  Participants: President Nixon, Chinese officials
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5087**

  Nixon Arrival in Peking (2/20/1972)

  People's Republic of China

  Runtime: 01:32:10

  Participants: President Nixon, Chinese officials

  Keywords: People's Republic of China

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.


  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5088**

  Live Coverage from China (2/21/1972)

  People's Republic of China

  Runtime: 1:00

  Participants: President Nixon, Chinese officials

  Keywords: People's Republic of China

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5089**

  Coverage from China, The State Dinner (2/21/1972)

  People's Republic of China

  Runtime: 1:00

  Participants: President Nixon, Chou EnLai, Chinese officials

  Keywords: People's Republic of China

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5090
  Coverage from China, The State Dinner (2/21/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Nixon, Chou EnLai, Chinese officials
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5091
  Coverage from China, The State Dinner (2/21/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Nixon, Chou EnLai, Chinese officials
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5092
  Coverage from China, The State Dinner (2/21/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Nixon, Chou EnLai, Chinese officials
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5093**
  Coverage from China, The State Dinner, including toast by Chou En Lai (2/21/1972)
  People’s Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Nixon, Chou EnLai, Chinese officials
  Keywords: People’s Republic of China
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5094**
  Coverage from China, The State Dinner, incl. both toasts (2/21/1972)
  People’s Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Nixon, Chou EnLai, Chinese officials
  Keywords: People’s Republic of China
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5095**
  People’s Republic of China
  Runtime: 01:06:28
  Participants: President Nixon, Chou EnLai, Chinese officials
  Keywords: People’s Republic of China
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2” Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, some line dropout is present, a few instances of glitching occur, some ghosting present in latter program. Program ends at 00:59:45.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5096
  Coverage from China, The State Dinner, incl. toasts (2/21/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 01:07:10
  Participants: President Nixon, Chou EnLai, Chinese officials
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, no bars and tones at head, picture is hazy, some glitching during switches. Program ends at 00:58:36..

  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5097
  CBS Summary of Nixon's first day in China (2/21/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 01:06:28
  Participants: President Nixon, Chinese Officials
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, no bars and tones at head of Quad, some line dropout present, especially in bluescreen segments. A few instances of glitching occur, Slight ghosting present. Program ends at 00:58:35..

  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5098**
  "Today" Show (2/21/1972)
  Summary of President Nixon's first day in China (People's Republic of China)
  Runtime: 01:06:35
  Participants: President Nixon, Chinese officials
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5099**
  "CBS Report: Nixon and Mao" AND "ABC Coverage of second day in Peking" (2/21/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 0:12
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5100**
  NBC Coverage of Nixon in Peking AND ABC Coverage on President Nixon's second day in Peking, China (2/21/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 01:05:40
  Participants: President Nixon, Chinese Officials
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC. Network Affilate: WRC, WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5101**
  
  *Nixon in Hawaii (2/22/1972)*
  
  Trip to the People’s Republic of China
  
  Runtime: 01:10:55
  
  Participants: President Nixon, Hawaiian officials
  
  Keywords: People’s Republic of China
  
  

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5102**
  
  *The President in China, The Ballet (2/22/1972)*
  
  People's Republic of China
  
  Runtime: 01:06:35
  
  Participants: President Nixon, also present at "Red Detachment of Women" ballet were: Chou Enlai, Pat Nixon, Madame Mao
  
  Keywords: People’s Republic of China
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2” Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, minor creasing present at the head of Quad, picture was dim. Program ends at 01:00:34.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5103**
  
  "Today" Show" (2/22/1972)
  
  China coverage (People’s Republic of China)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  
  Keywords: People’s Republic of China
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-5104
"ABC Special: Coverage from China" (2/22/1972)
People’s Republic of China
Runtime: 0:30
Participants: President Nixon
Keywords: People’s Republic of China
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-5105
"Today" Show (2/22/1972)
China coverage (People’s Republic of China)
Runtime: 1:00
Participants: President Nixon
Keywords: People’s Republic of China
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-5106
"Struggle for China" (2/22/1972)
People’s Republic of China
Runtime: 1:30
Keywords: People’s Republic of China
Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5107**
  Nixon in China discussion by CBS and NBC newsmen (news reporters) in China (People's Republic of China)
  Runtime: 01:05:52
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5108**
  "Nixon in China" (2/22/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 00:11:30
  Participants: President Nixon
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5109**
  "A Time with Julie Nixon Eisenhower" (2/23/1972)
  Runtime: 00:33:03
  Participants: Julie Eisenhower
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5110
  "ABC Special: The China Trip, Sports Events" (2/23/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5111
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 01:03:37
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, some jitter, glitching and line dropout present throughout, slight ghosting present in newsroom, sound goes intermittent, then drops out in first five minutes. Program ends at 00:59:15.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5112
  "Today" Show (2/23/1972)
  coverage from China, sports events (People's Republic of China)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5113
  "Today" Show (2/23/1972)
  coverage from China (People's Republic of China)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5114
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (2/23/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5115
  NBC Coverage of China: "The President at the Great Wall" (2/23/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5116**
  CBS Coverage of China: "The President at the Great Wall" (2/23/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 01:05:47
  Participants: President Nixon, Pat Nixon, Chinese officials, Presidential staff
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2” Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, some line dropout is present, a few instances of glitching occur, glitching occurred between segments, minor line dropout. Program ends at 00:37:33..
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5117**
  "CBS Morning News" (2/23/1972)
  China Coverage: President Nixon at the Great Wall (People's Republic of China)
  Runtime: 01:03:25
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2” Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, intermittent jitter and line dropout throughout, some glitching between segments. Program ends at 01:01:20..
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5118**
  "Today" Show (2/24/1972)
  China coverage (People's Republic of China)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-5119**
  "ABC China Special: The Great Wall" (2/24/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• **WHCA-5120**
  "Today" Show (2/24/1972)
  China coverage (People’s Republic of China)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  VHS reference copy available

• **WHCA-5121**
  "NBC Coverage: Nixon Visits the Forbidden City" (2/24/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 01:06:22
  Participants: President Nixon, Chou EnLai, Pat Nixon, Chinese Officials
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, some jitter, glitching and line dropout present in some segments, slight ghosting present in studio segments. Program ends at 01:00:17..
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-5122**
  "Nixon in China: In the Forbidden City" (2/24/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 00:30:00
  Participants: President Nixon, Pat Nixon, Chou EnLai, Chinese officials
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, some jitter occurs at head of tape, glitching and line head errors are present in some segments. Program ends at 00:18:00.
  VHS reference copy available

• **WHCA-5123**
  "Nixon in the Forbidden City" (2/24/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 01:05:18
  Participants: President Nixon, Pat Nixon, Chou EnLai, Chinese officials
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  VHS reference copy available

• **WHCA-5124**
  Weekly News Summary (2/24/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 2/18/1972 to 2/24/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5125**

  "NBC China Coverage: The Banquet for the Chinese" (2/25/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Nixon, Pat Nixon, Chou EnLai, Chinese Officials
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5126**

  "CBS China Coverage: The Banquet for the Chinese" (2/25/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Nixon, Pat Nixon, Chou EnLai, Chinese Officials
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5127**

  "The "Today" Show: China Coverage of the Banquet" (2/25/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Nixon, Pat Nixon, Chou EnLai, Chinese Officials
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5128**
  
  "ABC China Coverage: The Banquet" (2/25/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Nixon, Pat Nixon, Chou EnLai, Chinese Officials
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5129**
  
  "CBS China Coverage: The Banquet" (2/25/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Nixon, Pat Nixon, Chou EnLai, Chinese Officials
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilite: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5130**
  
  "The "Today" Show," with China coverage of the Banquet with toasts (2/25/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Nixon, Pat Nixon, Chou EnLai, Chinese Officials
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilite: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5131**
  "China Coverage: Nixon at the Imperial City" (2/25/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: President Nixon, Pat Nixon, Chou EnLai, Chinese Officials
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5132**
  "China Coverage: Nixon to leave Peking for Hangchow" (2/25/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 01:05:27
  Participants: President Nixon, Pat Nixon, Chinese Officials
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, line dropout is present throughout, audio is variable, some glitching and jitter also present, colors are good. Program ends at 00:58:07..
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5133**
  "Chronolog" (2/25/1972)
  Destroyer escorts; Children, the real victims of Vietnam
  Runtime: 01:05:19
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, good picture, some glitching and slight banding occurs. Written note indicates problem on Preservation copy audio shows severe clipping on Channel 2. this audio distortion continues until 00:09:51 when volume falls sharply. At 00:56:15 the volume again raises sharply. This problem does not exist in the other 2 copies. Program ends at 01:04:15..
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5134
  "NBC Summary of Events in Hangchow" (2/26/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

• WHCA-5135
  "Face the Nation" AND "Meet the Press" (2/27/1972)
  Runtime: 00:58:08
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator Robert Dole (R-KA); "MTP": Rev. Daniel Berrigan
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*

• WHCA-5136
  "Issues and Answers" (2/27/1972)
  Special on the China trip (People's Republic of China)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5137**
  "60 Minutes" (2/27/1972)
  Report on President Nixon's China visit; report on Soviet Union reaction to President Nixon's China visit (People's Republic of China)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5138**
  "ABC, Nixon departs from China" (2/27/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 01:03:34
  Participants: President Nixon, Pat Nixon
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, some glitching present during switches, slight dropout and tearing. Program ends at 00:58:46..
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5139**
  "NBC Local News with China Coverage" AND "NBC Special Coverage on China" (2/27/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: WRC, NBC. Network Affilate: WRC, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5140**
  
  "CBS Sunday News" (2/27/1972)
  coverage of the trip to the People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5141**
  
  "ABC Evening News" with Harry Reasoner's Commentary (2/27/1972)
  Runtime: 00:34:20
  Participants: Harry Reasoner, ABC News commentator
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5142**
  
  "Arrival at AAFB from China Trip" (2/28/1972, Andrews Air Force Base)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 00:48:30
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5143**
  
  
  People's Republic of China
  
  Runtime: 00:52:01
  
  Participants: President Nixon, Pat Nixon
  
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, picture extremely unstable between head start at approx 00:00:00 and 00:02:00. excessive degree of glitching and tracking problems, with failure for the Quad picture to lock up. Picture stabilizes around 00:02:00. Moderate degree of picture noise, horizontal line head errors are visible intermittently in program. Program ends at 00:52:01. Bars continue until 01:00:44.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5144**
  
  
  People's Republic of China
  
  Runtime: 01:04:41
  
  Participants: President Nixon, Pat Nixon
  
  Keywords: People's Republic of China, Sports, hockey
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, jitter present at head of Quad, picture quality/chroma and stability varies seemingly between use of different cameras throughout different program segments. Picture has moderate degree of noise throughout program. Hockey game at tail of Quad. Program ends at 00:59:01.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5145**
  "The Longest Journey: The Return" (2/28/1972)
  - Runtime: 01:00:00
  - Keywords: People's Republic of China
  - Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5146**
  "China News Summary", Tape I (2/29/1972)
  - Evening news items on the China Trip from 2/17/72- 2/29/72 (People's Republic of China)
  - Runtime: 1:30
  - Keywords: People's Republic of China
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5147**
  "China News Summary", Tape II (2/29/1972)
  - Evening news items on the China Trip from 2/22/72 to 2/24/72
  - Runtime: 01:33:30
  - Keywords: People's Republic of China
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5148**
  "China News Summary", Tape III (2/29/1972)
  Evening news items on the China Trip from 2/17/72- 2/29/72 (People's Republic of China)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5149**
  "China News Summary", Tape IV (2/29/1972)
  Evening news items on the China Trip from 2/17/72- 2/29/72 (People's Republic of China)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5150**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: WXXI-TV: Rochester, NY; NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA, WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5151**
  Runtime: 00:29:22
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5152**
  President Nixon's departure from Elmendorf AFB, Alaska, bound for Washington after arrival in the U.S. from the China Trip (People's Republic of China)
  Runtime: 01:03:40
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, picture very noisy, banding visible intermittently during program, chroma levels vary between camera switching, glitching occurs intermittently during program. Program ends at 00:44:57..
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5153**
  President Nixon Wisconsin screening reel (political spots) (3/2/1972)
  political campaign ad for the 1972 Presidential election
  Runtime: 00:10:11
  Participants: President Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Short reel, series of political campaign spots for the 1972 re-election. Color bars on Quad do not seem accurate to program content, good video levels, some moderate picture noise present, good audio levels, consistent. Program ends at 00:03:29..
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5154
  "McCaffrey At Large" (3/2/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:22
  Participants: Herbert Klein, Director of White House Communications
  Network/Producer: WMAL-TV. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5155
  "Thirty Minutes" (3/2/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:18
  Participants: Governor Gilligan of Ohio
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affilate: WETA.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5156
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (3/2/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 2/25/1972 to 3/2/1972
  Runtime: 01:29:55
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5157**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (3/2/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 3/2/1972
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5158**
  "Woman" (3/2/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:39
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, non sync switches, good rf, audio ok.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5159**
  Runtime: 00:29:30
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, rf distortion, tape scratches, non sync switches, audio ok.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5160**
  
  "Agronsky & Company" (3/4/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:29:32
  
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, low chroma level, non sync switches, audio ok, ghosting, skewing, tape scratches.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5161**
  
  "Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (3/5/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:29:07
  
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Representative Paul McCloskey (R-CA) and John Ashbrook (R-OH); "MTP": Governor of Florida Reuben Askew; "I&A": U.S. Senator George McGovern (D-SD)
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, non sync switches, scratches, ghosting, audio ok, bearding, high burst.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5162**
  
  "60 Minutes" (3/5/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:02:06
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, audio ok, non sync switches, ghosting.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5163
  "Firing Line" (3/5/1972)
  Runtime: 00:59:35
  Participants: U.S. Representatives Paul McCloskey (R-CA) and John Ashbrook (R-OH)
  Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5164
  "New Hampshire Primary Democratic Debate" (3/6/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5165
  "Today" Show (3/6/1972)
  Runtime: 00:36:37
  Participants: Governor of Alabama George C. Wallace and Chief White House Photographer Ollie Atkins
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5166**
  "Dinah's Place" (3/6/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:26
  Participants: Mayor of Los Angeles Sam Yorty
  Network/Producer: Henry Jaffe Enterprises, Inc.. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, non sync switches, high burst, audio ok.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5167**
  "Today" Show (3/7/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:54
  Participants: Neal Seavey, U.S. Senators Edmund Muskie (D-ME) and George McGovern (D-SD)
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, phase distortion, crease and tape scratches, rf distortion, skewing, control track out of phase, ghosting, bearding, audio ok.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5168**
  "Today" Show (3/7/1972)
  Runtime: 00:59:38
  Participants: U.S. Senator Vance Hartke (D-IN), Mayor of Los Angeles Sam Yorty, U.S. Representative Paul McCloskey (R-CA), and Phillip Dunlap
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, non sync switches, phase distortion, rf distortion, low rf, ghosting, bearding, audio hot, high chroma level.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5169
  "New Hampshire Primary Returns" (3/7/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5170
  "New Hampshire Primary Returns" (3/7/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WETA, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5171
  "New Hampshire Primary Returns" (3/7/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5172**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (3/7/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:30:50
  
  Participants: evangelist, The Reverend Billy Graham, Pat Boone, America
  
  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: no color bars, phase distortion, ghosting, control track issues, audio ok, B&W show at tail end.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5173**
  "Today" Show (3/8/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: Richard Scammon, Edward T. Colie, and U.S. Senator George McGovern (D-SD)
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5174**
  "Today" Show (3/8/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:59:42
  
  Participants: U.S. Representative Paul McCloskey (R-CA), "Manchester (NH) Union Leader" publisher William Loeb, U.S. Senator Hubert H. Humphrey (D-MN), New York City Mayor John Lindsay, and Governor Walter Peterson
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5175**
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (3/9/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5176**
  "Phil Donahue Show" (3/9/1972)
  John Kerry, of Vietnam Veterans Against the War
  Runtime: 00:59:45
  Participants: John Kerry, of Vietnam Veterans Against the War
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5177**
  "Thirty Minutes" (3/9/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:28
  Participants: Admiral Thomas Moorer
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5178**
  "CBS Special On Busing" (3/9/1972)
  Runtime: 00:59:05
  Keywords: bills, laws, legislation, segregation, desegregation, racism, African Americans, schools, students, transportation
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5179**
  "CBS Special On The China Trip" (3/9/1972)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5180**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (3/9/1972)
  Runtime: 01:34:12
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5181**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (3/9/1972)
  Runtime: 01:33:49
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5182**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (3/9/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 3/8/1972
  Runtime: 00:47:34
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5183**
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5184**
  WMAL News, with Black Convention; "Agronsky and Company" (3/11/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: African Americans
  Network/Producer: WMAL, Post Newsweek Stations. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5185**
  "Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (3/12/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:29:02
  
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator Henry M. Jackson (D-WA); "MTP": U.S. Senator Hubert Humphrey (D-MN); "I&A": Alabama Governor George C. Wallace
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5186**
  "Red Detachment of Women", Part I (3/12/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:00:00
  
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5187
  "Red Detachment of Women", Part II (3/12/1972)
  Runtime: 00:57:30
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, phase distortion, non sync switches, bearding, audio ok.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5188
  "60 Minutes" AND Florida Primary Special (3/12/1972)
  segment on Anderson, Florida primary
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: syndicated newspaper columnist Jack Anderson
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS, CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5189
  "Firing Line" (3/12/1972)
  Runtime: 00:58:48
  Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5190**
  "Not To My Kid You Don't" (3/13/1972)
  three segments from "60 Minutes"
  Runtime: 01:00:55
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5191**
  "Who Do You Think You Are - A Birds Eye View of California" (3/13/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:40
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, skewing, tape scratches, non sync switches, bearding, ghosting, audio ok.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5192**
  "Today" Show (Hour 1) (3/14/1972)
  news correspondent (reporters) discuss President Nixon's non-campaign
  Runtime: 00:58:50
  Participants: U.S. Senators George McGovern (D-SD) and Hubert Humphrey (D-MN); Alabama Governor George C. Wallace
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Excessive jitter and glitching present at head of program, intermittent jitter and glitching throughout, some line dropout is present. Program ends at 00:58:50. TRT 01:05:55..
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5193
  "Today" Show (Hour 2) (3/14/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:19
  Participants: U.S. Representative John Ashbrook (R-OH), U.S. Senators Henry M. Jackson (D-WA) and Edmund Muskie (D-ME) and New York City Mayor John Lindsay
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilee: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, phase distortion, tape scratches, non sync switches, audio ok.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5194
  "The Advocates" (3/14/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Secretary of Commerce Peter Peterson
  Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affilee: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5195
  Florida Primary Results (3/14/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: ABC, ABC. Network Affilee: WMAL, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5196
  Florida Primary Results (3/14/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5197
  Florida Primary Results (3/14/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5198
  Florida Primary Results (3/14/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5199**
  "Today" Show excerpts (3/15/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: political pollster Howard Scammon, Alabama Governor George C. Wallace and U.S. Senator Hubert Humphrey (D-MN)
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5200**
  "Return to Des Moines" (3/15/1972)
  Runtime: 00:59:21
  Participants: Vice President of the United States Spiro T. Agnew
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5201**
  Various Ads and Ad for Roudebush (3/15/1972)
  Advertisements and promotions
  Runtime: 0:12
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5202

"A Public Affair: Election '72" AND "This Week" (3/15/1972)

Runtime: 1:00

Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

Network/Producer: NPACT, NET Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA, WETA.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5203


Runtime: 00:29:22

Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.


DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5204

"Nixon's Address on Busing" with Commentary from all three networks (3/16/1972)

busing

Runtime: 01:06:15

Participants: President Nixon, news correspondents

Keywords: busing, bills, laws, legislation, segregation, desegregation, racism, African Americans, schools, students, transportation


Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, heavy glitching and dropout are present at head of Quad, minor dropout occurs throughout. Program ends at 00:25:21..

DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5205

"Thirty Minutes" (3/16/1972)

Runtime: 00:29:53

Participants: U.S. Senator Eugene McCarthy

Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.


DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5206

Weekly News Summary, Tape I (3/16/1972)

Excerpts of evening news broadcast from 3/10/1972 to 3/13/1972

Runtime: 1:30

Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5207

Weekly News Summary, Tape II (3/16/1972)

Excerpts of evening news broadcast from the week of 3/10/72 - 3/16/72

Runtime: 01:33:20

Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5208
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (3/16/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcast from 3/15/1972 to 3/16/1972
  Runtime: 01:14:51
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5209
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (3/18/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:15
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, non sync switches, ghosting, audio ok, skewing top of frame, tape scratches.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5210
  "Face the Nation", "Deena Clark's Moment With..." AND "Meet the Press" (3/19/1972)
  Runtime: 01:28:04
  Participants: "FTN": Judge McLaren; "Moment": General William Westmoreland; "MTP": Alabama Governor George C. Wallace
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WRC.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5211**
  "Comment" (3/19/1972)
  Runtime: 00:59:18
  Network/Producer: WRC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5212**
  "60 Minutes" (3/19/1972)
  Vietnam Amputees
  Runtime: 01:05:00
  Participants: Injured Vietnam War veteran amputees
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, heavy glitching and dropout are present at head of Quad, horizontal head error lines visible intermittently throughout program. Program ends at approx 00:59:00.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5213**
  Runtime: 00:13:29
  Participants: Robert Young
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: phase distortion, banding, tape scratches, ghosting, audio ok, damaged tape - only able to recover 13 min of tape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5214**
  "The Advocates," on busing; "Black Journal" (3/21/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Keywords: African Americans
  
  Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affiliate: WETA, WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5215**
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" AND "This Week" (3/22/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NPACT, NET Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA, WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5216**
  
  Runtime: 00:29:13
  
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5217**
  "The Mike Douglas Show" (3/23/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:29:25
  
  Participants: C. Jackson Grayson
  
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5218**
  "ABC Evening News" (3/23/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:29:13
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5219**
  "Caution!" (3/23/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:30:27
  
  Participants: Virginia Knauer, President Nixon's consumer affairs advisor
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5220**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (3/23/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 3/17/1972 to 3/19/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5221**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (3/23/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 3/20/1972 to 3/21/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5222**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (3/23/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5223**
  "Today" Show excerpt (3/24/1972)
  Runtime: 00:15:43
  Participants: Secretary of the Treasury John B. Connally
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5224**
  "Chronolog", Tape I (3/24/1972)
  segments on the CIA army in Laos and the aged in the cities
  Runtime: 01:38:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5225**
  "Chronolog", Tape 2 (3/24/1972)
  segments on the CIA army in Laos and the aged in the cities
  Runtime: 00:30:30
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, non sync switches, ghosting, tape scratches, audio ok, phase distortion, control track issues, extra content: news program.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5226
  Runtime: 01:06:07
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5227
  Runtime: 00:31:27
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5228
  Black National Convention Highlights, tape I (3/24/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: African Americans
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5229**
  Black National Convention Highlights, tape II (3/24/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: African Americans
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5230**
  "Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" and "Issues and Answers" (3/26/1972)
  Runtime: 01:29:31
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator Edmund Muskie (D-ME); "MTP": Assistant Secretary of State Marshall Green; "I&A": U.S. Senator Hubert Humphrey (D-MN)
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, non sync switches, tape scratches, rf distortion, high burst, audio ok.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5231**
  "Deena Clark's Moment With..." (3/26/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:45
  Participants: Host, Deena Clark; U.S. Senator Hugh Scott (R-PA)
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-5232
"Georgetown Forum: China-Nixon Retrospect" (3/26/1972)
People's Republic of China
Runtime: 00:33:40
Keywords: People's Republic of China
Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear accurate to program content, brief head clogs occurs at approx 00:07:00 and 00:20:00. Program ends at 00:27:00.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-5233
"60 Minutes" (3/26/1972)
segments on the ITT scandal hearings (International Telephone & Telegraph); and segment on Jack Anderson
Runtime: 01:05:32
Participants: Jack Anderson, syndicated newspaper columnist
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-5234
Drugs and marijuana
Runtime: 00:59:35
Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, ghosting, crease, skewing, non sync switches, tape scratches, high burst, phase distortion, audio ok.
DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5235
  "CBS Late Night News" (3/26/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:54
  Participants: correspondent Dan Rather
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: non sync switches, banding, ghosting, audio ok, locking trouble at head, extra content 40 minutes in.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5236
  "Panorama" (3/27/1972)
  Runtime: 01:30:43
  Participants: Dennis Walsh
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, vignetting, crease, bearding, aliasing, high burst, ghosting, tape scratches, audio ok, low snr, ratty rf.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5237
  "A Small Town in Iowa" (3/27/1972)
  Harry Reasoner returns to his hometown
  Runtime: 00:30:31
  Participants: ABC News correspondent Harry Reasoner
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: non sync switches, banding, head bite, tape scratches, bearding, phase distortion, audio ok.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5238
  Mr. Agronsky & guests discuss the Administration's school busing plan
  Runtime: 01:30:02
  Keywords: African Americans
  Network/Producer: Undetermined, Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WRC, WETA.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5239
  "The Lou Gordon Show" (3/28/1972, Detroit, Michigan)
  Detroit talk show
  Runtime: 01:17:08
  Participants: Herbert Klein, Director of White House Communications
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5240
  "Great Decisions 1972"; "A Public Affair: Election '72"; "This Week" (3/29/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: "GD": Secretary of State William P. Rogers; "TW": Nguyen Van Thieu, President of the Republic of South Vietnam
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: WXXI-TV: Rochester, NY; NPACT; NET Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA, WETA, WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5241**
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: African Americans
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA, WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5242**
  "Panorama" (3/30/1972)
  Runtime: 01:30:45
  Participants: Jack Anderson, syndicated newspaper columnist
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, bearding, vignetting, ghosting, high luma, tape scratches, audio ok, low snr, non sync switches.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5243**
  "Dinah's Place" (3/30/1972)
  Runtime: 00:32:16
  Participants: Julie Nixon Eisenhower
  Network/Producer: Henry Jaffe Enterprises, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5244**
  "Thirty Minutes" (3/30/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:10
  Participants: Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: skewing, banding, tape scratches, non sync switches, crease, ghosting, audio ok.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5245**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (3/30/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5246**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (3/30/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/27/72 - 3/30/72
  Runtime: 01:34:40
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5247**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (3/30/1972)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/30/1972
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5248**
  
  "A Conversation with Julie Nixon Eisenhower" (3/31/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:34:00
  
  Participants: Julie Eisenhower
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, good picture quality and sound, slight glitches in picture occur briefly at approx 00:06:00 and 00:25:00. Program ends at 00:29:25.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5249**
  
  "Agronsky & Company" (4/1/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:29:36
  
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5250**
  1) Face the Nation 2) Meet the Press 3) Issues and Answers (4/2/1972)
  Runtime: 01:31:27
  Participants: 1) McGovern 2) King Hussein 3) Secretary's Butz and Hodgson
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: 1) WTOP 2) WRC 3) WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5251**
  "60 Minutes" AND "Newsmakers" (4/3/1972)
  Runtime: 01:30:29
  Participants: "60M": Dita Beard
  Network/Producer: CBS, WTOP-TV. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5252**
  Runtime: 00:30:30
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5253**
  "Tornado" (4/4/1972)
  A Public Service Announcement from the Office of Emergency Preparedness
  Runtime: 00:03:04
  Keywords: weather, natural disasters, storms, tornado, 1974 Super Tornado, 1974 Super Outbreak, damages
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5254**
  Wisconsin Primary (4/4/1972)
  Wisconsin Primary
  Runtime: 00:31:33
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5255**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network, CBS. Network Affiliate: WETA, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-5256
 "Wisconsin Primary" (4/4/1972)
 Runtime: 0:30
 Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
 Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
 Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
 VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-5257
 "Wisconsin Primary I" (4/4/1972)
 Runtime: 1:00
 Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
 Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WETA.
 Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
 VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-5258
 "Wisconsin Primary II" (4/5/1972)
 Runtime: 0:30
 Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
 Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WETA.
 Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
 VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-5259

"CBS Morning News" (4/5/1972)

Runtime: 00:59:34

Participants: U.S. Senators George McGovern (D-SD), Edmund Muskie (D-ME), Hubert H. Humphrey (D-MN); Governor of Alabama George C. Wallace

Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, non sync switches, crease, ghosting, audio ok, phase distortion, control track out of phase.

DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-5260

"Great Decisions 1972"; "A Public Affair: Election ’72"; AND "This Week" (4/5/1972)

Runtime: 1:30

Participants: TW: Nguyen Van Thieu, President of the Republic of South Vietnam

Keywords: Vietnam War, Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

Network/Producer: WXXI-TV: Rochester, NY;NPACT;NET Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA, WETA, WETA.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-5261

"McCaffrey At Large" (4/6/1972)

Runtime: 00:29:33

Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

Network/Producer: WMAL-TV. Network Affiliate: WMAL.


DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5262**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (4/6/1972)
  Runtime: 01:30:19
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5263**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (4/6/1972)
  Runtime: 01:20:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5264**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (4/6/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/5/1972 to 4/6/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5265**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (4/6/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/6/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilate: local (Washington DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5266**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (4/7/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:38
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, crease, head bite, ghosting, bearding, skewing, ratty rf, audio ok, phase distortion, eq distortion, purple picture.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5267**
  "Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (4/9/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator John Tunney (D-CA) and Senator Edward Gurney (R-FL); "MTP": Governor Schaefer of Pennsylvania and U.S. Senator Hugh Scott (R-PA); "I&A": U.S. Senator J. William Fulbright (D-AR)
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5268
  "60 Minutes" (4/9/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:11
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5269
  Runtime: 00:29:48
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5270
  "A Public Affair: Election '72 AND "This Week" (4/12/1972)
  TW: an examination of rising food prices
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NPACT, NET Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA, WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5271**
  "The David Frost Show" with Secretary of Transportation John Volpe (4/13/1972)
  Interview with Secretary of Transportation John A. Volpe
  Runtime: 01:30:21
  Participants: Secretary of Transportation John A. Volpe
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): low banding and ghosting, audio normal, good color, non sync switches. Tape was baked.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5272**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (4/13/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcast from 4/7/1972 to 4/9/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5273**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (4/13/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcast from 4/10/1972 to 4/12/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5274**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (4/13/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcast from 4/12/1972 to 4/13/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5275**
  "Today" Show, (4/14/1972)
  Runtime: 01:25:35
  Participants: New York City Mayor John Lindsay, Senator George McGovern (D-SD), Senator Edmund Muskie (D-ME), Senator Hubert Humphrey (D-MN), Governor of Alabama George C. Wallace, Senator Henry M. Jackson (D-WA), William Safire
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, high chroma, phase distortion, non sync switches, bearding, tape scratches, audio ok, ghosting.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5276**
  "Agronsky & Company" (4/16/1972)
  Runtime: A: 00:29:38; B: 01: 31:55
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: Tape A: banding, bearding, non sync switches, skewing top of frame, crease, ghosting, tape scratches, audio normal; Tape B: Vendor condition report: banding, non sync switches, ghosting, audio ok, good rf, skewing.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-5277**
  "Apollo 16 Lift-off" (4/16/1972)
  Runtime: 01:28:58
  Participants: Vice President of the United States Spiro T. Agnew
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: high burst, banding, phase distortion, tape scratches, non sync switches, audio ok.
  *DVD reference copy available*

• **WHCA-5278**
  "Issues and Answers" (4/16/1972)
  Runtime: 01:29:40
  Participants: U.S. Senator Edmund Muskie (D-ME)
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*

• **WHCA-5279**
  "60 Minutes" (4/16/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:23
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5280**
  "Nixon in Canada: Ottawa Airport" (4/17/1972)
  Runtime: 01:05:40
  Participants: President Nixon
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad not accurate to program content, tone leaks over from bars into program (first few minutes), audio is one track (left track) only. Program ends at 00:34:50..
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5281**
  "Foreign Relations Committee Meeting" (4/17/1972)
  Foreign Relations Committee Hearing
  Runtime: 01:32:14
  Participants: Secretary of State William P. Rogers; U.S. Senator J. William Fulbright (D-AR), Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, minor line dropout, picture is very good. Program ends at 00:25:19..
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5282**
  "Foreign Relations Committee Meeting" (Part 1 of 2) (4/17/1972)
  Foreign Relations Committee Hearing
  Runtime: 01:32:50
  Participants: Secretary of State William P. Rogers; U.S. Senator J. William Fulbright (D-AR), Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on quad not accurate to program content, glitchy at head of tape. Ghosting present during program, minor degree of picture noise, audio levels are good, consistent. Brief head clog occurs at approx 00:20:00. Program ends at 01:31:26..
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5283

"Foreign Relations Committee Meeting" (Part 2 of 2) (4/17/1972)

Runtime: 01:32:00

Participants: Secretary of State William P. Rogers; U.S. Senator J. William Fulbright (D-AR), Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee

Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, not color bars were present on Quad, slightly glitchy at head, some horizontal head errors visible intermittently during program, chroma appears slightly desaturated. Program ends at 01:24:14..

VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5284

"Escalation in Vietnam" (4/17/1972)

Sec. of State Rogers comments on Vietnam war escalation

Runtime: 01:05:50

Participants: Secretary of State William P. Rogers

Keywords: Vietnam War

Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, heavy glitching present at the head of Quad. Program ends at 00:52:00..

DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5285

"Julie Nixon Eisenhower in New Orleans" (4/17/1972)

Runtime: 00:32:47

Participants: Julie Eisenhower


Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars not accurate to program content. Program ends at 00:28:00..

VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5286**
  "Foreign Relations Committee Hearing" (Part 1 of 4) (4/18/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:05:48

  Participants: Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird; U.S. Senator J. William Fulbright (D-AR), Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee

  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, clean picture and sound, chroma and video levels are good, consistent. Some tearing evident around use of Chromakey in opening newscast segment appears to be originating from master, brief glitching present at approx 00:05:00. Program ends at 01:03:16.

  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5287**
  "Foreign Relations Committee Hearing" (Part 2 of 4) (4/18/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:05:17

  Participants: Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird; U.S. Senator J. William Fulbright (D-AR), Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee

  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, heavy glitching present at the head of Quad and between segments. Program ends at approx 01:02:44.

  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5288**
  "Foreign Relations Committee Hearing" (Part 3 of 4) (4/18/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:33:05

  Participants: Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird; U.S. Senator J. William Fulbright (D-AR), Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee

  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WTOP.


  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5289
  "Foreign Relations Committee Hearing" (Part 4 of 4) (4/18/1972)
  Runtime: 01:05:39
  Participants: Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird; U.S. Senator J. William Fulbright (D-AR), Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5290
  "Vietnam Escalation" (4/18/1972)
  Runtime: 01:05:43
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5291
  "Today" Show excerpt (4/19/1972)
  People’s Republic of China
  Runtime: 00:16:20
  Participants: Zhou Enlai, Premier of the People's Republic of China (Chou Enlai)
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, tape scratches, non sync switches, audio ok, intermittent sync breakup during playback.

DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5292**
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (4/19/1972)
  "Assessment: Cash and the Candidates"
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: intermittent buzz in the audio portion from the broadcast.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5293**
  Runtime: 00:30:21
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5294**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (4/20/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcast from 4/14/1972 to 4/17/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5295**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (4/20/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcast from 4/16/1972 to 4/18/1972
  Runtime: 01:21:06
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5296**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (4/20/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcast from 4/18/1972 to 4/20/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5297**
  Canada
  Runtime: 00:29:44
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5297B**
  "Agronsky & Company" (4/22/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:19
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5298**
  "Face the Nation" AND "Meet the Press" (4/23/1972)
  Runtime: 00:58:58
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator Hubert Humphrey (D-MN); "MTP": Dr. Hurst and Dr. Demma
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5299**
  "Firing Line" (4/23/1972)
  Runtime: 01:05:42
  Participants: syndicated newspaper columnist Jack Anderson
  Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5300**

  "60 Minutes" AND "Newsmakers" (4/24/1972)

  Runtime: 01:30:56

  Participants: "Newsm": Washington Post newsroom editor Ben Bradlee

  Network/Producer: CBS, WTOP-TV. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: vignetting, skewing, banding, tape scratches, good rf, audio ok, ghosting.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5300B**

  "Today" Show excerpts (4/24/1972)

  reviews of President Nixon's performance with the press

  Runtime: 1:00

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5301**


  Runtime: 00:29:32

  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.


  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5302**
  Runtime: 00:29:35
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5303**
  Pennsylvania and Massachusetts Primaries (4/25/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:59
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5304**
  Pennsylvania and Massachusetts Primaries (4/25/1972)
  Runtime: 00:33:12
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEO TAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5305**
  
  Pennsylvania and Massachusetts Primaries (4/25/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:20:38
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, tape scratches, non sync switches, audio ok, skewing, ghosting.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5306**
  
  Pennsylvania and Massachusetts Primaries (4/25/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:29:55
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5307**
  
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: WXXI-TV: Rochester, NY; NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA, WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITEx HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5308
  "Nixon Address to the Nation on Vietnam" and NBC, CBS commentary (4/26/1972)
  Runtime: 01:05:33
  Participants: President Nixon, news Correspondents
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, heavy glitching present at head of Quad and between segments. Program ends at 00:34:55..
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5309
  "Muskie News Conference" with CBS and NBC Commentary; "Vietnamization Hearing" (4/27/1972)
  Vietnamization
  Runtime: 01:05:47
  Participants: Edmund Muskie, News Correspondents
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Indochina War, media, press conferences, news conferences, interviews
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, glitchy at head of Quad, banding visible during Muskie program. (CBS Com. 17 min. in, NBC 28 min. in). Moderate degree of picture noise present, good audio levels, consistent. Some horizontal head error lines visible in "Vietnamization Hearing" segment (see approx 00:31:36) audio levels higher in this segment, not consistent with earlier Muskie content. Program ends at 00:59:00..
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5310
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (4/27/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcast from the week of 4/21/72 - 4/27/72
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5311**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (4/27/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcast from the week of 4/21/72 - 4/27/72
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5312**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (4/27/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcast from the week of 4/21/72 - 4/27/72
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5313**
  "The Mike Douglas Show" (4/28/1972)
  Runtime: 01:31:30
  Participants: Secretary of Transportation John A. Volpe
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, tape scratches, crease, playback head distortion, ghosting, bearding, phase distortion, audio ok.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5314**
  
  "Washington Week In Review"; "Chronolog" (4/28/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:32:49
  
  Network/Producer: WETA Public Affairs, NBC. Network Affiliate: WETA, WRC.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5315**
  
  "Chronolog" (4/28/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:57:15
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, dropouts, tape scratches, non sync switches, control track out of phase, phase distortion, audio ok.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5316**
  
  "Agronsky & Company" (4/29/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:29:45
  
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● **WHCA-5317**
  "Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (4/30/1972)
  Runtime: 01:29:24
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator Birch Bayh (D-IN); "MTP": Secretary of State William P. Rogers; "I&A": U.S. Senators Mike Gravel (D-AK) and Bob Dole (R-KA)
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available

● **WHCA-5318**
  "Special: The Issue of Busing" (4/30/1972)
  Runtime: 00:59:22
  Keywords: busing, bills, laws, legislation, segregation, desegregation, racism, African Americans, schools, students, transportation
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

● **WHCA-5319**
  "Panorama" (5/1/1972)
  Runtime: 01:29:58
  Participants: Mike Balzano
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Vendor condition report: banding, vignetting, luma shift, aliasing, good chroma level, non sync switches, audio good, ghosting, phase distortion.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5320**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (5/1/1972)
  Mr. Agronsky and guests discuss the Pentagon Papers
  Runtime: 00:30:51
  Participants: syndicated columnist Jack Anderson, U.S. Senator Mike Gravel (D-AK)
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5321**
  "Panorama" (5/2/1972)
  Runtime: 01:38:00
  Participants: Kenneth Clawson and Jeffrey Donfeld
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5322**
  "The David Frost Show" : Joan Rivers, Ethel Waters, Gore Vidal, B. Herschensohn (5/2/1972)
  Also includes commercial for "Compramics" (computer profiling, match-making service) (01:13:13)
  Runtime: 01:30:18
  Participants: Joan Rivers, Ethel Waters, Gore Vidal, Bruce Herschensohn (United States Information Agency (USIA))
  Keywords: Actor, actors, Musician, musicians, music, Writer, writers, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): low banding, low saturation, low RF, audio levels normal, non sync switches. Tape was baked.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5323**
  "J. Edgar Hoover Special" (5/2/1972)
  Runtime: 01:03:24
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5324**
  Ohio, Indiana, and Alabama Primaries (5/2/1972)
  Runtime: 00:31:26
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5325**
  Indiana, Ohio, and Alabama Primaries (5/2/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:01
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5326**
  Ohio, Indiana, and Alabama Primaries (5/2/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:54
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5327**
  Ohio, Indiana, and Alabama Primaries (5/2/1972)
  Runtime: 1:15:29
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5328**
  "CBS Morning News" (5/3/1972)
  primary returns from Ohio, Indiana and Alabama
  Runtime: 00:30:24
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5329**
  J. Edgar Hoover Funeral Service (5/4/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:24
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5330**
  J. Edgar Hoover Funeral Service (5/4/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:20
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5331**
  J. Edgar Hoover Funeral Service (5/4/1972)
  Runtime: 00:59:33
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5332**
  "A Conversation with Tricia Nixon Cox" (5/4/1972)
  Interview was conducted 4/22/1972.
  Runtime: 00:30:04
  Participants: Tricia Nixon Cox
  Production credits: Director: Roy Leonard Weiner.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad are excessively glitchy, tape is glitchy at head. Banding visible during program, head clog occurs at approx 00:03:00 - very brief. Horizontal head error lines occasionally occur. Program ends at 00:29:09.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5333**
  Runtime: 01:01:09
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5334**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (5/4/1972)
  
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 4/28/1972 to 4/30/1972
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5335**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (5/4/1972)
  
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 5/1/1972 to 5/2/1972
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5336**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (5/4/1971)
  
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 5/2/1972 to 5/3/1972
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5337**
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 5/4/1972
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5338**
  "Thirty Minutes" (5/4/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:55
  Participants: Patrick J. Buchanan, presidential speechwriter
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5339**
  "Today" Show excerpt (5/5/1972)
  Runtime: 00:15:40
  Participants: Tricia Nixon Cox
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5340**
  "Agronsky & Company" (5/6/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:54
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5341
"Deena Clark's Moment With..." (5/7/1972)
Runtime: 00:29:33
Participants: Secretary of Transportation John A. Volpe
Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5342
"Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (5/7/1972)
Runtime: 1:30
Participants: "FTN": U.S. Representative Edwards and Hogan; "MTP": John Ehrlichman; "I&A": U.S. Senator John Stennis (D-AL)
Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5343
"60 Minutes" (5/7/1972)
'Point-Counterpoint' on the legacy of J. Edgar Hoover
Runtime: 01:02:54
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5344
  "Firing Line" (5/7/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:20
  Participants: Robert Finch
  Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5345
  "Julie Eisenhower interview in Oakland, California," received 5/5/72 (5/8/1972)
  Runtime: 00:34:19
  Participants: Julie Nixon Eisenhower
  Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5346
  President Richard Nixon Address to the Nation on the Situation in Southeast Asia (5/8/1972)
  President spoke at 9 p.m. from the Oval Office of the White House.
  President announced the mining of all North Vietnamese ports and the beginning of air strikes against military targets throughout North Vietnam.
  With CBS commentary
  Runtime: 00:31:24
  Participants: President Nixon
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5347**

  
  Runtime: 01:05:40
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: NOT AS GOOD OF QUALITY AS "OLD INTERMEDIATE" OF WHCA 5346. SEE CONDITION NOTES. 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Quad is glitchy at head, jitter is evident intermittently during program, some glitching and line dropout present throughout. Program ends at 00:29:43..

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5348**

  
  Runtime: 01:06:07
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: NOT AS GOOD OF QUALITY AS "OLD INTERMEDIATE" OF WHCA 5346. SECOND BEST COPY. SEE CONDITION NOTES. 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Quad is glitchy at head, jitter is evident intermittently during program. Shifting in chroma levels evident in program content, levels vary between program segments, video suffers some audio signal problems and distortions at 00:30:00, seems to originate from Master. Program ends at 00:34:42..

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5349**
  
  Runtime: 01:05:22
  
  Participants: President Nixon, Robert McNeil, Barbara Walters
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: NOT AS GOOD OF QUALITY AS "OLD INTERMEDIATE" OF WHCA 5346. SEE CONDITION NOTES. 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, picture is very noisy, extremely strong amount of ghosting evident, particularly noticable in the Robert McNeil commentary segments. Good audio levels, consisternt, McNeil program segment ends at 00:44:00, Barbara Walters commentaryt program begins at approx 00:45:30. (this program contains a lesser degree of program noise, ghosting, warmer chroma levels) Program ends at 00:51:30..
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5350**
  
  Runtime: 00:29:37
  
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5351**
  CBS News Special: "Escalation in Vietnam" AND Primary Results (5/9/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:06:07
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Quad is glitchy at head, jitter is evident intermittently during program, some glitching and line dropout present throughout. Program ends at 01:00:46..
  
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5352
  WTTG Special: "The President's Gamble - Escalation" (5/9/1972)
  Vietnam war escalation
  Runtime: 01:05:17
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: WTTG. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Quad is glitchy at head, jitter is evident intermittently during newscast program. Some horizontal head error lines visible in program, banding visible intermittently during program. NOTE - due to excessive degree of head clogging, transfer was stopped, and restarted for cleaner results. Throughout re-transfer Quad still has some repeated clogging which kept occurring. TC 00:06:00 onwards. Active effort was made to keep visible clogging as minimal in duration as possible. Program ends at 01:05:02..
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5353
  Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird Press Conference and News Commentary (5/10/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:02
  Participants: Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, chroma and video levels greatly vary between program segments, some tearing evident during Laird’s Press Conference; around strong white and peaking chroma. Colors can be very muddy or oversaturated, seems to be depending on the camera being used in a multi-camera shoot. Horizontal head errors are visible intermittently during program. Audio levels are good, consistent. Program ends at 00:59:05..
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5354**
  Secretary Laird Press Conference and Commentary (5/10/1972)
  Runtime: 01:06:22
  Participants: Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5355**
  Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird Press Conference and Commentary (5/10/1972)
  Runtime: 01:06:08
  Participants: Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Quad is glitchy at head and between segments, jitter evident intermittently during program, some glitching and line dropout present throughout. Program ends at 00:58:47.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5356**
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (5/10/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5357
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (5/10/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:02
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5358
  "McCaffrey at Large" (5/11/1972)
  Runtime: 00:32:09
  Participants: Secretary of Labor James D. Hodgson
  Network/Producer: WMAL-TV. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5359
  "Thirty Minutes" (5/11/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:37
  Participants: U.S. Senator Edmund Muskie (D-ME)
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5360
  Runtime: 00:59:19
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5361**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (5/11/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5362**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (5/11/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5363**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (5/11/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 5/9/72 - 5/11/72
  Runtime: 01:33:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5364**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (5/11/1972)
  
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 5/11/1972
  
  Runtime: 0:12
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5365**
  
  Secretary Connally from CBS Morning News (5/12/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:10:11
  
  Participants: Secretary of the Treasury John B. Connally
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5366**
  
  "The David Frost Show" with William Safire and Arthur Schlesinger (5/12/1972)
  
  William Safire, presidential phrase maker; Arthur Meier Schlesinger, Jr., historian and social critic
  
  Runtime: 01:30:21
  
  Participants: William Safire, presidential phrase maker; Arthur Meier Schlesinger, Jr., historian and social critic
  
  Keywords: Writer, writers, celebrities
  
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): banding, over saturated color, audio normal, non sync switches, ghosting. Tape was baked.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5367**
  
  "Agronsky & Company" (5/13/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:29:25
  
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5368**
  
  "Face the Nation" AND "Issues and Answers" (5/14/1972)
  
  "I&A": special on South Asia
  
  Runtime: 01:31:15
  
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator Hugh Scott (R-PA)
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5369**
  
  "Deena Clark's Moment With..." AND "Meet the Press" AND "Topic (5/14/1972)
  
  "Topic": "Inside the New Politics"
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Participants: "Moment": General Maxwell D. Taylor; "MTP": with pollster Lou Harris and analyst Howard Scammon
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WRC, WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5370**
  "60 Minutes" AND WTOP Special on Maryland Primary Elections (5/14/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS, WTOP. Network Affilate: WTOP, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5371**
  "Firing Line" (5/14/1972)
  Debate on Nixon's China Trip (People's Republic of China)
  Runtime: 01:06:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affilate: WETA, PBS.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5372**
  "Panorama" (5/15/1972)
  Runtime: 01:28:44
  Participants: Eleanor McGovern (Mrs. George McGovern), General Maxwell D. Taylor
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5373**
  "Closer Look '72" (5/15/1972)
  PSA for education for the handicapped
  Runtime: 00:05:54
  Participants: Julie Nixon Eisenhower
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network Affilate: N/A.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5374**
  Runtime: 01:05:33
  Participants: Julie Nixon Eisenhower
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: N/A.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5375**
  "Today" Show, hour 1 (5/16/1972)
  reaction to Wallace shooting, discussion of busing
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Irene McCabe
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5375B**
  "Today" Show, hour 2 (5/16/1972)
  more on Wallace shooting
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: pollster Oliver Quayle
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5376**
  Where We Stand (5/16/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:41
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5377**
  "The Advocates" (5/16/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5378**
  "Decision '72" (5/16/1972)
  Runtime: 00:31:18
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5379**
  
  Michigan and MD Primary Coverage AND WTOP report: Michigan and MD Primary Results (5/16/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: WTOP. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5380**

  "Nixon - A Self Portrait" (5/17/1972)
  
  Election eve paid political broadcast (Originally broadcast on CBS 11-4-68). A biographical interview of Richard M. Nixon. See also WHCA 2460.
  
  Runtime: 00:32:55
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5381**

  "Panorama" excerpt (5/17/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:27:56
  
  Participants: Joe McGinnis, author of "The Selling of the President"
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5382**
  
  
  "APAE72": "The Element of Danger"
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: WXXI-TV: Rochester, NY;NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA, WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5383**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (5/18/1972)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/12/1972 to 5/15/1972
  
  Runtime: 01:33:31
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5384**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (5/18/1972)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/15/1972 to 5/16/1972
  
  Runtime: 01:33:01
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5385**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (5/18/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/16/1972 to 5/18/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5386**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (5/18/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/18/1972
  Runtime: 00:34:49
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5387**
  Segments of Wallace Shooting (5/19/1972)
  Runtime: 00:13:50
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local network affiliates.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5388**
  "Agronsky & Company" (5/20/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:42
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5389

"Total News 7" (5/20/1972)
Nixon's arrival in Salzburg, Austria
Runtime: 01:32:55
Participants: President Nixon, Austrian officials
Network/Producer: WMAL-TV. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2” Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, good set of color bars at head of Quad, heavy glitching and some jitter is present at the head of Quad. Intermittent line dropout and glitching occurs throughout. Program ends at 01:05:16.

VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5390

"Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (5/21/1972)
Runtime: 01:31:12
Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator William Proxmire; "MTP": Drs. Brzezinski and Shulman; "I&A": U.S. Senator Birch Bayh (D-IN)
Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5391

"60 Minutes" (5/21/1972)
a look at life in Moscow
Runtime: 00:30:20
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5392A**
  "Today" Show (5/22/1972)
  Moscow coverage, part of presidential arrival
  Runtime: 01:05:35
  Participants: President Nixon, officials of U.S.S.R.
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5392B**
  Coverage of President Nixon landing in Moscow (5/22/1972)
  Runtime: 01:05:40
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars do not seem to be accurate to program content, minimal degree of picture noise, consistent audio levels. Program ends at 01:01:38.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5393**
  President Nixon arriving in Moscow (5/22/1972)
  Runtime: 01:08:42
  Participants: President Nixon, officials in U.S.S.R.
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5394

  Coverage of President landing in Moscow (5/22/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:06:17
  
  Participants: President Nixon, officials in U.S.S.R.
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5395

  CBS Special: Summit Review and Russia Trip (5/22/1972)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5396

  Coverage of the President in Moscow (5/23/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:06:17
  
  Participants: President Nixon, officials in U.S.S.R.
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear to be accurate to program content, picture noise and ghosting visible throughout program, excessive degree of tearing around whites and peaking chroma. Film footage from Moscow appears overexposed, and a generation below in-studio newscast recording. Head clog occurs briefly at approx 00:29:05, some jitter evident. Program ends at 00:29:05.
  
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5397**
  NBC Coverage of Moscow Trip (5/23/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:30:00
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5398**
  "Showdown in the West" (5/23/1972)
  
  coverage of Oregon and Rhode Island primaries
  
  Runtime: 00:30:56
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5399**
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (5/24/1972)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5400**
  "Thirty Minutes" (5/25/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:30:24
  
  Participants: U.S. Senator George McGovern (D-SD)
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5401**
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: [Note: rest of summary on Russian trip is listed on 6/1/72].
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5402**
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5403**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (5/25/1972)
  
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 5/19/1972 to 5/23/1972
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5404**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (5/25/1972)
  
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5405**
  
  "Priorities '73" (5/26/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:30:05
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5406**
  
  "Chronolog" (5/26/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:02:10
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5407
  "Chronolog" (5/26/1972)
  Runtime: 01:01:44
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5408
  Moscow Summit Coverage (5/26/1972)
  Runtime: 00:19:45
  Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5409
  "Agronsky & Company" (5/27/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:56
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-5410
  ABC Moscow Coverage (5/27/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:16
  Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5411**
  NBC Moscow Coverage (5/27/1972)
  Runtime: 00:31:30
  Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5412**
  "Speaking Freely" (5/28/1972)
  Runtime: 00:59:27
  Participants: William Ruckelshaus
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5413**
  "Issues" (5/28/1972)
  a discussion of detergent pollution
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: William Ruckelshaus, Theodore Brenner, Faye Warren
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-5414

"Meet the Press" (5/28/1972)
Runtime: 00:27:49
Participants: Secretary of Commerce Peter Peterson
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-5415

Pres. Nixon's Speech from Russia, ABC Commentary, NBC Commentary, CBS Commentary (5/28/1972)
Runtime: 01:05:24
Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings
Network/Producer: All Networks. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Video unstable at times, intermittent sync problems, levels vary, intermittent slight banding visible, video flicker and picture noise present in some segments, chroma and color phase varies from segment to segment. Program ends 00:47:57. Splice at 01:06:35..
DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-5416

McGovern-Humphrey California Debate #1 (5/28/1972)
Runtime: 01:01:30
Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5417**
  "Newsmakers" (5/28/1972)
  Runtime: 00:31:17
  Participants: William Ruckelshaus
  Network/Producer: WTOP-TV. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5418**
  Runtime: 01:07:10
  Participants: President Nixon, Russian officials in U.S.S.R.
  Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, NO color bars on Quad and no leader. Program has some picture noise, jitter present throughout program content, chroma and video levels appear to be consistent. NOTE - Audio is one track only (left track). Tape and Program end at 01:07:10..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5419**
  ABC Coverage of Nixon's Departure from Moscow (Tape II) (5/29/1972)
  Runtime: 00:09:55
  Participants: President Nixon, Russian officials in U.S.S.R., Howard K. Smith
  Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, jittery picture, banding is visible during program, some horizontal head error lines present during newscast, picture is exceedingly glitchy and jittery during Howard K. Smith's location report from Moscow; severe sync problems seemingly originating from Master. Audio distorted during the segment. Program ends at 00:04:47..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5420

"Today" Show #3 (5/29/1972)
segment with Nixon's Departure from U.S.S.R (Moscow)

Runtime: 01:05:32
Participants: President Nixon, Russian officials in U.S.S.R.
Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, clean picture, vivid colors, moderate degree of horizontal head error lines are visible throughout program. Good audio levels, some glitches in program following edits (seems to originate from Master recording). NOTE - Quad stops momentarily during transfer at 00:04:08, reason unknown. Tape and Program end at 01:05:32 mid-program with President Nixon's departure airport ceremony..

VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5421

"Today" Show (5/29/1972)

"Today" show staff continues coverage of Nixon Departure from U.S.S.R. (Moscow)

Runtime: 01:05:18
Participants: President Nixon, Russian officials in U.S.S.R.
Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not seem accurate to program content, clean picture in-studio during newscast, vivid colors, sharp focus. Some picture noise evident during satellite footage, evidently a result from Master recording. Glitches follow some edits, seems to be a result from Master recording. Program ends at 00:55:06..

VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5422**
  
  
  Runtime: 01:06:06
  
  Participants: President Nixon, Russian officials in U.S.S.R.
  
  Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not seem accurate to program content, chroma levels vary between in-studio newscast recording and location video footage from Moscow. Studio footage is cleaner, sharper focus, color are vibrant. Good audio levels, consistent. Program ends at 01:05:43..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5423**
  
  CBS Coverage of Nixon's departure in Moscow (5/29/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:32:56
  
  Participants: President Nixon, Russian officials in U.S.S.R.
  
  Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Footage from Moscow is noticeably a generation below in-studio newscast, much poorer quality. Chroma levels inconsistent between different segments, ghosting and picture noise present throughout program. Horizontal head error lines visible, some tearing evident around peak whites. Good audio levels, consistent. Program ends at 00:12:10..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-5424

CBS Special "The President in Moscow" AND NBC Special "Pres. Nixon's Trip to Russia" (5/29/1972)

Runtime: 01:35:32

Participants: President Nixon, Russian officials in U.S.S.R.

Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings

Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, mostly clear picture throughout, some segments exhibit slight noise and banding, especially in studio segments. Very slight ghosting present, audio consistent, some film segments are overexposed, picture is faded, some glitching in latter program. Program ends at 01:28:35 followed by 3 minutes of skewed color bars at 01:32:50..

VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-5425

"The Advocates" (5/30/1972)

'Should There be a National Presidential Primary?'

Runtime: 01:05:17

Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affiliate: WETA.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, picture is very noisy at head, some degree of ghosting present. Good audio levels. Program ends at not noted - possibly at tape end 01:05:17..

VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-5426

"Meet the Press" (5/30/1972)

special debate between candidates McGovern and Humphrey

Runtime: 00:59:26

Participants: U.S. Senators George McGovern (D-SD) and Hubert Humphrey (D-MN)

Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5427
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (5/30/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Clark MacGregor, chairman of the Committee to Re-elect the President
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5428
  NBC Special, Nixon arrives in Warsaw, Poland (5/31/1972)
  Runtime: 01:05:31
  Participants: President Nixon, officials in Warsaw, Poland
  Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, chroma and saturation levels vary between different camera shots throughout program. Program ends at 00:50:04..
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5429
  ABC Special: "At The Summit", Nixon Arrives in Warsaw (5/31/1972)
  Runtime: 01:05:22
  Participants: President Nixon, officials in Warsaw, Poland
  Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5430

"A Public Affair: Election '72" (5/31/1972)

Runtime: 0:30

Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5431

The Presidents Trip, Poland (5/31/1972)

Runtime: 00:33:36

Participants: President Nixon, officials in Poland
Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5432

Nixon in Salzburg (5/31/1972)

Runtime: 01:07:10

Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings
Network/Producer: N/A. Network Affiliate: N/A.
VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5433**

  Nixon in Salzburg (5/31/1972)

  Runtime: 01:02:10

  Participants: President Nixon, officials in Salzburg, Austria

  Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings

  Network/Producer: N/A. Network Affiliate: N/A.


  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5434**

  Nixon in Salzburg (5/31/1972)

  Runtime: 01:03:15

  Participants: President Nixon, officials in Salzburg, Austria

  Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings

  Network/Producer: N/A. Network Affiliate: N/A.


  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5435**

  Nixon in Salzburg (5/31/1972)

  Runtime: 01:02:25

  Participants: President Nixon, officials in Salzburg, Austria

  Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings

  Network/Producer: N/A. Network Affiliate: N/A.


  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5436**
  Russian News Summary, Tape I (6/1/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5437**
  Russian News Summary, Tape II (6/1/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5438**
  "McCaffery At Large" (6/1/1972)
  Runtime: 00:24:56
  Network/Producer: WMAL-TV. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5439**
  "Thirty Minutes" (6/1/1972)
  Runtime: 00:32:15
  Participants: U.S. Senator Hubert Humphrey (D-MN)
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-5440**
  
  U.S. and Russia-Historical Perspective (6/1/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings
  
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affilate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-5441**
  
  The Summit-Nixon Returns, All commentary (6/1/1972)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-5442**
  
  The Summit-Nixon's Speech with Comments (6/1/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local network affiliates.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5443**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (6/1/1972)
  
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 5/28/1972 to 5/31/1972
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5444**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (6/1/1972)
  
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 6/1/1972
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5445**
  
  "Agronsky & Company" (6/3/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:29:38
  
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5446**
  "Face the Nation" AND "Meet the Press" (6/4/1972)
  "MTP": six Governors from the National Conference of Governors
  Runtime: 01:31:00
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Representative Wilbur Mills (D-OK)
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5447**
  "Issues and Answers" (6/4/1972)
  Democratic presidential candidates Humphrey and McGovern debate
  Runtime: 01:00:20
  Participants: U.S. Senators Hubert Humphrey (D-MN) and George McGovern (D-SD)
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear to be accurate to program content, some jitter evident, defect or tear on tape seems to cause a glitch at approx 00:09:00. Program ends at 00:59:40.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5448**
  NBC Special with Mayor Yorty and Shirley Chisholm (6/4/1972)
  Runtime: 00:35:08
  Participants: Mayor of Los Angeles Sam Yorty, U.S. Representative Shirley Chisholm (D-CA)
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5449**
  "Time for Shirley Chisholm" (6/4/1972)
  First woman candidate for President interview
  Runtime: 00:30:39
  Participants: Moderator Nat Hentoff, Mary Breasted (Village Voice), Joel Dreyfuss (New York Post), Dick Pollock (author)
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election, candidates
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5450**
  "To Tell The Truth" - Barbara Franklin (6/5/1972)
  Runtime: 0:15
  Participants: Barbara Franklin
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: N/A. Network Affilate: N/A.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5451**
  "The Merv Griffin Show" - Mrs. George Wallace and Muriel Humphrey (6/5/1972)
  Runtime: 01:30:55
  Participants: Mrs. George Wallace and Muriel Humphrey
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Griffin Productions. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5452**
  "Educating A Nation" (6/5/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:39
  Participants: Lyndon Baines Johnson, former President of the United States
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5453**
  Runtime: 01:30:28
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5454**
  Runtime: 00:30:17
  Participants: U.S. Senator Edmund Muskie (D-ME)
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5455**
  Calif. Primary I (6/6/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5456**
  
  Calif. Primary II (6/6/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Video tape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5457**
  
  Calif. Primary III (6/6/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Video tape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5458**
  
  Calif. Primary (6/6/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Video tape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5459**
  Calif. Primary ABC-CBS-NBC (6/6/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilate: local network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5460**
  Calif. Primary Results (6/6/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5461**
  Calif. Primary Results (6/6/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5462
  CBS Morning News with Primary Results (6/7/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5463
  "Today Show" I (6/7/1972)
  Runtime: 00:59:45
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-5464
  "Today Show" II (6/7/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:31
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5465**
  
  "Panorama" (6/7/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:22:53
  
  Participants: Robert Finch, counselor to the President
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5466**
  
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (6/7/1972)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5467**
  
  McGovern Interview from "Today" Show (6/8/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:16:24
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5468**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (6/8/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5469**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (6/8/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5470**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (6/8/1972)
  Runtime: 0:12
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5470A**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IVA (6/8/1972)
  Runtime: 00:05:47
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5471**
  "Agronsky & Company" (6/10/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:12
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5472**
  "Face the Nation" AND "Meet the Press" (6/11/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "FTN": Chairman of the Committee to Re-Elect the President, John Mitchell; "MTP": U.S. Representative Wilbur Mills (D-OK)
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5473**
  "Issues and Answers" (6/11/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Lawrence O'Brien, chairman of the Democratic National Committee
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5474**
  "60 Minutes" (6/11/1972)
  Runtime: 00:59:35
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5475**
  Runtime: 00:29:35
  Participants: Herbert Stein
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5476**
  Runtime: 00:32:55
  Participants: Julie Nixon Eisenhower
  Network/Producer: N/A. Network Affiliate: N/A.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, clean picture, some strong tearing occurs around high whites/peaking chromas in picture, seemingly causing some degree of distortion in wide shots. Program ends at 00:29:00..
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5477**
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (6/14/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5478**
  "Thirty Minutes" (6/15/1972)
  Runtime: 00:31:44
  Participants: U.S. Representative Wilbur Mills (D-OK)
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5479**
  Agronsky interviews former Kissinger employees
  Runtime: 00:29:10
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5480**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (6/15/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5481**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (6/15/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5482**
  Weekly News Summary III (6/15/1972)
  Runtime: 00:33:11
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5483**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (6/16/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:38
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5484**
  "Face the Nation" AND "Issues and Answers" (6/18/1972)
  Runtime: 00:59:00
  Participants: "I&A": U.S. Senator Henry Jackson (D-WA)
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5485**
  Meet the Press-Mayors Conference (6/18/1972)
  Runtime: 00:59:55
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5486**
  "60 Minutes" - POW'S (6/18/1972)
  Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5487**
  "Newsmakers" (6/18/1972)
  a discussion of the 18 year old vote
  Runtime: 00:30:00
  Keywords: Vote, voters, voting
  Network/Producer: WTOP-TV. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5488**
  "Firing Line" (6/18/1972)
  Runtime: 00:58:33
  Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5489
  People and Povich with Jack Anderson (6/18/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:08
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-5490
  Today Show with Edward 'Ted' Kennedy (6/19/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Barbara Walters; Senator Edward 'Ted' Kennedy (D-MA)
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5491
  "The Dick Cavett Show" with Senator Edward 'Ted Kennedy (6/19/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Senator Edward 'Ted' Kennedy (D-MA); Al Green; Charlotte Curtis
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election, Musician, musicians, music, Writer, writers, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5492**
  Tricia Nixon's Wedding-5 min. Summary, other Cover age 12 6/71 (6/19/1972)
  Runtime: 0:05
  Network/Producer: N/A. Network Affiliate: N/A.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used. NOTE This reel is silent, no audio. Color bars on quad do not appear to be accurate in relation to program content, wedding Clip reel; quality of individual clips vary greatly, some faded chroma evident, image is slightly soft, numerous use of freeze frames. Program ends at 00:04:56.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5493**
  Today Show II segment with Senator Muskie (6/20/1972)
  Runtime: 00:10:43
  Participants: Senator Muskie
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5494**
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (6/21/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5495**
  Democratic Hearings (6/22/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5496**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (6/22/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 6/16/1972 - 6/19/1972
  Runtime: 01:31:43
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5497**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (6/22/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 6/19/72 - 6/21/72
  Runtime: 01:35:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5498**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (6/22/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 6/21/1972 to 6/22/1972
  Runtime: 00:47:47
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5499**
  "Today" Show, segment with Hubert Humphrey (6/23/1972)
  Runtime: 00:10:47
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5500**
  "The Mike Douglas Show" (6/23/1972)
  Runtime: 01:30:00
  Participants: Julie Nixon Eisenhower
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Image is noisy, poor signal to noise ratio.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5501**
  "Agronsky & Company" (6/24/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:58
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5502**
  "Face the Nation" with Humphrey; "Meet the Press" O'Brien; "Issues and Answers" with Muskie (6/25/1972)

  "Face the Nation" with Hubert Humphrey, "Meet the Press" with O'Brien, "Issues & Answers" with Senator Edmund Muskie

  Runtime: 01:30:58

  Participants: Hubert Humphrey, Senator Edmund Muskie, O'Brien (no first name)

  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): low banding, high saturation, low RF, audio levels normal, non sync switches, color framing issues on Issues and Answers program, ghosting. Tape was baked.

  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5503**
  Democratic Hearings AND "Newsmakers" (6/25/1972)

  Runtime: 1:00

  Participants: "Newsm" - U.S. Representative Shirley Chisholm

  Network/Producer: WTOP-TV. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5504**
  CBS Special: "The Mexican Connection" (6/25/1972)

  Runtime: 00:58:07

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-5505**
  Pre-Convention Coverage (6/26/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-5506**
  Runtime: 00:30:39
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

• **WHCA-5507**
  NBC Special: "The Blue Collar Worker" (6/27/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:42
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

• **WHCA-5508**
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (6/28/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-5509**
  
  "CBS Morning News" interview with Patrick Buchanan (6/29/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:15:30
  
  Participants: Patrick J. Buchanan
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): banding, low RF, audio levels normal, non sync switches. Tape was baked. 3/4-inch notes: Image fairly sharp, but banding-type distortion throughout..
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

• **WHCA-5510**
  
  President Nixon's Press Conference, with CBS commentary (6/29/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:05:45
  
  Participants: President Richard Nixon, Herbert Kaplow
  
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, restoration of death penalty, capital punishment, Vietnam War, Paris Peace Talks, Vice President Agnew, John Connally, SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, (if applicable add: summits, meetings B-1 Bomber, Social Security, Unemployment, Gun Control, Supreme Court,
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear to be accurate to program content, slight desaturation in colors apparent, chroma levels seem to vary between multi-camera switching. Stable video levels, slight degree of banding visible intermittently throughout program. Fairly clean picture, some degree of horizontal head error lines appear, some jitter occurs during Herbert Kaplow ABC studio newscast portion at approx 00:43:00. Shift in chroma/hue during CBS Portion of reel. Program ends at 00:50:16..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-5511**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (6/29/1972)
  
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5512**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (6/29/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5513**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (6/29/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5514**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (6/29/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 6/29/1972
  Runtime: 0:12
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5515
  "David Frost" with Julie Nixon Eisenhower, Tape I; "Today Show" Jane Fonda interview (6/30/1972)
  Runtime: 01:05:40
  Participants: Julie Eisenhower, Barbara Walters, Jane Fonda
  Keywords: Actor, actors, celebrities
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, tearing present in color bars on Quad, very clean picture throughout program, stable levels, minor degree of banding visible intermittently. Horizontal head error lines are visible intermittently in picture, seemingly attracted to peaking whites in oversized B&W photographs held up by David Frost during the interview (approx 00:20:00), Frost show concludes at 00:41:00, followed by another program at 00:42:50 - "Today Show" Barbara Walters interiview with Jane Fonda. Tearing evident in picture, video and chroma levels different than previous content on reel, stronger degree of banding and ghosting. Program ends at 00:59:00..
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5516
  "David Frost" with Julie Nixon Eisenhower, Tape II (6/30/1972)
  Runtime: 01:06:20
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear to be accurate to program content, tearing evident around peak whites, some banding visible intermittently throughout program, horizontal head error line occurs inermittently. Program ends at 00:49:15..
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5517
  "CBS Morning News" with Senator McGovern (6/30/1972)
  Runtime: 00:25:44
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5518**
  "Agronsky & Company" (7/1/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:51
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5519**
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press"; AND "Issues and Answers" (7/2/1972)
  Runtime: 01:32:05
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5520**
  "Black on White" (7/2/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:05
  Keywords: African Americans
  Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5521**
  Campaign '72 (7/2/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5522**
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (7/5/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5523**
  Runtime: 00:31:00
  Participants: U.S. Senator Eugene McCarthy
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5524**
  "30 Minutes" with Caspar Weinberger (7/6/1972)
  Runtime: 00:31:02
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5525**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (7/6/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 6/30/1972 to 7/2/1972
  Runtime: 01:34:52
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: N/A.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5526**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (7/6/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 7/3/1972 to 7/5/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: N/A.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5527**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (7/6/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 7/5/1972 to 7/6/1972
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: N/A. Network Affiliate: N/A.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-5528
Runtime: 01:05:40
Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
Network Affilate: WETA.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-5529
"Today" Show Segment with Clark MacGregor (7/7/1972)
Runtime: 00:08:48
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.

● WHCA-5530
"NBC Nightly News" AND "CBS Evening News" (7/7/1972)
Runtime: 01:00:13
Network/Producer: NBC, CBS. Network Affilate: WRC, WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.

● WHCA-5531
"ABC Evening News" (7/7/1972)
Runtime: 00:30:00
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5532
  "Nixon The Man" (7/7/1972)
  Appears to be a "rough edit." Does not appear to be for broadcast. Probably a test film-to-video transfer. Several sections with no sound; no music added; film print used for transfer appears to be a "work print;" rough edits, editorial mark-ups and dirty, lightly scratched film.
  Runtime: 00:33:03
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: N/A. Network Affilate: N/A.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, clean picture except for film dirt, picture drops out at 00:22:50 to 00:22:59. Audio level is too low from the beginning to 00:01:11. Audio level is not consistent throughout the tape. Preservation and Reference copies do not show this problem. Program ends at 00:32:05.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5533
  "The Merv Griffin Show" - Tricia Nixon Cox (7/7/1972)
  Runtime: 01:29:16
  Participants: Tricia Nixon Cox
  Network/Producer: Griffin Productions. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5534
  Runtime: 01:06:39
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, similar in quality and condition to 5528 and 4502-R.29. Ghosting present in picture, horizontal head error lines occur intermittently during program. Program ends at 00:59:00..
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5535**
  "CBS Evening News" (7/8/1972)
  Runtime: 01:01:45
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilite: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5536**
  "NBC Evening News" (7/8/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:41
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilite: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5537**
  "Agronsky & Company" (7/8/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:02
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affilite: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5538**
  "Face the Nation"; "Ballot '72": Convention Eve; AND "Issues and Answers" (7/9/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC, ABC. Network Affilite: WTOP, WMAL, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5539**
  "Meet the Press", Special 2-Hour Edition with Senators Muskie, Humphrey, and McGovern, 1st Hour (7/9/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:04:45
  Participants: Edmund Muskie, Hubert H. Humphrey, and George McGovern
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5540**
  
  Runtime: 00:54:53
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5541**
  Campaign '72 (7/9/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5542**
  
  NBC Sunday Night News (7/9/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:31:00
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5543**
  
  "Firing Line" (7/9/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:00:08
  
  Participants: economist John Kenneth Galbraith
  
  Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5544**
  
  "CBS Morning News" (7/10/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:02:14
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5545**
  
  "NBC Nightly News" AND NBC Coverage of Democratic National Convention (7/10/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5546
  "CBS Evening News" AND CBS Coverage of Democratic National Convention (7/10/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5547
  "ABC Evening News" AND PBS Coverage of Democratic National Convention (7/10/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: ABC, PBS. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5548
  "Campaign '72" with Democratic National Convention Coverage (7/10/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5549**
  CBS Coverage of Democratic National Convention (7/10/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5550**
  CBS Coverage of Democratic National Convention (7/10/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5551**
  CBS Coverage of Democratic National Convention (7/11/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5552
  CBS Coverage of Democratic National Convention (7/11/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5553
  CBS Coverage of Democratic National Convention (7/11/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5554
  "CBS Morning News" (7/11/1972)
  Runtime: 01:01:12
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5555**
  "The Mike Douglas Show" (7/11/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Herbert Klein, Director of White House Communications
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions, Inc. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5556**
  "CBS Evening News" AND CBS Coverage of Democratic National Convention (7/11/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5557**
  "NBC Nightly News" AND NBC Coverage of Democratic National Convention (7/11/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5558**
  "ABC Evening News" AND PBS Coverage of Democratic National Convention (7/11/1972)
  Runtime: 00:58:11
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: ABC, PBS. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5559**
  CBS Coverage of Democratic National Convention (7/11/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5560**
  CBS Coverage of Democratic National Convention (7/11/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5561**
  
  CBS Coverage of Democratic National Convention (7/11/1972)

  Runtime: 1:30

  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  [VHS reference copy available]

- **WHCA-5562**
  
  NBC Coverage of Democratic National Convention (7/11/1972)

  Runtime: 1:30

  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  [VHS reference copy available]

- **WHCA-5563**
  
  NBC Coverage of Democratic Convention (7/12/1972)

  Runtime: 1:30

  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  [VHS reference copy available]
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5564**
  - CBS Coverage of Democratic Convention (7/12/1972)
  - Runtime: 1:30
  - Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  - Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5565**
  - CBS Coverage of Democratic Convention (7/12/1972)
  - Runtime: 1:30
  - Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  - Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5566**
  - CBS Coverage of Democratic Convention (7/12/1972)
  - Runtime: 1:30
  - Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  - Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5567**
  "CBS Morning News" (7/12/1972)
  Runtime: 01:01:59
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5568**
  "Rockefeller Faces the Issues": Campaign '66 (7/12/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: N/A. Network Affiliate: N/A.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5569**
  "Morning Show", Balzano Segment (7/12/1972)
  Runtime: 00:37:49
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5570**
  "NBC Nightly News" AND NBC Coverage of the Democratic National Convention (7/12/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5571**
  CBS Nightly News AND CBS Democratic National Convention coverage (7/12/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5573**
  CBS Coverage of Democratic National Convention (7/12/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5574**
  CBS Coverage of Democratic National Convention (7/12/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5575**
  CBS Coverage of Democratic National Convention (7/12/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5576**
  CBS Coverage of Democratic National Convention (7/13/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5577**
  Coverage of Democratic National Convention (7/13/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NNBC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5578
  "CBS Morning News" Day After McGovern's Nomination as the Democratic Presidential Candidate (7/13/1972)
  Day After McGovern's Nomination as the Democratic Presidential Candidate
  Runtime: 01:01:39
  Participants: George McGovern
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-5579
  Frank Mankiewicz Announces McGovern's Vice Presidential choice AND Interview with Thomas Eagleton, Senator from Missouri (7/13/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Frank Mankiewicz, Thomas Eagleton
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5580
  "NBC Nightly News" AND NBC Convention Coverage (7/13/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election, conventions
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5581
  "CBS Evening News" AND CBS Convention Coverage (7/13/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election, conventions
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5582
  "ABC Evening News" AND PBS Convention Coverage (7/13/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election, conventions
  Network/Producer: ABC, PBC. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5583
  CBS Democratic Convention Coverage (7/13/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election, conventions
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5584**
  
  CBS Democratic Convention Coverage (7/13/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election, conventions
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5585**
  
  CBS Democratic Convention Coverage (7/13/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election, conventions
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5586**
  
  CBS Democratic Convention Coverage (7/14/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election, conventions
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5587**
  
  CBS Democratic Convention Coverage (7/14/1972)
  
  Includes Senator George McGovern's acceptance speech.
  
  Runtime: 01:03:51
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election, conventions
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5588**
  
  CBS Democratic Convention Coverage (7/14/1972)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5589**
  
  "CBS Morning News" (7/14/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:01:07
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5590
  "Agronsky & Company" (7/15/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:27
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-5591
  "Campaign 72"; Democratic Convention Wrap-Up AND "Newsmakers" (7/16/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00
  Participants: "Newsm": Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS, WTOP-TV. Network Affilate: WTOP, WTOP, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5592
  "Face the Nation" with Sen. Eagleton; "Meet the Press" with Senator Robert Dole; AND "Issues and Answers" with Clark McGregor (7/16/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5593
  "News Etc." Interview with Greg Petersmeyer (7/17/1972)
  Runtime: 00:12:06
  Network/Producer: N/A. Network Affilate: N/A.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-5594
  "Phil Donahue Show" with Julie Nixon Eisenhower (7/19/1972)
  Runtime: 01:04:35
  Network/Producer: N/A. Network Affilate: N/A.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, reel contains original Donahue Production Slates, program appears to be a Dupe from a master source. Some dead air areas on reel (screen image goes completely blue during inserts for TV commercial breaks), clean picture. Program ends at 00:59:23.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5595
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (7/19/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5596
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (7/19/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:36
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-5597
  Sec. Cairo spot from "Today" Show (7/20/1972)
  Runtime: 0:10
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5598
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (7/20/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Clark MacGregor, chairman of the Committee to Re-Elect the President
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5599
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (7/20/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 7/14/1972
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5600**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (7/20/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 7/14/1972
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5601**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (7/20/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 7/15/1972 to 7/18/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5602**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (7/20/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 7/18/72 - 7/20/72
  Runtime: 01:33:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5603**
  "Agronsky & Company" (7/22/1972)
  Runtime: 00:32:45
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5604**
  Agnes Flood Relief Telethon with Mrs. Nixon (7/22/1972)
  Runtime: 00:10:02
  Participants: Pat Nixon, telethon participants
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5605**
  "Face the Nation" AND "Issues and Answers" (7/23/1972)
  Runtime: 01:01:24
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator George McGovern (D-SD); "I&A": U.S. Senator Thomas Eagleton (D-MO)
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5606**
  "Deena Clark's A Moment With..." AND "Meet the Press" (7/23/1972)
  Runtime: 01:01:27
  Participants: "Moment": Admiral Elmo Zumwalt, Chief of Naval Operations; "MTP": Secretary of the Treasury John B. Connally
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHOUSE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5607**
  - "Campaign '72" (7/23/1972)
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  - Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5608**
  - "Today" show excerpt (7/24/1972)
  - Runtime: 00:16:02
  - Participants: former Secretary of the Treasury John B. Connally
  - Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  - Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5609**
  - "Today" show excerpt and "Agronsky & Company" (7/25/1972)
  - Runtime: 00:29:58
  - Participants: Secretary of Labor James Hodgson
  - Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  - Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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• **WHCA-5610**
  1972 All Star Game excerpt with David Eisenhower and Frank Mankiewicz (7/25/1972)
  Runtime: 00:05:19
  Participants: David Eisenhower, Frank Mankiewicz (campaign director for Democratic presidential nominee George McGovern)
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

• **WHCA-5611**
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (7/26/1972)
  "A Visit with Senator McGovern"
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-5612**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (7/26/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:59
  Participants: Gary Hart, Presidential campaign manager for Senator George McGovern
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **WHCA-5613**
  "Today" show excerpt (7/27/1972)
  Runtime: 00:16:53
  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5614**
  Tricia Nixon and Ed Cox wedding excerpts (7/27/1972)
  recorded 6/17/72. Various moments during Tricia's White House wedding and reception.
  Runtime: 01:05:42
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on quad do not appear accurate to program content, very clean picture, good image quality, Hue/saturation levels vary between multi-camera switching/editing. Video levels vary greatly between different footage sources, TV commercial breaks have peaking levels, some intermittent glitching occurs after edits in program. Waltz dance sequence is very glitchy at approx 00:42:00. Program ends at 00:58:38..
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5615**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (7/27/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:15
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-5616**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (7/27/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/21/72 to 7/24/72
  Runtime: 01:33:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5617**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (7/27/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/24/1972 to 7/26/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5618**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (7/27/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/27/1972
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
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● WHCA-5619

"Chronolog" (7/28/1972)
Southeast Asian heroin
Runtime: 00:59:20
Keywords: Vietnam War
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.

● WHCA-5620

"Agronsky & Company" (7/29/1972)
Runtime: 00:29:36
Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affilate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.

● WHCA-5621

"Face The Nation"; "Meet The Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (7/30/1972)
Runtime: 01:29:55
Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator Thomas Eagleton (D-MO); "MTP": Jean Westwood & Patterson; "I&A": Herbert Stein
Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-5622**
  "Campaign '72" (7/30/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5623**
  "Today" show excerpt (8/1/1972)
  Runtime: 00:22:35
  Participants: U.S. Senator Thomas Eagleton (D-MO)
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5624**
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (8/2/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-5625**
  
  Nancy Dickerson and The New Woman (8/3/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:31:01
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5626**
  
  Dick Cavett Show (8/3/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:51:28
  
  Participants: Senator Thomas Eagleton, Noel Harrison, Austin Pendleton
  
  Keywords: Actor, actors, Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5627**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (8/3/1972)
  
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 7/28/1972 to 7/30/1972
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available
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- **WHCA-5628**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (8/3/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 7/31/1972 to 8/2/1972
  Runtime: 01:37:58
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5629**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (8/3/1972)
  Excerpts of evening news broadcasts from 8/3/1972
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5630**
  "Agronsky & Company" (8/5/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:14
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5631

McGovern News Conference Announcing Shriver For V.P. (8/5/1972)
Senator McGovern announces Sargent Shriver as his choice to replace Senator Eagleton as the Democratic vice-presidential nominee
Runtime: 01:06:32
Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election, media, press conferences, news conferences, interviews
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5632

"Newsmakers" (8/6/1972)
Runtime: 00:29:44
Participants: Jean Westwood
Network/Producer: WTOP-TV. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
Reference copy may be created upon request.

• WHCA-5633

"Campaign '72" (8/6/1972)
Runtime: 1:00
Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available
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- **WHCA-5634**
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (8/6/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:30:50
  
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator James Buckley (I-NY); "MTP": U.S. Senator Ernest Hollings, Congressman Thomas P. O'Neill; "I&A": Defense Secretary Melvin Laird
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5635**
  "People and Povich" (8/6/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:29:35
  
  Participants: Robert Finch, counselor to the president
  
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **WHCA-5636**
  ABC News Special: "How Much is Enough?" (8/7/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:59:33
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- WHCA-5637
  Drapes Tape of Oval Office with Mark Goode (8/9/1972)
  a color test of the oval office
  Runtime: 00:24:23
  Network/Producer: WHCA. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-5638
  "CBS Morning News" (8/9/1972)
  Shriver's replacement of Eagleton in the vice-presidential nomination slot on the Democratic ticket
  Runtime: 00:59:54
  Participants: Sargent Shriver
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear accurate to program content, some picture noise present. Program ends at 00:59:11..
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5639
  "Panorama" (8/9/1972)
  Runtime: 01:31:07
  Participants: Herbert Klein and Anne Armstrong
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **WHCA-5640**
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (8/9/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5641**
  "The Mike Douglas Show" (8/10/1972)
  Runtime: 00:21:52
  Participants: Secretary of Transportation John A. Volpe
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5642**
  "McCaffery at Large" AND "Everywoman" (8/10/1972)
  Runtime: 00:56:28
  Participants: "McCaff": General Maxwell D. Taylor
  Network/Producer: WMAL-TV. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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• WHCA-5643
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (8/10/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/4/1972 to 8/7/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5644
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (8/10/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/7/1972 to 8/9/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5645
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (8/10/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/9/1972 to 8/10/1972
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
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- **WHCA-5646**
  - Staff Advance Training Tape (8/11/1972)
  - Nixon Infomercials
  - Runtime: 0:15:08
  - Network/Producer: Committee to Re-Elect the President. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5647**
  - "Agronsky & Company" (8/12/1972)
  - Runtime: 00:30:14
  - Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5648**
  - "Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (8/13/1972)
  - Runtime: 01:29:21
  - Participants: "FTN": U.S. Representative John Rhodes (R-OH); "MTP": Sargent Shriver; "I&A": U.S. Senator George McGovern (D-SD)
  - Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  - Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  - *DVD reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-5649**
  "Campaign '72" (8/13/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5650**
  "Newsmakers" (8/13/1972)
  Runtime: 00:32:47
  Participants: Donald Rumsfeld
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: WTOP-TV. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5651**
  "CBS Morning News" excerpt (8/14/1972)
  Runtime: 00:13:48
  Participants: Herbert Stein
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-5652**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (8/15/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:00
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2016 vendor transfer condition report: Good condition: bars and tone at head, audio levels normal, very little banding, picture is sharp, colors good.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5653**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NPACT, Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA, WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5654**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (8/17/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/11/1972, 8/12/1972, 8/14/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5655**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (8/17/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/14/72 to 8/15/72
  Runtime: 01:29:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5656**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (8/17/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/16/1972 to 8/17/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5657**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (8/17/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/17/1972
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5658**
  Runtime: 00:59:24
  Participants: "EveEd": Patrick J. Buchanan
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network, ABC. Network Affiliate: WETA, WMAL.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5659**
  "McCaffery At Large" (8/17/1972)
  Runtime: 00:25:49
  Network/Producer: WMAL-TV. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5660**
  "CBS Morning News" excerpts (8/18/1972)
  Runtime: 00:18:53
  Participants: First Lady Mrs. Pat Nixon
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
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- **WHCA-5661**
  
  Runtime: 01:38:14
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: PBS, Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA, WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, severe ghosting and off-air picture noise throughout. Vietnam special seems to have been shot largely on 16mm film, this seems to be a mediocre telecine transfer produced for broadcast, washed out colors, slightly soft focus, moderately grainy picture. Program ends at 01:36:23.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5662**
  Political Convention Part II (8/18/1972)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5663**
  "Agronsky & Company" AND "Black on White" with Ramsey Clark (8/19/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:03:50
  
  Keywords: African Americans
  
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.;ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
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● WHCA-5664
"Face the Nation" with Senator Dole; "Meet the Press" with Clark MacGregor and Herb Klein (8/20/1972)
Runtime: 01:29:55
Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-5665
"Pre-Convention Special with Harter" AND "Issues and Answers" (8/20/1972)
Runtime: 01:05:34
Participants: "I&A": Governor Ronald W. Reagan, Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller
Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Fairly clean picture, moderate degree of ghosting visible, some jitter evident, horizontal head error lines occur intermittently in image during program. Program ends at 00:58:02..
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-5666
"Conventions '72" (8/20/1972)
Runtime: 1:00
Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available
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- WHCA-5667
  "Campaign '72" (8/20/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5668
  "Anatomy for a Convention" (8/20/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5669
  "Today" show (8/21/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:03
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5670**
  "Today" show (8/21/1972)
  Runtime: 00:59:55
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5671**
  "CBS Morning News" (8/21/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:21
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5672**
  Republican National Convention (8/21/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5673**
  Republican National Convention (8/21/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5674**
  Republican National Convention (8/21/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5675**
  Republican National Convention (8/21/1972)
  [includes film on Pat Nixon: "Pat: A Tribute to the First Lady"]
  Runtime: 01:04:34
  Participants: President Nixon, Pat Nixon,
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, no bars or tone before program, sharp picture, good levels, moderate degree of picture noise, some jitter evident, horizontal head error lines occur in image intermittently during program. Program ends at 00:54:15.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5676**
  
  Republican National Convention (8/21/1972)

  Runtime: 1:00

  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5677**
  
  "CBS Morning News" (8/22/1972)

  Runtime: 01:00:36

  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.


  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5678**
  
  "Today" show (8/22/1972)

  Runtime: 1:00

  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.


  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5679**
  "Today" show (8/22/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:52:18
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5680**
  
  Republican National Convention (8/22/1972)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5681**
  
  Republican National Convention (8/22/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-5682
Republican National Convention (8/22/1972)
Runtime: 1:00
Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-5683
Republican National Convention (8/22/1972)
Runtime: 1:00
Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-5684
Republican National Convention (8/22/1972)
Runtime: 1:00
Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5685**
  Republican National Convention (8/22/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5686**
  Republican National Convention (includes Nixon film: "Portrait of a President") (8/22/1972)
  Runtime: 01:36:27
  Participants: President Nixon, Pat Nixon, delegates, officials
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5687**
  Republican National Convention (8/22/1972)
  includes Nixon film: "Portrait of a President"
  Runtime: 01:37:58
  Participants: President Nixon, Pat Nixon, officials, delegates
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, good video levels, consistent stable image, some off-air picture noise and slight degree of ghosting present. Program ends at 01:37:37..
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5688**
  Republican National Convention (8/22/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5689**
  "CBS Morning News" (8/23/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:00:44
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5690**
  "Today" Show (8/23/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:00:02
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5691**
  "Today" Show (8/23/1972)
  Hour 2 of 2
  Runtime: 01:02:17
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5692**
  Republican National Convention (8/23/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilee: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5693**
  Republican National Convention (8/23/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilee: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5694**
  Republican National Convention (8/23/1972, Miami Beach, Florida)
  Televised coverage of the 1972 Republican National Convention. 06:10 - Agnew VP nomination acceptance speech. 35:10 - Nixon Presidential nomination acceptance speech
  Runtime: 01:36:13
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5695**
  Republican National Convention (8/23/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5696**
  "CBS Morning News" (8/24/1972)
  Runtime: 01:01:14
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5697**
  "Today" Show (8/24/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:11
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5698**
  "Today" Show (8/24/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:12
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5699**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (8/24/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:15
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5700
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (8/24/1972)
  Runtime: 01:31:35
  Participants: former Attorney-General Ramsey Clark, Charlton Heston, Jim Brown, Bob and Ray
  Keywords: Comedian, actor, actors, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Original broadcast date may be 8/25/1972 (according to Cavett archive).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-5701
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (8/24/1972)
  ABC Evening News from 10/18/72
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5702
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (8/24/1972)
  NBC, CBS Evening News from 8/18/72
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5703**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (8/24/1972)
  NBC Saturday News from 8/19/72
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5704**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (8/24/1972)
  CBS Saturday News from 8/19/72
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5705**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape V (8/24/1972)
  NBC Sunday News from 8/20/72
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-5706
  Weekly News Summary, Tape VI (8/24/1972)
  ABC Evening News from 8/21/72
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-5707
  Weekly News Summary, Tape VII (8/24/1972)
  NBC, CBS Evening News from 8/21/72
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-5708
  Weekly News Summary, Tape VIII (8/24/1972)
  ABC Evening News from 8/22/72
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5709**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IX (8/24/1972)
  NBC, CBS Evening News from 8/22/72
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5710**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape X (8/24/1972)
  ABC Evening News from 8/23/72
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5711**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape XI (8/24/1972)
  NBC, CBS Evening News from 8/23/72
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5712**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape XII (8/24/1972)
  - ABC Evening News from 8/24/72
  - Runtime: 0:30
  - Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5713**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape XIII (8/24/1972)
  - NBC, CBS Evening News from 8/24/72
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Network/Producer: NBC, CBS. Network Affilate: WRC, WTOP.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5714**
  - "CBS Morning News" (8/25/1972)
  - Runtime: 01:02:42
  - Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5715**
  - "Today" Show (8/25/1972)
  - Runtime: 01:00:35
  - Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  - *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5716
  "Today" Show (8/25/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:21
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5717
  "Panorama" (8/25/1972)
  Runtime: 00:31:26
  Participants: Daniel Ellsberg
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5718
  Runtime: 01:05:18
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars do not appear accurate to program content, clean picture except for film dirt, footage from Democratic Part telethon appears briefly at end of reel. Program ends at 00:57:20..
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5719**
  Runtime: 01:05:25
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, NOTE: REEL IS VERY DIRTY, Very sticky, highly prone to head clogging, Quad is excessively sticky at tail. Tape was originally spliced. Ghosting visible during program, banding visible intermittently during program. Has alternating video signals, head clog briefly occurs at approx 00:43:00 and 00:58:40. Program ends at 01:00:13..
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5720**
  Runtime: 01:31:42
  Participants: U.S. Senator George McGovern (D-SD), President Nixon; "Ag&Co.": Daniel Ellsberg
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Eastern Education Network. Network Affiliate: WETA, WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5721**
  President Nixon's Speech at the American Legion Convention in Chicago (8/25/1972)
  Runtime: 01:06:09
  Participants: President Nixon, American Legion officials and leaders
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NA. Network Affiliate: NA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, bars don’t relate to picture, clean picture, chroma and video levels vary, line dropout occurs during tarmac speech, audio low. Program ends at 45:48..
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5722**
  A Conversation with Gregg Petersmeyer in Houston (8/25/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:40
  Network/Producer: NA. Network Affiliate: NA.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5723**
  "Agronsky & Company" (8/26/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:11
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5724A**
  "Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (8/27/1972)
  Runtime: 00:90:31
  Participants: "FTN": two top McGovern aides; "MTP": Spiro T. Agnew, Vice President of the United States; "I&A": former Secretary John B. Connally
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5724B**
  "Campaign '72" (8/27/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5725**
  "Today" show excerpt (8/28/1972, La Casa Pacifica, the Western White House, San Clemente)
  Celebrity reception in San Clemente
  Runtime: 00:09:06
  Participants: Various movie and TV actors, producers and stars
  Keywords: Actor, actors, celebrities
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5726**
  Runtime: 00:31:22
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-5727

"A Public Affair: Election '72 - The Elusive Youth Vote" (8/30/1972)
Examining the effect new 18 year old voters will have on the 1972 Presidential election
Runtime: 00:33:04
Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election, Vote, voters, voting.
Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Excessive degree of ghosting visible in picture, Chroma and video levels vary greatly, portions of footage edited from a number of different sources for special election '72 program "The Elusive Youth Vote."
Program ends at 00:28:10..
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-5728

Weekly News Summary, Tape I (8/31/1972)
Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/25/1972 to 8/28/1972
Runtime: 01:34:27
Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-5729

Weekly News Summary, Tape II (8/31/1972)
Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/28/1972 to 8/30/1972
Runtime: 01:36:09
Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5730**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (8/31/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/30/1972 to 8/31/1972
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5731**
  "Nixon Youth Concert with Sammy Davis, Jr." AND "The Today Show" AND Democratic Party Telethon excerpt (9/1/1972)
  A "Young Voters for the President" concert held in Miami on 8/23/1972; panel discussion with young African Americans
  Runtime: 01:05:29
  Participants: "NYC:" President Nixon, Sammy Davis Jr., Pam Powell; "Today" panel of young African Americans
  Keywords: African Americans, Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election, Vote, voters, voting,
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: dub from CBS tape.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear to be accurate to program content, glitchy at head of reel, some shifting in chroma levels with multi-camera switching evident. Moderate degree of dropouts occur. Youth Concert concludes at 00:33:53 followed by "The Today Show" at 00:37:00 of a panel discussion with young African Americans. Picture noise present, footage from Democratic Party Telethon appears briefly at end of reel. Program ends at 59:32.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5732**
  Mamie Eisenhower Talk (9/1/1972)
  Runtime: 00:05:03
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NA. Network Affiliate: NA.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5733**
  The Seed: A Drug Abuse Rehabilitation Program in Florida Rec'd from Leonard Garment (9/1/1972)
  Runtime: 00:59:06
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2016 vendor transfer condition report: banding, tape scratches, high luminance and black levels, Audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5734**
  "Agronsky & Company" (9/2/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:41
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5735**
  "Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (9/3/1972)
  Runtime: 01:28:39
  Participants: "FTN": George Meany, president of the AFL-CIO; "MTP": Richard Gerstenberg; "I&A": Leonard Woodcock, president of the United Auto Workers
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5736**
  "Campaign '72" (9/3/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5737**
  "Newsmakers" (9/3/1972)
  Runtime: 00:27:41
  Participants: Gary Hart
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5738**
  "First Tuesday" (9/5/1972)
  Runtime: 01:01:39
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2016 vendor transfer condition report: banding, ghosting, non synchronous switches, chroma issues, low RF, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-5739**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (9/5/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:37
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*

• **WHCA-5740**
  "Dinah's Place" (9/6/1972)
  Runtime: 00:28:47
  Participants: Tricia Nixon Cox
  Network/Producer: Henry Jaffe Enterprises, Inc. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2016 vendor transfer condition report: Good overall condition: low banding, sharp picture, tape scratches, non-synchronous switches, head locks to tape ok, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*

• **WHCA-5741**
  CBS Reports: "Mr. Justice Douglas" (9/6/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:37
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5742
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (9/6/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5743
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (9/6/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:36
  Participants: The Rev. John McLaughlin
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-5744
  Nixon Arrival at Homestead AFB,, McCain Speech (9/6/1972, Homestead Air Force Base)
  Runtime: 01:01:50
  Participants: President Nixon, McCain
  Network/Producer: NA. Network Affiliate: NA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, NOTE - There is no leader on Quad Tape, no color bars or tone. Some footage at head lost in transfer due to slack needed for threading machine, clean picture, good color hue and saturation, low audio levels, sounds slightly muffled during the President's speech. Program ends at 01:01:34..
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5745**

  "Dinah's Place" (9/7/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:29:19
  
  Participants: Eleanor (Mrs. George) McGovern
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: Henry Jaffe Enterprises, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5746**

  "Thirty Minutes" (9/7/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:29:29
  
  Participants: John Ehrlichman
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5747**

  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (9/7/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:51:49
  
  Participants: U.S. Senator Thomas Eagleton (D-MO)
  
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5748**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (9/7/1972)
  Actress and anti-Vietnam war activist Jane Fonda; jazz singer composer Mel Tormé, Dr. Wardell Pomeroy
  Runtime: 01:28:30
  Participants: actress and anti-Vietnam war activist Jane Fonda; jazz singer composer Mel Tormé, Dr. Wardell Pomeroy
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Musician, musicians, music, actor, actors, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5749**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (9/7/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/1/1972 to 9/4/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5750**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (9/7/1972)
  Runtime: 01:30:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5751
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (9/7/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/6/1972 to 9/7/1972
  Runtime: 00:59:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- WHCA-5752
  Southern Governors Conference (9/8/1972)
  Runtime: 01:02:34
  Participants: Spiro T. Agnew, Vice President of the United States; U.S. Senator George McGovern (D-SD)
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- WHCA-5753
  President Nixon and Vice-President Agnew footage excerpts (9/8/1972)
  Runtime: 00:09:30
  Participants: President Nixon, Spiro Agnew
  Network/Producer: NA, producer Undetermined, probably made for RNC or CREP. Network Affiliate: NA.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5754**
  "Agronsky & Company" (9/9/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:15
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5755**
  Washington News Conference (9/10/1972)
  Runtime: 00:33:00
  Participants: Sallyanne Payton
  Keywords: media, press conferences, news conferences, interviews
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, fairly clean image, slight degree of picture noise and ghosting present, good chroma video levels, consistent studio-bound recording. Program ends at 00:28:05..
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5756**
  "Face the Nation" AND "Meet the Press" (9/10/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "FTN": Clark MacGregor, chairman of the Committee to Re-elect the President; "MTP": feminist Gloria Steinem, Mrs. William Ruckelshaus
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5757**
  "Issues and Answers" (9/10/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:30:30
  
  Participants: Sargent Shriver, 1972 Democratic vice-presidential nominee
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5758**
  "Drugs via Satellite" (9/10/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:29:40
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2016 vendor transfer condition report: dropouts, banding, horizontal blanking issues, audio drops in and out, audio out of sync in some places, tape scratches, non synchronous switches.
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5759**
  "Today" Show excerpt (9/10/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:18:18
  
  Participants: Julie Nixon Eisenhower
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2016 vendor transfer condition report: Good condition: bars and tone at head, audio levels normal, very little banding, picture is sharp, colors good.
  
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5760**
  
  Vice President Agnew's Nomination Acceptance Speech (9/12/1972)
  Vice President Spiro Agnew's nomination acceptance speech
  
  Runtime: 01:05:30
  
  Participants: President Nixon, Spiro Agnew
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined, producer undetermined, probably made for RNC or CRP. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear accurate to program content, glitchy at head, banding visible intermittently during program, fairly clean image, audio levels vary depending on speaker at podium. Program ends at 01:01:09.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5761**
  
  Nixon's Nomination Acceptance Speech Part II (9/12/1972)
  
  President Nixon's nomination acceptance speech
  
  Runtime: 01:06:00
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined, producer undetermined, probably made for RNC or CRP. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, glitchy at head of program, fairly clean image, moderate degree of picture noise and banding visible intermittently throughout program, slight variation of video and chroma levels between multi-camera switching/editing. Frequent head errors toward the end of program, picture quality degenerates toward tail of reel. Program ends at 00:58:56.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5762**
  
  Nixon and Agnew shaking hands and leaving after their Nomination acceptance speeches (9/12/1972)

  Runtime: 01:04:20

  Participants: President Nixon, Spiro Agnew

  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

  Network/Producer: Undetermined, producer undetermined, probably made for RNC or CRP. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.


  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5763**

  "1972 Convention Montage" - Agnew Arrival in Slow Motion, Nixon Arrival in Slow Motion, Nixon Speech (9/12/1972)

  Runtime: 01:05:38

  Participants: President Nixon, Spiro Agnew

  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

  Network/Producer: Undetermined, producer undetermined, probably made for RNC or CRP. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, glitchy at head of program, begins with experimental montage content from the 72 Convention, numberous use of freeze frames, slow motion or footage played backwards mixed with audio from another source, followed by Nixon's nomination speech. Audio and video levels vary throughout, some banding visible intermittently during program. Program ends at 01:05:26.

  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5764**

  Nixon At Airport Convention Hall Speech (9/12/1972)

  Runtime: 01:05:16

  Participants: President Nixon

  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

  Network/Producer: Undetermined, producer undetermined, probably made for RNC or CRP. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Clean picture, Montage reel, airport footage mixed with Gerald Ford audio from convention at head. Video and chroma levels vary between multi-camera switching/editing. Some severe glitches occur during certain edit points, approx 00:40:00. Some image instability evident intermittently during program at approx 00:23:00 when Picture blacks out briefly. Program ends at 01:03:41.

  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5765**

  Republican Convention Monday with Goldwater, Reagan, Nixon Film Music from Hall ("Portrait of a President") (9/12/1972)

  Runtime: 01:03:27

  Participants: President Nixon, Barry Goldwater, Ronald Reagan

  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

  Network/Producer: Undetermined, producer undetermined, probably made for RNC or CRP. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Clean picture, some banding and tearing evident. Tape is dirty. Varying chroma and video levels due to camera switching. Program ends at 01:00:02..

  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5766**
  "Panorama" (9/13/1972)
  Democrats for Nixon
  Runtime: 01:32:57
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5767**
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (9/13/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5768**
  Nixon and Tanaka in Hawaii, first thirty minutes Tanaka arrival at Hickam (9/13/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00:24
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2” Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars don’t match program, no tone at head, heavy glitching at head of quad, intermittent slight line dropout, audio varied and impeded. Program and Tape ends at 01:00:24. QA: Reel re-transferred 10/05/04 due to incorrect U-Bit on dubs -MM at VidiPax.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5769

  Nixon at Kuilima; Change of Command at Hickam; Nixon Departure (9/13/1972, Hickam Air Force Base, Oahu, Hawaii)

  Runtime: 01:06:00
  Participants: President Nixon, Hickam Air Force Base Commanders and officers
  Network/Producer: NA. Network Affiliate: NA.

  *VHS reference copy available*

• WHCA-5770

  Ironsides Part I "Five Days to the Death of Detective Brown" (9/14/1972)

  Runtime: 00:59:29
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

  *DVD reference copy available*

• WHCA-5771

  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (9/14/1972)


  Runtime: 1:30

  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5772**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (9/14/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/12/1972 to 9/13/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5773**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (9/14/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/14/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5774**
  "Everywoman" (9/15/1972)
  Nella Manes, Irma Diamond, Kerry Treasure, and Marge Gland
  Runtime: 00:33:02
  Participants: Nella Manes, Irma Diamond, Kerry Treasure, and Marge Gland
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5775**
  "Agronsky & Company" (9/16/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:01
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5776**
  "Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (9/17/1972)
  Runtime: 01:30:43
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Representative John Schmitz; "MTP": U.S. Representative Pete Domenici (D-NM); "I&A": U.S. Senators Henry Jackson (D-WA) and William Proxmire
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5777**
  Sixty Minutes (9/17/1972)
  Runtime: 00:58:44
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5778**
  
  "Panorama" (9/18/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:09:08
  
  Participants: Clark MacGregor, chairman of the Committee to Re-Elect the President
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5779**
  
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (9/19/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:29:58
  
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5780**
  
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (9/20/1972)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5781**
  
  Fonda-Hayden Interview, From Detroit (9/20/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:58:44
  
  Keywords: Actor, actors, celebrities
  
  Network Affilie: WBKD-TV: Detroit, MI.
  
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5782**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (9/21/1972)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/15/1972 to 9/18/1972
  
  Runtime: 01:32:52
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-5783**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (9/21/1972)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/18/1972 to 9/20/1972
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5784**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (9/21/1972)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/21/1972
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5785**

  "Agronsky & Company" (9/23/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:29:51
  
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5786**

  Republican Convention: Nixon Arriving at Homestead AFB on AF-1 and Departing on Marine One Helicopter (9/23/1972, Homestead Air Force Base, Florida)
  
  Runtime: 0:12
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
**WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION**

- **WHCA-5787**
  "Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (9/24/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Participants: "FTN": Israeli Foreign Minister Abba Eban; "MTP": Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird; "I&A": Lawrence O'Brien, chairman of the Democratic National Committee
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5788**
  "Today" Show excerpt (9/26/1972)
  
  Runtime: 0:12
  
  Participants: Secretary of the Interior Rogers C. B. Morton
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: Undetermined.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5789**
  NBC News Special: "Politics and the Media" (9/26/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:59:58
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5790**
  
  President Nixon in Rio Grande, Texas (9/26/1972, Rio Grande, Texas)
  
  Runtime: 01:06:19
  
  Network/Producer: NA. Network Affiliate: NA.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5791**
  
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (9/27/1972)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5792**
  
  "Today" Show excerpt (9/28/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:13:40
  
  Participants: Herbert Klein
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5793
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (9/28/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/22/1972 to 9/25/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5794
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (9/28/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/25/1972 to 9/27/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5795
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (9/28/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/27/1972 to 9/28/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5796**
  
  "Agronsky & Company" (9/30/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:00:37
  
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.; Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5797**
  
  "60 Minutes" (10/1/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:58:31
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WRC.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5798**
  
  "Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (10/1/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:29:17
  
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Representative Celler; "MTP": Eleanor McGovern; "I&A": U.S. Representative John Schmitz
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5799**
  
  McGovern Biography (10/1/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:30:37
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2016 vendor transfer condition report: Good overall condition: low banding, picture is sharp, a little washed out looking, grainy, but overall pretty good, occasional tape scratches seen, non-synchronous switches at commercial breaks, head locks to tape ok, audio levels normal. 

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5800**
  
  "Panorama" (10/2/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:31:57
  
  Participants: George McGovern's daughters
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2016 vendor transfer condition report: Good overall condition: low banding, sharp picture, tape scratches seen, non-synchronous switches at commercial breaks, head locks to tape ok, audio levels normal.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5801**
  
  National Convention Highlights with President Nixon (10/2/1972)
  
  Runtime: 0:10
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: Committee to Re-Elect the President. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5802**
  
  Mamie Eisenhower Demo, Rec’d from Mark Goode (10/3/1972)
  
  Runtime: 0:10
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: Committee to Re-Elect the President. Network Affiliate: received from Mark Goode.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-5803**
  
  "The Lou Gordon Show" (10/4/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:31:50
  
  Participants: John Scali
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: received from Al Snyder.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2016 vendor transfer condition report: Good overall condition: low banding, sharp picture, tape scratches, non-synchronous switches at commercial breaks, head locks to tape ok, audio levels normal.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5804**
  
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (10/4/1972)
  
  "The Jewish Vote"
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Keywords: Vote, voters, voting, Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5805**
  "Panorama" (10/5/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:30:29
  
  Participants: Robert J. Brown
  
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5806**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (10/5/1972)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/29/72 to 10/2/72
  
  Runtime: 01:37:00
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5807**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (10/5/1972)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/2/1972 to 10/4/1972
  
  Runtime: 01:26:00
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5808**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (10/5/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/5/72
  Runtime: 00:40:45
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5809**
  "Panorama" (10/6/1972)
  Runtime: 01:34:53
  Participants: Stanley Scott
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5810**
  "Agronsky & Company" (10/7/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:54
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5811**

  "Face the Nation" (10/8/1972)

  Runtime: 00:29:48

  Participants: Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.


  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5812**

  "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (10/8/1972)

  Runtime: 01:29:46

  Participants: "MTP": President Ferdinand Marcos of the Philippines; "I&A": minority party candidates for President

  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC. Network Affilate: WRC, WMAL.


  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5813**

  McGovern on Vietnam (10/10/1972)

  Runtime: 00:33:50

  Participants: George McGovern

  Keywords: Vietnam War, Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WTOP.


  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-5814
  John Hart in Hanoi (10/10/1972)
  CBS news spots from Hanoi, includes footage of POW's and POW families (Vietnam Prisoner of War)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-5815
  McGovern on Vietnam (10/10/1972)
  Runtime: 00:32:36
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Good video levels, slight line dropout at the head of program. Audio was overmodulated and needed to be lowered. Program ends at 00:28:36.
  VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-5816
  "Today" Show excerpt (10/11/1972)
  Runtime: 0:10
  Participants: George McGovern
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5817
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (10/11/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5818
  "Today" Show excerpt (10/12/1972)
  Runtime: 0:10
  Participants: Dr. John MacLaughlin
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- WHCA-5819
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (10/12/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/6/1972, 10/7/1972, 10/9/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5820**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape II (10/12/1972)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/10/1972 to 10/12/1972
  - Runtime: 1:30
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5821**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape III (10/12/1972)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/12/72
  - Runtime: 1:30
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5822**
  - Vietnam Special with John Hart (10/13/1972)
  - Runtime: 00:33:28
  - Keywords: Vietnam War
  - Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  - *VHS reference copy available*
WHCA-5823
Herb Stein talks to economic analysts (10/13/1972)
Runtime: 00:58:08

Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.

DVD reference copy available

WHCA-5824
"Agronsky & Company" (10/14/1972)
Runtime: 00:29:46

Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

DVD reference copy available

WHCA-5825
Re-Elect Nixon Special ["Film: Change Without Chaos"] (10/14/1972)
paid political broadcast
Runtime: 00:33:13

Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
Network/Producer: Committee to Re-Elect the President. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, "The Nixon Years special - photographed entirely with 16mm/35mm film. Film Quality is variable as result of original transfer, some fade, color desaturation, soft focus and overexposure evident. Program ends at 00:30:00.

VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5826
  "Face the Nation" AND "Meet the Press" (10/15/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Representative Wright Patman; "MTP": Paul Warnke
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5827
  "Issues and Answers" (10/15/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:34
  Participants: Secretary of State William P. Rogers, John D. Ehrlichman
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5828
  "Pat Nixon: Ambassador of Goodwill" (10/16/1972)
  Runtime: 00:34:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: Received from Penny Adams.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5829**
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (10/18/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5830**
  "Behind the Lines" (10/19/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:36
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5831**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (10/19/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/13/1972 to 10/16/1972
  Runtime: 01:33:42
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5832**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (10/19/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/17/1972 to 10/18/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5833**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (10/19/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/19/1972
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5834**
  "Today" Show excerpt (10/20/1972)
  segment on Watergate
  Runtime: 00:10:08
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5835
  Clark MacGregor special on Nixon (10/20/1972)
  Runtime: 00:33:35
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Committee to Re-Elect the President. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2” Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, good picture, low rate of dropouts or picture noise, good audio levels. Program ends at 00:28:52..
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5836
  "Wall Street Week" (10/20/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:17
  Network/Producer: Maryland Public Television. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5837
  Connally Political Talk (10/20/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:52
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Democrats for Nixon. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available
### WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5838**
  
  "Face the Nation" AND "Meet the Press" (10/22/1972)

  **Runtime:** 01:00:25

  **Participants:** "FTN": Sargent Shriver; "MTP": pollster Lou Harris

  **Keywords:** Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

  **Network/Producer:** CBS, NBC. **Network Affiliate:** WTOP, WRC.

  **Original Format:** 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. **Technical notes:** 2016 vendor transfer condition report: Good overall condition: low banding, ghosting, non-synchronous switches, audio levels normal.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5839**
  
  "Issues and Answers" (10/22/1972)

  **Runtime:** 01:00:57

  **Participants:** U.S. Senator George McGovern (D-SD)

  **Keywords:** Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

  **Network/Producer:** ABC. **Network Affiliate:** WMAL.

  **Original Format:** 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. **Technical notes:** 2016 vendor transfer condition report: Good overall condition: low banding, ghosting, non-synchronous switches, audio levels normal.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5840**
  
  Political Announcement with McGovern (10/22/1972)

  **Runtime:** 00:29:31

  **Keywords:** Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

  **Network/Producer:** Undetermined. **Network Affiliate:** WTOP.

  **Original Format:** 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. **Technical notes:** 2016 vendor transfer condition report: Good overall condition: low banding, sharp picture, tape scratches, non-synchronous switches, head locks to tape ok, audio levels normal.

  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5841**
  
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: ABC, NPACT. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WRC, WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5842**
  
  
  Runtime: 00:17:10
  
  Participants: President Nixon, Nikita Khrushchev
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: (Pre-vidipax Quad transfer report note: Received 10/25/72. This is a dub of the original lo band color videotape. Khrushchev's remarks are not translated for television viewers. Poor quality. 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, picture quality is poor with high peaking, there is major noise throughout, picture jitters or drops out intermittently. There are large portions of dropout present, colored ghosting is present, chroma favors green, intermittent chroma blotching also occurs. Program ends at 00:15:50.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5842A**
  
  Nixon-Khrushchev Kitchen Debate (10/25/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:33:42
  
  Participants: President Nixon, Nikita Khrushchev
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: protection dub of WHCA VTR# 5842
  
  2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used. Color bars do not match the program, video levels are high, a large amount of video noise present throughout, heavy ghosting is also present. Chroma tends to burst on the screen at times, some picture dropout toward the end of program. Program ends at 00:16:08.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5843
  Runtime: 01:06:58
  Participants: Dan Rather, Henry Kissinger
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Quad has no leader, no color bars, no tone or black. Reel starts mid-program. Some of Dan Rather’s opening introduction is lost due to tape slack needed for threading. Fairly clean picture during Kissinger’s speech, good video levels Program ends at 01:00:56.

  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5844
  PBS Special on Kissinger Briefing on Peace in Vietnam (10/26/1972)
  Runtime: 01:37:33
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affilate: WETA.

  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHIT HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5845

Peace is at Hand (10/26/1972) and a partial recording of the first session of the Republican National Convention (7/10/1972) (10/26/1972, 7/10/1972, Miami Beach, Florida)

Peace is at Hand features film footage of Henry Kissing speaking at a press conference interspersed with network commentary. The Republican National Convention recording features interviews by Dan Rather with Judy Agnew, Pat Nixon, Julie Nixon Eisenhower, Tricia Nixon Cox, David Eisenhower; speeches by Senator Edward Gurney, Senator Robert Dole, statements by Governor Ronald Reagan, Representative Leslie Arends and Representative Thomas Railsback

Runtime: 01:19:42
Keywords: Vietnam War

Network/Producer: ABC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WTOP.


DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5846


Runtime: 01:35:06
Keywords: Vietnam War

Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.


DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5847


Runtime: 01:35:10
Participants: "30M": Clark MacGregor

Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network, WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA, WETA.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2016 vendor transfer condition report: banding, ghosting, non synchronous switches, tape scratches, audio levels normal, Nixon speech at end of tape, no color bars and tone at head.

DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● **WHCA-5848**
  
  **Kissinger News Briefing on Peace Talks (10/26/1972)**
  
  Runtime: 01:31:22
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

● **WHCA-5849**
  
  **Weekly News Summary, Tape I (10/26/1972)**
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/20/1972, 10/21/1972, 10/23/1972
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

● **WHCA-5850**

  **Weekly News Summary, Tape II (10/26/1972)**
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/23/1972 to 10/25/1972
  
  Runtime: 01:35:45
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5851**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (10/26/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/25/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5852**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (10/26/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/26/1972
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5853**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape V (10/26/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/26/1972
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5854**
  
  Nixon Political 15 minute Spot (10/27/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:15:50
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: Committee to Re-Elect the President. Network Affiliate: WTOP, PBS.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5855**
  
  "The Advocates" (10/28/1972)
  
  the rival economic philosophies of Nixon and McGovern
  
  Runtime: 01:05:37
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5856**
  
  McGovern Political Special (10/28/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:04:46
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5857**

  "Face the Nation" AND "Meet the Press" (10/29/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:29:07
  
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator Robert Dole (R-KA); "MTP": U.S. Senator George McGovern (D-SD)
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5858**

  "Issues and Answers" (10/29/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:59:38
  
  Participants: Spiro T. Agnew, Vice President of the United States
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5859**

  "Election Bandwagon '72" (10/29/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:05
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5860**
  "Election Bandwagon '72" (10/29/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5861**
  CBS Special: "What Price Peace?" (10/29/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:00:19
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5862**
  "CBS Morning News" excerpt (10/30/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:19:55
  
  Participants: Herbert Klein
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5863**
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (11/1/1972)
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5864**
  McGovern For President (11/1/1972)
  Runtime: 00:33:23
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC, NBC.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5865**
  President Nixon Address to the Nation: "Look to the Future." (11/2/1972)
  Runtime: 01:05:25
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Intermittent Quad banding visible during program, some head clogging occurs, good picture, low rate of dropouts or picture noise, some peaking present at the head, audio levels good. Program ends at 00:49:16. QA:Re-transferred 10/05/04 due to errors found in QC..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5866
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (11/2/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:16
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5867
  "The Dick Cavett Show": Herb Klein, Eva Marie Saint, Alan King, Milt Kamen (11/2/1972)
  Runtime: 00:31:28
  Participants: Herb Klein, Director of White House Communications, Eva Marie Saint, Alan King, Milt Kamen
  Keywords: Comedian, actor, actors, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Not clear if all the guests are included on recording (only 30 minutes of a 90 minute episode). Colorlab notes (2014 Quad transfer): Good overall condition: low banding, sharp picture, tape scratches, non-synchronous switches at commercial breaks, head locks to tape ok, audio levels normal, tape was baked.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5868
  "Today" Show excerpt (11/2/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:53
  Participants: John B. Connally, head of "Democrats for Nixon"
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5869
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (11/2/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/27/72 to 10/29/72
  Runtime: 01:29:40
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5870
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (11/2/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/30/1972 to 10/31/1972
  Runtime: NA
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5871
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (11/2/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/1/1972 to 11/2/1972
  Runtime: NA
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5872
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (11/2/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/2/1972
  Runtime: NA
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5873
  McGovern Speech (11/3/1972)
  Runtime: 00:31:04
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5874
  "Joe Paige Show" (11/4/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:55
  Participants: Robert Brown
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5875
  "Agronsky & Company" (11/4/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:49
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5876
  "Meet the Press" (11/5/1972)
  Runtime: 00:53:22
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5877
  "Issues and Answer" (11/5/1972)
  Runtime: 01:02:40
  Participants: Sargent Shriver
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5878**
  
  Election '72 AND "60 Minutes" (11/5/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5879**
  
  "ABC Evening News" (11/6/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:30:24
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5880**
  
  "Vote for Peace Special" (11/7/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:30:42
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5881**
  election campaign political special programs
  Runtime: 01:05:55
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not seem accurate to program content. Clean picture throughout McGovern special, very sharp, appears to be shot entirely with 16mm/35mm film, transferred to video, colors are variable. McGovern Special program ends approx 00:29:30. this is followed by a Richard Nixon re-election campaign special "Richard Nixon:Portrait of a President." Chroma levels shift from previoius program. Program ends at 00:59:20. (an unidentified TV drama show excerpt at end).
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5882**
  Runtime: 01:04:09
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5883**
  "Election '72" (11/6/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Lawrence O'Brien, chairman of the Democratic National Committee
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5884
  Election Coverage (11/7/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5885
  Election Coverage (11/7/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5886
  Election Coverage (11/7/1972)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5887**
  
  Election Coverage (11/7/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5888**
  
  Election Coverage (11/7/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5889**
  
  Election Coverage (11/7/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5890**
  
  Election Coverage (11/7/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5891**
  
  Election Coverage (11/7/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5892**
  
  Election Coverage (11/7/1972)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5893**
  1972 Presidential Election Coverage (11/7/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:39
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, non-sync switches, color framing issues, color fidelity/sync intermittently breaks apart, unsteady cross pulse display, distortion in vertical blanking period, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5894**
  1972 Presidential Election Coverage (11/7/1972)
  Runtime: 00:57:54
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5895**
  1972 Presidential Election Coverage (11/7/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:40
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, bearding, chroma problems, some camera angles show record input signal interference, audio levels spotty, color/sync fidelity breaks apart when show cuts to live interviews, rigid pulse cross display.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5896
  1972 Presidential Election Coverage (11/7/1972)
  Runtime: 01:31:17
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5897
  1972 Presidential Election Coverage (11/7/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:33
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5898
  1972 Presidential Election Coverage (11/7/1972)
  Includes a short interview with John Ehrlichman, talks briefly about Watergate (at about 1 hour 15 minutes)
  Runtime: 01:31:02
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, low audio levels, non sync switches, color framing and audio distortion on some switches.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5899
  1972 Presidential Election Coverage (11/7/1972)
  Runtime: 00:59:22
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5900
  1972 Presidential Election Coverage (11/7/1972)
  Runtime: 01:31:13
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5901
  1972 Presidential Election Coverage (11/7/1972)
  Runtime: 01:31:36
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5902**
  
  1972 Presidential Election Coverage (11/7/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:03:39
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: green horizontal banding, tape scratches, bearding, record input signal interference, non sync switches, audio levels normal.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5903**
  
  1972 Presidential Election Coverage (11/7/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:35:13
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5904**
  
  1972 Presidential Election Coverage (11/7/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:59:51
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5905**

  1972 Presidential Election Coverage (11/7/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:33:46
  
  **Keywords**: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  **Network/Producer**: ABC. **Network Affilate**: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. **Technical notes**: 2016 vendor transfer condition report: no test tone at head, ghosting, dropouts, control track out of phase, vertical blanking issues, audio levels normal.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5906**

  
  Runtime: 01:02:05
  
  **Keywords**: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  **Network/Producer**: CBS. **Network Affilate**: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. **Technical notes**: 2016 vendor transfer condition report: banding, dropouts, non sync switches, audio levels normal.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5907**

  
  Runtime: 01:32:05
  
  **Keywords**: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  
  **Network/Producer**: NBC. **Network Affilate**: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. **Technical notes**: 2016 vendor transfer condition report: non sync switches, control track out of phase on some feeds, vertical blanking issues, ghosting, horizontal banding, audio levels normal.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5908**
  Runtime: 00:33:52
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5909**
  Runtime: 00:35:23
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5910**
  Runtime: 00:35:18
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-5911**
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (11/8/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:11
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *
  DVD reference copy available

• **WHCA-5912**
  1972 Presidential Election Special (11/8/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:23
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *
  DVD reference copy available

• **WHCA-5913**
  McGovern Campaign TV Spots (11/8/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:26
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  *
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5914
  Nixon Spots (11/8/1972)
  Runtime: 00:33:26
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Committee to Re-Elect the President. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-5915
  Connally Campaign TV Spots: Democrats for Nixon (11/8/1972)
  Runtime: 00:15:04
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: Committee to Re-Elect the President. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5916
  McGovern Campaign TV Spots (11/8/1972)
  Runtime: 00:32:20
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5917
  McGovern Campaign TV Spots (11/8/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:10
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5918
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (11/9/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5919
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (11/9/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/6/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5920**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (11/9/1972)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/6/1972
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5921**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (11/9/1972)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/8/1972
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5922**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape V (11/9/1972)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/8/1972
  
  Runtime: 00:59:00
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5922A**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape VI (11/9/1972)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/9/1972
  
  Runtime: 0:30

  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5923**

  "Agronsky & Company" (11/11/1972)

  Runtime: 00:32:04

  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.


  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5924**

  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (11/12/1972)

  Runtime: 01:30:46

  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election

  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.


  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5925**
  "A Public Affair: Election '72" (11/15/1972)
  Runtime: 00:32:48
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5926**
  "Firing Line" (11/15/1972)
  Runtime: 00:59:24
  Participants: Harold McMillan
  Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5927**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (11/16/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/10/1972 to 11/14/1972
  Runtime: 01:31:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5928**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (11/16/1972)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/14/1972 to 11/16/1972
  
  Runtime: 01:39:00
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5929**
  
  "Agronsky & Company" (11/18/1972)
  
  Runtime: 00:29:50
  
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5930**
  
  "Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (11/19/1972)
  
  Runtime: 01:29:11
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  
  
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5931**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (11/23/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/17/1972 to 11/21/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5932**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (11/23/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/22/72 to 11/23/72
  Runtime: 01:04:45
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5933**
  "Agronsky & Company" (11/25/1972)
  Runtime: 00:28:40
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5934**
  "Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (11/26/1972)
  Runtime: 01:29:07
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2016 vendor transfer condition report: banding, ghosting, non sync switches between shows, tape scratches, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5935**
  "60 Minutes" (11/26/1972)
  Runtime: 00:59:49
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5936**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (11/30/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5937**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (11/30/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/28/1972 to 11/30/1972
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5938**
  "Agronsky & Company" (12/2/1972)
  Runtime: 00:31:26
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5939**
  "Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (12/3/1972)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator John Tower (R-TX); "MTP": William D. Ruckelshaus; "I&A": Foreign Minister of Egypt
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5940
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (12/7/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/1/1972 to 12/4/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5941
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (12/7/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/05/1972 to 12/06/1972
  Runtime: 01:00:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5942
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (12/7/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/7/1972
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5943
  "Agronsky & Company" (12/9/1972)
  Runtime: 00:31:35
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5944
  "Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (12/10/1972)
  "I&A": report on crime
  Runtime: 01:29:28
  Participants: "FTN": Robert Straus; "MTP": U.S. Senator Henry Jackson (D-WA)
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5945
  "60 Minutes" (12/10/1972)
  Runtime: 01:01:09
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5946**
  "Today" Show excerpt (12/11/1972)
  Runtime: 00:10:18
  Participants: Secretary of the Interior Rogers Morton
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5947**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (12/14/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/8/1972 to 12/12/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5948**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (12/14/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/12/1972 to 12/14/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEO TAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-5949
  Kissinger Press Briefing (12/16/1972)
  Runtime: 01:39:29
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5950
  Kissinger Press Briefing (12/16/1972)
  Runtime: 01:29:02
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-5951
  "The Advocates" (12/16/1972)
  Runtime: 01:01:18
  Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5952**
  "Agronsky & Company" (12/16/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:24
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, bearding on edge of frame, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5953**
  "Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" with Senators Eagleton and Javits (12/17/1972)
  Runtime: 01:32:53
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator Robert Dole (R-KA); "MTP": Dr. Peter Schlesinger; "I&A": U.S. Senators Thomas Eagleton (D-MO) and Jacob Javits (R-NY)
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, chroma and video levels vary with different programs on reel. Picture quality variable throughout. "Issues & Answers" has some jitter and some degree of ghosting starting at approx 01:00:00. Program ends at 01:27:58.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5954**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (12/21/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/15/1972 to 12/19/1972
  Runtime: WHCA-5954
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5955**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (12/21/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/19/1972 to 12/20/1972
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5956**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (12/21/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/21/1972
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: Local (Washington, D.C.) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5957**
  "Thirty Minutes" (12/23/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:48
  Participants: Herbert Stein
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: horizontal banding, ghosting, low RF envelope, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5958**
  "Agronsky & Company" (12/23/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:25
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5959**
  "Meet the Press" (12/24/1972)
  Runtime: 00:29:35
  Participants: George Romney
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5960**
  "Issues and Answers" (12/24/1972)
  Runtime: 00:32:47
  Participants: Xuan Thuy
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5961**
  "60 Minutes" (12/24/1972)
  Runtime: 01:01:01
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5962**
  Harry S. Truman Special (12/26/1972)
  Runtime: 01:01:21
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: tape scratches, horizontal banding, non sync switches, vignetting, ghosting.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5963**
  Harry S. Truman Special Part I (12/26/1972)
  Runtime: 00:34:19
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5964**
  Harry S. Truman Special Part II (12/26/1972)
  Runtime: 00:28:16
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: extra color bars at head, horizontal banding, tape scratches, B&W, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5965**
  - Harry S. Truman at Truman Library (12/27/1972)
  - Runtime: 01:00:58
  - Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, tape scratches, bearding, low RF envelope, aliasing, audio levels normal.
  - *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5966**
  - Harry S. Truman arrival at Truman Library (12/27/1972)
  - Runtime: 01:05:41
  - Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, ghosting, bearding, audio levels normal, non synchronous switches.
  - *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5967**
  - Harry S. Truman arrival at Truman Library (12/27/1972)
  - Runtime: 01:00:28
  - Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  - *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5968**
  LBJ and Nixon at Truman Library (12/27/1972, Independence, Missouri)
  Tribute to Harry S. Truman at the Truman Library
  Runtime: 00:33:26
  Participants: Former President Lyndon Baines Johnson, President Nixon
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad are not accurate in relation to program content, moderate degree of picture noise present. ABC news segment ends at 00:09:00 - followed by CBS coverage. Audio levels higher during CBS coverage. Video levels differ, some tearing is visible around peaking whites. Some degree of glitching throughout CBS portion. Audio levels low in NBC news segment which starts at approx 00:23:10. Program ends at 00:30:55.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5969**
  CBS Special: Truman (12/27/1972)
  Runtime: 01:33:52
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5970**
  Harry S. Truman: A Personal View (12/27/1972)
  Runtime: 00:33:56
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.

  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5971**
  Harry S. Truman Funeral (12/28/1972)
  Runtime: 01:32:48
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Good overall condition: horizontal banding, audio levels normal, head clogs at 12 and 47 min in (cleaned head, cont. recording).
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5972**
  Harry S. Truman Funeral (12/28/1972)
  Runtime: 01:32:01
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Horizontal banding, bearding, audio levels normal.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5973**
  Harry S. Truman Funeral (12/28/1972)
  Runtime: 01:34:12
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-5974**
  "Whatever Happen to '72?" (12/28/1972)
  Runtime: 01:00:23
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: horizontal banding, ghosting, bearding, aliasing, head clog at 40 min in, audio levels normal.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-5975
  "The Elusive Peace" (12/28/1972)
  Runtime: 01:04:36
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: good overall condition: audio levels normal, faint horizontal banding, some tape scratches, ghosting. Show has commercial breaks.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-5976
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (12/28/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/22/1972 to 12/26/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-5977
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (12/28/1972)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/26/1972 to 12/28/1972
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5978**
  "Agronsky & Company" (12/30/1972)
  Runtime: 00:30:12
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding and tape scratches, otherwise in decent shape, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5979**
  "Face the Nation", "Issues and Answers" AND "Meet the Press" (12/31/1972)
  Runtime: 01:35:10
  Participants: "FTN": Fr. Phillip Berrigan; "I&A": Secretary of Labor George Shultz; "MTP": Senator Robert Byrd (D-WV)
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC, NBC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WMAL, WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5980**
  "60 Minutes" (12/31/1972)
  Runtime: 01:01:03
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5981**
  "84th Annual Tournament of Roses Parade" excerpt (1/1/1973)
  Runtime: 00:09:55
  Participants: Thelma Ryan ("Pat") Nixon
  Network/Producer: NA. Network Affiliate: NA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: non-sync switches, horizontal banding, capstan error at head, unsteady RF (oxide shedding), vignetting, ghosting, some bearding, dropouts at top of picture, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5982**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (1/4/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/29/1972 to 12/30/1972
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5983**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (1/4/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/30/1972 to 1/2/1973
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5984**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (1/4/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/2/1973 to 1/3/1973
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5985**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (1/4/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/4/1973
  Runtime: 01:03:40
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5986**
  "Agronsky & Company" (1/6/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:22
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: non sync switches, banding, tape scratches, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5987**
  "Meet the New Senators" (1/7/1973)
  Runtime: 01:31:03
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-5988

"Meet the Press" w Ehrlichman & Herb Klein; "Issues and Answers" w John Lynch (1/7/1973)

Runtime: 01:01:34

Participants: "MTP": John Ehrlichman, Herb Klein; "I&A": John Lynch

Network/Producer: NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): low banding, dark image - had to raise set up/video levels, audio low - adjusted, non sync switches. Tape was baked..

DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-5989

"60 Minutes" (1/7/1973)

Runtime: 01:00:57

Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.


DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-5990

"Nixon, The Next Four Years" (1/8/1973)

Runtime: 01:05:21

Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, strong amount of ghosting in picture. Program ends at 01:00:32..

DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5991**
  "Chung Kuo", China Special, pt 1 (1/11/1973)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5992**
  Chung Kuo, China Special, pt 2 (1/11/1973)
  People's Republic of China
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5993**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (1/11/1973)
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5994**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (1/11/1973)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/9/1973 to 1/10/1973
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5995**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (1/11/1973)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/11/1973
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5996**
  
  "Meet the Press" (1/14/1973)
  
  Runtime: 00:30:20
  
  Participants: Senate Minority Leader Hugh Scott, House Minority Leader Gerald Ford
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, ghosting, vignetting, aliasing, audio levels normal.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-5997**
  
  "Face the Nation" (1/14/1973)
  
  Runtime: 00:30:40
  Participants: Senator Mike Mansfield
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Non synchronous switches, banding, station technical difficulties beginning of show, ghosting, audio levels normal.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5998**
  
  "Issues and Answers" (1/14/1973)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Senator Nguyen Van Ngai of the Republic of South Vietnam
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-5999**
  
  "60 Minutes" (1/14/1973)
  
  Runtime: 01:00:04
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: no tone at head - only color bars, banding, tape scratches, audio levels normal.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6000**

  "Today" Show excerpt (1/15/1973)

  Runtime: 00:09:15

  Participants: Treasury Secretary George Shultz

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: non sync switches, horizontal banding, ghosting, bearding, good RF envelope, audio levels clipping - had to adjust.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6001**

  "Today" Show excerpt (1/16/1973)

  Runtime: 00:11:00

  Participants: Transportation Secretary John Volpe

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: no bars and tone at head, horizontal banding, chroma hue adjustment, good RF envelope, ghosting, bearding, audio levels normal, vignetting; chroma hue adjustment - too green.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6002**

  Inaugural Souvenir (1/16/1973)

  Runtime: 01:05:00

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.


  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6003**
  Bob Hope Special (1/17/1973)
  Runtime: 01:30:42
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: horizontal banding, ghosting, bearding, tape scratches, audio levels normal, good RF enveleope.
  **DVD reference copy available**

- **WHCA-6004**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (1/17/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:58
  Participants: Charles W. Colson, Special Counsel to the President and Vice Presidential Press Secretary Vic Gold
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  **DVD reference copy available**

- **WHCA-6005**
  "Thirty Minutes" (1/18/1973)
  Runtime: 01:02:49
  Participants: Frederick Malek
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: ghosting, vert/hori banding, hot luminance levels, rolling banding effect, audio levels normal.
  **DVD reference copy available**
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6006
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (1/18/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/12/1973 to 1/15/1973
  Runtime: 01:27:20
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6007
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (1/18/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/15/1973 to 1/17/1973
  Runtime: 01:32:50
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6008
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (1/18/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/18/1973
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6009**
  Inauguration Coverage (1/20/1973)
  Inaugural event coverage. Includes the preliminary events leading up to President Nixon's arrival, Nixon's arrival and the invocation.
  Runtime: 01:17:40
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2” Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear to be accurate to program content, chroma varies throughout program, colors shift between camera switching, hue/saturation seems different depending on footage source. Program ends at 01:17:48.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6010**
  Inauguration Coverage (1/20/1973)
  Inaugural event coverage. Includes oaths of office by Vice President Agnew, President Nixon and President Nixon's inaugural address, Star Spangled Banner sung by Ethel Ennis.
  Runtime: 01:30:29
  Keywords: Presidential statements, Presidential speeches
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6011**
  Inaugural event coverage (1/20/1973)
  Inaugural event coverage. Includes President Nixon's procession and entrance into reviewing stand, and beginning of the parade.
  Runtime: 01:33:50
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on quad do not appear accurate in relation to program content, chroma/video levels vary between camera switching, and studio/location shooting edits. Moderate degree of picture noise is evident. Excessive tearing visible in studio, particularly around the use of CSO (Color Separation Overlay AKA chromaKey)
  *NOTE Quad reel briefly stops at approx 01:17:00 then restarts. Program ends at 01:33:47..
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6012**
  Inauguration Coverage (1/20/1973)
  Parade footage.
  Runtime: 00:51:30
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6013**
  "Agronsky & Company" (1/20/1973)
  Runtime: 00:30:28
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: bearding, banding, tape scratches, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6014
  Inaugural event coverage; Outstanding men awards ceremony
  Runtime: 01:35:16
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, NOTE: sticky tape, high tendency to head clogging. Color bars on Quad do not appear accurate to program content, inconsistent chroma/video levels, colors vary greatly between multi-camera switching and studio/location shooting edits. Some ghosting visible in picture, banding visible during Outstanding Young Men Awards Ceremony which follows inauguration. Program ends at 01:34:30..
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6015
  Ten Outstanding Men of 1973, Pt II (1/20/1973)
  Runtime: 01:05:45
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: horizontal banding, ghosting, rolling shutter, audio levels hot - adjusted, good RF envelope, vertical banding.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6016
  Inaugural Ball Coverage (1/20/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6017**
  Inaugural Ball Coverage (1/20/1973)
  Runtime: 01:36:34
  Participants: President Nixon, Pat Nixon, Nixon family and officials
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars are not accurate to program content, low audio levels, audio fairly muddy and warbly intermittently during Inaugural press reporterr coverage. Banding visible intermittently throughout program, video levels vary intermittently throughout program. At appro 00:53:00 there is a countdown from J. Walter Thom pson that interrupts the inaugural program (just as the "Inaugural Balls 1973" logo appears onscreen and the show is going to commercial break). The last for about 1 second. Beta-SP 90 min tape ran out at 01:32:52. Beta SP 10 minutes cassette marked Tape 2 started at 01:32:00 (approx 52 seconds of overlap) Program ends abruptly, no black. Program and tape end at 01:36:34.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6018**
  Inaugural Ball Coverage (1/21/1973)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6019**
  "Face The Nation" AND "Issues & Answers" (1/21/1973)
  Runtime: 00:58:13
  Participants: "FTN": Senator Griffin; "I&A": Gov. Bond and Salmon
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: ghosting, banding, non sync switches, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6020**
  "Today" Show excerpt (1/22/1973)
  
  Runtime: 00:29:56
  
  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, ghosting, non sync switches, audio levels normal.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6021**
  NBC Special on LBJ; NBC Special Report (1/22/1973)
  
  Runtime: 00:59:39
  
  Network/Producer: NBC, NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WRC.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6022**
  CBS Special on the Life & Death of LBJ (1/22/1973)
  
  Runtime: 01:00:47
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6023
  "Today" Show I (mostly LBJ material) (1/23/1973)
  retrospective on the career of the late former President Lyndon Baines Johnson
  Runtime: 01:05:27
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6024
  "Today" Show II (1/23/1973)
  retrospective on the career of the late former President Lyndon Baines Johnson "LBJ"
  Runtime: 01:04:14
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6025
  ABC Special on LBJ; PBS Special on LBJ (1/23/1973)
  Runtime: 01:00:58
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: chroma/tbc issues, vertical blanking problems, vignetting, banding, audio levels normal.
  DVD reference copy available
WHOME HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6026**
  Begins with NBA basketball game prior to announcement
  Runtime: 01:05:32
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, some line dropout and glitches present, creasing and frequent glitching begins at approx 00:30:00. Program ends at 00:59:03.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6027**
  President Richard Nixon Address to the Nation Announcing the Conclusion of an Agreement on Ending the War and Restoring Peace in Vietnam (1/23/1973)
  President spoke at 10:01 p.m. from the Oval Office of the White House.
  President announced he had “concluded an agreement to end the war and bring peace with honor in Vietnam and South East Asia.”
  With NBC commentary.
  Runtime: 00:59:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Peace Agreement
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: This is the Nixon Library’s best quality copy of the speech.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6028**
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6029

NBC Special, Vietnam News Conference (1/24/1973)

Runtime: 0:30

Keywords: Vietnam War

Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6030

Dr. Kissinger Talks About Vietnam Cease Fire Agreement, Tape I (1/24/1973)

Runtime: 01:04:56

Participants: Henry Kissinger

Keywords: Vietnam War

Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.


VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6031

Dr. Kissinger Talks About Vietnam Cease Fire Agreement, Tape I (1/24/1973)

Runtime: 01:05:40

Participants: Henry Kissinger

Keywords: Vietnam War

Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2” Quad Hi Band. (though clean, 2” Quad still appears to be very sticky and dirty) Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear accurate to program content, moderate degree of picture noise, banding visible intermittently during program, oversaturated chroma evident, chroma varies during program. NOTE: Picture blacks out briefly at approx 00:41:00 and approx 00:47:00, seemingly due to excessive head clog during transfer. Program ends at 00:55:00.

VHS reference copy available
WHite house communications agency videotape collection

- WHCA-6032
  Dr. Kissinger Talks About Vietnam Cease Fire Agreement, Tape I (1/24/1973)
  Runtime: 01:05:40
  Participants: Henry Kissinger
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear accurate to program content, moderate degree of picture noise and ghosting present. Glitch occurs briefly at 00:21:00. Program ends at 00:59:00.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6033
  Dr. Kissinger Talks About Vietnam Cease Fire Agreement, Tape II (1/24/1973)
  Runtime: 01:21:16
  Participants: Henry Kissinger
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6034
  Dr. Kissinger Talks About Vietnam Cease Fire Agreement, Tape II (1/24/1973)
  Runtime: 01:07:22
  Participants: Henry Kissinger
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6035**
  Dr. Kissinger Talks About Vietnam Cease Fire Agreement, Tape II (1/24/1973)
  Runtime: 01:04:14
  Participants: Henry Kissinger
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, good picture quality, audio is low. Program ends at 01:00:18..
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6036**
  LBJ Funeral Procession & Lying in State Ceremony, Tape I (1/24/1973)
  Runtime: 00:33:33
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, bearding, ghosting, chroma/tbc flashing problems, vertical interval blanking problems, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6037**
  LBJ Funeral Procession & Lying In State Ceremony, Tape I (1/24/1973)
  Runtime: 01:32:46
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6038
  LBJ Funeral Procession & Lying In State Ceremony, Tape I (1/24/1973)
  Runtime: 01:05:56
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: horizontal banding, vignetting, ghosting, audio levels normal, non synchronous switches, vertical interval blanking problems, head clog at 53 min point.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6039
  LBJ Funeral Procession & Lying In State Ceremony, Tape II (1/24/1973)
  Runtime: 01:28:36
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: no bars and tone, vertical blanking problems, color framing problems, tape scratches, banding, ghosting, audio levels normal.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6040
  LBJ Funeral Procession & Lying In State Ceremony, Tape II (1/24/1973)
  Runtime: 01:06:12
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6041**
  LBJ Funeral Procession & Lying in State Ceremony, Tape II (1/24/1973)
  Runtime: 00:33:59
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: no bars and tone at head, banding, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6042**
  LBJ at the Capitol, Tape III (1/24/1973)
  Runtime: 01:04:56
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6043**
  LBJ at the Capitol, Tape III (1/24/1973)
  Runtime: 01:02:16
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6044**
  LBJ At the Capitol, Tape III (1/24/1973)
  Runtime: 01:04:45
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: vertical blanking issues, tbc/chroma problems, non sync switches, aliasing, bearding, audio ok, banding.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6045**
  
  **LBJ At The Capitol, Tape IV (1/24/1973)**
  
  Runtime: 00:58:44
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6046**
  
  **LBJ At The Capitol, Tape V (1/24/1973)**
  
  Runtime: 01:05:04
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6047**
  
  **LBJ At The Capitol, Tape IV (1/24/1973)**
  
  Runtime: 01:05:05
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: no bars and tone at head, color framing/tbc issues, horizontal blanking issues, green horizontal banding, bearding, aliasing, tape scratches, audio levels normal, light oxide shedding, ghosting, non-sync switches.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6048**
  CBS Special Report: Peace in Perspective; Vietnam (1/24/1973)
  Runtime: 01:04:40
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, picture is mainly clean, some line dropout and ghosting present. Program ends at 01:00:36.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6049**
  Some Friends of Lyndon Johnson (1/24/1973)
  Runtime: 01:05:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: horizontal banding, tape scratches, ghosting, audio levels normal, good color fidelity.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6050**
  LBJ Funeral Coverage-Memorial (1/25/1973)
  Runtime: 01:03:54
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, tape scratches, color framing and tbc issues, audio levels normal.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6051**
  LBJ Funeral Coverage-Memorial (1/25/1973)

  Runtime: 01:33:46

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: horizontal green banding evident in some places, ghosting, non sync switches at commercial breaks, audio levels normal, sharp focus, vignetting, solid horizontal/vertical blanking during most of tape, horizontal locking problems near end of tape.

  **DVD reference copy available**

- **WHCA-6052**
  LBJ Funeral Coverage-Memorial (1/25/1973)

  Runtime: 01:04:23

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: some camera feeds have color framing/tbc issues, banding, tape scratches, audio levels normal, head clog 44 min in.

  **DVD reference copy available**

- **WHCA-6053**
  LBJ Funeral Coverage-Memorial (1/25/1973)

  Runtime: 01:05:05

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.


  **DVD reference copy available**
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6054**
  LBJ Funeral Coverage-Memorial (1/25/1973)
  Runtime: 00:06:04
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6055**
  LBJ Funeral Services in Texas (1/25/1973)
  Runtime: 00:36:11
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6056**
  LBJ Funeral Service in Texas (1/25/1973)
  Runtime: 01:00:18
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, non sync switches, chroma/tbc issues, vertical blanking issues, bearding, ghosting, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6057**
  LBJ Funeral Services in Texas (1/25/1973)
  Runtime: 01:02:22
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6058**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (1/25/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/19/73
  Runtime: 01:06:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6059**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (1/25/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/20/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6060**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (1/25/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/22/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6061**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (1/25/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/22/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6062**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape V (1/25/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/23/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6063**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape VI (1/25/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/23/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6064
  Weekly News Summary, Tape VII (1/25/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/24/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6065
  Weekly News Summary, Tape VIII (1/25/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/24/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6066
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IX (1/25/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/25/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6067**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape X (1/25/1973)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/25/73
  - Runtime: 00:59:15
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6068**
  - Runtime: 01:05:45
  - Keywords: Vietnam War
  - Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6069**
  - NBC Special On Peace (1/27/1973)
  - Runtime: 01:34:35
  - Keywords: Vietnam War
  - Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: light banding, bearding, ghosting, non sync switches, dropouts near top of frame, color framing issues, another show recorded at tail, audio levels normal; color framing.
  - *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6070
  Special on Peace; "Agronsky & Company" (1/27/1973)
  Runtime: 01:01:31
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: NBC; Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: edge damage 14 min in, light banding, ghosting, tape scratches, another show recording at tsil.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6071
  ABC Special-Years of War, Day of Peace (1/28/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6072
  "Face The Nation" AND "Issues and Answers" (1/28/1973)
  Runtime: 01:04:50
  Participants: "FTN": Speaker of the House, U.S. Representative Carl Albert; "I&A": George Bush
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear accurate to program content, clean picture, minor degree of picture noise present. Program ends at 00:58:30..
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6073**
  "Meet the Press" (1/28/1973)
  Runtime: 00:30:28
  Participants: William A. Sullivan
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6074**
  "60 Minutes" (1/28/1973)
  Runtime: 01:05:03
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6075**
  "Closer Look at '72" (1/29/1973)
  Runtime: 00:03:44
  Participants: Julie Nixon Eisenhower
  Network/Producer: NA. Network Affiliate: NA.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6076**
  "Panorama" (1/30/1973)
  Runtime: 01:28:17
  Participants: Margaret Truman Daniels
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: light banding, vignetting, ghosting, non sync switches followed by dropouts at top of frame, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6077**
  NBC Special: "When the War is Over" (1/30/1973)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6078**
  "CBS Morning News" excerpt (1/30/1973)
  Runtime: 00:30:46
  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6079**
  "Today" Show excerpt (1/30/1973)
  Runtime: 00:11:11
  Participants: Secretary of Labor George Shultz
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliates: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: no bars/tone on tape, vertical banding, horizontal green banding, ghosting, audio levels normal.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6080**
  "Today" Show excerpt (2/1/1973)
  Runtime: 00:15:53
  Participants: U.S. Senator Hubert Humphrey (D-MN)
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliates: Undetermined.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6081**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (2/1/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/26/1973 to 1/27/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliates: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6082**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (2/1/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/27/1973 to 1/29/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6083**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (2/1/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/29/73 to 1/30/73
  Runtime: 01:02:53
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6084**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (2/1/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/30/73 to 2/1/73
  Runtime: 01:01:47
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6085**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape V (2/1/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/1/1973
  Runtime: 00:58:50
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6086**
  
  Kissinger Interview (Truck Feed) (2/1/1973)
  Runtime: 01:04:12
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: line feed.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: rolling horizontal banding, color framing issues, tbc issues, color doesn't lock, bearding, ghosting, dropouts, audio levels normal; sync problems, out of phase.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6087**
  
  "Kissinger Interview" (2/1/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: non sync switches, vertical green banding, ghosting, audio levels normal.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6088**
  
  LBJ: The Last Interview (2/1/1973)
  
  Runtime: 01:02:10
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Good overall cond., light banding, audio levels normal.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6089**
  
  Interview with President Thieu (2/1/1973)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6090**
  
  "Thirty Minutes" (2/1/1973)
  
  Runtime: 00:29:30
  
  Participants: Charles Colson
  
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affilate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: vertical/horizontal banding, ghosting, tape scratches, audio levels good, good color fidelity.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6091
  "Today" Show excerpt (2/2/1973)
  Runtime: 00:10:34
  Participants: John B. Connally
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: non sync switches, vertical banding, horizontal green banding, ghosting, audio levels a bit hot.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6092
  "Agronsky & Company" (2/3/1973)
  Runtime: 00:30:07
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: chroma phase problem at head, colors do not match camera to camera, vertical green banding, tape scratches, audio levels normal.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6093
  "Meet the Press" AND "Issues & Answers" (2/3/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "MTP": Prime Minister of Great Britain, Edward Heath; "I&A": U.S. Senators Edmund Muskie (D-ME) and William Proxmire
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6094**
  - "Face The Nation" (2/4/1973)
  - Runtime: 00:32:26
  - Participants: U.S. Senator Henry Jackson (D-WA)
  - Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: non sync switches, tape scratches, banding, ghosting, bearding, audio levels normal.
  - *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6095**
  - "60 Minutes" (2/4/1973)
  - Runtime: 01:00:32
  - Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  - *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6096**
  - "Today" Show excerpt (2/6/1973)
  - Runtime: 00:31:50
  - Participants: Charles Colson
  - Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: non sync switches, banding, ghosting, audio levels normal, bearding.
  - *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6097**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (2/8/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/2/1973 to 2/5/1973
  Runtime: 01:32:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6098**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (2/8/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/5/1973 to 2/6/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6099**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (2/8/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/7/1973 to 2/8/1973
  Runtime: 01:04:17
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-6100
Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (2/8/1973)
Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/8/1973
Runtime: 0:15
Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-6101
WTOP Local News (2/9/1973)
Walter Cronkite interviewed
Runtime: 00:30:35
Participants: Walter Cronkite, “CBS Evening News” anchor
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-6102
J Hobson Special AND "McCaffery at Large" (2/10/1973)
Runtime: 01:00:29
Participants: "McCaf": Katherine Graham, publisher of The Washington Post
Network/Producer: WMAL-TV. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, chroma fidelity break up, tape scratches, audio levels normal.
DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-6103
"Agronsky & Company" (2/10/1973)
Runtime: 00:33:14
Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-6104
"Meet the Press" (2/11/1973)
Runtime: 00:33:02
Participants: Dr. Heller
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: ghosting, banding, non sync switches, audio levels normal.

DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-6105
"Face The Nation" AND "Issues and Answers" (2/11/1973)
Runtime: 01:03:43
Participants: "FTN": King Hussein of Jordan; "I&A": John Scali
Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.

DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6106**
  "60 Minutes" (2/11/1973)
  Runtime: 01:05:02
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6107**
  "CBS Morning News" (2/12/1973, Clark Air Force Base, The Philippines)
  coverage of the return of American POW’s from southeast Asia (Vietnam Prisoner of War)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6108**
  coverage of American POW’s returning from southeast Asia (Vietnam Prisoner of War)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6109**
  coverage of the return of American POW's from southeast Asia (Vietnam Prisoner of War)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6110**
  coverage of American POW's returning from southeast Asia (Vietnam Prisoner of War)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6111**
  coverage of American POW's returning from southeast Asia (Vietnam Prisoner of War)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHIT HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6112
  Live coverage of American POW's returning from southeast Asia (South Vietnam) (Vietnam Prisoner of War)
  Runtime: 01:06:57
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2” Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, no leader, no color bars, no tone at head, some footage lost at head of reel due to slack needed for transfer, noisy picture. Primary program ends at 00:30:27. An unlogged program, 1970 Science Fiction movie segment "Colossus: The Forbin Project" continues until to end. Program ends at 00:58:08..
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6113
  Live Coverage of POW's Return to Clark AFB, Tape I (2/12/1973, Clark Air Force Base, The Philippines)
  Live coverage of American POW's returning from southeast Asia (South Vietnam) (Vietnam Prisoner of War)
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6114
  Live Coverage of POW's Return to Clark AFB, Tape II (2/12/1973, Clark Air Force Base, The Philippines)
  Live coverage of American POW's returning from southeast Asia (South Vietnam) (Vietnam Prisoner of War)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6115
  Live Coverage of POW's Arrival to Clark AFB (2/12/1973, Clark Air Force Base, The Philippines)
  Live coverage of American POW's returning from southeast Asia (South Vietnam) (Vietnam Prisoner of War)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6116
  Arrival of POW's from South Vietnam; "Agronsky & Company" (15 min. excerpt) (2/12/1973)
  Live coverage of American POW's returning from southeast Asia (South Vietnam); "Agronsky & Co." excerpt already in progress (Vietnam Prisoner of War)
  Runtime: 01:12:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, no leader, no color bars, no tone on Quad. Picture is noisy, glitchy, ghosting visible in picture, POW Arrival at Airport portion ends at 00:23:47, followed by black/severe picture noise/interference. Image comes back at approx 00:49:00 with "Agronsky & Company" program (unlogged) already in progress. Audio levels are much lower than POW arrival segment. Program ends at 01:06:00..
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6117
  CBS Coverage of POW's Return to Travis AFB (2/14/1973, Travis Air Force Base, California)
  Coverage of American POW's returning from southeast Asia (South Vietnam) (Vietnam Prisoner of War)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6118
  Live Coverage of POW's return to Travis AFB (2/14/1973, Travis Air Force Base, California)
  coverage of American POW's returning from southeast Asia (Vietnam Prisoner of War)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6119
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (2/15/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/9/1973 to 2/10/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6120
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (2/15/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/12/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-6121**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (2/15/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/12/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-6122**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (2/15/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/13/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-6123**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape V (2/15/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/13/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6124**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape VI (2/15/1973)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/14/1973
  - Runtime: 0:30
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6125**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape VII (2/15/1973)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/14/1973
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6126**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape VIII (2/15/1973)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/15/1973
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6127
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IX (2/15/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/15/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6128
  "Agronsky & Company" (2/17/1973)
  Runtime: 00:30:13
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: non sync switches, banding, ghosting, audio levels normal.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6129
  "Face The Nation" AND "Issues and Answers" (2/18/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "FTN": Secretary of Labor George Shultz; "I&A": President Nguyen Van Thieu of the Republic of South Vietnam
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6130**
  "Meet the Press" (2/18/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:43
  Participants: U.S. Senator J. William Fulbright (D-AR)
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6131**
  "60 Minutes" (2/25/1973)
  Runtime: 01:00:27
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: horizontal banding, bearding, ghosting, tape scratches, audio levels normal.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6132**
  "Today" Show (2/22/1973)
  Orientation for returning POW's from Vietnam (Vietnam Prisoner of War)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available
WHCA-6133

"Today" Show (2/26/1973)
Orientation for returning POW's from Vietnam (Vietnam Prisoner of War)
Runtime: 1:00
Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
**DVD reference copy available**

WHCA-6134

"The Advocates" (2/22/1973)
Runtime: 01:00:10
Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affiliate: WETA.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
**DVD reference copy available**

WHCA-6135

"Women" (2/22/1973)
Runtime: 00:29:27
Keywords: Feminism, Feminist movement, women's rights, Womens Liberation, equality, equal rights, gender, civil rights, activists, fashion, women
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: received from Jerry Warren.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, vignetting, bearding, no bars and tone, tape scratches, audio levels normal.
**DVD reference copy available**
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6136**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (2/22/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/16/1973 to 2/18/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6137**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (2/22/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/18/1973 to 2/20/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6138**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (2/22/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/20/1973 to 2/21/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6139
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (2/22/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/21/1973 to 2/22/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6140
  Runtime: 00:18:33
  Participants: Herbert Klein
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, bearding, audio levels normal, head clog 8 min in.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6141
  "What's the Presidency all About?" (2/24/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:58
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: horizontal banding, horizontal line in middle of frame, ghosting, tape scratches, audio levels normal.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6142**
  "Agronsky & Company" (2/24/1973)
  
  Runtime: 00:30:01
  
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6143**
  "Reasoner Report" (2/24/1973)
  
  Runtime: 00:31:48
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, non sync switches, video level hot, ghosting, audio levels fine.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6144**
  "Face The Nation" (2/25/1973)
  
  Runtime: 00:30:26
  
  Participants: Sisco
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: locking problem at head, ghosting, banding, audio levels normal.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6145**
  "Meet The Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (2/25/1973)
  "I&A": women on equal rights
  Runtime: 00:59:31
  Participants: "MTP": Caspar Weinberger, director of Office of Management and Budget
  Keywords: Feminism, Feminist movement, women's rights, Womens Liberation, equality, equal rights, gender, civil rights, activists, women
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: head locking problems at head, ghosting, banding, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6146**
  "60 Minutes" (2/25/1973)
  Runtime: 00:59:13
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: green horizontal banding, vignetting, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6147**
  NBC Special Kissinger Interview (2/25/1973)
  Runtime: 00:30:20
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6148
  "Today" Show excerpt (2/26/1973)
  Kissinger interviewed
  Runtime: 00:24:49
  Participants: Henry Kissinger, advisor to the President for national security
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6149
  President Nixon, Utica School Dedication (2/27/1973)
  Runtime: 01:06:00
  Participants: President Nixon, school officials
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: Received from Mark Goode's office.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6150
  "Panorama" (3/1/1973)
  Runtime: 00:20:29
  Participants: Herbert Klein
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6151**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (3/1/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/23/73 to 2/26/73
  Runtime: 01:33:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6152**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (3/1/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/26/1973 to 2/28/1973
  Runtime: 01:33:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6153**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (3/1/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/1/1973
  Runtime: 00:53:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6154**
  "Agronsky & Company" (3/3/1973)
  Runtime: 00:30:49
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: green horizontal banding, tape scratches, audio levels normal.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6155**
  Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6156**
  CBS Highlights of POW Return (3/4/1973)
  Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6157
  "Meet the Press" (3/4/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:35
  Participants: George Meany, president of the AFL-CIO
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, tape scratches, audio good, good overall condition.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6158
  "Face the Nation" AND "Issues and Answers" (3/4/1973)
  Runtime: 01:00:24
  Participants: "FTN": Israeli PM Golda Meir; "I&A": Governors Marvin Mandel (MD) and Lynwood Holton (VA)
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, ghosting, tape scratches, audio levels normal.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6159
  "60 Minutes" (3/4/1973)
  Runtime: 01:00:11
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6160**
  coverage of the returning POW's (Vietnam Prisoner of War)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6161**
  coverage of the returning POW's (Vietnam Prisoner of War)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6162**
  "CBS Morning News" (3/5/1973)
  coverage of the returning POW's (Vietnam Prisoner of War)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6163**
  "Panorama" (3/7/1973)
  Runtime: 01:32:29
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, tape scratches, non sync switches, vertical blanking issues, bearding, vignetting, ghosting, audio normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6164**
  Bob Hope Special at the Mardi Gras (3/7/1973)
  Runtime: 00:59:56
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6165**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (3/8/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/2/73 to 3/5/73
  Runtime: 01:33:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6166**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (3/8/1973)
  Runtime: 01:33:48
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6167**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (3/8/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/8/1973
  Runtime: 00:19:50
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6168**
  "Agronsky & Company" (3/10/1973)
  Runtime: 00:30:07
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6169**
  Issues and Answers with Barbara Franklin (3/11/1973)
  Runtime: 00:30:12
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6170**
  "Face the Nation" (3/11/1973)
  Runtime: 00:30:04
  Participants: Secretary of State William P. Rogers
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, tape scratches, non sync switches, ghosting, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6171**
  "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (3/11/1973)
  Runtime: 01:00:23
  Participants: "MTP": U.S. Senator George McGovern; "I&A": John D. Ehrlichman
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6172**
  "60 Minutes" (3/11/1973)
  Runtime: 00:59:41
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: horizontal banding, tape scratches, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6173**
  Bill Moyers Journal (3/13/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:40
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-6174
  PRESUS Speech, 20 Feb 73, Columbia, SC (3/14/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Nixon
  Network/Producer: NA. Network Affiliate: NA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-6175
  "CBS Morning News" (3/15/1973)
  Runtime: 00:59:56
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-6176
  "Today" Show, Hour 1 (3/15/1973)
  Coverage of the returning Vietnam Prisoners of War
  Runtime: 00:59:24
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6177**
  
  "Today" Show II (3/15/1973)
  
  Runtime: 01:00:23
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, tape scratches, good color fidelity, audio levels normal, vertical bearding.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6178**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (3/15/1973)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/9/73 to 3/13/73
  
  Runtime: 01:31:56
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6179**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (3/15/1973)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/13/1973 to 3/14/1973
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6180**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (3/15/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/15/1973
  Runtime: 00:53:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6181**
  "Thirty Minutes" (3/15/1973)
  Runtime: 00:30:12
  Participants: Roy Ash
  Network/Producer: WETA. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6182**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (3/16/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:26
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6183**
  "Agronsky & Company" (3/17/1973)
  Runtime: 00:30:53
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6184**
  "Face The Nation" (3/18/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:56
  Participants: U.S. Senator Sam Ervin (D-NC)
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, tape scratches, non sync switches, high chroma level, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6185**
  "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (3/18/1973)
  Runtime: 01:00:17
  Participants: "MTP": U.S. Representative Wilbur Mills; "I&A": Benjamin Hooks
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6186**
  "60 Minutes" (3/18/1973)
  Runtime: 01:00:06
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6187**
  The Long War (3/19/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War (possibly)
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6188**
  Runtime: 00:30:10
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6189**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (3/20/1973)
  Runtime: 01:31:15
  Participants: George C. Wallace, Governor of Alabama
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6190**
  News watch WWJTV (3/21/1973)
  Runtime: 00:24:34
  Network/Producer: NA. Network Affiliate: NA.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6191**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" with American Indian Movement members (3/21/1973)
  Guests are members of "AIM" (the American Indian Movement, "Wounded Knee Show"). Frank Fools Crow, Frank Kills Enemy, Matthew King, Meredith Quinn, Vernon Bellecourt, Robert Burnette, Charles Trimble, Richard Full Bull
  Runtime: 01:30:10
  Participants: Frank Fools Crow, Frank Kills Enemy, Matthew King, Meredith Quinn, Vernon Bellecourt, Robert Burnette, Charles Trimble, Richard Full Bull
  Keywords: American Indians, Native Americans, tribes, American Indian Movement, occupations
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: light banding, audio levels normal, good color fidelity, head locking problems during commercial breaks, non sync switches.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6192**
  "CBS Morning News" (3/22/1973)
  Runtime: 00:15:15
  Participants: Herbert Stein, chairman of the President's Council of Economic Advisors
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: light banding color fidelity good, sticky shed with some head bite, audio levels normal.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6193**
  Weekly News Summary, 16-22 Mar 73, Tape I (3/22/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/16/1973 to 3/19/1973
  Runtime: 01:27:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6194
  Weekly News Summary, 16-22 Mar 73, Tape II (3/22/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/19/73 to 3/20/73
  Runtime: 01:00:37
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, tape scratches, ghosting, some audio interference, non sync switches.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6195
  Weekly News Summary, 16-22 Mar 73, Tape III (3/22/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/21/1973 to 3/22/1973
  Runtime: 01:35:25
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6196
  Weekly News Summary, 16-22 Mar 73, Tape IV (3/22/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/22/1973
  Runtime: 00:10:32
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6197
  "The Dick Cavett Show" - "Administration and the Media" (3/22/1973)
  Runtime: 01:30:44
  Participants: Edwin Newman, Brit Hume, presidential speechwriter Patrick J. Buchanan, Victor Gold, Ben Bradlee
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6198
  "Panorama" (3/23/1973)
  Runtime: 01:02:50
  Participants: Stanley Scott
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6199
  "Agronsky & Company" (3/24/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:45
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: some ghosting, light banding, audio levels normal, non sync switches, good color/sync fidelity.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6200
  "Face The Nation" (3/25/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:45
  Participants: U.S. Senator William Proxmire
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: no banding, audio levels normal, good color fidelity.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6201
  "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (3/25/1973)
  Runtime: 00:59:17
  Participants: "MTP": U.S. Senator Herman Talmadge (D-GA); "I&A": Mr. Whitelow
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: light banding, audio levels hot, good color/sync fidelity.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6202
  "60 Minutes" (3/25/1973)
  Runtime: 00:59:14
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, non-sync switches, good color fidelity, audio levels normal.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

WHCA-6203

President Richard Nixon Address to the Nation on Vietnam and Domestic Problems (3/29/1973)
President spoke at 9:01 p.m. from the Oval Office of the White House.

As part of a speech focused on his upcoming battle in Congress pertaining to the Federal budget, the President spoke of the need to honor the servicemen who fought for this country in Vietnam.

With NBC, ABC, CBS, PBS Commentary

Runtime: 00:34:36
Participants: President Nixon
Keywords: Vietnam War
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Memorex chroma 90 reel. Quad is glitchy/jittery at head. Ghosting present, level of picture noise/interference varies throughout speech. Some tearing evident, chroma and video levels vary between different program segments on reel. Program ends at 00:34:17.

VHS reference copy available

WHCA-6204

Pueblo Incident, Part I (3/29/1973)

Runtime: 00:93:48

Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: locking problems at head, tape scratches, light banding, audio levels normal.

DVD reference copy available

WHCA-6205

Pueblo Incident, Tape II (3/29/1973)

Runtime: 00:19:27

Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: head bite, vignetting, hori/vert banding, chroma issues, ghosting, audio normal.

DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6206**
  
  
  Vietnam Prisoner of War
  
  Runtime: 01:02:44
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, sync goes in and out, record input interference, color fidelity steady, audio levels normal.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6207**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (3/30/1973)
  
  
  Runtime: 01:33:25
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6208**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (3/30/1973)
  
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6209**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (3/30/1973)
  Runtime: 01:29:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: low banding, audio levels normal, non sync switches.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6210**
  "Agronsky & Company" (3/31/1973)
  Runtime: 00:30:03
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6211**
  "Face The Nation" (4/1/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:48
  Participants: U.S. Senator Lowell Weicker (R-CT)
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: tape scratches, banding, vignetting, good color fidelity, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-6212
"Meet the Press" (4/1/1973)
Runtime: 00:29:48
Participants: Secretary of Defense Elliot Richardson
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, good audio, non sync switches, tape scratches.
DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-6213
"Issues and Answers" with Woodcock and POW's (4/1/1973)
Vietnam Prisoner of War, Leonard Woodcock, President of the United Auto Workers; returning POW's
Runtime: 1:00
Participants: Leonard Woodcock, President of the United Auto Workers; returning POW's
Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-6214
"60 Minutes" (4/1/1973)
Runtime: 00:59:13
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6215
  "Tribute to John Ford" (4/2/1973)
  Runtime: 01:28:25
  Participants: President Nixon
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6216
  "Perspectives" (4/3/1973)
  Runtime: 00:15:07
  Participants: Peter M. Flanigan, chairman of the Council on International Economic Policy
  Network/Producer: NA. Network Affiliate: NA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, non sync switches, good color fidelity, audio levels normal.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6217
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (4/5/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/30/1973 to 3/31/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6218**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (4/5/1973)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/1/1973 to 4/2/1973
  
  Runtime: 01:03:31
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, bearding, audio overmodulated, non sync switches, tape scratches, audio interference.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6219**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (4/5/1973)
  
  
  Runtime: 01:03:24
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, audio levels normal, sticky shed, with head bite, dropouts during news stories, non sync switches, TBC problems near end - flickering green distortion, color and sync fidelity breaks apart after switches.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6220**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IIIA (4/5/1973)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/3/1973
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6221
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (4/5/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6222
  Weekly News Summary, Tape V (4/5/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/5/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6223
  Inaugural Concert, Part I (4/6/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6224
  Inaugural Concert, Part II (no date)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6225**
  "Agronsky & Company" (4/7/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:43
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6226**
  "Meet the Press" (4/8/1973)
  Runtime: 00:59:23
  Participants: Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, ghosting, bearding, tape scratches, audio levels normal, head clog 8 min in.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6227**
  "Face The Nation" AND "Issues and Answers" (4/8/1973)
  "FTN": President Nguyen Van Thieu of the Republic of South Vietnam; "I&A": General Flynn
  Runtime: 00:59:00
  Participants: "FTN": President Nguyen Van Thieu of the Republic of South Vietnam; "I&A": General Flynn
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network/Producer: ABC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6228**
  "60 Minutes" (4/8/1973)
  Runtime: 01:00:26
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, chroma problems, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6229**
  Amnesty Between Us (4/11/1973)
  Runtime: 01:32:37
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, tape scratches, bearding, ghosting, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6230**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (4/12/1973)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6231**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (4/12/1973)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6232**
  Weekend News Summary, Tape III (4/12/1973)
  Runtime: 00:52:40
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6233**
  "Agronsky & Company" (4/14/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:34
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, tape scratches, dropouts, audio levels normal, some ghosting.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6234**
  "Meet the Press" (4/15/1973)
  Runtime: 00:30:02
  Participants: Prime Minister Yew
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, non sync switches, dropouts at top of frame at commercial, some tape scratches, ghosting, audio good.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6235**
  "Face The Nation" with Senator Fulbright (4/15/1973)
  Runtime: 00:25:11
  Participants: U.S. Senator J. William Fulbright (D-AR)
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-6236**
  "60 Minutes" (4/15/1973)
  Runtime: 00:59:55
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6237**
  "Panorama" (4/19/1973)
  Runtime: 01:31:00
  Participants: U.S. Senator Lowell Weicker (R-CT)
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: light banding, tape scratches, good color fidelity, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6238**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (4/19/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/13/1973 to 4/16/1973
  Runtime: 01:28:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6239**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (4/19/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/16/1973 to 4/18/1973
  Runtime: 01:34:23
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6240**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (4/19/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/18/1973 to 4/19/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6241**
  "Agronsky & Company" (4/21/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:19
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6242**
  "Meet the Press" (4/22/1973)
  Runtime: 00:28:47
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: light banding, good color, audio levels normal, non sync switches.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6243**
  "Face The Nation" with Mohammed Hassan El Zayyat (4/23/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:24
  Participants: Mohammed Hassan El-Zayyat, Minister of Foreign Affairs for Egypt
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6244**
  "60 Minutes" (4/22/1973)
  Runtime: 01:00:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6245
  Runtime: 00:29:16
  Participants:
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6246
  "Agronsky & Company" (4/25/1973)
  Watergate Special, Around 00:06:00 there is on-screen written quote by Ziegler regarding "third rate burglary," (not film or video of Ziegler) and a narrator reading the quote.
  Runtime: 01:05:43
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, minor dropout and glitching at the head, clean picture. Program ends at 01:00:19..
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6247
  "In the Matter of Watergate" (4/25/1973)
  Runtime: 01:05:45
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, fairly clean picture, minor degree of picture noise visible, some slight ghosting evident, "In the Matter of Watergate" concludes at 00:29:49, followed by more Watergate coverage. Program ends at 00:36:00..
  VHS reference copy available
WHITHE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6248**
  "Talk Back" on Watergate (4/25/1973)
  
  Runtime: 01:36:45
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear accurate to program content, hue and saturation levels during program have slight yellow tinting at head, seems to recede as program continues. Some severe glitching occurs at 00:03:00, seems due to off-air recording condition. Intermittent brief bursts of bad off-air TV interference repeatedly occurs, ghosting present. Program ends at 01:34:50.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6249**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (4/26/1973)
  
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6250**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (4/26/1973)
  
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6251
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (4/26/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- WHCA-6252
  "Five Presidents on the Presidency" (4/26/1973)
  Runtime: 01:06:34
  Participants: President Nixon
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- WHCA-6253
  "News at Ease" (4/26/1973)
  Runtime: 01:29:45
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6254**
  - "Meet the Press" (4/26/1973)
  - Runtime: 00:29:27
  - Participants: Henry Ford II, Industrialist
  - Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  - *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6255**
  - "Face The Nation" AND "Issues and Answers" (4/29/1973)
  - Runtime: 00:58:57
  - Participants: "FTN": Roy Ash; "I&A": U.S. Senators Charles Percy (R-IL) and Lowell Weicker (R-CT)
  - Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, audio levels normal, good color.
  - *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6256**
  - "60 Minutes" (4/29/1973)
  - Runtime: 01:01:57
  - Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  - *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-6257

Nixon Speech (4/30/1973)
Resignation of H.R. Haldeman and John Ehrlichman speech/appointment of Elliot Richardson. Includes commentary and analysis by Howard K. Smith, Tom Jarrell, Sam Donaldson, Bill Gill
Runtime: 00:37:00
Participants: President Nixon
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-6258

Nixon Speech with CBS Commentary by Roger Mudd (4/30/1973)
Resignation of H.R. Haldeman and John Ehrlichman speech/appointment of Elliot Richardson.
Runtime: 01:04:20
Participants: President Nixon, Roger Mudd
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Visible banding intermittent throughout, picture fairly noisy, Nixon speech ends 00:25:00, followed by CBS Commentary hosted by Roger Mudd. Program ends approx 00:38:00. Followed by color bars to approx. 00:38:50.
VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6259**

  Televised remarks by President Nixon regarding the resignation of H.R. Haldeman and John Ehrlichman, and the appointment of Elliot Richardson. (4/30/1973)

  Runtime: 00:59:07
  Participants: President Nixon
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Sticky tape, high tendency towards head clogging, famous resignation of Haldeman and Ehrlichman speech/appointment of Elliot Richardson. Tearing is evident, moderate degree of dropouts occur during the President’s speech. Slight degree of visible banding. Program ends at 00:59:08.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6260**


  Runtime: 00:29:18
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: light banding, ghosting, good color fidelity, audio levels normal.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6261**

  "First Tuesday" (5/1/1973)

  Runtime: 01:01:23
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: light banding, some audio interference, ghosting, good color fidelity, interference from sticky shed causing picture grain.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6262**
  Runtime: 01:01:23
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, tape scratches, ghosting, EQ problems at head, horizontal distortion, audio levels normal.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6263**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (5/3/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 4/27/73 to 5/03/73
  Runtime: 01:06:08
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Tape was apparently damaged or is in some way degraded. Both attempts to transfer the tape (first to 3/4-inch in the 70s or 80s, then to Digibeta in the 2000s) have technical problems with image stability problems throughout..
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6264**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (5/3/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/28/1973 to 5/1/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6265**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (5/3/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 4/27/73 to 5/03/73
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6266**
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 4/27/73 to 5/03/73
  Runtime: 01:06:03
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6267**
  "Agronsky & Company" AND "McCaffery At Large" (5/5/1973)
  Runtime: 00:59:15
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.; WMAL-TV. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6268
  "Meet the Press" (5/6/1973)
  Runtime: 00:58:57
  Participants: Golda Meir, Prime Minister of Israel
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, non sync switches, tape scratches, tape scratches, audio levels normal, bearding.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6269
  "Face The Nation" (5/6/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:16
  Participants: U.S. Senators Charles Gurney (R-FL) and John Tunney (D-CA)
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6270
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (5/7/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:16
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affilate: WETA.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6271**
  Runtime: 00:29:42
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6272**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (5/10/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6273**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (5/10/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6274**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (5/10/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6275**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (5/10/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/9/1973
  Runtime: 0:15
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6276**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape V (5/10/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/10/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6277
  Weekly News Summary, Tape VI (5/10/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/10/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6278
  "Meet the Press" (5/13/1973)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: U.S. Senator Howard Baker (R-TN)
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6279
  "Face The Nation" AND "Issues and Answers" (5/13/1973)
  Runtime: 00:58:27
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Representative John Anderson (R-IL), U.S. Senator Bill Brock (R-TN); "I&A": members of popular music vocal group "The Fifth Dimension"
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, ghosting, tape scratches, audio levels normal.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6280**
  
  Challenge Tennis Match: Riggs versus Court (5/13/1974)
  
  Runtime: 01:29:59
  
  Participants: First match played in the "Battle of the Sexes" tennis series features Bobby Riggs VS Margaret Court
  
  Keywords: Sports, tennis
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: light banding, audio levels normal, non sync switch from commercial breaks.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6281**
  
  CBS Special on Watergate (5/13/1974)
  
  Watergate
  
  Runtime: 00:59:30
  
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: light banding, audio levels normal, good color, tape scratches.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6282**
  
  "Agronsky & Company" (5/14/1973)
  
  Runtime: 00:26:55
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6283**
  "The Investigators" (5/14/1973)
  Runtime: 00:27:38
  Participants: Charles Dibona
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6284**
  Walter Cronkite Interviews John Dean about Watergate (5/17/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:51
  Participants: John W. Dean III, former counsel to the President; Walter Cronkite, "CBS Evening News" anchor
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6285**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (5/17/1973)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6286**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (5/17/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/14/1973 to 5/15/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6287**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (5/17/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/16/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6288**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (5/17/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/16/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6289**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape V (5/17/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/17/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6290**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape VI (5/17/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/17/73
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6291**
  "Face the Nation" w John Gardner AND "Issues and Answers" w Sen. Sam Ervin (5/20/1973)
  Runtime: 00:59:36
  Participants: "FTN": John Gardner; "I&A": Sen. Sam Ervin
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): banding, color on the green/yellow side, audio normal, non sync switches. Tape was baked..
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6292
  "Meet the Press" with Daniel Ellsberg (5/20/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:19
  Participants: Dr. Daniel Ellsberg
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: good overall condition: some banding, low saturation, nonsync switches, audio levels normal, head locking problems at head.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6293
  "60 Minutes" (5/20/1973)
  Runtime: 00:59:51
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6294
  "Bill Moyers Journal" with Walter Cronkite (5/22/1973)
  Runtime: 00:28:46
  Participants: Walter Cronkite, "CBS Evening News" anchor
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, color framing problems, audio interference, tape scratches, ghosting, record input signal interference.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-6295
  Watergate Special (5/22/1973)
  Runtime: 00:57:27
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-6296
  Emmy Awards for News & Reporters, Tape I (5/22/1973)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-6297
  Emmy Awards for News & Reporters, Tape II (5/22/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-6298
  "Today" Show excerpt (5/24/1973)
  Runtime: 00:16:41
  Participants: Interview with Julie Nixon Eisenhower
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6299**
  White House Salute to POW's, Tape I (5/24/1973)
  Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War, comedian, actor, actors, Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6300**
  White House Salute to POW's, Tape II (5/24/1973)
  Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War, comedian, actor, actors, Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6301**
  White House Salute to POW's, Tape III (5/24/1973)
  Vietnam Prisoner of War
  Runtime: 0:10
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War, comedian, actor, actors, Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6302
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (5/24/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/18/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6303
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (5/24/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/18/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6304
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (5/24/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/19/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6305**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (5/24/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/19/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6306**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape V (5/24/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/20/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6307**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape VI (5/24/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/21/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6308
  Weekly News Summary, Tape VII (5/24/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/21/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6309
  Weekly News Summary, Tape VIII (5/24/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/22/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6310
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IX (5/24/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/22/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6311**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape X (5/24/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/23/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6312**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape XI (5/24/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/23/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6313**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape XII (5/24/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/23/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6314**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape XIII (5/24/1973)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/23/1973
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6315**
  
  
  Runtime: 00:29:15
  
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: good overall condition: low banding, non sync switches, audio levels normal.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6316**
  
  "Agronsky & Company" (5/26/1973)
  
  Runtime: 00:29:55
  
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, audio levels normal, good condition.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6317
  "Meet The Press" (5/27/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:07
  Participants: Robert Strauss
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: very little banding, audio levels normal, good color fidelity.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6318
  "Face The Nation" (5/27/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:12
  Participants: U.S. Senator Stuart Symington
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6319
  "Issues and Answers" (5/27/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:28
  Participants: The Rev. Jesse Jackson
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6320**
  
  Edited copy of White House Salute to POW's (5/29/1973)
  
  Vietnam Prisoner of War
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Vietnam Prisoner of War, comedian, actor, actors, Musician, musicians, music, celebrities
  
  Network/Producer: ABC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-6321**
  
  "It's Your World" (5/30/1973)
  
  Runtime: 00:29:36
  
  

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6322**
  
  
  Runtime: 00:59:47
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: banding, non sync switches, washed out color, audio interference, tape scratches.

  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6323**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (5/31/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/25/73 to 5/28/73
  Runtime: 01:35:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6324**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (5/31/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/28/73 to 5/31/73
  Runtime: 01:32:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6325**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (5/31/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/31/73
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6326**
  "Panorama" (6/1/1973)
  Runtime: 00:27:13
  Participants: Michael Balzano
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6327**
  "Agronsky & Company" (6/2/1973)
  Runtime: 00:27:41
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6328**
  "Face The Nation," "Meet The Press" (6/3/1973)
  Runtime: 01:29:58
  Participants: "FTN": James McCord; "MTP": National Governor's Conference w/ Six Governors: Mandell, Holton, Bumpers, George Wallace, Ray, Callahan
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6329
  "Issues and Answers" (6/3/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:36
  Participants: Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6330
  "60 Minutes" (6/3/1973)
  Runtime: 01:01:45
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6331
  Stennis Center Dedication, Part I (6/5/1973)
  Runtime: 01:06:35
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6332
  Stennis Center Dedication, Part II (6/5/1973)
  Runtime: 01:04:29
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6333**
  Colson Interview with Howard K. Smith (6/5/1973)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Charles W. Colson
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6334**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (6/7/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/1/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6335**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (6/7/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/1/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6336**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape III (6/7/1973)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/2/1973
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6337**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (6/7/1973)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/2/1973
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6338**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape V (6/7/1973)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/3/1973
  - Runtime: 0:30
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6339
  Weekly News Summary, Tape VI (6/7/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/4/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6340
  Weekly News Summary, Tape VII (6/7/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/4/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6341
  Weekly News Summary, Tape VIII (6/7/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/5/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6342**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IX (6/7/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/5/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6343**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape X (6/7/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/6/1973
  Runtime: 00:29:38
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6344**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape XI (6/7/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/6/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6345**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape XII (6/7/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/7/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6346**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape XIII (6/7/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/7/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6347**
  "Agronsky & Company" (6/9/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:54
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-6348
"Face The Nation"; "Meet The Press"; AND "Issues and Answers" (6/10/1973)
Runtime: 01:33:00
Participants: "FTN": Secretary of the Interior Rogers C.B. Morton; "MTP": George Bush; "I&A": King Constantine
Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-6349
"60 Minutes" (6/10/1973)
Runtime: 00:59:28
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-6350
"Phil Donahue Show" (6/12/1973)
Julie Nixon Eisenhower
Runtime: 01:01:28
Participants: Julie Nixon Eisenhower
Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WLWD.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-6351

Runtime: 1:00
Participants: President Nixon
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used. Color bars on quad do not appear to be accurate to program content. Chroma and video levels greatly vary between different program and sources on reel. Program ends at approx 00:27:00. VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-6352

Special on Senate Watergate Hearings (6/14/1973)
Runtime: 01:06:46
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.

● WHCA-6353

Weekly News Summary, Tape I (6/14/1973)
Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/8/1973
Runtime: 0:30
Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6354**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (6/14/1973)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/8/1973
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6355**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (6/14/1973)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/9/1973
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6356**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (6/14/1973)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/9/1973
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6357
  Weekly News Summary, Tape V (6/14/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/10/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6358
  Weekly News Summary, Tape VI (6/14/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/11/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6359
  Weekly News Summary, Tape VII (6/14/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/11/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6360**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape VIII (6/14/1973)

  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/12/1973

  Runtime: 0:30

  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6361**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IX (6/14/1973)

  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/12/1973

  Runtime: 1:00

  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6362**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape X (6/14/1973)

  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/13/1973

  Runtime: 0:30

  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEO TAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6363**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape XI (6/14/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/13/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6364**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape XII (6/14/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/14/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6365**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape XIII (6/14/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/14/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6366**
  "Agronsky & Company" (6/16/1973)
  Runtime: 00:30:07
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6367**
  "Meet The Press" (6/17/1973)
  U.S. Conference of Mayor's
  Runtime: 01:05:56
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6368**
  "Face The Nation" AND "Issues And Answers" (6/17/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator Henry Jackson (D-W); "I&A": U.S. Senator Howard Baker (R-TN)
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6369**
  The Watergate Year (Special) (6/17/1973)
  Runtime: 01:05:21
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6370**
The Russian-American Summit (official welcome) (6/18/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: U.S. and U.S.S.R. officials
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6371**
The Official Welcome of Brezhnev to the U.S. (6/18/1973)
  Runtime: 01:00:33
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6372**
The Official Welcome of Brezhnev to the U.S. (6/18/1973)
  Runtime: 01:00:01
  Participants: President Nixon, Leonid Brezhnev
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6373
  AEI Debates: "The Presidency and The Press Conference" AND "This Man Brezhnev" (6/18/1973)
  AEI Debate is 1st hour; Brezhnev program is last 1/2 hour
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences,
  Network/Producer: The American Enterprise Institute, CBS. Network Affiliate: WETA, WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used. Color bars on quad do not appear accurate to program content, stable image, banding is intermittently visible throughout program, ranges from moderate to severe. Slight degree of horizontal head error lines evident. Some shifting in chroma and hue saturation with multi-camera switching/editing. NOTE: Video becomes briefly unstable and glitchy between approx 00:14:00 to 00:16:00, seemingly due to banding problems. Debate concludes at approx 00:59:00, followed by "This Man Brezhnev" CBS special. Program ends at 01:29:00..
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6374
  "Voices Against The President" - The President's Economic Message: Voices in Opposition (6/19/1973)
  Runtime: 01:01:44
  Participants: E. Douglas Kenna; Leonard Woodcock, president of the United Auto Workers union; U.S. Senator Henry Jackson (D-WA)
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6375
  "Signing of the New Treaties" (6/21/1973)
  President Nixon and Brezhnev sign new accords
  Runtime: 00:15:56
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6376**
  
  Runtime: 00:05:05
  
  Participants: Julie Eisenhower
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, program is glitchy at head, fairly clean picture, slight banding occurs. Program ends at 00:03:01..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6377**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (6/21/1973)
  
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6378**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (6/21/1973)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/18/1973 to 6/19/1973
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6379**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (6/21/1973)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/20/1973
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6380**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (6/21/1973)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/20/1973
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6381**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape V (6/21/1973)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/21/1973
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6382
  Special: Skylab Landing, Tape I (6/22/1973)
  Runtime: 01:32:07
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

• WHCA-6383
  Special: Skylab Landing, Tape II (6/22/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:18
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

• WHCA-6384
  "Agronsky & Company" (6/23/1973)
  Runtime: 00:31:06
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

• WHCA-6385
  "Face The Nation" (6/24/1973)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: U.S. Senator Jacob Javits (R-NY)
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6386**
  "Brezhnev Departure" and "Meet The Press" (6/24/1973)
  Runtime: 01:29:53
  Participants: "MTP": Herb Klein
  Network/Producer: NBC, NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6387**
  "Brezhnev Departure" (6/24/1973)
  Runtime: 01:00:42
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6388**
  "Issues and Answers" (6/24/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:53
  Participants: U.S. Senator William Fulbright (D-AR)
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6389**
  Brezhnev Speech to the American People (6/24/1973)
  Runtime: 00:59:22
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6390
  Brezhnev Speech to the American People (6/24/1973)
  Runtime: 01:00:43
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6391
  Brezhnev Speech to the American People (6/24/1973)
  Runtime: 01:00:35
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6392
  "Anatomy of a News Story" (6/28/1973)
  Runtime: 01:01:01
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6393
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (6/28/1973)
  Edited excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/22/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6394**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (6/28/1973)
  Edited excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/22/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6395**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (6/28/1973)
  Edited excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/23/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6396**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (6/28/1973)
  Edited excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/23/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6397
  Edited excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/24/1973
  Runtime: 0:12
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- WHCA-6398
  Weekly News Summary, Tape VI (6/28/1973)
  Edited excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/25/1973
  Runtime: 00:28:14
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- WHCA-6399
  Edited excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/25/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6400**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape VIII (6/28/1973)
  Edited excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/26/1973
  Runtime: 00:29:10
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6401**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IX (6/28/1973)
  Edited excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/26/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6402**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape X (6/28/1973)
  Edited excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/27/1973
  Runtime: 00:59:52
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6403**
  - Edited excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/27/1973
  - Runtime: 0:30
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6404**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape XII (6/28/1973)
  - Edited excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/28/1973
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6405**
  - Edited excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/28/73
  - Runtime: 00:59:15
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6406**  
  "60 Minutes" (6/29/1973)  
  John D. Ehrlichman interview, then segment on making paper planes and aerodynamics  
  Runtime: 01:00:30  
  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6407**  
  "The Jack Parr Show" (6/29/1973)  
  Runtime: 01:30:25  
  Participants: Julie & David Eisenhower  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6408**  
  "Agronsky & Company" (6/30/1973)  
  Runtime: 0:30  
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.  
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6409**
  "Face The Nation"; "Meet The Press" AND "Issues And Answers" (7/1/1973)
  Runtime: 01:29:17
  Participants: "FTN": Charles Colson; "MTP": Hubert Humphrey; "I&A": w/Skylab astronauts
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6410**
  Essential Freedom (7/5/1973)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6411**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (7/6/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/29/73 to 7/2/73
  Runtime: 01:28:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-6412**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (7/6/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/2/73 to 7/4/73
  Runtime: 01:30:15
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

• **WHCA-6413**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (7/6/1973)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

• **WHCA-6414**
  "60 Minutes" (7/6/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

• **WHCA-6415**
  "Agronsky & Company" (7/7/1973)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6416**
  "Face The Nation"; "Meet The Press" AND "Issues And Answers" (7/8/1973)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: "FTN": Senator Robert Byrd (D-WV); "MTP": James Burns; "I&A": U.S. Senators Edward Gurney (R-FL) and Lowell Weicker (R-CT)
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6417**
  BBC Interview with Julie Nixon Eisenhower and David Eisenhower (7/11/1973)
  Also includes a Today Show episode with Barbara Walters and guest Burt Reynolds.
  Runtime: 00:52:00
  Participants: Julie Nixon Eisenhower, David Eisenhower
  Network/Producer: BBC. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6418**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (7/12/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/6/1973 to 7/8/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6419**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (7/12/1973)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/9/1973
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6420**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (7/12/1973)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/8/1973
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6421**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (7/12/1973)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/10/1973
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6422**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape V (7/12/1973)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/10/1973
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6423**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape VI (7/12/1973)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/11/1973
  - Runtime: 0:30
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6424**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape VII (7/12/1973)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/11/1973
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6425**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape VIII (7/12/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/12/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6426**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IX (7/12/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/12/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6427**
  "60 Minutes" (7/13/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6428**
  "Watergate This Week", Tape I (7/13/1973)
  NBC's summary of the week's events in the Senate Watergate Committee hearings
  Runtime: 01:05:56
  Participants: John Dean, John Mitchell
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: Very sticky 2" Quad Hi Band. Clips from John Dean and John Mitchell testimony. Color bars do not appear accurate to program content, dropouts intermittent throughout program, intermittent visible banding, chroma levels vary between program and footage sources, quad progressively sticky toward tail of reel, repeated brief head clogs at approx. 00:53:00, 00:55:00, 00:56:27, 00:57:30, 01:00:10, 01:00:48. Program ends at 01:00:50.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6429**
  "Watergate This Week", Tape II (7/13/1973)
  NBC's summary of the week's events in the Senate Watergate Committee hearings
  Runtime: 01:06:35
  Participants: John Mitchell
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, some picture noise present, chroma and video levels vary greatly throughout reel, white levels peak during commercial breaks, slight intermittent visible banding during program, hue and saturation levels vary between different footage sources; i.e. inside TV studio vs John Mitchell Watergate Hearing testimony footage. Program ends at 00:58:57.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6430**
  "Agronsky & Company" (7/14/1973)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6431
  "Face The Nation", "Meet The Press", AND "Issues And Answers" (7/15/1973)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator Daniel Inouye (D-HA); "MTP": U.S. Senator James Buckley (I-NY); "I&A": Erskine Childers
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6432
  "The David Eaton Show" (7/15/1973)
  Runtime: 0:15
  Participants: Stokely Carmichael, Black Panther activist
  Keywords: African Americans
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6433
  "Panorama" excerpt (7/16/1973)
  Runtime: 00:28:04
  Participants: Herb Klein, Advisor to the President
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6434**
  "ABC News - At Ease" (7/19/1973)
  Runtime: 01:29:33
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6435**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (7/19/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/13/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6436**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (7/19/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/13/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6437**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (7/19/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/14/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6438
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (7/19/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/14/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6439
  Weekly News Summary, Tape V (7/19/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/15/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6440
  Weekly News Summary, Tape VI (7/19/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/16/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-6441
Weekly News Summary, Tape VII (7/19/1973)
Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/16/1973
Runtime: 1:00
Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-6442
Weekly News Summary, Tape VIII (7/19/1973)
Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/17/1973
Runtime: 0:30
Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-6443
Weekly News Summary, Tape IX (7/19/1973)
Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/17/1973
Runtime: 1:00
Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6444**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape X (7/19/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/18/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6445**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape XI (7/19/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/18/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6446**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape XII (7/19/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/19/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6447

Weekly News Summary, Tape XIII (7/19/1973)
Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/19/1973
Runtime: 01:06:02
Participants: BBC commentator, Barbara Walters, Burt Reynolds
Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: Very sticky 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear accurate to program content, intermittent visible banding during program, camera tube burn visible in corner of frame, audio levels slightly low throughout BBC interview. BBC Interview ends at 00:27:49 followed by "The Today Show" with Barbara Walters with Burt Reynolds. Audio levels much higher. Program ends 00:53:40. Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer: some banding, color framing problems, ghosting, control track problems, audio levels normal. Tape was baked.

DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6448

"Watergate This Week", Tape I (7/20/1973)
NBC's summary of the week's events in the Senate Watergate Committee hearings
Runtime: 01:07:00
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: Very sticky 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear accurate to program content, intermittent visible banding during program, intermittent visible degree of 'tearing' around peaking chroma in image, glitches occur occasionally following edits (usually from commercial break to program), variation in color hue and saturation between different footage sources; i.e. from Senate Watergate Hearing to the TV Studio. Program ends 01:01:40.

VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6449**
  "Watergate This Week", Tape II (7/20/1973)
  NBC's summary of the week's events in the Senate Watergate Committee hearings
  Runtime: 01:06:03
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: Dropout compensator not used, Color bars on Quad do not appear accurate to program content, strong degree of banding visible intermittently, image can be very unstable, intermittent bursts of dropouts and glitches, hue/saturation varies between multi-camera switching during Watergate testimony, video levels vary. Program ends 00:58:50..
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6450**
  "Washington Week in Review" [alternate title may be: "NBC Evening News Back-up"] (7/20/1973)
  Runtime: 01:01:04
  Network/Producer: WETA Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): low banding, stable pic, audio levels normal. Tape was baked..
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6451**
  "60 Minutes" (7/20/1973)
  Runtime: 01:08:33
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): low banding, ghosting, audio levels normal. Tape was baked..
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6452**
  "Agronsky & Company" (7/20/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:36
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): low banding, flat grainy low saturation pic, audio levels normal. Tape was baked..
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6453**
  "Face The Nation"; "Meet The Press"; AND "Issues And Answers" (7/22/1973)
  "FTN": Herbert Stein; "MTP": Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz; "I&A": Secretary of Labor Brennan
  Runtime: 01:30:06
  Participants: "FTN": Herbert Stein; "MTP": Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz; "I&A": Secretary of Labor Brennan
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): light banding, head had trouble locking at start of show, adjusted EQ for Chan. 4 at beginning of Meet the Press. Tape was baked..
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6454**
  "CMN": Herb Stein; "Today": Secretary of Labor Brennan, U.S. Senator Sam Ervin (D-NC); Ron Ziegler - per Vidipax transfer condition report: Herb Klein of White House Communication Office is interviewed on this reel, not Herb Stein as marked on reel.
  Runtime: 00:52:18
  Participants: "CMN": Herb Stein; "Today": Secretary of Labor Brennan, U.S. Senator Sam Ervin (D-NC); Ron Ziegler - per Vidipax transfer condition report: Herb Klein of White House Communication Office is interviewed on this reel, not Herb Stein as marked on reel.
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WRC, ?.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6455
  CBS Special: "The Ehrlichman Testimony" (7/24/1973)
  CBS summary of John Ehrlichman's testimony before the Senate Watergate Committee
  Runtime: 01:00:23
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars do not appear accurate to program, video levels vary, technical difficulty warnings displayed intermittently during program while there is extremem picture noise, black-out and dglitching present.
  Program ends:01:00:23. TRT 01:05:47.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6456
  CBS Watergate Special (7/26/1973)
  CBS's summary of the week's events in the Senate Watergate Committee hearings. John Ehrlichman testimony.
  Runtime: 00:59:35
  Participants: John Ehrlichman, Dan Rather
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6457
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (7/26/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/20/1973 to 7/23/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6458**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape II (7/26/1973)
  - Runtime: 1:30
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6459**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape III (7/26/1973)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/25/1973 to 7/26/1973
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6460**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (7/26/1973)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/26/1973
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6461**
  
  "Washington Week in Review" (7/27/1973)
  
  Runtime: 01:00:58
  
  Network/Producer: WETA Public Affairs. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): color framing problems, banding, non sync switches, ghosting, audio normal. Tape was baked..
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6462**
  
  CBS Special: "The Ehrlichman Testimony" (7/27/1973)
  
  Runtime: 01:31:00
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): adjusted EQ for Ch 4 - otherwise looks and sounds good. Tape was baked..
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6463**
  
  NBC Special: "Watergate This Week", Tape I (7/27/1973)
  
  NBC's summary of the week's events in the Senate Watergate Committee's hearings.
  
  Runtime: 01:04:38
  
  Participants: Sam Ervin, Watergate officials
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. STICKY QUAD TAPE. Dropout compensator not used, persistent head clogging at 00:09:00 and onwards following Ervin's famous Watergate speech, color bars do not appear accurate in reference to program content, Color hue and Saturation levels vary greatly between different source switching (from TV studio newscast and Senate Watergate Hearings multi-camera switches). Lack of color balance in original master recording can be evidenced through split screen at 00:16:00. Picture completely falls apart at 00:30:00 - image goes black, sound becomes increasingly distorted and TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES warnings appear on screen from TV station. Banding occurs intermittently during program. Glitchy dropouts toward end of reel. Program ends at: 01:01:45..
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-6464

NBC Special: "Watergate This Week", Tape II (7/27/1973)

NBC's summary of the week's events in the Senate Watergate Committee's hearings. John Ehrlichman Testimony.

Runtime: 01:04:54
Participants: John Ehrlichman, Watergate officials
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, reel continues from 6463 with Ehrlichman testimony, very glitchy at head of Quad, strong degree of dropouts in image recedes as reel progresses, picture clears up. Some off-air PHANTOM OF THE OPERA film footages follows Watergate content. Program and tape end at 01:04:54..

DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-6465

"Agronsky & Company" (7/28/1973)

Runtime: 00:30:06

Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): tape in good shape: low banding, audio levels normal. Tape was baked..

DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-6466

"Face The Nation" (7/29/1973)

U.S. Senators Sam Ervin (D-NC) and Howard Baker (R-TN)

Runtime: 00:58:45
Participants: U.S. Senators Sam Ervin (D-NC) and Howard Baker (R-TN)
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6467**
  "Meet The Press" with The Shah of Iran, Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi (7/29/1973)
  The Shah of Iran, Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi
  Runtime: 00:29:28
  Participants: The Shah of Iran
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6468**
  "Issues and Answers" with U.S. Senator Hugh Scott (R-PA) (7/29/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:35
  Participants: U.S. Senator Hugh Scott (R-PA)
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6469**
  CBS Special Report: "Watergate Roundup" (7/29/1973)
  Runtime: 01:06:12
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6470
  CBS Special: "Watergate" (8/1/1973)
  Senate Watergate Hearing
  Runtime: 01:05:49
  Participants: Watergate officials
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6471
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (8/2/1973)
  Excerpt of evening network news broadcasts from 7/27/1973 to 7/30/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6472
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (8/2/1973)
  Excerpt of evening network news broadcasts from 7/30/1973 to 8/1/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6473**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (8/2/1973)
  Excerpt of evening network news broadcasts from 8/1/1973 to 8/2/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6474**
  "60 Minutes" (8/3/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6475**
  "Watergate Wrap-up" Special, Tape I (8/3/1973)
  NBC's summary of the week's events in the Senate Watergate Committee hearings
  Runtime: 01:05:12
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6476
  "Watergate Wrap-up" Special, Tape II (8/3/1973)
  NBC's summary of the week's events in the Senate Watergate Committee hearings
  Runtime: 01:05:24
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, good color, hue and saturation during Senate Watergate Hearing program content. Dropouts occur intermittently during Haldeman testimony, slight degree of audio buzz on Quad soundtrack occurs during some Hearing footage. Program ends at 00:58:47..
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6477
  "Agronsky & Company" AND "McCaffery at Large" (8/4/1973)
  Runtime: 00:59:20
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.; WMAL-TV. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): good overall condition: low banding, nonsync switches, low saturation, audio levels normal. Tape was baked..
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6478
  "Face The Nation", "Meet The Press" AND "Issues And Answers" (8/5/1973)
  "FTN": U.S. Senator Herman Talmadge (D-GA); "MTP": Prime Minister of Japan Kakuei Tanaka; "I&A": Secretary George Shultz
  Runtime: 01:29:13
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator Herman Talmadge (D-GA); "MTP": Prime Minister of Japan Kakuei Tanaka; "I&A": Secretary George Shultz
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): some banding and smearing image, audio levels normal. Tape was baked..
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6479**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" - "Watergate Committee" (8/7/1973)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Participants: U.S. Senators Howard Baker (R-TN), Daniel Inouye (D-HA), Herman Talmadge (D-GA) and Lowell Weicker (R-CT)
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Original broadcast date may be 8/1/1973 (according to Cavett archive).
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6480**
  
  Vice-President Agnew's Press Conference with commentaries (8/8/1973)
  
  Runtime: 0:32
  
  Network/Producer: ABC, CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WTOP, WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6481**
  
  "Watergate: The Impact" (8/9/1973)
  
  Runtime: 00:59:36
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. VERY STICKY AND DIRTY QUAD TAPE. Persistent head clogging occurred during transfer, color bars do not appear accurate in reference to program content, fair quality picture, high contrast, picture noise and ghosting present. Program ends at 00:59:36. TRT 01:05:28..
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6482
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (8/9/1973)
  Runtime: 01:28:28
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6483
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (8/9/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/6/1973 to 8/7/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6484
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (8/9/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/8/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6485**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (8/9/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/9/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6486**
  Melvin Laird Spot from "Today" (7/31/73); Sec. Butz on "CBS Morning News" (8/9/73); Sec. Weinberger, George Bush "Today" (8/1/73) (8/10/1973)
  Runtime: 01:05:07
  Participants: Melvin Laird, Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz, Secretary of HEW Caspar Weinberger, George Bush
  Network/Producer: NBC, CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: (Note: No 3/4" U-Matic, "Old Reference") - 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. STICKY QUAD TAPE. Dropout compensator not used, color bars do not appear accurate in reference to program content, good color hue and saturation with program at head of reel, slight banding visible intermittently throughout, tape shows sticky symptoms at approx. 00:38:00 during Caspar Weinberger segment, persistent head clogging occurs, video and chroma levels sharply differ with George Bush segment at tail end with much noisier picture. Program ends at 01:00:02.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6487**
  "60 Minutes" (8/10/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6488
  "Agronsky & Company" AND "McCaffery At Large" (8/11/1973)
  Runtime: 00:59:07
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.; WMAL-TV. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): good overall condition: low banding, nonsync switches, low saturation, audio levels normal. Tape was baked..
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6489
  "Face The Nation", "Meet The Press"; AND "Issues And Answers" (8/12/1973)
  "FTN": Senator Lowell Weicker; "MTP": with John Love, Pres. Energy Advisor; "I&A": Senator Symington
  Runtime: 01:29:41
  Participants: "FTN": Senator Lowell Weicker; "MTP": w/ John Love, Pres. Energy Advisor; "I&A": Senator Symington
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): low banding, non sync switches, tape scratches, audio levels normal. Tape was baked..
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6490
  CBS Special: "Watergate Spectrum" (8/12/1973)
  Runtime: 01:05:33
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. STICKY QUAD TAPE. Dropout compensator not used, persistent head clogging throughout program, off air picture noise and ghosting present throughout program, consistent video levels, horizontal "head error" lines occur throughout. Program ends at 00:58:59..
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6491**
  
  NBC Special: "How Watergate Changed Government" (8/14/1973)
  
  Runtime: 00:58:59
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. STICKY DIRTY QUAD TAPE. Dropout compensator not used, hue and saturation levels differ between different footage sources, video levels vary, banding visible intermittently during program, head clogging begins occurring at 00:25:00 and 00:30:00 and repeats incessantly onwards. Program ends at 00:58:59.

  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6492**

  President Nixon in rebuttal to Ervin Committee: President Nixon responds to the Senate Select Committee on Watergate's subpoena for White House tapes

  Runtime: 01:03:00

  Participants: President Nixon, Dan Rather

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: (Note: President's remarks 12 minutes; commentaries at 29:15.) 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. TAPE ARRIVED TAILS OUT, OXIDE OUT, TAPE WIND INVERTED. Dropout compensator not used, good hue and saturation levels, appears to be some tape damage, head error lines occur persistently throughout Nixon's speech and Dan Rather's commentary, some slight jitter evident. Program ends at 00:54:38.

  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6493

"Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (8/15/1973)
Comments on Nixon’s response to Ervin Committee's subpoena
Runtime: 00:32:54
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: (Note: No 3/4" U-Matic, "Old Reference") - 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear accurate in reference to program content, fair degree of off air picture noise evident, some horizontal "head error" lines occur intermittently during program, slight variation in video levels. Program ends at 00:28:54..

VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6494

CBS Special: "Watergate and the President" (8/16/1973)
Runtime: 01:05:20
Participants: President Nixon
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6495

NBC Special: "Watergate: The President's Speech" (8/16/1973)
Runtime: 01:05:35
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Visible banding intermittent throughout, video levels vary, glitches most apparent in Watergate Senate hearing excerpts. Program ends approx 00:57:00..

VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6496**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (8/16/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/10/1973 to 8/13/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6497**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (8/16/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/14/1973 to 8/16/1973
  Runtime: 01:33:34
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6498**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (8/16/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/16/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6499**
  "60 Minutes" (8/16/1973)
  Runtime: 00:59:56
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6500**
  "Agronsky & Company" (8/18/1973)
  Runtime: 00:28:21
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): no bars and tone, drop out at 5 min in, low banding, nonsync switches, audio levels normal. Tape was baked.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6501**
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press"; AND "Issues and Answers" (8/19/1973)
  Runtime: 01:29:35
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator George McGovern (D-SD); "MTP": John Gardner; "I&A": Attorney-General Elliot Richardson
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6502**
  "White House Perspective" with Herb Klein and Robert Finch (8/19/1973)
  President Nixon's Counselors Herb Klein and Robert Finch
  Runtime: 00:29:34
  Participants: Presidential Counselors Herbert Klein and Robert Finch
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6503**
  "President Nixon's Rivergate Speech" (8/20/1973)
  This is the event where Nixon "shoved" Press Secretary Ron Ziegler
  Runtime: 00:59:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6504**
  Vice President's Press Conference (8/21/1973)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6505A**
  "President Nixon's Press Conference at San Clemente" (8/22/1973)
  
  Runtime: 01:06:10
  
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, fairly clean picture throughout, slight glitches present a few times in program. Program ends at 00:58:58..
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6505B**
  "President Nixon's Press Conference at San Clemente" (8/22/1973)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6505C**
  "President Nixon's Press Conference at San Clemente" (8/22/1973)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6506**
  "Watergate: The President's News Conference" (8/22/1973)
  Runtime: 01:06:09
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, stable image, fairly clean picture, very low degree of off air noise, slight degree of visible banding, consistent chroma and video levels. (Nixon program gets interrupted briefly at 00:18:00, appears channel was changed by technician during orginal recording), head clog occurs briefly at 00:34:00. Program ends at 00:59:10..
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6507**
  "The President's News Conference" (analysis) (8/22/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6508**
  "Presidential News Conference": Special, Part I (8/22/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Watergate
  Network/Producer: N-PACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6509
  "Presidential News Conference": Commentary, Part II (8/22/1973)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Watergate
  Network/Producer: N-PACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6510
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (8/23/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/17/73 to 8/20/73
  Runtime: 01:34:02
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6511
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (8/23/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/21/1973 to 8/22/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6512**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (8/23/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/23/1973
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6513**
  "60 Minutes" (8/24/1973)
  Runtime: 00:57:20
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6514**
  "Agronsky & Company" (8/25/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:01
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): no tone with color bars, low banding, nonsync switches, low saturation, audio levels normal. Tape was baked.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6515**
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press"; AND "Issues and Answers" (8/26/1973)
  
  Runtime: 01:29:36
  Participants: "FTN": Senator Mike Mansfield; "MTP": James Schlesinger; "I&A": Melvin Laird
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  **VHS reference copy available**

- **WHCA-6516**
  CBS Special: "The Presidency After Watergate" (8/28/1973)
  
  Runtime: 01:06:13
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, stable image, fairly clean picture, low degree of picture noise present, banding visible intermittently during program, head clogging occurs at 00:49:00, Quad becomes progressively DIRTY AND STICKY towards tail of reel. Program ends at 00:59:08..
  **VHS reference copy available**

- **WHCA-6517**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (8/30/1973)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 8/24/73 to 8/30/73
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  **VHS reference copy available**
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6518**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (8/30/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from the week of 8/24/73 to 8/30/73
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6519**
  "Theatre of the Deaf" (8/31/1973)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6520**
  "60 Minutes" (8/31/1973)
  Runtime: 00:58:57
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6521**
  "Agronsky & Company" (9/1/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:39
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6522**
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press"; AND "Issues and Answers" (9/2/1973)
  Runtime: 01:29:48
  Participants: "FTN": Ralph Nader; "MTP": Leonard Woodcock, president of the United Automobile Workers Union; "I&A": George Meany, president of the AFL-CIO
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6523**
  Runtime: 01:34:45
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6524**
  "NBC Reports: The Energy Crisis: Oil" (9/4/1973)
  Runtime: 01:30:25
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRCC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6525**
  Presidential News Conference; NBC Commentary; ABC Commentary (9/5/1973)
  Runtime: 01:05:29
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6526**
  Runtime: 00:29:58
  Participants: Anne Armstrong
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6527**
  "60 Minutes" (9/7/1973)
  Runtime: 00:57:51
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6528**
  "Senate Confirmation Hearings for Dr. Kissinger", Tape I (9/7/1973)
  Confirmation hearings for Henry Kissinger as Secretary of State
  Runtime: 01:32:03
  Participants: Dr. Henry A. Kissinger
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6529**
  "Senate Confirmation Hearings for Dr. Kissinger", Tape II (9/7/1973)
  Confirmation hearings for Henry Kissinger as Secretary of State
  Runtime: 01:32:21
  Participants: Dr. Henry A. Kissinger
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6530
  "Senate Confirmation Hearings for Henry Kissinger", Tape III (9/7/1973)
  confirmation hearings for Dr. Henry A. Kissinger as Secretary of State
  Runtime: 00:50:58
  Participants: Dr. Henry A. Kissinger
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6531
  "Agronsky & Company" (9/8/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:19
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6532
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press"; AND "Issues and Answers" (9/9/1973)
  Runtime: 01:28:02
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator Hugh Scott (R-PA); "MTP": Senator Daniel Inouye (D-HA); "I&A": Senator Henry Jackson (D-WA)
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6534**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape I (9/9/1973)
  - Runtime: 1:30
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6535**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape II (9/9/1973)
  - Runtime: 1:30
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6536**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape III (9/9/1973)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/7/1973 to 9/9/1973
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6537
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (9/9/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/9/1973
  Runtime: 0:06
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- WHCA-6538
  "Kissinger Confirmation Hearings", Tape I (9/10/1973)
  confirmation hearings for Dr. Kissinger as Secretary of State
  Runtime: 01:33:38
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- WHCA-6539
  "Kissinger Confirmation Hearings", Tape II (9/10/1973)
  confirmation hearings for Dr. Kissinger as Secretary of State
  Runtime: 00:38:45
  Participants: Dr. Henry A. Kissinger
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6540**
  "Everywoman" with Dan Rather, Daniel Schorr, Barry Serafin and Leslie Stahl (9/11/1973)
  CBS news personalities Dan Rather, Daniel Schorr, Barry Serafin and Leslie Stahl
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: CBS news personalities Dan Rather, Daniel Schorr, Barry Serafin and Leslie Stahl
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6541**
  "CBS Morning News" excerpt with Melvin Laird, counselor to President Nixon (9/11/1973)
  Melvin R. Laird, counselor to President Nixon
  Runtime: 0:20
  Participants: Melvin R. Laird, counselor to President Nixon
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: Undetermined.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6542**
  "Kissinger Confirmation Hearings", Tape I (9/11/1973)
  Runtime: 01:35:00
  Network/Producer: N-PACT. Network Affilate: WETA.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6543**
  "Kissinger Confirmation Hearings", Tape II (9/11/1973)
  Runtime: 01:33:17
  Network/Producer: N-PACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): color framing/control track issues, low banding, flat low saturation, audio levels normal. Tape was baked..
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6544**
  "Kissinger Confirmation Hearings", Tape III (9/12/1973)
  Runtime: 00:15:42
  Network/Producer: N-PACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): some color/framing & control track issues, low banding, flat picture, audio levels normal. Tape was baked..
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6545**
  "Kissinger Confirmation Hearings", Tape I (9/14/1973)
  Runtime: 01:33:45
  Network/Producer: N-PACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6546**
  "Kissinger Confirmation Hearings", Tape II (9/14/1973)
  Runtime: 01:25:58
  Network/Producer: N-PACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6547**
  "Agronsky & Company" (9/15/1973)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6548**
  "America Goes Public", Tape I (9/15/1973)
  Democratic telethon
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6549**
  "America Goes Public", Tape II (9/15/1973)
  Democratic telethon
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6550**
  - Wolf Trap - Performing Arts Center (9/16/1973)
  - Runtime: 0:30
  - Participants: Musicians
  - Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WRC.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6551**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape I (9/16/1973)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/10/1973 to 9/11/1973
  - Runtime: 1:30
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6552**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape II (9/16/1973)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/12/1973 to 9/13/1973
  - Runtime: 1:30
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-6553**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (9/16/1973)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/14/1973 to 9/16/1973
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-6554**
  
  "Face the Nation" AND "Meet the Press" (9/16/1973)
  
  Runtime: 00:58:50
  
  Participants: "FTN": Senator John Stennis (D-MS); "MTP": Roy Ash
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-6555**
  
  "Agronsky & Company" (9/22/1973)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-6556
"Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (9/23/1973)
Runtime: 01:30:36
Participants: "FTN": Melvin Laird, counselor to the President; "MTP": PM of Pakistan; "I&A": Sec. General of the U.N.
Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-6557
Weekly News Summary, Tape I (9/23/1973)
Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/18/1973
Runtime: 01:16:52
Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-6558
Weekly News Summary, Tape II (9/23/1973)
Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/19/1973 to 9/21/1973
Runtime: 01:31:56
Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6559
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (9/23/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/21/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6560
  "Dinah's Place" with host Dinah Shore and guest Maureen Dean (Mrs. John Dean) (9/26/1973)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Maureen Dean
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: Henry Jaffe Enterprises, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6561
  "Agronsky & Company" (9/29/1973)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6562
  Vice President’s Speech to the Republican Women's Association (9/29/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6563
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (9/30/1973)
  Runtime: 01:29:40
  Participants: "FTN": U.S. Representative Peter Rodino (D-NJ); "MTP": U.S. Senator Walter Mondale (D-MN); "I&A": Governor John Love
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6564
  The Reasoner Report: "The FBI" (9/30/1973)
  ABC News Anchorman Harry Reasoner
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Harry Reasoner
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): [none]. Tape was baked..
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6565**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (9/30/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 9/24/1973 to 9/26/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6566**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (9/30/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6567**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (9/30/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6568**
  "The Regis Philbin Show" with guest Fred Malek (10/4/1973)
  
  Runtime: 0:15
  
  Participants: Fred Malek
  
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6569**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (10/5/1973)
  
  Runtime: 01:29:37
  
  Participants: Victor Gold, columnist; Richard Tuck (Dick Tuck), political "prankster;" Walter Matthau; Ely Landau
  
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6570**
  "Agronsky & Company" (10/6/1973)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6571

"Face the Nation"; "Issues and Answers" AND "Meet the Press" (10/7/1973)

Runtime: 01:27:34

Participants: "FTN": U.S. Senator William Fulbright (D-AR); "I&A" w/Senator Griffin; "MTP": w/Abba Eban, Israeli Foreign Minister

Network/Producer: CBS, ABC, NBC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WMAL, WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

*DVD reference copy available*

• WHCA-6572

"The Advocates" (10/7/1973)

A discussion of the televising of the Senate Select Committee on Watergate (the Ervin Committee)

Runtime: 1:00

Keywords: Watergate

Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affilate: WETA.


*VHS reference copy available*

• WHCA-6573

Pacem in Terris III (10/8/1973)

Pacem in Terris III, Tape 1

Runtime: 01:35:16

Participants: Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger, U.S. Senator William Fulbright (D-AR)

Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WETA.


*VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6574**
  Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger, U.S. Senator William Fulbright (D-AR)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger, U.S. Senator William Fulbright (D-AR)
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6575**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (10/8/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/1/1973 to 10/3/1973
  Runtime: 01:35:55
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6576**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (10/8/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-6577**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (10/8/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/5/1973 to 10/6/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

• **WHCA-6578**
  Special Report on Agnew Resignation (10/10/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-6579**
  Local Coverage of Agnew Resignation (10/10/1973)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: WTOP. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6580**
  
  "CBS Evening News" (10/10/1973)
  
  Vice-President Agnew's resignation
  
  Runtime: 01:05:40
  
  Participants: Spiro Agnew
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, stable image, fairly clean picture, low degree of off air noise, moderate scratches throughout, slight degree of visible banding, varying degree of chroma video levels between programs. Program ends at 01:00:39..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6581**
  
  "NBC Evening News" AND NBC Special (10/10/1973)
  
  Vice-President Agnew's resignation
  
  Runtime: 01:32:48
  
  Participants: Spiro Agnew
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, clean picture, stable image, good hue and saturation levels during NBC News special on Agnew. Skin tones tend to vary between different footage sources of studio vs location and film. Some "Buzz" intermittently audible on Quad sound track. Program ends at 01:28:56..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6582**
  
  "ABC Evening News" AND ABC Special (10/8/1973)
  
  Runtime: 00:59:44
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): [none]. Tape was baked..
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6583
  "Agnew: The Step Down" AND first half hour of Watergate Hearings (10/10/1973)
  Runtime: 01:06:04
  Participants: Spiro Agnew, Watergate officials
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6584
  CBS Special: The Agnew Resignation (10/10/1973)
  Runtime: 00:59:45
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6585
  Attorney-General Elliot Richardson's Press Conference (10/11/1973)
  Runtime: 01:05:14
  Participants: Attorney-General Elliot Richardson
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, moderate degree of picture noise and ghosting present. Program ends at 01:00:03..
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6586**
  ABC/CBS Commentary on Attorney-General Richardson's Press Conference (10/11/1973)
  
  Runtime: 00:03:46
  
  Participants: Attorney-General Elliott Richardson
  
  Network/Producer: ABC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WTOP.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6587**
  President Nixon nominates Gerald Ford for Vice President (10/12/1973)
  
  Runtime: 01:05:43
  
  Participants: President Nixon, Gerald Ford
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars do not match program, varying chroma and video levels throughout program, moderate picture noise. Some coverage is out of focus, recurring scanning lines and tearing, recurring peak whites. Program ends at 00:40:52.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6588**
  President Nixon nominates Gerald Ford for Vice President (10/12/1973)
  
  Runtime: 00:05:08
  
  Participants: President Nixon, Gerald Ford
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars do not match program, varying chroma and video levels throughout program, moderate picture noise, some coverages is out of focus, recurring scanning lines and tearing, recurring peak whites, moderate degree of picture noise and ghosting present, especially in the newsroom. Program ends at 00:59:10.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6589
  President Nixon nominates Gerald Ford for Vice President (10/12/1973)
  Runtime: 01:06:10
  Participants: President Nixon, Gerald Ford
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, heavy video noise and blanched picture, heavy switching artifacts occur between scenes, chroma and video levels vary. Program ends at 00:59:02..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- WHCA-6590
  "Agronsky & Company" (10/13/1973)
  Runtime: 00:30:56
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): little to no banding, ghosting, non sync switches, audio normal. Tape was baked..
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- WHCA-6591
  "Face the Nation"; "Issues and Answers" AND "Meet the Press" (10/14/1973)
  Runtime: 01:32:40
  Participants: "FTN": George Bush, RNC Chairman; "I&A": Senators Byrd and Griffin; "MTP": Jimmy Hoffa
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL, WRC.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6592**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (10/14/1973)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/8/1973 to 10/9/1973
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6593**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (10/14/1973)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/9/1973 to 10/11/1973
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6594**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (10/14/1973)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/12/1973 to 10/13/1973
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6595**
  Vice President Agnew's farewell speech, with news commentaries (10/16/1973)
  
  Runtime: 00:46:05
  
  Participants: Spiro Agnew
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): tape is a dub, low RF, solid pic - locks nicely, slight banding, no ghosting that I can see, audio levels good, color/saturation good. Tape was baked.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6596**
  "The Jack Parr Show" with Patrick Buchanan (10/17/1973)
  
  Patrick J. Buchanan, Presidential Speechwriter, [at 00:10:00, "Werewolf of Washington" trailer]
  
  Runtime: 00:32:30
  
  Participants: Patrick J. Buchanan, Presidential Speechwriter
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): tape looks good, no banding, some tape scratches, no ghosting, audio good, unsteady non sync switches to commercial break, interference 1:47 in beginning of show. Tape was baked.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6597**
  Report: President Nixon agrees to release the Watergate tapes; Report: The firing of Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox (10/20/1973)
  
  The "Saturday Night Massacre".
  
  Runtime: 00:02:43
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: NBC, CBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6598**
  Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox News Conference (10/20/1973)
  The "Saturday Night Massacre".
  Runtime: 01:05:56
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6599**
  Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox News Conference, Tape I (10/20/1973)
  The "Saturday Night Massacre".
  Runtime: 01:06:04
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6600**
  Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox News Conference, Tape II (10/20/1973)
  The "Saturday Night Massacre".
  Runtime: 00:35:11
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. NO LEADER ON QUAD. Dropout compensator not used, no color bars or tones, some footage lost at head due to slack needed for threading machine, good video levels, minor degree of tearing around peak whites. Program ends at 00:05:49.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6601
  Senate Watergate Committee, possible dismissal of Archibald Cox, possible resignation of Elliot Richardson, Watergate Tapes, President Nixon's plan to provide "summaries" of White House Tapes audio recordings with Hugh Sidey (Time Magazine), Elizabeth Drew (The Atlantic), George Will (Washington Editor of National Review), Carl Rowan (syndicated columnist), Peter Lisagor (Chicago Daily News)
  Runtime: 01:06:05
  Participants: Hugh Sidey (Time Magazine), Elizabeth Drew (The Atlantic), George Will (Washington Editor of National Review), Carl Rowan (syndicated columnist), Peter Lisagor (Chicago Daily News)
  Keywords: Watergate, "The Saturday Night Massacre," Watergate
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): good/fair shape, very little banding, audio good, non sync switches, low chroma/saturation. Tape was baked..
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6602
  Special on the firing of Special Prosecutor Cox (10/20/1973)
  "The Saturday Night Massacre"
  Runtime: 01:29:26
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6603
  Firing of Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox and "The Saturday Night Massacre" (10/20/1973)
  "The Saturday Night Massacre"
  Runtime: 00:29:06
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): little to no banding, ghosting, non sync switches, audio normal. Tape was baked..
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6604**
  "The David Susskind Show" with Senator Edward 'Ted' Kennedy (10/20/1973)
  Chappaquiddick and Senator Edward 'Ted' Kennedy
  Runtime: 01:31:35
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6605**
  "The David Susskind Show" (10/21/1973)
  Chappaquiddick and Ted Kennedy
  Runtime: 00:29:18
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6606**
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (10/21/1973)
  Runtime: 01:29:42
  Participants: "FTN": PM of Egypt; "MTP": Melvin Laird, counselor to the President; "I&A": U.S. Senators Edmund Muskie (D-ME) and Charles Mc Mathias (R-MD)
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6607
  "McCaffery At Large" (10/21/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:33
  Network/Producer: WMAL-TV. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6608
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (10/21/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/15/1973 to 10/16/1973
  Runtime: 01:02:05
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6609
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (10/21/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/16/1973 to 10/18/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6610**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (10/21/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/18/1973 to 10/19/73
  Runtime: 01:05:12
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6611**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (10/21/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/20/1973
  Runtime: 00:59:23
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6612**
  The Watergate Case and the White House Tapes, Tape I (10/21/1973)
  Runtime: 00:31:00
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2” Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars do not appear accurate in reference to program, desaturated colors during program, high rate of dropouts and glitches present that recede slightly as program progresses, banding visible, picture noise and ghosting present, low audio levels, head clogging occurs particularly towards tail of reel. Program ends at 00:30:47. TRT 00:32:56.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6613
  The Watergate Case and the White House Tapes, Tape II (10/21/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:02
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: (Notes: No 3/4" U-Matic, "Old Reference") - 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, heavy tape scratches and dropout at the head, colors desaturated, audio drops out at 00:01:39, audio difficulty warning announcement at approx 00:02:00 and audio returns at approx 00:08:00. Program ends at 00:29:02. TRT 00:36:37.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6614
  White House tapes, firing of Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox, Ruckelshaus & Richardson's departure; Nixon impeachment efforts
  Runtime: 01:00:44
  Participants: Jim Lehrer, Neil McNeil, Pat Buchanan, Edward Ted Kennedy, Stephen Hess, David Austern
  Keywords: Watergate
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6615

"Elliot Richardson's Press Conference" (10/23/1973)
Runtime: 01:05:41
Participants: Elliot Richardson
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6616

"Elliot Richardson's Press Conference", with commentaries (10/23/1973)
Runtime: 00:10:20
Participants: Elliot Richardson
Network/Producer: NBC, CBS, PBS. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP, WETA.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars do not appear accurate in reference to program, heavy picture noise and dropout, intermittent banding present, scratches occur throughout, switcher artifacts present between shots. Program ends at 00:10:06..

VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6617

The "Saturday Night Massacre"
Runtime: 01:05:37
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: N-PACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): chroma/sat problems, color framing problems. Tape was baked..

DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6618
  Special - "The President Relents" (10/23/1973)
  The "Saturday Night Massacre"
  Runtime: 00:36:11
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6619
  Special - "The White House Tapes and the Nixon Decision" (10/23/1973)
  The "Saturday Night Massacre"
  Runtime: 00:34:25
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars do not appear accurate in reference to program, slight scratches at the head, colors are desaturated, one chroma burst during program, hue and chroma levels vary. Program ends at 00:29:21..
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6620
  "Panorama" with former Assistant Attorney General William Ruckelshaus (10/24/1973)
  The "Saturday Night Massacre" with former Assistant Attorney General William D. Ruckelshaus
  Runtime: 00:32:23
  Participants: former Assistant Attorney General William D. Ruckelshaus
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): no bars & tone - starts in middle of segment (recorded 30sec house bars), low audio levels and audio interference throughout. Tape was baked..
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-6621

Henry Kissinger News Conference, with commentaries (10/25/1973)

Runtime: 01:01:34

Participants: Henry Kissinger

Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars do not appear accurate in reference to program, fairly clean picture, colors are desaturated, moderate amount of picture noise and dropout, scratches occur intermittently throughout program, switcher artifacts present between shots. Program ends at 01:01:28..

VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-6622

"Panorama" with Julie Nixon Eisenhower (10/25/1973)

Julie Nixon Eisenhower

Runtime: 00:34:17

Participants: Julie Nixon Eisenhower

Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): low banding, low saturation/flat color, audio levels normal. Tape was baked..

DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-6623

Presidential News Conference, with network news commentaries (10/26/1973)

Runtime: 01:07:12

Participants: President Richard Nixon

Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Watergate

Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, fairly clean picture, colors are desaturated, moderate amount of picture noise and dropout, scratches occur intermittently throughout program, switcher artifacts present between some shots. Program ends at 01:07:12. TRT 01:32:45..

DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6624**
  "Agronsky & Company" (10/27/1973)
  Runtime: 00:29:52
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): no banding, audio hot, non sync switches, no ghosting. Tape was baked.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6625**
  "Face the Nation" with PM Golda Meir & A. Haig; "Meet the Press" with Archibald Cox (10/28/1973)
  "FTN": with Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir; General Alexander Haig, White House Chief of Staff; "MTP": with new Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox
  Runtime: 01:29:59
  Participants: "FTN": w/Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir; General Alexander Haig, White House Chief of Staff; "MTP": w/new Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6626**
  "Issues and Answers" with Senator Cooke and Senator Bayh (10/28/1973)
  Runtime: 00:33:10
  Participants: Senator Cooke, Senator Bayh
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6627
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (10/28/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/21/1973 to 10/23/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6628
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (10/28/1973)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6629
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (10/28/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/25/1973 to 10/27/1973
  Runtime: 01:29:15
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6630
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (10/28/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/27/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6631
  "CBS Morning News" excerpt with Pat Buchanan (10/29/1973)
  Patrick J. Buchanan, one of President Nixon's speech writers
  Runtime: 00:29:37
  Participants: Patrick Buchanan, Presidential Speech Writer
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): low chroma/saturation, audio levels low and muddled sounding. Tape was baked..
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6632
  "Bill Moyers' Journal" (10/31/1973)
  An essay on Watergate
  Runtime: 01:05:06
  Participants: Bill Moyers
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6633**
  Gerald Ford Vice Presidential Confirmation Hearings (11/1/1973)
  Runtime: 01:03:11
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): no banding, audio levels normal, tape looks good. Tape was baked.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6634**
  Gerald Ford Vice Presidential Confirmation Hearings (11/1/1973)
  Runtime: 01:02:03
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): no banding, audio levels normal, tape looks good. Tape was baked.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6635**
  Gerald Ford Vice Presidential Confirmation Hearings (11/1/1973)
  Runtime: 01:03:30
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6636
  Gerald Ford Vice Presidential Confirmation Hearings (11/1/1973)
  Runtime: 01:04:32
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): no banding, audio levels normal. Tape was baked..
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6637
  Gerald Ford vice Presidential Confirmation Hearings (11/1/1973)
  Runtime: 01:01:47
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): fair condition - flat color, no banding, audio levels normal. Tape was baked..
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6638
  "The Dick Cavett Show" excerpt: Dr. John McLaughlin, Gore Vidal, Rudolph Nureyev (11/1/1973)
  Dr. John McLaughlin (Jesuit priest & Nixon speechwriter), Gore Vidal (author), Rudolph Nureyev (ballet dancer)
  Runtime: 00:32:07
  Participants: Dr. John McLaughlin, Gore Vidal, Rudolph Nureyev
  Keywords: Writer, writers, Dancer, dancers, music, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): fair condition: low banding, low saturation/flat color, audio levels normal. Tape was baked..
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6639**
  "The Today Show" segment with Julie Nixon Eisenhower (11/2/1973)
  Julie Nixon Eisenhower
  Runtime: 00:16:15
  Participants: Julie Nixon Eisenhower
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6640**
  "Agronsky & Company" (11/3/1973)
  Runtime: 00:33:30
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6641**
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (11/4/1973)
  Runtime: 01:28:44
  Participants: "FTN": Sen. H. Cannon; "MTP": Senator Henry Jackson AND "I&A": General Augusto Pinochet
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6642**
  "Issues and Answers" (11/4/1973)
  Participants: Senator Edward Brooke of Massachusetts
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6643**
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/29/1973 to 10/30/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6644**
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 10/30/1973 to 10/31/1973
  Runtime: 01:30:37
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6645**
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/1/1973 to 11/3/73
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6646**
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6647**
  Runtime: 01:06:37
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6648**
  Gerald Ford Vice Presidential Confirmation Hearings (11/5/1973)
  Runtime: 01:03:57
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Colorlab notes (2015 Quad transfer): low banding, low saturation/flat color, audio levels normal. Tape was baked..
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6649**
  Gerald Ford Vice Presidential Confirmation Hearings (11/5/1973)
  Runtime: 01:02:47
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6650**
  Gerald Ford Vice Presidential Confirmation Hearings (11/5/1973)
  Runtime: 00:59:21
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6651**
  Gerald Ford Vice Presidential Confirmation Hearings (11/5/1973)
  Runtime: 00:59:47
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6652**
  President Nixon's Speech on the Energy Crisis, with commentary (11/7/1973)
  Runtime: 01:05:44
  Participants: President Nixon
  Keywords: gas, gasoline, gas shortage, gasoline shortage, oil, oil shortage, energy crisis, petroleum, oil supply, fuel, shortages, rationing
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, fairly clean picture, moderate amount of line dropout present, lighting is somewhat dim. Program ends at 00:36:51..
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6653**
  "Take It From Here" (11/8/1973)
  Runtime: 00:31:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 00:30:23.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6654**
  "Panorama" (11/8/1973)
  Runtime: 01:00:43
  Participants: Dr. John McLaughlin
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-6655
"Agronsky & Company" (11/10/1973)
Runtime: 00:32:00
Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: CBS Program Ends 00:31:34.
DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-6656
"Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (11/11/1973)
Runtime: 01:29:40
Participants: "FTN": Acting AG Robert Bork; "MTP": Sen. Charles Percy; "I&A": Sec. Rogers Morton, Russell Train
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-6657
"JFK: One Thousand Days and Ten Years" (11/11/1973)
a documentary retrospective on President John F. Kennedy, his Administration and his assassination
Runtime: 01:05:21
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6658**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (11/11/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/5/1973 to 11/7/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6659**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (11/11/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/7/1973 to 11/8/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6660**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (11/11/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/9/1973 to 11/10/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6661
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (11/12/1973)
  Runtime: 01:02:00
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: NOTE: from 5/9/2012 Colorlab report: no color bars on tape, only 30min of program then rest of tape black. PBS - Program ends at 00:61:35..
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6662
  "Panorama" (11/13/1973)
  Runtime: 00:33:00
  Participants: Frederick Malek
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program Ends 00:32:28..
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6663
  President Nixon's Question and Answer Session with the Associated Press Managing Editors Convention (11/17/1973, Orlando, FL)
  President Nixon fields questions relating to Watergate and foreign affairs. Question and Answer session with the Associated Press Managing Editor's: "I'm not a crook..."
  Runtime: 01:20:19
  Participants: President Nixon, Dan Rather, AP editors
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC, NBC and CBS. Network Affiliate: WMAL broadcast with WMAL, WTOP, WRC commentary.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: (A2 NOTE: "I am not a crook" is at timecode: 01:36:00). 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, slight RF noise, tape is jittery with delay banding and dropout at the head, Nixon press conference has good video levels, hues are desaturated, multiple scratches during Dan Rather segment, delay banding present between camera switches. Program ends at 01:23:25..
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-6664
"Agronsky & Company" (11/18/1973)
Runtime: 00:31:00
Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program Ends at: 00:30:46.
DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-6665
"Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (11/18/1973)
Runtime: 01:28:49
Participants: "FTN": Senator William Proxmire; "MTP": Senator Mike Mansfield; "I&A": David Rockefeller
Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-6666
Weekly News Summary, Tape I (11/18/1973)
Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/12/1973 to 11/13/1973
Runtime: 1:30
Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-6667
Weekly News Summary, Tape II (11/18/1973)
Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/14/1973 to 11/15/1973
Runtime: 01:36:00
Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6668**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (11/18/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/16/1973 to 11/18/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6669**
  President Nixon's Visit to Mercer University (11/19/1973)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6670**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (11/19/1973)
  Runtime: 00:19:00
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6671**
  President Nixon's Speech to the National Association of Realtors (11/20/1973)
  Runtime: 00:40
  Original Format: 3/4-inch U-Matic videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6672
  Presidential visit to Memphis, Tennessee (11/20/1973)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affialte: Undetermined.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6673
  "Agronsky & Company" (11/24/1973)
  Runtime: 00:31:00
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affialte: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: CBS - Program ends at: 00:06:55.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6674
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (11/25/1973)
  Runtime: 01:34:58
  Participants: "FTN": Sen. Charles McC. Mathias; "MTP": W. Levy; "I&A": S. Cort
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affialte: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6675**
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  
  Keywords: gas, gasoline, gas shortage, gasoline shortage, oil, oil shortage, energy crisis, petroleum, oil supply, fuel, shortages, rationing
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6676**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (11/25/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/19/1973 to 11/20/1973
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Keywords: gas, gasoline, gas shortage, gasoline shortage, oil, oil shortage, energy crisis, petroleum, oil supply, fuel, shortages, rationing
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6677**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (11/25/1973)
  
  Runtime: 01:31:10
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6678**
  
  **Weekly News Summary, Tape III (11/25/1973)**
  
  Runtime: 1:00  
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates. 
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. 
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6679**
  
  "The Mike Douglas Show" (11/26/1973)
  
  Runtime: 00:25:00
  Participants: Julie Nixon Eisenhower 
  
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC. 
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: NBC Program ends at: 00:24:30.. 
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6680**
  
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Clay Whitehead 
  
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA. 
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6681**
  
  "Agronsky & Company" (12/1/1973)
  
  Runtime: 00:32:00
  
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP. 
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6682**
  "Everywoman" (12/1/1973)
  Helen Thomas, UPI White House correspondent
  Runtime: 00:31:00
  Participants: Helen Thomas, UPI White House correspondent
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at 00:30:36:00.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6683**
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (12/2/1973)
  Runtime: 01:29:46
  Participants: "FTN": Rep. Wright Patman; "MTP": Treas. Sec. George Shultz; "I&A": William Hart, Coleman Young
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6684**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (12/2/1973)
  Runtime: 01:30:14
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6685**
  Runtime: 01:20:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6686**
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 11/30/1973 to 12/1/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6687**
  A CBS Special: Debate with William F. Buckley and Senator Lowell Weicker (12/2/1973)
  Runtime: 01:01:00
  Participants: William F. Buckley, Lowell Weicker
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends 01:00:45..
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6688**
  CBS Special: Democratic Rebuttal to Nixon Energy speech (12/2/1973)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Senator William Proxmire
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6689**
  "The Advocates" (12/6/1973)
  Runtime: 01:28:14
  Network/Producer: WCET, Los Angeles. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6690**
  Vice President Gerald Ford's Swearing-In Ceremony (12/6/1973)
  Runtime: 00:33:22
  Participants: Gerald Ford, Mrs. Betty Ford
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6691**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (12/7/1973)
  Runtime: 00:35:00
  Participants: Herbert Stein, Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: PBS - Program ends: 00:34:56.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6692**
  "Agronsky & Company" (12/8/1973)
  Runtime: 00:33:00
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6693**
  "Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (12/9/1973)
  Runtime: 01:29:53
  Participants: "FTN": Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Dayan; "MTP": Sheik Yamani; "I&A": Vice President Gerald Ford
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6694**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (12/9/1973)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6695**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (12/9/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/5/1973 to 12/6/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6696**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (12/9/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/7/1973 to 12/9/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6697**
  "Today" Show (12/10/1973)
  Interview segments with Vice President Gerald Ford
  Runtime: 00:29:00
  Participants: Vice President Gerald Ford
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6698
  1973 Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony (12/14/1973)
  Runtime: 00:35:00
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 00:34:36.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6699
  Segments of the Evening News with John Dean's Testimony to the Senate Watergate Committee, TAPE I
  (12/15/1973)
  Runtime: 01:36:30
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. (QA: Re-
  transferred 9/17 due to Incorrect U-Bit#) Dropout compensator not used, color bars do not appear accurate in
  reference to program, compilation reel of footage from various sources, strong degree of off-air picture noise present
  in some segments, video and chroma levels vary greatly between program segments, inconsistent hue and saturation
  balance, some intermittent bursts of glitching occur. Program ends at 01:33:50..
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6700
  Segments of the Evening News with John Dean's Testimony to the Senate Watergate Committee, TAPE II
  (12/15/1973)
  Runtime: 00:33:25
  Keywords: Watergate
  compensator not used, there are tape scratches and line dropout throughout. Program ends at 00:10:04..
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6701**
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (12/15/1973)
  Runtime: 01:29:36
  Participants: "FTN": William Simon; "MTP": Nelson Rockefeller; "I&A": Senator Henry Jackson.
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6702**
  "Agronsky & Company" (12/15/1973)
  Runtime: 00:31:00
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at 00:30:48..
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6703**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (12/15/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/10/1973 to 12/12/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6704**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (12/15/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/12/1973 to 12/14/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6705**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (12/15/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/14/1973 to 12/15/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6706**
  Composite tape of the John Dean's Senate Watergate Hearing testimony highlights (12/19/1973)
  Runtime: 00:12:00
  Participants: John Dean
  Keywords: Watergate
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6707**
  "Today" Show segment (12/21/1973)
  Runtime: 00:14:00
  Participants: Anne Armstrong
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6708**
  "Agronsky & Company" (12/22/1973)
  Runtime: 00:32:00
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6709**
  "Face the Nation" AND "Meet the Press" (12/23/1973)
  Runtime: 01:00:00
  Participants: "FTN": Rep. John Rhodes; "MTP": Walter Heller
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6710**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (12/23/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/17/1973 to 12/19/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6711**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (12/23/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/19/1973 to 12/21/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6712**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (12/23/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/21/1973 to 12/22/1973
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6713**
  "The Crisis of the Presidency" (12/27/1973)
  A discussion of the implications of the Watergate scandal on the institution of the Presidency.
  Runtime: 01:08:46
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, fairly clean picture throughout, slight glitches seen a few times in program, mild picture noise and dropout during the Nixon speech. Program ends at 00:59:05..
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6714**
  "Panorama" (12/28/1973)
  Runtime: 00:25:00
  Participants: Mrs. Herbert Stein, Mrs. William Simon
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 00:24:45.
  DVD reference copy available
WHIT HOME COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6715
  "Agronsky & Company" (12/29/1973)
  Runtime: 00:31:00
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 00:30:20..
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6716
  "Face the Nation", "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (12/30/1973)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: "FTN": Dr. Dixie Lee Ray, Chairman of the NRC; "MTP": John Lindsay; "I&A": Senator Howard Baker
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6717
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (12/30/1973)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/24/1973 to 12/26/1973
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6718**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (12/30/1973)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6719**
  ABC News "At Ease" (1/1/1974)
  Runtime: 01:29:41
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6720**
  "Today" Show excerpts (1/2/1974)
  Runtime: 00:31:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Programs ends at: 00:30:36..
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6721**
  "Panorama" (1/2/1974)
  Runtime: 00:55:00
  Participants: Bruce Herschensohn
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at 00:54:42..
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-6722
"Agronsky & Company" (1/5/1974)
Runtime: 00:30:00
Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape. Technical notes: Program Ends at 00:29:56.
DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-6723
"Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (1/6/1974)
Runtime: 01:30:17
Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-6724
"60 Minutes" (1/6/1974)
Runtime: 1:00
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-6725
Weekly News Summary, Tape I (1/6/1974)
Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 12/31/1973 to 1/2/1974
Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape.
VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6726
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (1/6/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/2/1974 to 1/5/1974
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- WHCA-6727
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (1/6/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/6/1974
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- WHCA-6728
  Vice President Gerald Ford in Vail, Colorado (1/7/1974)
  News excerpts related to Vice President Ford’s skiing vacation in Vail, Colorado
  Runtime: 00:12:00
  Participants: Gerald Ford
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- WHCA-6729
  Bill Moyers show with General Alexander Haig (1/9/1974)
  Runtime: 00:31:00
  Participants: Bill Moyers, Alexander Haig
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 00:30:22.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6730**
  "The 7th Crisis - Nixon on Nixon" (1/10/1974)
  A CBS News special report
  Runtime: 01:31:55
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, fairly clean picture throughout. Montages of White House video and film transfer. Slight glitches present a few times in program, slight RF noise and ghosting evident. Program ends at 01:00:44..
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6731**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (1/10/1974)
  Runtime: 01:30:12
  Participants: Gerald Ford, Vice-President of the United States
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6732**
  "A Year Apart", Tape I (1/13/1974)
  Runtime: 01:03:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6733
  "A Year Apart", Tape II (1/13/1974)
  Runtime: 01:02:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: NBC News documentary special. Program ends at 01:01:52..
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6734
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (1/13/1974)
  Runtime: 01:28:36
  Participants: "FTN": AG William Saxbe; "MTP": Senator Goldwater; "I&A": Senator Lowell Weicker
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6735
  "Firing Line" (1/13/1974)
  Runtime: 01:04:00
  Participants: Patrick Buchanan
  Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 01:03:01..
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6736
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (1/13/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/7/1974 to 1/9/1974
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6737
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (1/13/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/9/1974 to 1/11/1974
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6738
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (1/13/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/11/1974 to 1/13/1974
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6739
  "Panorama" (1/15/1974)
  Runtime: 01:05:00
  Participants: Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at 01:04:45..
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6740
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (1/15/1974)
  Runtime: 00:35:00
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 00:34:06..
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6741
  Network News Converge (1/17/1974)
  Coverage of President Nixon's announcement and remarks concerning the Egyptian-Israeli Agreement on Military Forces Disengagement
  Runtime: 00:15:00
  Participants: President Nixon
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 00:14:21..
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6742
  CBS Special: "Mideast Alert" (1/17/1974)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6743
  "Agronsky & Company" (1/19/1974)
  Runtime: 00:31:00
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: CBS - Program ends 00:30:28..
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6744**
  "Face the Nation" AND "Meet the Press" (1/20/1974)
  
  Runtime: 01:00:00
  
  Participants: "FTN": Senator Hugh Scott (R-PA); "MTP": Governor Ronald Reagan
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear to be an accurate reference to the program content. Fairly clean picture, minor degree of off-air noise visible. Program ends at 00:58:00..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6745**
  "60 Minutes" (1/20/1974)
  
  Runtime: 01:02:00
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6746**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (1/20/1974)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/14/1974 to 1/16/1974
  
  Runtime: 01:32:11
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6747**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (1/20/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/16/1974 to 1/18/1974
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6748**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (1/20/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/18/1974 to 1/20/1974
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6749**
  Segments of 22 Jan news of Vice President Gerald Ford (1/22/1974)
  
  Runtime: 00:31:00
  
  Participants: Gerald Ford
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program Ends: 00:30:50.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6750**
  "Panorama" (1/22/1974)
  
  Runtime: 00:45:00
  
  Participants: Allen Bell, Jr., magnetic tape expert; Attorney Goldbarb
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6751**
  Bill Moyers' Journal: "A Question of Impeachment" (1/23/1974)
  Runtime: 00:59:00
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6752**
  "Washington Connection" (1/23/1974)
  Runtime: 01:01:00
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 01:00:18.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6753**
  "Agronsky & Company" (1/26/1974)
  Runtime: 00:31:00
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 00:30:47.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6754**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (1/27/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/21/1974 to 1/22/1974
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6755**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (1/27/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/22/1974 to 1/23/1974
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6756**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (1/27/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/24/1974 to 1/25/1974
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6757**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (1/27/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/25/1974 to 1/26/1974
  Runtime: 00:52:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6758**
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press"; AND "Issues and Answers" (1/27/1974)
  Runtime: 01:29:42
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6759**
  "60 Minutes" (1/27/1974)
  Runtime: 01:01:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at: 01:00:57.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6760**
  "Panorama" (1/30/1974)
  Runtime: 00:44:00
  Participants: John Andrews, Jack Anderson
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6761**
  President Nixon State of the Union Address, with commentaries from all networks (1/30/1974)
  Runtime: 01:13:24
  Keywords: environment, environmental, ecology, polution, mountains, lakes, rivers, clean air, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), energy
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6762**
  Commentary on the 1974 State of the Union Address (1/30/1974)
  Runtime: 01:05:25
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear to be an accurate reference to the program content. Good quality clean picture, audio on Quad is on Cue Track only. Program ends at 00:40:00.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6763**
  "Panorama" (1/31/1974)
  Runtime: 00:30:00
  Participants: Herb Klein
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6764**
  "Behind the Lines" (1/31/1974)
  Runtime: 01:01:00
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WNET.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at 01:00:49.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-6765
"Panorama" (2/1/1974)
Runtime: 01:29:02
Participants: John McLaughlin
Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-6766
"The 1974 State of the Union: Another View" (2/1/1974)
Democratic response to the President's State of the Union address, with network commentaries
Runtime: 01:26:25
Participants: Senator Mike Mansfield
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Banding visible intermittently throughout program. Some segments were unstable, video levels vary intermittently throughout program. Program ends at 01:14:19..
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-6767
"Agronsky & Company" (2/2/1974)
Runtime: 00:32:00
Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Program ends at 00:31:57..
DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6768**
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (2/3/1974)
  Runtime: 01:30:03
  Participants: "FTN": Vice President Gerald Ford; "MTP": Rep. Patton and Sen. Proxmire; "I&A": Leon Jaworski
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6769**
  "60 Minutes" (2/3/1974)
  Runtime: 01:00:38
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilitate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6770**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (2/3/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/28/1974 to 1/29/1974
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilitate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6771**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (2/3/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/29/1974 to 1/30/1974
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilitate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6772**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (2/3/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 1/31/1974
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6773**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (2/3/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/1/1974
  Runtime: 01:05:05
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6774**
  Runtime: 00:23:47
  Participants: Representatives Trent Lott and Jerome Waldie
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  No 3/4" U-Matic, "Old Reference".
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6775
  "Washington Straight Talk" (2/4/1974)
  Runtime: 00:30:42
  Participants: William Timmons
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WETA.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6776
  "Metro Media News" (2/4/1974)
  Runtime: 01:01:46
  Participants: Fred Malek
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6777
  Runtime: 00:32:28
  Participants: Fred Malek
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6778
  "The Man Who Changed the Navy" (2/5/1974)
  Runtime: 01:01:03
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6779**
  Runtime: 00:33:16
  Participants: Senator William Saxbe
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6780**
  Agronsky and Company (2/9/1974)
  Runtime: 00:31:29
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6781**
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (2/10/1974)
  Runtime: 01:28:49
  Participants: "FTN": Senator Edward 'Ted' Kennedy; "MTP": Caspar Weinberger; "I&A": Peter Rodino
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6782**
  "60 Minutes" (2/10/1974)
  Runtime: 01:00:19
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affile: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6783**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (2/10/1974)
  Runtime: 01:01:50
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6784**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (2/10/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/6/1974 to 2/8/1974
  Runtime: 01:32:50
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6785**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (2/10/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/8/1974 to 2/10/1974
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6786**
  "The Mike Douglas Show" (2/13/1974)
  Runtime: 00:31:23
  Participants: Dr. John McLaughlin
  Network/Producer: Group W Productions, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6787**
  "Washington Connection" (2/13/1974)
  Runtime: 00:30:37
  Participants: Ken Clawson
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6788**
  "Panorama" segment (2/14/1974)
  interview
  Runtime: 00:34:26
  Participants: Frank Gannon
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6789
  "Agronsky & Company" (2/16/1974)
  Runtime: 00:32:33
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affilitate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6790
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (2/17/1974)
  Runtime: 01:27:59
  Participants: "FTN": David Donner; "MTP": Adm. Moorer; "I&A": John Sawhill
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affilitate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6791
  "60 Minutes" (2/17/1974)
  Runtime: 01:04:20
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilitate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6792
  "Crossfire" (2/17/1974)
  A discussion of impeachment with several guests
  Runtime: 00:30:00
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilitate: WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6793**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (2/17/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/11/1974 to 2/12/1974
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6794**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (2/17/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/12/1974 to 2/13/1974
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6795**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (2/17/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/14/1974
  Runtime: 00:57:45
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6796**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (2/17/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/15/1974 to 2/16/1974
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6797**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape V (2/17/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/17/1974
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6798**
  "Washington Straight Talk" (2/18/1974)
  
  Runtime: 00:31:33
  
  Participants: Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6799**
  "Agronsky & Company" (2/20/1974)
  
  A discussion of the energy crisis
  
  Runtime: 00:27:51
  
  Participants: James Deakin and Robert Toth
  
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  No 3/4" U-Matic, "Old Reference".
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6800**
  Julie Nixon Eisenhower and the Kienast quintuplets in Prevent Blindness promos (2/21/1974)
  
  Runtime: 00:33:49


  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6801**
  
  Runtime: 00:30:51

  Participants: Caspar Weinberger
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.

  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6802**
  "Agronsky & Company" (2/23/1974)
  
  Runtime: 00:35:16

  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6803**
  "60 Minutes" (2/23/1974)
  Runtime: 01:01:46
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6804**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (2/24/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/18/1974 to 2/19/1974
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6805**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (2/24/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/19/1974 to 2/20/1974
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6806**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (2/24/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/21/1974 to 2/22/1974
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6807**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (2/24/1974)
  
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6808**
  
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (2/24/1974)
  
  Runtime: 01:28:02
  
  Participants: "FTN": Rep. Hutchinson; "MTP": William Simon; "I&A": Lord Killanin
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-6809**
  
  President Nixon's News Conference and network commentary (2/25/1974)
  
  Runtime: 01:06:15
  
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Watergate, Impeachment
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, strong degree of tearing around peak whites in image is evident throughout Nixon Press Conference, some ghosting and off-air picture noise present. Quad stopped at 00:05:00 during transfer. Program ends at 00:47.00.
  
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6810
  "Washington Straight Talk" (2/25/1974)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: John Andrews, former Presidential aide
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 3/4-inch U-Matic videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Sound cuts out at 23 minutes and cuts back in at 24 minutes; cuts out at 25 minutes. Audio on left channel for first half and then right channel for second half.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6811
  a discussion of campaign financing
  Runtime: 01:05:24
  Participants: Ted Knap, John Rhodes
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6812
  Ten O'clock News (2/28/1974)
  Cole discusses Administration policy vis a vis the oil crisis
  Runtime: 01:01:50
  Participants: Ken Cole
  Network/Producer: WTTG. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6813
  Special on the Watergate indictment (3/1/1974)
  Runtime: 00:30:58
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6814
  Special on the Watergate indictment (3/1/1974)
  Runtime: 00:33:26
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Image very unstable and variable, excessive jitter occurs on Quad, extremely high rate of dropouts. Some clips are unstable (i.e. Haldeman testimony), levels vary from clip to clip, Quad stopped during transfer at 00:21:29. Program ends at 00:29:30..
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6815
  "Agronsky & Company" (3/2/1974)
  a discussion of the Watergate indictments
  Runtime: 01:05:31
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used. NOTE: STICKY DIRTY QUAD TAPE. Fair quality picture, appears to be several generations away from Broadcast Master. Soft focus, colors slightly blurry, off-air picture noise, slight ghosting present, tearing occurs around Peaking Chroma (particularly extreme whites & yellows). Head Clog occurs at 00:04:00, and persistently afterwards as reel progresses toward tail. High amount of dropouts, banding visible intermittently during program. Quad stopped during transfer at 00:16:19, 00:33:40 and 00:36:20. Program ends at 00:58:50..
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6816**
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (3/3/1974)
  Runtime: 01:29:37
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6817**
  "60 Minutes" (3/3/1974)
  Runtime: 01:01:30
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6818**
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/25/1974 to 2/26/1974
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6819**
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 2/26/1974 to 2/28/1974
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6820**
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6821**
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/1/1974 to 3/2/1974
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6822**
  President Nixon's Press Conference (3/6/1974)
  Runtime: 01:05:40
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Watergate, Impeachment
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, strong degree of jitter evident in image on Quad, moderate off-air picture noise present throughout, slight variation in Hue and Saturation levels between multi-camera switching, fairly good skin tones, sharp focus. Program ends at 01:05:10.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6823**
  Ten O'clock News (3/8/1974)
  President Nixon and Pearl Bailey spot at 18:13
  Runtime: 01:05:19
  Network/Producer: WTTG. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Quad tape in very good condition, very clean picture, stable image, fairly consistent video levels, film inserts during 10 o'clock news have extremely poor color balance. Program ends at 01:00:25.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6824**
  "Open Mind" (3/8/1974)
  Runtime: 01:00:32
  Participants: Elliot Richardson, Sen. Henry Jackson, Donald M. Kendall, Frank Shakespeare
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6825**
  "Agronsky & Company" (3/9/1974)
  Runtime: 00:29:51
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6826
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (3/10/1974)
  Runtime: 01:29:25
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6827
  "60 Minutes" (3/10/1974)
  "Advertising the news" segment
  Runtime: 01:01:30
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6828
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (3/10/1974)
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6829
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (3/10/1974)
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6830**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (3/10/1974)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/6/1974 to 3/7/1974
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6831**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (3/10/1974)
  
  
  Runtime: 00:55:25
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6832**

  "Washington Connection" and CBS Evening News with Walter Cronkite (3/13/1974)
  
  Washington Connection: IRS and taxes
  
  CBS Evening News: Oil shortage, Arab Oil Embargo; Plumbers Unit and leaks, Ehrlich; Minnesota propane tank explosion; smoking health hazards; Kissinger in Egypt meeting with Sadat
  
  Runtime: 0:25
  
  Participants: Donald Alexander and Sheldon
  
  Network/Producer: Producer Undetermined, CBS. Network Affiliate: WETA, WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 3/4-inch U-Matic videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Date and time of day of CBS Evening News unknown.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6833
  NBC News (3/14/1974)
  news from 12/6/73
  Runtime: 00:10:24
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: Undetermined.
  Original Format: 3/4-inch U-Matic videotape Videotape. Technical notes: special tape from the Vice President's office.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6834
  Runtime: 01:30:45
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6835
  "Agronsky & Company" (3/16/1974)
  a discussion of Nixon's handling of the impeachment inquiry
  Runtime: 00:29:00
  Participants: Noyes, Will, Lisagor
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, this Agronsky & Company show is in similar condition to that of 6815, fair quality picture, soft image, slightly blurry, some off-air picture noise present, moderate ghosting. Program ends at 00:29:00. TRT 00:32:48..
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-6836**

  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (3/17/1974)

  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-6837**

  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (3/17/1974)

  
  Runtime: 01:35:17
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-6838**

  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (3/17/1974)

  "FTN": Nixon's taxes; "MTP": election reforms; "I&A": the Mideast situation
  
  Runtime: 01:36:32
  
  
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6839**
  Runtime: 01:00:14
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA, WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6840**
  President Nixon at the Grand Ole Opry (3/18/1974)
  Runtime: 01:06:32
  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities, Country Western Music, Country music, American popular music
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad don’t appear to reference program content, printed head errors, four horizontal distortions across image occur starting at approx. 00:25:00. Program ends at 01:05:40.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6841**
  "Panorama" (3/19/1974)
  Runtime: 01:03:18
  Participants: Bruce Herschensohn and Helen Thomas
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6842**
  President Nixon's press conference at the Executive's Club in Chicago (3/20/1974)
  Network/Producer: WGN. Network Affiliate: WGN.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6843**
  
  President Nixon's Houston press conference and network commentary (3/20/1974)
  
  Runtime: 01:30:29
  
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6844**
  
  ABC News Close-up: "Oil--The Policy Crisis" (3/20/1974)
  
  Runtime: 01:01:16
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6845**
  
  
  Runtime: 01:01:14
  
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6846**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (3/24/1974)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/18/1974 to 3/20/1974
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6847**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (3/24/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/20/74 to 3/21/74
  Runtime: 01:00:35
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6848**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (3/24/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 3/21/1974 to 3/24/1974
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6849**
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (3/24/1974)
  Runtime: 01:31:38
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6850**
  "60 Minutes" (3/24/1974)
  Runtime: 01:00:22
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-6851**

"Not For Women Only" (3/25/1974)

a panel discussion on gossip surrounding the President, hosted by Barbara Walters

Runtime: 00:32:30

Participants: hosted by Barbara Walters

Keywords: Feminism, Feminist movement, women's rights, Women's Liberation, equality, equal rights, gender, civil rights, activists, fashion, women

Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, clean picture, good video levels, consistent. Program ends at 00:30:00.

_DVD reference copy available_

• **WHCA-6852**

"The Phil Donahue Show" (3/28/1974)

Runtime: 00:59:32

Participants: Dr. John McLaughlin


Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

_DVD reference copy available_

• **WHCA-6853**

"Agronsky & Company" (3/30/1974)

the subpoena of the White House tapes and Secretary Kissinger's first failure are discussed

Runtime: 00:30:20

Keywords: Watergate

Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

_DVD reference copy available_
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6854**
  "Face the Nation" AND "Meet the Press" (3/31/1974)
  Runtime: 00:60:20
  Participants: "FTN": Senator Clark; "MTP": General Moshe Dayan
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6855**
  "60 Minutes" (3/31/1974)
  analysis of authority, Helen Gurley Brown, cancer cure: fact or fiction
  Runtime: 00:59:58
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6856**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (3/31/1974)
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6857**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (3/31/1974)
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affilate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-6858**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (3/31/1974)
  
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-6859**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (3/31/1974)
  
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-6860**
  
  "Panorama" (4/1/1974)
  
  Runtime: 01:31:03
  
  Participants: Martha Mitchell (guest host); Helen Gahagan Douglas
  
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

• **WHCA-6861**
  
  "Panorama" (4/2/1974)
  
  Runtime: 01:28:25
  
  Participants: Martha Mitchell (guest host)
  
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHCA-6862
"Panorama" (4/3/1974)
Runtime: 01:28:42
Participants: Martha Mitchell (guest host)
Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
DVD reference copy available

WHCA-6863
Runtime: 1:30
Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

WHCA-6864
Runtime: 1:30
Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6865**
  "Panorama" with Martha Mitchell (4/4/1974)
  Runtime: 00:63:54
  Participants: Martha Mitchell
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6866**
  A discussion of military spending in Vietnam
  Runtime: 01:05:51
  Participants: Allard Lowenstein, William Rusher
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad don't appear to reference program content, slight amount of RF noise and line dropout occur during program, audio is low, slight buzzing present on the audio tracks. Program ends at 00:59:07..
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6867**
  "The Loyal Opposition" (4/4/1974)
  Democrats discuss the future of the party
  Runtime: 01:00:12
  Network/Producer: NBC News. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6868
  Congressional Black Caucus
  Runtime: 01:00:21
  Keywords: African Americans
  Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6869
  "Panorama" (4/4/1974)
  Runtime: 01:32:41
  Participants: Martha Mitchell (guest host)
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6870
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Helen Thomas and Bruce Herschensohn
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 3/4-inch U-Matic videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6871**
  Agronsky and Company (4/6/1974)
  President Nixon's Tax Returns
  Runtime: 00:29:55
  Keywords: Watergate, investigation
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6872**
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (4/7/1974)
  Runtime: 01:30:23
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6873**
  "60 Minutes" (4/7/1974)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6874**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (4/7/1974)
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6875**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (4/7/1974)

  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6876**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (4/7/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/6/1974 to 4/7/1974

  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6877**
  "Panorama" (4/9/1974)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Mrs. Malek, Mrs. Schlesinger and Mrs. Saxbe
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6878**
  "The Merv Griffin Show" - Frank Mankiewicz, Herb Klein and Dr. John McLaughlin (4/10/1974)
  Runtime: 01:30:04
  Participants: Frank Mankiewicz, Herb Klein and Dr. John McLaughlin
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-6879**
  
  "Washington Connection" (4/10/1974)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: William Simon
  
  Network Affilate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

• **WHCA-6880**
  
  "Panorama" (4/12/1974)
  
  Runtime: 0:15
  
  Participants: Rep. Robert Drinan
  
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 3/4-inch U-Matic videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-6881**
  
  "Agronsky & Company" (4/13/1974)
  
  interview of newspapermen on impeachment
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6882**
  "Face the Nation" AND "Meet the Press" (4/14/1974)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "FTN": Sen. Russell; "MTP": Dixie Lee Ray
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6883**
  "60 Minutes" (4/14/1974)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6884**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (4/14/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/8/1974 to 4/10/1974
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6885**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (4/14/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/10/1974 to 4/12/1974
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6886**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (4/14/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/12/1974 to 4/14/1974
  Runtime: 00:43:16
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6887**
  "The Dick Cavett Show" (4/18/1974)
  Senate Watergate Hearing Committee
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Senator Sam Ervin
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: Daphne Productions and Roland & Jaffee Productions. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6888**
  "Agronsky & Company" (4/20/1974)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6889**
  "Meet the Press"; "Face the Nation" AND "Issues and Answers" (4/21/1974)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: NBC, CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WTOP, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6890**
  "60 Minutes" (4/21/1974)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6891**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (4/21/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/15/74 to 4/17/74
  Runtime: 01:31:58
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6892**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (4/21/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/17/1974 to 4/21/1974
  Runtime: 01:34:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6893**
  - The American Parade Presents: "Power and the Presidency" (4/24/1974)
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Participants: George C. Scott
  - Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6894**
  - President Nixon's speech from Jackson, Mississippi (4/25/1974)
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WTOP, WTOP, WRC.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6895**
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Participants: Sen. Sam Ervin and FBI Director Clarence Kelly
  - Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6896**
  - Impeachment Question
  - Runtime: 0:30
  - Participants: Bill Hungate and Bob McClory
  - Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6897**
  - "The President Speaks in Mississippi" (4/25/1974)
  - Runtime: 01:07:35
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6898**
  - "Four Portraits in Black", Tape I (4/26/1974)
  - A documentary on African Americans moving from poverty into the middle class
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Keywords: African Americans
  - Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6899**
  "Four Portraits in Black", Tape II (4/26/1974)
  A documentary on African Americans moving from poverty into the middle class
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: African Americans
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6900**
  "Agronsky & Company" (4/27/1974)
  a discussion of the economy and Nixon
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6901**
  "Panorama Presents: The Best of Martha Mitchell" (4/27/1974)
  a compilation of excerpts of Martha Mitchell's appearances on the "Panorama" show
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: WTTG. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6902**
  "Face the Nation" AND "Meet the Press" (4/28/1974)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: "FTN": Sen. Jacob Javits; "MTP": Elliot Richardson
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6903**
  "Issues and Answers" (4/28/1974)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: President Anwar Sadat of Egypt
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6904**
  "60 Minutes" (4/28/1974)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6905**
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/22/1974 to 4/24/1974
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6906
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (4/28/1974)
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6907
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/27/1974
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6908
  Presidential Address (4/29/1974)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 3/4-inch U-Matic videotape Videotape. Technical notes: First 10 minutes of the tape is damaged - unstable image..
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6909**

  "Washington Straight Talk" (4/29/1974)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Vice President Gerald Ford
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6910**

  President Nixon Address to the Nation Announcing Answer to the House Judiciary Committee Subpoena for Additional Presidential Tape Recordings (4/29/1974)
  Runtime: 01:00:38
  Participants: CBS news Correspondants, President Nixon
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: [Undetermined, CBS?]. Network Affiliate: [Undetermined, WTOP?].
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, moderate degree of jitter occurs intermittently during President Nixon's speech, strong degree of off-air RF noise and image ghosting, Hue and saturation varies slightly between different segments on reel, Quad stopped during transfer at: 00:40:53, during Network Commentary segment. Program ends at 01:00:00.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6911**

  WTTG 10 O'clock News (4/29/1974)
  contains commentary on President Nixon's Watergate speech
  Runtime: 00:34:24
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: WTTG. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6912
  "CBS Morning News" (4/30/1974)
  reaction to President Nixon's Watergate speech
  Runtime: 00:58:44
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Banding visible intermittently throughout program, picture was very unstable, video levels vary intermittently throughout program. Occasional glitches following live camera edits. Program ends at 00:58:44. TRT 01:05:22..
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-6913
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Rep. Dennis Jordan
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6914
  "Watergate: The White House Transcripts" (5/1/1974)
  Runtime: 00:58:35
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear accurate in reference to program content, fairly clean picture, intermittent line dropout present throughout, delay banding present during channel switches, slight ghosting and jitter present during transcript reading, increase in delay banding and jitter occurs at the tail, minor RF noise present throughout. Program ends at 00:58:35. TRT 01:06:32..
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6915**
  "Today" Show (5/2/1974)
  An interview with the Vice President
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Vice President Gerald Ford
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6916**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (5/2/1974)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Sec. of Agriculture Earl Butz and William Robbins
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6917**
  "Congress Views The Transcripts" (5/2/1974)
  Runtime: 0:29:00
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMALAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6918**
  
  "Panorama" (5/3/1974)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: Stan Scott, Presidential Advisor
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6919**
  
  
  a discussion of the transcripts
  
  Runtime: 00:58:40
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6920**
  
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (5/5/1974)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Participants: "FTN": Railsback and Sarbanes; "MTP": St. Clair; "I&A": General Haig
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6921**
  "60 Minutes" (5/5/1974)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Dr. John McLaughlin
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6922**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (5/5/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/29/1974 to 4/30/1974
  Runtime: 01:32:03
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6923**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (5/5/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 4/30/1974 to 5/2/1974
  Runtime: 01:35:26
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-6924

Weekly News Summary, Tape III (5/5/1974)
Runtime: 1:00
Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-6925

"The Nixon Transcripts" (5/5/1974)
Runtime: 01:30:15
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars do not appear accurate in reference to program content, some banding visible intermittently during program, fairly clean picture, audio on Quad on CUE track only. Quad stopped during transfer at: 00:22:20 and 00:42:00. Program ends at 01:30:17..
DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-6926

"The Tomorrow Show" (5/7/1974)
Runtime: 1:00
Participants: Dr. John McLaughlin
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6927**
  "The 700 Club" (5/8/1974)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WDCA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6928**
  the impeachment proceedings
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Railsback and Owens
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA, WETA.
  Original Format: 3/4-inch U-Matic videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **WHCA-6929**
  Opening of Impeachment Inquiry (5/9/1974)
  Runtime: 01:30:45
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Original Format: 3/4-inch U-Matic videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6930**
  Opening of Impeachment Inquiry (5/9/1974)
  Runtime: 00:29:20
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6931**
  Opening of Impeachment Inquiry (5/9/1974)
  Runtime: 00:33:30
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6932**
  Opening of Impeachment Inquiry (5/9/1974)
  Runtime: 00:29:00
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-6933**
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6934**
  - President Nixon's Speech at Oklahoma State University (5/11/1974)
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6935**
  - "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (5/12/1974)
  - Runtime: 01:29:24
  - Participants: "FTN": Fred Buzhardt, "MTP": Frank Fitzsimmons, "Issues and Answers" w/Cong. Jordan, Rangel and Young
  - Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6936**
  - "60 Minutes" (5/12/1974)
  - segments on pilot fatigue, mental health
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6937**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape I (5/12/1974)
  - Runtime: 1:30
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6938
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (5/12/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/8/1974 to 5/10/1974
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6939
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (5/12/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/10/1974
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6940
  "McCaffery At Large" (5/12/1974)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Vice President Gerald Ford
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6941**
  - "Firing Line" (5/12/1974)
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Participants: E. Howard Hunt, Watergate burglar
  - Keywords: Watergate
  - Network/Producer: Southern Educational Communications Association. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6942**
  - "Take It From Here" (5/13/1974)
  - a discussion of the Watergate Tapes transcripts
  - Runtime: 00:28:30
  - Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  - Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, very clean picture, stable image, sharp, good hue and saturation, consistent video levels throughout, minor degree of horizontal head error lines occur. Program ends at 00:28:30. TRT 00:38:10..
  - *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6943**
  - Runtime: 0:30
  - Participants: Pick, Karnow and Tennyson
  - Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6944
  Expo '74 Grand Opening (5/13/1974)
  President Nixon speaks at opening of Expo '74
  Runtime: 01:38:10
  Participants: President Nixon
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, moderately sticky dirty QUAD TAPE. Highly prone to head clogging (more persistent towards tail), otherwise good quality tape, NO color bars, image very sharp, very clean picture, good hue and saturation, vibrant colors. Program ends at 01:37:30.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6945
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (5/14/1974)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Scherle and Reuss
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 3/4-inch U-Matic videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6946
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Mesvinsky and Fish
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-6947

Runtime: 0:30
Participants: Anderson and Schweiker
Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-6948

"Panorama" (5/17/1974)
Runtime: 0:30
Participants: Bruce Herschensohn
Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-6949

Runtime: 0:30
Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-6950
"Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (5/19/1974)

Runtime: 01:37:30
Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, dropouts occur intermittently during program (particularly "Face The Nation" at head), slight degree of jitter at head of Quad, clean image, low degree of off-air noise in picture, good video levels, Quad stopped during transfer at TC: 00:53:00 and 01:15:22. George Bush Sr., appear on "issues and Answers" TC: 01:00:00. Program ends at 01:28:53.

VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-6951
"60 Minutes" (5/19/1974)

Arab terrorists, age discrimination, school desegregation

Runtime: 1:00

Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-6952
Weekly News Summary, Tape I (5/19/1974)

Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/13/1974 to 5/14/1974

Runtime: 1:30

Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEO TAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6953**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape II (5/19/1974)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 5/15/1974 to 5/18/1974
  - Runtime: 01:28:47
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6954**
  - Runtime: 0:30
  - Participants: Chakovsky & Zamyatid
  - Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6955**
  - "Washington Straight Talk" (5/20/1974)
  - Rep. Peter Rodino
  - Runtime: 00:29:00
  - Participants: Rep. Peter Rodino
  - Keywords: Watergate
  - Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6956**
  Impeachment
  Runtime: 00:59:45
  Participants: Agronsky, Rep. Hogan
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: ABC, Eastern Educational Network. Network Affilate: WMAL, WETA.
  Original Format: 3/4-inch U-Matic videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6957**
  "Panorama" (5/22/1974)
  Runtime: 01:33:40
  Participants: Stan Scott
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6958**
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Walter Pincus and Fred Thompson
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 3/4-inch U-Matic videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-6959**
  
  "Everywoman" (5/24/1974)
  
  Vera Hirschberg
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: Vera Hirschberg
  
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

• **WHCA-6960**
  
  
  The Nixon Watergate Tapes
  
  Runtime: 00:32:52
  
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

• **WHCA-6961**
  
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (5/26/1974)
  
  Runtime: 01:28:42
  
  Participants: "FTN": Sen. Byrd; "MTP": Chester Smith; "I&A": Senators Fulbright and Bumpers
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affilate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEO TAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-6962**
  "60 Minutes" (5/26/1974)
  Runtime: 00:59:41
  Participants: Charles W. Colson
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-6963**
  "Weekly News Summary", Tape I (5/26/1974)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-6964**
  "Weekly News Summary", Tape II (5/26/1974)
  Runtime: 00:54:51
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6965**
  
  "Washington Straight Talk" (5/27/1974)
  Runtime: 00:29:40
  Participants: Ann Armstrong
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6966**
  
  Runtime: 00:27:14
  Participants: Raoul Berger and Alan Barth
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6967**
  
  President Nixon's Announcement of the Mideast Disengagement (5/29/1974)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6968
  A discussion of the Golan Heights agreement and the Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6969
  "Meet The Press" (6/2/1974)
  Runtime: 00:59:06
  Participants: Governors Carter, Wilson, McCall, Evans, Anderson and Walker
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape.  
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6970
  "Face the Nation" AND "Issues and Answers" (6/2/1974)
  Runtime: 00:58:09
  Participants: "FTN": Reps. Waldie and Hogan; "I&A": Ambassador Simcha Dinitz of Israel
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape.  
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6971**
  "60 Minutes" (6/2/1974)
  A look at the Teapot Dome scandal of the 1920's
  Runtime: 00:59:46
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6972**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (6/2/1974)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6973**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (6/2/1974)
  Runtime: 01:35:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6974**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape III (6/2/1974)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/1/1974 to 6/2/1974
  - Runtime: 0:30
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6975**
  - Runtime: 00:30:28
  - Participants: Vanvoorst, Mulliken and Jhabviava
  - Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6976**
  - "Panorama" (6/4/1974)
  - Runtime: 00:27:12
  - Participants: Herb Klein and John Eisenhower
  - Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEO TAPE COLLECTION

● **WHCA-6977**
  Runtime: 00:29:29
  Participants: Sarbanes and Mayne
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

● **WHCA-6978**
  Runtime: 00:25:51
  Participants: Senators Brock and Bentsen
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

● **WHCA-6979**
  "Washington Straight Talk" (6/5/1974)
  Runtime: 00:28:30
  Participants: Jeb Magruder
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6980**
  A discussion of the implications of President Nixon as an unindicted co-conspirator
  Runtime: 01:33:44
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear accurate in reference to program content, fairly clean picture, slight RF noise, dropout, ghosting, audio was low. Program ends at 00:29:23..
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6981**
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (6/9/1974)
  Runtime: 01:29:24
  Participants: "FTN": Sen. Jackson; "MTP": Kenneth Rush; "I&A": President of Syria Hafez al-Assad
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6982**
  "60 Minutes" (6/9/1974)
  Runtime: 00:59:30
  Participants: King Faisal of Saudi Arabia
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-6983
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (6/9/1974)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-6984
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (6/9/1974)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-6985
  "Today" Show (6/10/1974)
  coverage of President Nixon's departure for the Mideast
  Runtime: 00:35:25
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, some dropouts occur intermittently during program, slight jitter evident. Program ends at 00:12:00.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6986**
  Runtime: 00:29:21
  Participants: Frederick Malek
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6987**
  "Washington Straight Talk" (6/10/1974)
  Runtime: 00:30:25
  Participants: Representative O'Neill
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6988**
  Runtime: 00:19:33
  Participants: Reps. Joshua Eilberg and Wiggins
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6989**
  Composite of President Nixon's Arrival in Cairo, Egypt (6/12/1974)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6990**
  
  
  Runtime: 00:26:31
  
  
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affilate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6991**
  
  "Ten O'clock News" (6/13/1974)
  
  Runtime: 00:07:56
  
  Participants: Dr. John McLaughlin
  
  Network/Producer: WTTG. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6992**
  
  "The Phil Donahue Show" (6/14/1974)
  
  Runtime: 00:50:41
  
  Participants: Dr. John McLaughlin
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-6993
  "Today" Show excerpt (6/14/1974)
  Runtime: 00:25:27
  Participants: Jeb Stuart Magruder
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6994
  "Kissinger: Action Biography" (6/14/1974)
  Runtime: 00:59:04
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-6995
  Nixon in Saudi Arabia (6/14/1974)
  Runtime: 01:02:27
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6996**
  Nixon in Salzburg, Austria (6/14/1974)
  Runtime: 01:29:50
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6997**
  A discussion of Henry Kissinger and Richard Nixon
  Runtime: 01:06:32
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear accurate to program content, printed head errors (four horizontal distortions across image), intermittent jitter, visible scan lines present, RF noise throughout. Program ends at 00:28:53..
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-6998**
  The President's Trip to Egypt, Israel and Saudi Arabia (6/15/1974)
  Runtime: 00:32:52
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear accurate in reference to program content, slight RF noise present during studio segments, silhouette dropout caused by chroma key. Program ends at 00:29:20..
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-6999**
  Washington News Conference (6/16/1974)
  Runtime: 00:33:30
  Participants: Bruce Herschensohn
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, stable image, moderate degree of off air picture noise present throughout WTOP Hirschensohn discussion, audio track appears to be slightly overmodulated, seems to originate from original recording. Program ends at 00:29:08.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7000**
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (6/16/1974)
  Runtime: 01:29:15
  Participants: "FTN": William Ruckelshaus; "MTP": Sen. Russell Long; "I&A": Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7001**
  "60 Minutes" (6/16/1974)
  Runtime: 00:59:21
  Participants: Egil Krogh and Neil Gallagher
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7002**
  ABC Weekend News (6/16/1974)
  Runtime: 00:32:16
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-7003**
  "CBS Sunday News" (6/16/1974)
  Runtime: 00:15:26
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-7004**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (6/16/1974)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-7005**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (6/16/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/12/1974 to 6/13/1974
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7006**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (6/16/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/14/1974 to 6/16/1974
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7007**
  Runtime: 00:25:12
  Participants: Senators Montoya and J. Glean Beall
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7008**
  "The Forgotten War" (6/17/1974)
  the allied attack on Russia, 1918-22
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7009**
  Runtime: 00:25:07
  Participants: Representative McClory and Danielson
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7010**
  "The David Susskind Show" (6/18/1974)
  Runtime: 01:27:25
  Participants: Rabbi Baruch Korff
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7011**
  Runtime: 00:59:45
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7012**
  Interview with Anwar Sadat (6/21/1974)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7013**
  the conflict between Special Prosecutor Jaworski and President Nixon
  Runtime: 00:33:21
  
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, stable image, some off-air picture noise present, Consistent video levels. Program ends at 00:28:50..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7014**
  "Face the Nation" AND "Issues and Answers" (6/23/1974)
  Runtime: 00:59:22
  
  Participants: "FTN": Leonard Garment; "I&A": Hungate and Dennis
  Network/Producer: CBS, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7015**
  "Meet the Press" (6/23/1974)
  Mayors of major U.S. cities
  Runtime: 00:59:39
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7016**
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/17/1974 to 6/19/1974
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7017**
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/19/1974 to 6/20/1974
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7018**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7019**
  Runtime: 00:25:43
  Participants: Vestal, Horst and Gold
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7020**
  Solzhenitsyn as interviewed by Cronkite (6/24/1974)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Alexander Solzhenitsyn, Walter Cronkite
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7021**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7022**
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7023**
  "Harambee" (6/25/1974)
  Runtime: 00:21:00
  Participants: Rep. Conyers
  Network/Producer: WTOP. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-7024**
  "Panorama" (6/26/1974)
  Runtime: 01:30:55
  Participants: John McLaughlin
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-7025**
  Nixon Arrival in Moscow (6/27/1974)
  Runtime: 01:03:50
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad do not appear accurate in reference to program, Quad Tape appears to be several generations away from original, slightly blurry image, high contrast and blanching, magenta tinted skin tones, off-air picture noise present, head error distortions occur in image. Program ends at 00:59:13.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7026**
  - Nixon Arrival in Moscow (6/27/1974)
  - Runtime: 01:05:39
  - Participants: President Nixon, officials
  - Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, video and chroma levels vary between sources (studio & on-location), image quality varies, slightly blurry picture in Moscow airport footage, yellow tint evident, some dropouts occur intermittently during program. Program ends at 00:58:51.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7027**
  - Runtime: 00:25:32
  - Participants: Robert Novak and Walter Pincus
  - Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7028**
  - "Panorama" (6/28/1974)
  - Runtime: 00:24:19
  - Participants: Rep. John Rhodes
  - Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-7029
  "Agronsky & Company" (6/29/1974)
  Detente with Moscow
  Runtime: 00:30:32
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-7030
  "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (6/30/1974)
  Runtime: 01:00:21
  Participants: "MTP": Admiral Elmo Zumwalt; "I&A": Sen. Stuart Symington
  Network/Producer: NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-7031
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (6/30/1974)
  Runtime: 00:58:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7032**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (6/30/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 6/25/1974
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7033**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (6/30/1974)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7034**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (6/30/1974)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7035**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape V (6/30/1974)
  - Runtime: 1:00
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-7036**
  - "The Future of the GOP" (6/30/1974)
  - Runtime: 00:59:34
  - Participants: Vice President Gerald Ford
  - Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-7037**
  - "The David Susskind Show", Part I (6/30/1974)
  - Runtime: 01:32:15
  - Participants: John McLaughlin
  - Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-7038**
  - "The David Susskind Show", Part II (6/30/1974)
  - Runtime: 01:00:05
  - Network/Producer: WTTG. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-7039
"Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (7/1/1974)
Runtime: 00:25:47
Participants: Peter Flanigan
Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-7040
"The Impeachment of Andrew Johnson" (7/1/1974)
Runtime: 00:59:41
Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-7041
"A Personal View of the Summit" (7/1/1974)
President Nixon's 1974 trip to the Soviet Union
Runtime: 00:33:25
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, picture quality varies, hue and saturation varies throughout newscast style special. Location film footage from USSR tends to be soft, blurry, poor color balance. Slight degree of banding visible intermittently during program (particularly in studio segments using solid Blue Chroma-key for backdrop behind newscasters). Program ends at 00:16:03..
VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-7042
  President Nixon's Address to the Russian People (7/2/1974)
  Runtime: 01:06:04
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, picture jitter evident on Quad. Tearing occurs around peaking whites (see President Nixon's white shirt during USSR address), some picture noise present, picture quality varies between NBC and CBS segments. Reel stopped at 00:31:00. Program ends at 00:41:26.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-7043
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (7/2/1974)
  Runtime: 00:25:30
  Participants: Branch and Germond
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-7044
  Aid to South Vietnam, treatment of prisoners; Raquel Welsh: Roller Derby (film), "Sounds of Silence" music video
  Runtime: 00:59:00
  Participants: Dan Fefferman, Fred Branfman, John Buckley, and Bob Turner
  Keywords: Vietnam War, Actor, actors, celebrities
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 3/4-inch U-Matic videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7045**
  
  President Nixon Address to the Nation on Returning From the Soviet Union (7/3/1974)
  
  Runtime: 01:35:52
  
  Participants: President Nixon
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars at head do not appear accurate in reference to program content, slight degree of jitter evident, levels of RF and off-air noise vary, chroma varies between different programs on reel. Buzz occurs intermittently on audio track during Airport landing segment, some overmodulated audio during the President's speech seemingly due to microphone used. Dropouts occur intermittently. Quad stopped during transfer at: 00:24:00, 00:59:00 and 01:08:00). Program ends at 01:10:00.
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-7046**
  
  Russian Summit Summary, Tape I (7/3/1974)
  
  Edited excerpts of new coverage of President Nixon's trip to the Soviet Union
  
  Runtime: 01:36:38
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars at head do not appear accurate in reference to program content, chroma levels vary between different program segments on reel, audio levels vary (levels drop at approx. 00:47:00). Head distortion errors in picture appear to be printed on tape, dropouts occur intermittently throughout. Program ends at 01:33:20. (RE-TRANSFERRED HB 10/15).
  
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-7047
  Russian Summit Summary, Tape II (7/3/1974)
  Edited excerpts of new coverage of President Nixon's trip to the Soviet Union
  Runtime: 01:06:50
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, VERY PROBLEMATIC QUAD TRANSFER, EXCESSIVELY STICKY & FILthy TAPE WITH OXIDE SHEDDING occurring throughout playback. RF & Off-air noise present in image, possibly several generations away from Master. Image quality is variable, faded colors in film footage from Russian Summit, Quad Tape snapped in transfer at approx. 00:02:00. Transfer aborted-RE-SPLICED. Head clogging occurred in transfere, some banding is visible in image intermittently during program, tearing occurs around peaking whites, tape stopped at 00:26:00, re-started after cleaning head, head clogged with oxide, TRANSFER ABORTED, Tape needs more cleaning, HB-TAPE RECLEANED AND TRANSFERRED 7/28. Image is extremely unstable. Program ends at 00:42:46.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-7048
  Gallery #722 (7/4/1974)
  Runtime: 00:23:44
  Participants: Mrs. Jack Grow
  Network/Producer: Undetermined.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-7049
  Runtime: 00:29:34
  Participants: Herbert Stein, Chairman of the President's Council of Economic Advisors
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7050**
  "Agronsky & Company" (7/6/1974)
  Runtime: 00:29:42
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7051**
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (7/7/1974)
  Runtime: 01:28:32
  Participants: "FTN": Herb Stein; "MTP": Senator Fulbright; "I&A": Senator Curtis
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7052**
  "Europe's New Leaders" (7/7/1974)
  Runtime: 00:58:43
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7053**
  "60 Minutes" (7/7/1974)
  Runtime: 01:00:10
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7054**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (7/7/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/1/1974 to 7/3/1974
  Runtime: 01:33:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7055**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (7/7/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/3/1974 to 7/7/1974
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7056**
  
  "Panorama" (7/8/1974)
  Runtime: 01:31:48
  Participants: John McLaughlin
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7057**
  Carl Bernstein and Bob Woodward, Watergate, the press, Committee for the Re-Election of the President (CRP)
  Runtime: 00:28:23
  Participants: Carl Bernstein and Bob Woodward
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-7058**
  Runtime: 01:05:42
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars at head do not appear accurate in reference to program content, some off-air picture noise and slight degree of ghosting present, good hue & saturation, location film footage outside the Supreme Court steps tens to be quite sharp. Quad stopped during transfer at 00:37:50. Program ends at 01:01:33.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-7059**
  "The Evidence: Chapter One" (7/9/1974)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7060**
  "Tenth Inning Interview" with David Eisenhower (7/11/1974)
  Runtime: 0:20:35
  Participants: David Eisenhower
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7061**
  "Impeachment Hearings: The Watergate Evidence" (7/11/1974)
  Runtime: 00:59:00
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7061A**
  The Today Show joined in Progress (First mention of "gate" suffix as synonym for scandal?) (7/11/1974)
  Boy Scouts of America inflating numbers in order to receive federal funding; referred to as the Boy Scout's "Watergate"
  Participants: Barbara Walters; Gene Shalit
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 3/4-inch U-Matic videotape Videotape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7062**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (7/12/1974)
  Runtime: 0:29:28
  Participants: Sanders, Lerner and Hamilton
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7063**
  "Agronsky & Company" (7/13/1974)
  A discussion of the Watergate transcripts and the cover-up
  Runtime: 00:29:20
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, high rate of dropouts occur at head of Quad during TV Commercials & station identification bumpers, image becomes stable during actual Agronsky program, some dropouts do occur intermittently, slight degree of picture noise and ghosting present throughout. Program ends at 00:29:20. TRT 00:36:33..
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7064**
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (7/14/1974)
  Runtime: 01:23:04
  Participants: "FTN": Senator Weicker; "MTP": Senator Jackson; "I&A": Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin of Israel
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7065**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (7/14/1974)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/8/1974 to 7/10/1974
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7066**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (7/14/1974)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/10/1974 to 7/11/1974
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7067**
  
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (7/14/1974)
  
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/11/1974 to 7/13/1974
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7068**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape IV (7/14/1974)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/13/1974 to 7/14/1974
  - Runtime: 0:30
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-7069**
  - Runtime: 00:25:05
  - Participants: Senator William Fulbright
  - Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-7070**
  - "Panorama" (7/17/1974)
  - Runtime: 1:30
  - Participants: Martha Mitchell
  - Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-7071
  "Panorama" (7/18/1974)
  Runtime: 00:49:33
  Participants: Rabbi Baruch Korff
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-7072
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (7/18/1974)
  Runtime: 0:24:14
  Participants: Herschman, Meyer and Hamilton
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-7073
  "Impeachment Update" (7/18/1974)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-7074
  "The Impeachment Hearings: Wiretaps and Plumbers" (7/18/1974)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-7075
  "The Tomorrow Show" (7/19/1974)
  Runtime: 00:59:35
  Participants: Ken Clawson
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-7076
  "Agronsky & Company" (7/20/1974)
  Runtime: 0:30:02
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-7077
  "DC News Conference" (7/21/1974)
  Runtime: 00:34:00
  Participants: Dr. John McLaughlin
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-7078
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (7/21/1974)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: "FTN": John T. Sawhill; "MTP": McCracken; "I&A": Representatives McClory and Edwards
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-7079
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (7/21/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/15/1974 to 7/17/1974
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-7080
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (7/21/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/17/1974 to 7/20/1974
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-7081
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (7/21/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/20/1974 to 7/21/1974
  Runtime: 0:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-7082
  St. Clair's News Conference (7/22/1974)
  Runtime: 01:05:52
  Participants: St. Clair
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7083**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (7/22/1974)
  
  Runtime: 00:28:38
  
  Participants: Congressmen Railsback and Owens
  
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7084**
  "The Evidence: The President's View" (7/22/1974)
  
  Runtime: 00:29:06
  
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7085**
  "Panorama" (7/23/1974)
  
  Runtime: 01:29:17
  
  Participants: Judy Wilson
  
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7086**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (7/24/1974)
  
  Runtime: 00:25:20
  
  Participants: Representative Larry Hogan
  
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7087**
  "Panorama" (7/24/1974)
  
  Runtime: 01:31:25
  
  Participants: Representative Larry Hogan
  
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7088**
  Report of Supreme Court Tape Decision (7/24/1974)
  
  Runtime: 00:57:04
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7089**
  "10 O’clock News" (7/24/1974)  
  feature story on Dr. McLaughlin  
  Runtime: 00:09:00  
  Participants: Dr. John McLaughlin  
  Network/Producer: WTTG. Network Affiliate: WTTG.  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-7090**
  The Supreme Court Decision (7/24/1974)  
  Runtime: 00:30:13  
  Keywords: Watergate  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.  
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-7091**
  "Impeachment: The Courts and the Committee" (7/24/1974)  
  with Walter Cronkite  
  Runtime: 00:59:22  
  Participants: Walter Cronkite  
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.  
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-7092
  "Panorama" (7/25/1974)
  Runtime: 01:23:05
  Participants: Miller and Goldfarb
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-7093
  "President Nixon’s Economic Address" (7/25/1974)
  Runtime: 01:05:00
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, STICKY DIRTY TAPE prone to head clogging, color bars do not appear accurate in reference to program content, during Nixon Economic Address (ABC at Head) image is slightly soft, slightly blurry colors, mild picture noise present, tearing and head error distortions occur around peaking chroma (whites and strong reds), some visible banding. Head Clog occur at: 00:10:43. Quad stopped during transfer at 00:18:00.  Head clogging occurs more persistently as reel progresses.  Hue & saturation varies between ABC, NBC, CBS coverage throughout  reel, jitter and dropouts present during CBS coverage at tail.  Program ends at 00:49:20..
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-7094
  Impeachment Proceedings (7/26/1974)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7095**
  "Agronsky & Company" (7/27/1974)
  A discussion of the prospects of impeachment
  Runtime: 00:51:00
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7096**
  Impeachment Report (7/27/1974)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7097**
  "60 Minutes" (7/28/1974)
  General Haig is interview; Story about an MIA; "Whatever Happened to Jill Kinmant?"
  Runtime: 00:58:39
  Participants: General Alexander Haig
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7098**
  
  "The Committee Votes" (7/28/1974)
  
  Runtime: 01:06:25
  
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, STICKY DIRTY QUAD TAP. Color bars do not appear accurate in reference to program content. Some ghosting present, moderate off-air noise, slight variation in hue and saturation between footage sources, good skin tones throughout impeachment hearing segments, some intermittent banding visible during program. Head clogging on Quad occurs throughout, most frequently towards tail of reel. Quad stopped during transfer at approx. 00:11:00. Program ends at 00:59:09.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7099**
  
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press AND "Issues and Answers" (7/28/1974)
  
  Runtime: 01:28:00
  
  Participants: "FTN": Rep. Butler; "MTP": Charles Black; "I&A": Senator Byrd
  
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7100**
  
  "Whatever Happened to the Energy Crisis?" (7/28/1974)
  
  Runtime: 00:59:32
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7101**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (7/28/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/22/1974 to 7/24/1974
  Runtime: 01:34:20
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7102**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (7/28/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/24/1974 to 7/26/1974
  Runtime: 01:20:59
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7103**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (7/28/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/26/1974 to 7/28/1974
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7104**
  "Impeachment: Congress Deliberates" (7/30/1974)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-7105**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (7/31/1974)
  Runtime: 00:28:10
  Participants: Mary McClory
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-7106**
  "The Compass Weekly" (7/31/1974)
  Runtime: 00:59:36
  Participants: Dr. John McLaughlin
  Network/Producer: Undetermined. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7107**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (8/1/1974)
  Runtime: 00:27:46
  Participants: Montgomery, Harrington, Paris
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7108**
  "Panorama" (8/2/1974)
  Runtime: 00:49:22
  Participants: Representatives Hogan and Danielson
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affilate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7109**
  "Martin Agronsky: Evening Edition" (8/2/1974)
  Runtime: 00:25:36
  Participants: Herschensohn and Nolan
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affilate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7110**
  "Agronsky & Company (8/3/1974)
  Runtime: 00:30:18
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-7111
  "Face the Nation"; "Meet the Press" AND "Issues and Answers" (8/4/1974)
  Runtime: 01:29:17
  Participants: "FTN": Kenneth Rush; "MTP": William Simon; "I&A": Senator William Proxmire
  Network/Producer: CBS, NBC, ABC. Network Affiliate: WTOP, WRC, WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-7112
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (8/4/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/29/1974 to 7/30/1974
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-7113
  Weekly News Summary, Tape II (8/4/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 7/31/1974 to 8/2/1974
  Runtime: 1:30
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-7114
  Weekly News Summary, Tape III (8/4/1974)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-7115
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Howard Phillips and Bob Bradford
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-7116
  Runtime: 00:15:56
  Participants: Representative John Rhodes
  Network/Producer: ABC, NBC. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7117**
  Panel discussion with foreign correspondents
  Runtime: 00:29:29
  Network/Producer: Eastern Educational Network. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7118**
  ABC Special on Impeachment AND NBC Special - "The Republicans Tonight" (8/6/1974)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: ABC, NBC. Network Affiliate: WMAL, WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7119**
  "Panorama" (8/7/1974)
  Runtime: 00:58:38
  Participants: Reps. Sandman and Flowers
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: Metromedia. Network Affiliate: WTTG.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-7120
  Specials - President Nixon's Possible Resignation; Henry Fonda movie, "The Battle of the Bulge" (8/7/1974)
  President Nixon's possible resignation discussed
  Runtime: 01:37:03
  Keywords: Actor, actors, celebrities
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used. Color bars on Quad do not appear to be accurate to program content, video and chroma levels vary between different news segments on reel, dropouts occur intermittently. Banding visible in image intermittently throughout, degree of visible off-air RF picture noise varies throughout, glitches often occur between program edits. Some jitter present. Henry Fonda film "The Battle of the Bulge" follows Nixon content at approx 00:23:00. Program and tape end at 01:37:03..
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-7121
  CBS Special Reports on Resignation (8/8/1974)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Watergate, resignation
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-7122A
  NBC Special Reports on Resignation (8/8/1974)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Keywords: Watergate, resignation
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7122B**
  
  ABC Special Reports on Resignation (8/8/1974)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: Watergate, resignation
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7123**
  
  President Nixon's Resignation Speech and Commentary (8/8/1974)
  
  Runtime: 00:46:00
  
  Keywords: Watergate, resignation
  
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 3/4-inch U-Matic videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7123A**
  
  President Nixon's Resignation Speech and Commentary (8/8/1974)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Keywords: Watergate, resignation
  
  Network/Producer: NPACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  Original Format: 3/4-inch U-Matic videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Recorded from an air check; same as MVF 182.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7124**

  NBC Evening News and Special Coverage of Nixon's Resignation (8/8/1974)

  Runtime: 01:37:10  
  
  Keywords: Watergate, resignation  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used. Banding is visible in image intermittently throughout program, moderate degree of off-air/RF picture noise present, some peaking audio levels towards head. Second part washed out on original. Some dropouts occur intermittently. Program ends at 01:25:45.  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7125**

  Special Coverage of Nixon's Resignation (8/8/1974)

  Runtime: 1:30  
  
  Keywords: Watergate, resignation  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7126**

  Special Coverage of President Nixon's Resignation (8/8/1974)

  Runtime: 1:30  
  
  Keywords: Watergate, resignation  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Heavy dropout at beginning. Contains only last few seconds of resignation speech.  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7127**
  Special Coverage of Nixon's Resignation (8/8/1974)
  Runtime: 01:30:00
  Keywords: Watergate, resignation
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7128**
  "CBS Evening News" AND Special Coverage of Nixon's Resignation (8/8/1974)
  Runtime: 01:33:00
  Keywords: Watergate, resignation
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7129**
  Special Coverage of Nixon's Resignation" (8/8/1974)
  Runtime: 01:33:00
  Keywords: Watergate, resignation
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, No leader on Quad, no color bars or tones, some footage possibly lost at head of transfer to to slack needed for threading machine, varying degrees of off-air noise present in image, glitches and dropouts occur between live program edits, slight degree of jitter occurs intermittently, head clog first occurs at approx. 00:48:00, then persistently towards tail. Quad stopped during transfer at 00:16:00). Program ends at 01:14:00.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7130**

  Special Coverage of Nixon's Resignation" (8/8/1974)

  Runtime: 01:33:10

  Keywords: Watergate, resignation

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, No leader, color bars or tones on Quad, some footage possibly lost due to slack needed to thread machine, TAPE SNAPPED DURING TRANSFER ON avr 3 - AT 01:10:00. tape re-spliced <CONTAINER IS MARKED - CHUNK OUT OF TAPE, AND TAPE REPAIR> (Appears Quad tape break had been held together with a piece of Scotch tape.) Some jitter present in Quad playback. Some moderate off-air RF noise present throughout, glitches and dropouts occur between live camera switching and program edits. Program ends at 01:28:00..

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7131**

  Special Coverage of Nixon's Resignation" (8/8/1974)

  Runtime: 01:33:00

  Participants: Helena Gahagan Douglas

  Keywords: Watergate, resignation

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, No leader, color bars or tones on Quad, some footage possibly lost due to slack needed to thread machine, extremely glitchy at head, image exceedingly unstable until TC 00:02:50, during interview with Helena Gahagan Douglas. Strong degree of head error (distortions) occur in image, some seem to be printed on tape, excessive degree of persistent Head clogging throughout reel. Very high amount of dropouts throughout, banding visible intermittently during program. Program ends at 00:38:00..

  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7132**
  
  Special Coverage of President Nixon's Resignation (8/9/1974)
  
  Runtime: 00:33:42
  
  Keywords: Watergate, resignation
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, strong degree of RF off-air noise present in picture, consistent video levels, good hue and saturation balance, Quad stopped during transfer at 00:13:00. Program ends at 00:14:00.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7133**
  
  
  Runtime: 01:06:11
  
  Participants: President Nixon, Vice President Gerald Ford
  
  Keywords: Watergate, resignation
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, some jitter present at head of Quad, then intermittently throughout TODAY SHOW. Dropouts occur intermittently, edits between different segments can be particularly glitchy, moderate degree of off-air RF, picture noise throughout. Video levels vary. Program ends at 01:00:19.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7134**
  
  "Today" Show II - Coverage of Nixon (8/9/1974)
  
  Runtime: 01:01:10
  
  Participants: President Nixon, Vice President Gerald Ford
  
  Keywords: Watergate, resignation
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Similar condition to reel 7133). Dropout compensator not used, strong degree of jitter present at head of Quad, then intermittently throughout the TODAY SHOW. Very glitchy edits possibly result of Live Broadcast Gen-Lock problem.
  
  NOTE - Same Gerald Ford interview from tail of 7133 is used at approx 00:05:00 but plays smoother in this reel though some artifacts interfere with image. Head clogging occurs at approx 00:35:40 and 00:38:40, with Head clogs/Quad stopping more persistent at the tail. Video levels vary between different story segments. Program ends at 01:00:40.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-7135


Runtime: 01:33:18

Participants: President Nixon

Keywords: Watergate, resignation

Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, horizontal 'head error' distortion lines are visible throughout program, appears to be printed on Quad tape, strong degree of off-air noise visible in picture, glitches/dropouts occur between live camera edits. **Not Printed on Tape - Head errors seem to be a problem with head alignment, adjusted at approx 00:34:00 - Horizontal head error lines no longer in image. Program ends at approx 01:30:00.

VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-7136

President Nixon's Farewell Speech to the White House Staff and Gerald Ford's Swearing-In Ceremony (8/9/1974)

Has (possibly) best quality copy of Nixon's final wave at helicopter.

Runtime: 01:24:45

Keywords: Watergate, resignation

Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: Some sections of original tape may be damaged because glitches occur on all copies at these sections. Chroma a little low, but can be corrected; less drop out then all other copies; a little noisy, but sharp image; audio cuts out at "but I want to say one thing [. . . ] no man . . ." (all copies have this - problem on original recording); only one small (single frame) glitch at final wave/victory sign. (RP).

DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7137**
  "Inauguration of President Gerald Ford" (8/9/1974)
  
  Runtime: 01:37:06  
  Participants: President Gerald Ford, Betty Ford  
  Keywords: Watergate, resignation  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, clean picture, video levels vary greatly between different segments & footage sources, hue and saturation color balance varies. Quad stopped at 00:15:00 and 00:54:29 during transfer. Some very bad picture interference occurs at approx 00:21:00 to 01:22:00. Program ends at 00:59:32.
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-7138**
  Coverage of Gerald Ford's Inauguration (8/9/1974)
  
  Runtime: 01:33:10  
  Participants: President Gerald Ford, Betty Ford  
  Keywords: Watergate, resignation  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-7139
  President Nixon arrival and remarks at El Toro Air Force Base following his resignation. (8/9/1974)
  Recording begins after the plane had landed; shots of crowds; Richard Nixon, Pat Nixon, Tricia Nixon Cox and Ed Cox exit plane; Nixon gives impromptu remarks; poses for pictures with Air Force One crew (including Colonel Ralph Albertazzi); reporter Edwin Newman comments that the resignation took effect at 11:35 AM, probably somewhere over Missouri
  Runtime: 00:13:00
  Participants: President Nixon, Nixon family
  Keywords: Watergate, resignation
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, glitchy at head of Quad, slight banding visible in image intermittently during program, dropouts occur intermittently throughout, off-air/RF picture noise present. Program ends at 00:13:00. TRT 01:06:30..
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-7140
  The Last Five Days of the Presidency of Richard Nixon (8/9/1974)
  Runtime: 00:59:56
  Keywords: Watergate, resignation
  Network/Producer: NBC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-7141
  "Agronsky & Company" (8/10/1974)
  Runtime: 00:29:09
  Network/Producer: Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7142**
  "Face the Nation" (8/11/1974)
  Runtime: 00:29:00
  Participants: Senator Hugh Scott (R-PA)
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7143**
  "60 Minutes" (8/11/1974)
  Nixon Presidency Retrospective
  Runtime: 00:59:45
  Participants: Mike Wallace; Morley Safer
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 3/4-inch U-Matic videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7144**
  Weekly News Summary, Tape I (8/11/1974)
  Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/5/1974 to 8/6/1974
  Runtime: 01:32:10
  Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-7145**
  - Weekly News Summary, Tape II (8/11/1974)
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/7/1974 to 8/8/1974
  - Runtime: 00:40:20
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7146**
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/9/1974 to 8/10/1974
  - Runtime: 01:35:55
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-7147**
  - Excerpts of evening network news broadcasts from 8/11/1974
  - Runtime: 0:30
  - Network/Producer: ALL NETWORKS. Network Affiliate: local (Washington, DC) network affiliates.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-J-01**
  - House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/24/1974)
  - Runtime: 01:35:37
  - Participants: Rodino, Hutchinson, Donahue, McClory, Brooks, Smith, Kastenmeyer
  - Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  - Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, banding visible intermittently during program, image is slightly soft, some off-air/RF noise visible, Hue and saturation variable between multi-camera switching during Judiciary Committee Impeachment Hearing. Quad stopped during transfer at 01:18:00 and 01:25:00 during Congressman Kastenmeyer's statement on impeachment. Program ends at 01:34:54.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-J-02**
  - House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/24/1974)
  - Runtime: 01:05:54
  - Participants: Kastenmeyer, Lott, Dennis, Danielson, McCahill, Hogan, Sandman, Edwards
  - Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  - Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars are not accurate to program content, glitches and dropouts occur between program edits and live camera switching, slight magenta hue. Quad stopped during transfer at 00:59:52 during Impeachment Hearing. Program ends at 01:02:00.
  - *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-J-03**

  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/24/1974)

  Runtime: 00:49:15

  Participants: Edwards, Railsback, Hungate, Barbara Tuchman

  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.


  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-J-04**

  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/25/1974)

  Runtime: 01:36:50

  Participants: Wiggins, Dennis, Eilberg, Fish, Waldie

  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, DIRTY STICKY QUAD TAPE. Head clogging occurs in playback and more persistently toward the tail of reel, color bars are not accurate to program content, mild degree of off-air RF noise in image, banding is visible in image intermittently during program, tearing occurs around peaking chroma, particularly whites. Some head error distortions occur intermittently in image throughout, dropouts and glitches occur between edits and camera switching. Program ends at 01:31:29..

  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-J-05**
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/25/1974)
  
  Runtime: 01:36:58
  
  Participants: Mayne, Flowers, Hogan, Rep. Waldie
  
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars on Quad are not accurate to program content, Rep. Waldie statement on Impeachment at head, dropouts occur intermittently throughout Hearings. Quad stopped during transfer at 01:09:59. Hearings conclude at 01:27:00, followed by several minutes of black, followed by some TV commercials at 01:30:00. Program ends at 01:31:00.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-J-06**
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/25/1974)
  
  Runtime: 01:32:36
  
  Participants: Mann, Butler, Latta, Sarbanes, Cohen
  
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
SYSTEMS COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-J-07**

  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/25/1974)

  Runtime: 01:31:04

  Participants: Danielson, Lott, Seiberling, Froelich, Drinan

  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.


  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-J-08**

  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/25/1974)

  Runtime: 01:05:18

  Participants: Moorehead

  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.


  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-J-09**

  Nixon Speech on the Economy; House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/25/1974)

  Runtime: 01:36:45

  Participants: President Nixon, Rangel, Maraziti

  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.


  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-J-10
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/25/1974)
  Runtime: 01:01:44
  Participants: Jordan, Latta, Thornton, Holtzman, Owens
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Good picture, intermittent jitter, delay banding and line dropouts throughout. Quad Stopped during transfer at 00:43:00 during Impeachment Hearing) Program ends at 01:01:30..
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-J-11
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/25/1974)
  Runtime: 01:05:20
  Participants: Mezvinsky, Hutchinson
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars do not appear to be an accurate reference in relation to program content, slight magenta hue evident in image, clean picture, some jitter present intermittently during Quad playback. Program ends at 00:58:53..
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-J-12
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/26/1974)
  Runtime: 01:35:55
  Participants: Cohen, McClory, Smith, Thornton
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-J-13**
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/26/1974)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Dennis, Sarbanes, Maraziti
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-J-14**
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/26/1974)
  Debate on the Sarbanes resolution
  Runtime: 1:30
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-J-15**
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/26/1974)
  Debate on the Sarbanes resolution
  Runtime: 01:37:00
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used. Good picture, RF noise present throughout, intermittent jitter and in dropout. (Quad stopped during transfer at 00:43:00 during Impeachment Hearing) Program ends at 01:34:00.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-J-16**
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/26/1974)
  Debate on the Sandman amendment to the Sarbanes resolution
  Runtime: 01:36:04
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-J-17**
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/26/1974)
  Debate on the Sandman amendment to the Sarbanes resolution
  Runtime: 01:36:32
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-J-18**
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/27/1974)
  Debate on the Hogan amendment to the Sarbanes resolution
  Runtime: 01:34:50
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Program ends at 01:33:18.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-J-19
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/27/1974)
  Flowers amendment to Sarbanes resolution and debate
  Runtime: 01:33:31
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-J-20
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/27/1974)
  Debate on Flowers amendment to the Sarbanes resolution
  Runtime: 01:35:46
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-J-21
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/27/1974)
  Debate on Flowers amendment to the Sarbanes resolution; vote
  Runtime: 01:01:42
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, color bars do not seem to match program content, fairly clean picture. Program ends at approx 01:01:00.
  
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-J-22**
  
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment of President Nixon (7/29/1974)
  
  Hungate amendment to Article II
  
  Runtime: 01:35:43
  
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-J-23**
  
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/29/1974)
  
  Wiggins amendment to Sarbanes resolution
  
  Runtime: 01:35:50
  
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-J-24**
  
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/29/1974)
  
  Cohen amendment, Wiggins amendment and debate
  
  Runtime: 01:35:32
  
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-J-25**
  
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/29/1974)
  
  Wiggins amendment, Brooks amendment and debate
  
  Runtime: 01:35:07
  
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-J-26**
  
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/29/1974)
  
  Debate on Article II
  
  Runtime: 01:05:17
  
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-J-27**
  
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/29/1974)
  
  Debate on Article II
  
  Runtime: 01:02:03
  
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-J-28**
  
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/30/1974)
  
  Vote on Article II
  
  Runtime: 01:05:06
  
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-J-29**
  
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/30/1974)
  
  McClory amendment, Thornton amendment
  
  Runtime: 01:05:20
  
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-J-30**
  
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/30/1974)
  
  Debate on Article III
  
  Runtime: 01:05:10
  
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-J-31**
  
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/30/1974)
  
  Vote on Article III
  
  Runtime: 01:32:41
  
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, glitchy at head of quad and during live camera switching, slight banding visible in image intermittently during program, printed head errors and delay banding recurrent throughout, off-air/RF noise present, audio drops out from 00:18:00 to 00:18:38, frequent head clog adjustment was needed. Program and tape end at 01:32:41.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-J-32**
  
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/30/1974)
  
  Conyers Article
  
  Runtime: 01:36:50
  
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-J-33**
  
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment of President Nixon (7/30/1974)
  
  Debate on Conyers article and vote, Mezvinsky article
  
  Runtime: 01:37:20
  
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-J-34**
  
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/30/1974)
  
  Debate on Mezvinsky Article V
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-J-35**
  
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/30/1974)
  
  Vote on Article V
  
  Runtime: 01:05:07
  
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-J-36
  House Judiciary Committee Hearings on Impeachment (7/30/1974)
  Waldie and Wiggins
  Runtime: 00:34:40
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Network/Producer: PBS. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-W-001
  Testimony of Robert Odle (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  Runtime: 01:06:00
  Participants: Robert Odle
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2” Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, off-air picture noise present, slight buzz audible on Quad soundtrack. Program and tape end at 01:06:00. (cuts off mid-sentence as Odle from CRP is testifying before Senate Watergate Committee).
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-002**


  Testimony of Robert Odle (recording begins at 11:00 AM)

  Runtime: 01:07:40

  Participants: Robert Odle

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, no color bars, no tone, some footage lost at head of transfer due to slack needed for threading machine, continues with Robert Odle's (CRP) testimony. Slight buzz audible on Quad soundtrack. Quad stopped at 00:23:15 during transfer. Some off-air TV interference temporarily occurs in image at approx 00:29:00. Program ends at 01:07:25..

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-003**


  Testimony of Robert Odle (recording begins at 12:00 PM)

  Runtime: 01:07:35

  Participants: Robert Odle

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Quad has Leader at Head but no color bars or tones, continuation of Robert Odle's testimony, slight buzz/static audible on Quad soundtrack, (Quad stopped during transfer at approx. 00:16:00) Program ends at 00:29:45. (Odle's morning testimony concludes; goes into recess for lunch)..

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-W-004


Testimony of Robert Odle (recording begins at 2:00 PM)

Runtime: 01:06:09

Participants: Robert Odle, Senator E. Howard Hunt

Keywords: Watergate

Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.


VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-W-005


Testimony of Robert Odle and Bruce Kehrli (recording begins at 3:00 PM)

Runtime: 00:01:14

Participants: Robert Odle and Bruce Kehrli

Keywords: Watergate

Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.


VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-006**
  Testimony of Robert Odle (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  Runtime: 01:36:31
  Participants: Robert Odle
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-007**
  Testimony of Robert Odle (recording begins at 11:30 AM)
  Runtime: 01:37:37
  Participants: Robert Odle
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, No leader, no bars and tones, program begins at head of tape, some program may be lost due to take-up tension, Robert Odle testimony, hues were saturated, moderate degree of off-air picture noise present in image. Program ends at 01:22:01.
  VHS reference copy available
WHIT HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-008**
  Testimony of Robert Odle and Bruce Kehrli (recording begins at 2:00 PM)
  Runtime: 01:36:33
  Participants: Robert Odle and Bruce Kehrli
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-009**
  Testimony of Paul Leeper (recording begins at 3:30 PM)
  Runtime: 01:06:37
  Participants: Paul Leeper
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-W-010
  Testimony of John Bruce Barret (recording begins at 4:30 PM)
  Runtime: 01:07:40
  Participants: John Bruce Barret
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-W-011
  Testimony of Robert Odle (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  Runtime: 01:05:50
  Participants: Robert Odle
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2004 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, EXCESSIVELY DIRTY STICKY QUAD TAPE. Head clogging occurs increasingly towards tail of reel (00:45:00 onwards), head errors and printed distortions visible in image, good hue/saturation color balance throughout, some banding visible in picture, some buzz/static audible on Quad soundtrack. Apparent broadcast noise severely disrupts image at approx. 00:14:00 to 00:15:00. Beginning of Robert Odle (CRP) testimony. Program and tape end at 01:05:50.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-012**

  
  Testimony of Robert Odle concerning shredding documents, the McCord arrest, etc (recording begins at 11:00 AM)
  
  Runtime: 01:07:00

  Participants: Robert Odle

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.


  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-013**


  Testimony of Robert Odle (recording begins at 12:00 PM)

  Runtime: 1:00

  Participants: Robert Odle

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-014**
  

  Testimony of Robert Odle; testimony of Bruce Kehrli (recording begins at 2:00 PM)

  Runtime: 1:30

  Participants: Robert Odle, Bruce Kehrli

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-015**
  

  Testimony of Bruce Kehrli showing a chart of White House staff; and testimony of Sgt. Paul Leeper (cut off as he identifies burglars) (recording begins at 3:30 PM)

  Runtime: 01:05:52

  Participants: Bruce Kehrli, Sgt. Paul Leeper

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.


  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-W-016
  Testimony of John Bruce Barret (recording begins at 4:43 PM)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: John Bruce Barret
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-W-017
  Testimony of Police officer Carl Shoffler; and testimony of James McCord (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  Runtime: 01:30:55
  Participants: Police officer Carl Shoffler, James McCord
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-W-018
  Testimony of James McCord (recording begins at 11:30 AM)
  Runtime: 00:50:26
  Participants: James McCord
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-019**
  Testimony of James McCord (recording begins at 2:00 PM)
  Runtime: 01:03:26
  Participants: James McCord
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-020**
  Testimony of James McCord (recording begins at 3:00 PM)
  Runtime: 01:07:23
  Participants: James McCord
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, NO LEADER on Quad, no color bars or tone at head, some footage may be lost at head of program in transfer due to slack needed to thread machine. Jame McCord testimony. (Quad stopped during transfer at 00:15:00) Program ends at 00:56:00.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-021**
  Testimony of Police officer Carl Shoffler; and testimony of James McCord (cut off at end) (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  Runtime: 01:05:38
  Participants: Police officer Carl Shoffler, James McCord
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-022**
  Testimony of James McCord continues (recording begins at 11:00 AM)
  Runtime: 01:06:59
  Participants: James McCord
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, NO LEADER on Quad. Quad has no color bars or tone. Some footage may be lost at head in transfer due to slack needed for threading machine. Continuation of James McCord testimony. (Quad stopped during transfer at 00:30:20, 00:36:21 and 00:45:10) Program ends at 01:06:03.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-023**


  Testimony of James McCord continues, persistent questioning by Howard Baker and Talmadge (recording begins at 2:00 PM)

  Runtime: 01:06:44

  Participants: James McCord, Howard Baker, Talmadge

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, NO LEADER on Quad. Quad has no color bars or tone. Some footage may be lost at head in transfer due to slack needed for threading machine. Moderate degree of off-air RF noise present in image. Slight degree of banding visible intermittently during program. Horizontal head error lines occur in image intermittently during program. Sharp picture, good Hue/saturation color balance. James Mcord testimony continues, persistent questioning by Baker and Talmadge. (Quad stopped during transfer at 00:34:57 as McCord describes Watergate break-in) ) Program and tape end at 01:06:44..

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-024**


  Testimony of James McCord (recording begins at 3:00 PM)

  Runtime: 01:06:32

  Participants: James McCord

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-025**
  
  
  Testimony of James McCord (recording begins at 4:00 PM)
  
  Runtime: 0:30
  
  Participants: James McCord
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-026**
  
  
  Testimony of James McCord (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Participants: James McCord
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-W-027
Proceedings of the Senate Watergate Committee Hearings; and "The Joey Bishop Show" (5/18/1973, Room 318, Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.)
Testimony of James McCord (recording begins at 11:30 AM)
Runtime: 01:06:32
Participants: James McCord, Joey Bishop and show cast
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-W-028
Testimony of James McCord (recording begins at 2:00 PM)
Runtime: 01:05:00
Participants: James McCord
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, James McCord testimony, fairly clean picture, horizontal head error lines occur intermittently in image. (Quad stopped during transfer at 00:30:08 and 00:33:34) Program and tape end at 01:05:00..

VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-029**
  Testimony of James McCord (recording begins at 3:00 PM)
  Runtime: 01:06:04
  Participants: James McCord
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, no leader on Quad, no color bars, no tone. Some footage may have been lost at head due to slack needed for threading machine. Image is glitchy at had. James McCord testimony. Horizontal head error lines occur intermittently in program. Consistent video levels. Glitches/dropouts occur in image between live program edits (news studio and Senate floor). (Quad stopped during transfer at 00:59:55) Program ends at 01:02:44..
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-030**
  Testimony of James McCord (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  Runtime: 01:36:38
  Participants: James McCord, Senator Gurney
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-W-031
  Testimony of James McCord (recording begins at 11:30 AM)
  Runtime: 01:06:20
  Participants: James McCord
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-W-032
  Testimony of James McCord concerning about wire tapping use and installation. (recording begins at 12:30 PM)
  Runtime: 01:05:51
  Participants: James McCord
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Memorex Chroma 90 brand Quad tape. No Leader, no color bars, no tone on Quad. Some footage may have been lost at head due to slack needed to thread machine. Banding visible in image throughout program. James McCord testimony, questioning about wire tapping use and installation. Head clogging occurs during quad playback, oxide shedding. Soft image throughout, desaturated chroma. Strong glitching occurs during live camera edits/switching. Audio on cue track on quad. (Quad stopped furing transfer At 00:37:57 and 01:01:30) Program ends at approx 01:04:45..
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-033**
  Testimony of Jack Caulfield (recording begins at 3:30 PM)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Jack Caulfield
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-034**
  Testimony of James McCord (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: James McCord
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-035**
  Testimony of James McCord (recording begins at 11:00 AM)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: James McCord
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-036**
  Testimony of James McCord (recording begins at 12:00 PM)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: James McCord and Howard Baker
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-037**
  Testimony of James McCord; and testimony of Jack Caulfield (recording begins at 2:00 PM)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: James McCord, Jack Caulfield
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-038**
  Testimony of Samuel Dash (recording begins at 3:53 PM)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Samuel P. Dash
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-039**
  
  
  Testimony of James McCord (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Participants: James McCord
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-040**
  
  
  Testimony of James McCord (recording begins at 11:35 AM)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: James McCord
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-041**
  
  
  Testimony of James McCord (recording begins at 12:40 PM)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: James McCord, Senator Howard Baker
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-042**

  Testimony of Gerald Alch (recording begins at 1:53 PM)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Gerald Alch, attorney of James McCord; Senator Howard Baker, Samuel P. Dash
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-043**

  Testimony of James McComb; and testimony of Jack Caulfield (recording begins at 2:53 PM)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: James W. McCord, Jr. and John J. Caulfield
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-044**

  Testimony of Jack Caulfield; and testimony of Anthony Ulasewicz (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: John J. Caulfield and Anthony T. Ulasewicz
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-045**
  
  
  Testimony of Gerald Alch; and testimony of Anthony Ulasewicz (recording begins at 11:30 AM)
  
  Runtime: 01:07:35
  
  Participants: Gerald Alch and Anthony T. Ulasewicz
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-046**
  
  
  Testimony of Gerald Alch (recording begins at 2:45 PM)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: Gerald Alch, attorney of James McCord
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-047**
  
  
  Testimony of John J. Caulfield (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: John J. Caulfield
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHATE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-048**

  
  Testimony of John J. Caulfield; and testimony of Anthony T. Ulasewicz (recording begins at 11:00 AM)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: John J. Caulfield and Anthony T. Ulasewicz
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-049**

  
  Testimony of Gerald Alch (recording begins at 2:00 PM)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Participants: Gerald Alch, attorney of James McCord
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-050**

  
  Testimony of John Caulfield; and testimony of Anthony Ulasewicz (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  
  Runtime: 01:31:37
  
  Participants: John J. Caulfield, Anthony T. Ulasewicz
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-W-051


Testimony of Anthony Ulasewicz; and testimony of Gerald Alch (recording begins at 11:30 AM)

Runtime: 1:30

Participants: Anthony T. Ulasewicz and Gerald Alch, attorney to James McCord

Keywords: Watergate

Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-W-052


Testimony of Gerald Alch (recording begins at 3:23 PM)

Runtime: 1:30

Participants: Gerald Alch, attorney of James McCord

Keywords: Watergate

Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-W-053


Testimony of Gerald Alch (recording begins at 10:00 AM)

Runtime: 1:30

Participants: Gerald Alch, attorney of James McCord

Keywords: Watergate

Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

VHS reference copy available
WHIT HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-W-054


Testimony of Gerald Alch (recording begins at 11:30 AM)

Runtime: 1:00
Participants: Gerald Alch, attorney of James McCord
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-W-055


Testimony of Gerald Alch; and testimony of Bernard Barker (recording begins at 12:30 PM and 2:00 PM)

Runtime: 1:00
Participants: Gerald Alch, attorney of James McCord and Bernard L. Barker
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-W-056


Testimony of Bernard Barker (recording begins at 2:55 PM)

Runtime: 1:00
Participants: Bernard L. Barker
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-057**
  
  
  Testimony of Gerald Alch (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Participants: Gerald Alch, attorney to James McCord
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-058**
  
  
  Testimony of Gerald Alch (recording begins at 11:30 AM)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Participants: Gerald Alch
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-059**
  
  
  Testimony of Bernard Barker (recording begins at 2:00 PM)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Participants: Bernard L. Barker
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-W-060


Testimony of Bernard L. Barker; and testimony of Alfred Baldwin (recording begins at 3:30 PM)

Runtime: 1:30
Participants: Bernard L. Barker, Alfred C. Baldwin III
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-W-061


Testimony of Gerald Alch (recording begins at 10:00 AM)

Runtime: 1:30
Participants: Gerald Alch, attorney for James McCord
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-W-062


Testimony of Gerald Alch (recording begins at 11:30 AM)

Runtime: 1:30
Participants: Gerald Alch
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-063**
  Testimony of Bernard Barker (recording begins at 2:00 PM)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Bernard L. Barker
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-064**
  Testimony of Bernard Barker; and testimony Alfred Baldwin (recording begins at 3:30 PM)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Bernard L. Barker, Alfred C. Baldwin III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-065**
  Testimony of Alfred Baldwin (recording begins at 5:11 PM)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Alfred C. Baldwin III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-066**
  
  
  Testimony of Sally J. Harmony (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  
  Runtime: 01:01:11
  
  Participants: Sally J. Harmony (G. Gordon Liddy's secretary at CREP)
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-067**
  
  
  Testimony of Sally J. Harmony (recording begins at 11:00 AM)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: Sally J. Harmony (G. Gordon Liddy's secretary at CREP)
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-068**
  
  
  Testimony of Robert Reisner (recording begins at 2:00 PM)
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: Robert A. Reisner (Administrative Assistant to Jeb Stuart Magruder)
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-069**
  
  
  Testimony of Robert Reisner (recording begins at 3:00 PM)
  
  Runtime: 01:06:00
  
  Participants: Robert A. Reisner (Administrative Assistant to Jeb Stuart Magruder)
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Quad scratching evident in picture. Some glitching occurs in image during/after camera switches/edit. Appears to be a sync/timing error originating from master. Despite re-cleaning Quad, tape is still sticky, there is a tendency towards head clogging. Vacuum guide adjustment on AVR 3 appears to compensate for excessive head clogging. Program ends at 01:03:50.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-070**
  
  
  Testimony of Robert Reisner (recording begins at 4:00 PM)
  
  Runtime: 01:05:10
  
  Participants: Robert A. Reisner (Administrative Assistant to Jeb Stuart Magruder)
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-071**
  Testimony of Hugh Sloan (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  Runtime: 01:04:53
  Participants: Hugh W. Sloan, Jr. (former treasurer of the Committee to Re-Elect the President)
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-072**
  Testimony of Hugh Sloan (recording begins at 11:00 AM)
  Runtime: 01:06:55
  Participants: Hugh W. Sloan, Jr. (former treasurer of the Committee to Re-Elect the President)
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-W-073
  Testimony of Hugh Sloan (recording begins at 2:00 PM)
  Runtime: 01:36:40
  Participants: Hugh W. Sloan, Jr. (former treasurer of the Committee to Re-Elect the President), James R. Treese
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Color bars on Quad are not an accurate reference to program content, stable image, moderate degree of RF off-air noise visible in image. Dropouts/glitches occur intermittently, some artifacts appear to be the result of sync errors in multi-camera switching/editing during Hugh Sloan testimony. Smooth Quad playback. Program ends at 01:35:25..
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-W-074
  Testimony of Hugh Sloan (recording begins at 3:30 PM)
  Runtime: 01:35:35
  Participants: Hugh W. Sloan, Jr. (former treasurer of the Committee to Re-Elect the President), James R. Treese
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-W-075


Testimony of Hugh Sloan (recording begins at 10:00 AM)

Runtime: 01:05:52

Participants: Hugh W. Sloan, Jr. (former treasurer of the Committee to Re-Elect the President), James R. Treese

Keywords: Watergate

Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Quad re-cleaned after original transfer aborted due to excessively sticky tape. RF/off-air noise present in image, dropouts/glitches occur intermittently during program - possibly due to sync error from camera switching at time of production. Quad banding slightly visible intermittently during program. Program ends at 01:01:50.

VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-W-076


Testimony of Hugh Sloan (recording begins at 11:00 AM)

Runtime: 01:05:42

Participants: Hugh W. Sloan, Jr. (former treasurer of the Committee to Re-Elect the President), James R. Treese

Keywords: Watergate

Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.


VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-077**


  Testimony of Herbert Porter (recording begins at 2:00 PM)

  Runtime: 01:37:20

  Participants: Herbert Lloyd Porter

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.


  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-078**


  Testimony of Herbert Porter (recording begins at 3:30 PM)

  Runtime: 01:05:44

  Participants: Herbert Lloyd Porter

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.


  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-079**
  Testimony of Herbert Porter (recording begins at 4:30 PM)
  Runtime: 00:32:45
  Participants: Herbert Lloyd Porter
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-080**
  Testimony of Herbert Porter and of Maurice Stans (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  Runtime: 01:36:03
  Participants: Herbert Lloyd Porter, Maurice Stans
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, sharp picture despite minor degree of off-air noise present. Some artifacts occur in playback, head error lines, some dropouts/glitches seem due to sync/timing errors which occurred at time of production/broadcast. Program ends at 01:35:08.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITHE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-081**
  
  
  Testimony of Maurice Stans (recording begins at 11:30 AM)
  
  Runtime: 01:05:07
  
  Participants: Maurice Stans
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-082**
  
  
  Testimony of Maurice Stans (recording begins at 2:00 PM)
  
  Runtime: 01:37:40
  
  Participants: Maurice Stans
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, stable image, smooth Quad playback, image is slightly softened, some peaking whites occur. Program ends at 01:32:57..
  
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-083**
  Testimony of Maurice Stans (recording begins at 3:30 PM)
  Runtime: 01:37:50
  Participants: Maurice Stans
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-084**
  Testimony of Maurice Stans (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  Runtime: 01:36:13
  Participants: Maurice Stans
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-085**
  Testimony of Maurice Stans (recording begins at 11:30 AM)
  Runtime: 01:05:23
  Participants: Maurice Stans
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2” Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, stable image, smooth Quad playback, mild degree of picture noise present. Program ends at approx 00:56:00..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-086**
  Testimony of Maurice Stans (recording begins at 2:00 PM)
  Runtime: 01:36:40
  Participants: Maurice Stans
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2” Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Unstable image, image is clear, mis-tracking occurs intermittently throughout, some sections contain head clogging and minor glitching, some sections contain heavy RF noise, image cuts out at approx 00:08:00 to 00:08:22. Program ends 01:36:04..

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-W-087
  Testimony of Maurice Stans (recording begins at 3:35 PM)
  Runtime: 01:05:37
  Participants: Maurice Stans
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-W-088
  Testimony of Jeb Stuart Magruder (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  Runtime: 01:37:40
  Participants: Jeb Stuart Magruder
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, stable image, smooth Quad playback, image is slightly softened, some peaking whites occur. Program ends at 01:32:57..
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-089**

  Proceedings of the Senate Watergate Committee Hearings; "Today Show" (6/14/1973, Room 318, Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.)

  Testimony of Jeb Stuart Magruder (recording begins at 11:30 AM)

  Runtime: 01:06:00

  Participants: Jeb Stuart Magruder; on "Today Show" actor Christopher Plummer, critic Gene Shalit

  Keywords: Watergate  

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.


  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-090**


  Testimony of Jeb Magruder (recording begins at 2:00 PM)

  Runtime: 01:35:10

  Participants: Jeb Stuart Magruder

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, stable image, smooth Quad playback, image is softened, slight RF noise present, some peaking whites occur. Program ends at approx 01:30:11..

  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-W-091


  Testimony of Jeb Magruder (recording begins at 3:30 PM)

  Runtime: 01:35:24
  Participants: Jeb Stuart Magruder
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, stable image, smooth Quad playback, image is softened, slight RF noise present, some peaking whites occur, some signal distortion present during switches. Program ends at approx 01:30:11.

  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-W-092


  Testimony of Jeb Magruder (recording begins at 5:00 PM)

  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: Jeb Stuart Magruder
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

WHCA-W-093


Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 10:00 AM)

Runtime: 01:27:06

Participants: John W. Dean III

Keywords: Watergate

Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.


DVD reference copy available

WHCA-W-094


Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 11:30 AM)

Runtime: 01:05:49

Participants: John W. Dean III

Keywords: Watergate

Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.


VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-095**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 2:00 PM)
  Runtime: 01:36:42
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-096**
  Testimony of John Dean concerning his statement about the "Cancer on the Presidency" (recording begins at 3:32 PM)
  Runtime: 01:37:15
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-097**
  

  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 5:12 PM)

  Runtime: 01:06:44

  Participants: John W. Dean III

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, slightly softened image, line dropout and mis-tracking occur intermittently throughout program. Tape appears to have been recorded over other material that breaks the program signal, audio is clean. Program ends at 01:01:10..

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-098**
  

  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 10:00 AM)

  Runtime: 01:36:07

  Participants: John W. Dean III

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.


  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-099**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 11:25 AM)
  Runtime: 01:36:07
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, stable image, repeated head clogs begin around 00:48:00 and last for a few minutes. Program ends at 00:58:40.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-100**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 2:00 PM)
  Runtime: 01:34:48
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-101**
  

  Testimony of John Dean - statement about the "Cancer on the Presidency" (recording begins at 3:30 PM)

  Runtime: 1:30

  Participants: John W. Dean III

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-102**
  

  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 5:02 PM)

  Runtime: 01:05:55

  Participants: John W. Dean III

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.


  VHS reference copy available
WHCA-W-103


Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 10:00 AM)

Runtime: 01:35:02

Participants: John W. Dean III

Keywords: Watergate

Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used, Un-stable image, tape appears to be scratched and missing information. Constant jittering present in the image, slight RF noise present, line dropout occurs throughout program. Some signal distortion present during switches, brief static interruptions occur intermittently. Program ends at 01:33:35.

VHS reference copy available

WHCA-W-104


Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 11:35 AM)

Runtime: 1:00

Participants: John W. Dean III

Keywords: Watergate

Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-105**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 2:00 PM)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-106**
  Testimony of John Dean - statement about the "Cancer on the Presidency" (recording begins at 3:40 PM)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-107**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 4:45 PM)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-108**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 5:52 PM)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-109**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-110**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 11:30 AM)
  Runtime: 0:30
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-111**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 2:00 PM)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-112**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 3:35 PM)
  Runtime: 01:06:19
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-113**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 4:35 PM)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-114**
  

  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 10:00 AM)

  Runtime: 1:30

  Participants: John W. Dean III

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-115**
  

  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 11:25 AM)

  Runtime: 1:00

  Participants: John W. Dean III

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-116**
  

  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 2:00 PM)

  Runtime: 01:36:30

  Participants: John W. Dean III

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.


  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-W-117
   Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 3:35 PM)
   Runtime: 01:06:48
   Participants: John W. Dean III
   Keywords: Watergate
   Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
   VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-W-118
   Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 4:35 PM)
   Runtime: 1:00
   Participants: John W. Dean III
   Keywords: Watergate
   Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
   Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-119**
  
  
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  
  Runtime: 01:36:00
  
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-120**
  
  
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 11:35 AM)
  
  Runtime: 01:06:50
  
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-121**
  

  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 2:00 PM)

  Runtime: 01:38:00
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-122**
  

  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 3:35 PM)

  Runtime: 01:06:50
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-123**
  

  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 4:35 PM)

  Runtime: 01:05:30

  Participants: John W. Dean III

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.


  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-124**
  

  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 10:00 AM)

  Runtime: 01:05:30

  Participants: John W. Dean III

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.


  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-W-125
  
  
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 11:27 AM)
  
  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-W-126
  
  
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 2:40 PM)
  
  Runtime: 01:37:27
  
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used. No leader or color bars at head of Quad tape, minor amount of footage missing at head of transfer due to slack needed to thread VTR. Stable image, moderate degree of off-air RF noise present in image. John Dean testimony continues. Program ends at 01:33:32..
  
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-W-127


Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 4:17 PM)

Runtime: 01:36:37
Participants: John W. Dean III
Keywords: Watergate

Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used. No color bars are on the tape. Program starts up right away, used second beta tape because the program was more than 90 minutes and it didn’t fit on one beta tape. Program and tape end at 01:36:37:08.

VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-W-128


Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 10:00 AM)

Runtime: 01:05:23
Participants: John W. Dean III
Keywords: Watergate

Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-129**
  

  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 11:00 AM)

  Runtime: 01:05:55

  Participants: John W. Dean III

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.


  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-130**
  

  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 12:00 PM)

  Runtime: 01:05:28

  Participants: John W. Dean III

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-131**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 2:40 PM)
  Runtime: 01:06:25
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-132**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 3:50 PM)
  Runtime: 01:37:50
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2” Quad Hi Band. No color bars, program starts up right away, major dropout and banding problems throughout program. Quite a lot of RF noise throughout program. Used second beta tape because program was longer than 90 minutes. Program and tape end at 01:37:50:22.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-133**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 5:30 PM)
  Runtime: 01:42:30
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-134**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  Runtime: 01:35:23
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Unstable image throughout program. Slight dropout, RF noise and some banding occurs throughout. Used second beta tape because program was longer than 90 minutes. Program and tape end at 01:35:23:00..
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-135**


  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 11:30 AM)

  Runtime: 01:37:12

  Participants: John W. Dean III

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. No color bars, program starts up right away, slight dropout and varying chroma changes throughout program. Used second beta tape because program was longer than 90 minutes. Program and tape end at 01:37:12:03.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-136**


  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 2:40 PM)

  Runtime: 01:07:11

  Participants: John W. Dean III

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. No color bars, program starts up right away, some banding, and major dropout occurs throughout program. Image is not stable at some points of program. Program and tape end at 01:07:11:16.

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-W-137


Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 3:50 PM). No picture for the first 8 minutes.

Runtime: 01:07:00
Participants: John W. Dean III
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
DVD reference copy available

● WHCA-W-138


Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 5:00 PM)

Runtime: 01:06:40
Participants: John W. Dean III
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. No color bars, program starts up right away. Image is unstable intermittently throughout program. Program and tape end at 01:06:40..

VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-139**
  
  
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  
  Runtime: 01:36:04
  
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-140**
  
  
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 11:30 AM)
  
  Runtime: 01:06:30
  
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Slight dropout, some banding and varying chroma changes occur throughout. Some tape creasing occurs and is recorded into the program. Program and tape end at 01:06:30:14..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-W-141
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 2:00 PM)
  Runtime: 01:05:44
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-W-142
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 3:00 PM)
  Runtime: 01:08:01
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Varying chroma changes occur throughout. No info where program and tape end..
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-143**
  
  
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 4:05 PM)
  
  Runtime: 01:06:31
  
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. No color bars on tape, program starts up right away, image takes about a minute to lock up. Varying chroma changes occur throughout program. Audio fades in and out at some points of the program. Unstable image occurs once again at first commercial break, and takes about 3 minutes to lock up again. Unstable and tracking problems occur throughout entire program. Program and tape end at 01:06:31:13.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-144**
  
  
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 5:10 PM)
  
  Runtime: 01:05:44
  
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. No color bars on tape, program starts up right away, tape takes about a minute to lock up. Intermittent tacking problems throughout tape. Program and tape end at 01:05:44.

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-W-145
  

  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 10:00 AM)

  Runtime: 01:34:32
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.

  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-W-146
  

  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 11:25 AM)

  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-147**
  Testimony of John Dean concerning "What did the President know and when did he know it?" (recording begins at 2:00 PM)
  Runtime: 01:36:11
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-148**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 3:35 PM)
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-149**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 5:05 PM)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-150**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  Runtime: 01:36:42
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Heavy dropout throughout entire program. No audio at beginning of the first commercial. Used a second beta tape because entire program was longer than the 90 minute beta used. Program and tape end at 01:36:42..
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-151**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 11:40 AM)
  Runtime: 01:05:31
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-152**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 2:00 PM)
  Runtime: 01:36:26
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-153**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 3:30 PM)
  Runtime: 01:38:05
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-154**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 3:30 PM - possibly later, needs confirmation)
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-155**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  Runtime: 01:06:40
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Tape takes about a minute to lock up, varying chroma changes throughout entire program. Program and tape end at 01:06:40:00..
  VHS reference copy available
WHTE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-156**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 11:30 AM)
  Runtime: 01:06:37
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-157**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 2:35 PM)
  Runtime: 01:07:45
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-W-158
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 3:45 PM)
  Runtime: 00:34:50
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-W-159
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 4:20 PM)
  Runtime: 01:06:17
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-160**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 5:30 PM)
  Runtime: 01:07:02
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-161**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  Runtime: 01:34:57
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-162**
  

  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 11:30 AM)

  Runtime: 01:06:01
  
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-163**


  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 2:35 PM)

  Runtime: 01:07:41
  
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-164**
  
  
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 3:45 PM)
  
  Runtime: 01:06:00
  
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Tape was extremely dirty. Had to clean the machine a number of times before the image would become stable. Program ends at 00:20:19:17..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-165**
  
  
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 4:15 PM)
  
  Runtime: 01:07:28
  
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used. No leader at had of Quad, some footage may be lost at head of transfer due to slack needed for threading VTR. John Dean testimony. Program ends at 01:05:27..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-W-166
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 5:25 PM)
  Runtime: 01:06:47
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-W-167
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  Runtime: 01:37:34
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Unstable image intermittently throughout and slight dropout throughout entire program. Varying chroma changes and some tape creasing occur throughout program. (Note: from extra 2005 VidiPax QC report states audio disappears at 01:32:37 and video disappears into colored 'hash.' Suggests all transferred tapes had same problem and should be redone. Check before copying for research requests - PE) Program and tape end at 01:37:34:01..
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-168**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 11:30 AM)
  Runtime: 01:35:33
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. No color bars on tape, program starts up right away, slight dropout throughout. Unstable image is intermittent throughout program. Slight tape crease throughout entire program. A second beta tape used because program was longer than 90 minutes. Program and tape end at 01:35:33:02.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-169**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 1:10 PM)
  Runtime: 01:37:21
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. No color bars on tape, program starts up right away, chroma varies throughout entire program, intermittently unstable image. Second Beta SP tape used because program was longer than 90 minutes. Program and tape end at 01:37:21:00.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-170**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 4:50 PM)
  Runtime: 01:07:05
  Participants: John W. Dean III
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-171**
  Testimony of John Dean (recording begins at 10:00 AM)
  Runtime: 01:36:50
  Participants: John Mitchell, former Attorney-General of the United States
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2” Quad Hi Band. Slight dropouts and varying chroma changes throughout the entire program. A Second Beta SP tape used because program was longer than 90 minutes. Program and tape end at 01:36:50.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-172**
  Testimony of John Mitchell (recording begins at 11:35 AM)
  Runtime: 01:36:26
  Participants: John Mitchell, former Attorney-General of the United States
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Slight dropouts and varying chroma changes throughout the entire program. Image becomes unstable intermittently throughout. Major RF noise occurs throughout. A Second Beta SP tape was used because program was longer than 90 minutes. Program ends at 01:33:29.11..
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-173**
  Testimony of John Mitchell (recording begins at 2:53 PM)
  Runtime: 01:35:31
  Participants: John Mitchell, former Attorney-General of the United States
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Major tape dropouts and varying chroma changes throughout the entire program. A Second Beta SP tape used because program was longer than 90 minutes. Program ends at 01:31:23..
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-174**
  

  Testimony of John Mitchell

  Runtime: 00:34:19

  Participants: John Mitchell, former Attorney-General of the United States

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.


  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-175**
  

  Testimony of John Mitchell

  Runtime: 01:35:49

  Participants: John Mitchell, former Attorney-General of the United States

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.


  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-176**
  
  Testimony of John Mitchell

  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: John Mitchell, former Attorney-General of the United States
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  

  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-177**

  Testimony of John Mitchell

  Runtime: 01:34:50
  
  Participants: John Mitchell, former Attorney-General of the United States
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  

  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-178**

  Testimony of John Mitchell

  Runtime: 1:30
  
  Participants: John Mitchell, former Attorney-General of the United States
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-179**


  Testimony of John Mitchell

  Runtime: 01:05:29

  Participants: John Mitchell, former Attorney-General of the United States

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.


  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-180**


  Testimony of John Mitchell

  Runtime: 01:35:42

  Participants: John Mitchell, former Attorney-General of the United States

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Program takes about a minute to lock up, Some banding, RF noise, and varying chroma changes occur throughout program. Main program stops at 01:27:46:01 and 01:28:02:12, a foreign signal comes up before the main program resumes. Needed to use a second Beta tape because program was longer than 90 minutes. Tape and program end at 01:35:42:19.

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-181**
  

  Testimony of John Mitchell; and Testimony of Richard A. Moore

  Runtime: 01:36:06
  
  Participants: John Mitchell, former Attorney-General of the United States; Richard A. Moore, Special Counsel to the President

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.


  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-182**
  

  Testimony of Richard A. Moore

  Runtime: 1:00

  Participants: Richard A. Moore, Special Counsel to the President

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape.

  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-183**
  Testimony of Richard A. Moore
  Runtime: 01:35:33
  Participants: Richard A. Moore, Special Counsel to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-184**
  Testimony of Richard A. Moore
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Richard A. Moore, Special Counsel to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-185**
  Testimony of Richard A. Moore
  Runtime: 01:35:45
  Participants: Richard A. Moore, Special Counsel to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used. Quad tape is glitchy at head. Fair degree of RF off-air noise present. Program ends at 00:48:00..
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-W-186
  Testimony of Richard A. Moore
  Runtime: 01:02:00
  Participants: Richard A. Moore, Special Counsel to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-W-187
  Testimony of Richard A. Moore
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Richard A. Moore, Special Counsel to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-W-188
  Testimony of Richard A. Moore
  Runtime: 00:28:40
  Participants: Richard A. Moore, Special Counsel to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-189**
  
  
  Testimony of Richard A. Moore
  
  Runtime: 01:35:50
  
  Participants: Richard A. Moore, Special Counsel to the President
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Color bars and program at head of Quad are extremely glitchy. Image stabilizes within first two minutes of program. Dropouts occur intermittently, image becomes unstable at approx 01:13:00, very glitchy. Program ends at 01:34:34..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-190**
  
  
  Testimony of Alexander Butterfield; Butterfield reveals the existence of the White House taping system
  
  Runtime: 01:04:55
  
  Participants: Richard A. Moore, Special Counsel to the President; Alexander P. Butterfield, former deputy assistant to the President
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Tape quite dirty and sticky, cleaned numerous times, major intermittent tracking problems throughout. Color bars on tape would not lock up, so put house bars on tape instead. Needed to use a second Beta tape because program was longer than 90 minutes. Often during scene changes tape takes number of minutes. (? Sentence incomplete - PE) Slight dropouts intermittently throughout. Varying chroma changes also occur. Program ends at 01:36:51:00. (Per Previous note left in WHCA Remarks box: Old Intermediate, Beta SP. New Intermediate, Beta SP. 3/4" Part One, 3/4" Part 2..)
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-W-191
Testimony of Alexander Butterfield; and testimony of Herbert Kalmbach
Runtime: 1:30
Participants: Alexander P. Butterfield, former deputy assistant to the President and Herbert W. Kalmbach
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-W-192
Testimony of Herbert Kalmbach
Runtime: 01:36:54
Participants: Herbert W. Kalmbach
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Slight dropout and varying chroma changes occur throughout program. Program ends at 00:45:35:03..
VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-W-193
Testimony of Alexander Butterfield
Runtime: 1:30
Participants: Alexander P. Butterfield, former deputy assistant to President Nixon
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-194**
  Testimony of Herbert Kalmbach
  Runtime: 01:36:52
  Participants: Herbert W. Kalmbach
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. A minute into the program a poor feed of the "Newlywed Game" pops up, which is really not viewable, it last for about a minute and then the original program returns. Program ends at 01:31:21:07.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-195**
  Testimony of Herbert Kalmbach
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Herbert W. Kalmbach
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-196**
  Testimony of Herbert Kalmbach
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: Herbert W. Kalmbach
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-197**
  Testimony of Anthony Ulasewicz
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Anthony Ulasewicz, retired New York City Police detective
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-198**
  Testimony of Anthony Ulasewicz
  Runtime: 01:02:50
  Participants: Anthony Ulasewicz, retired New York City Police detective
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-199**
  Testimony of Anthony Ulasewicz; and Testimony of Fred LaRue
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Anthony Ulasewicz, retired New York City Police detective; Fred C. LaRue, former special counsel to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-200**
  Testimony of Fred LaRue
  Runtime: 01:36:20
  Participants: Fred C. LaRue, former special counsel to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-201**
  Proceedings of the Senate Watergate Committee Hearings (7/19/1973, Room 318, Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.)
  Testimony of Fred LaRue
  Runtime: 01:35:20
  Participants: Fred C. LaRue, former special counsel to President Nixon
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-W-202**
  
  Proceedings of the Senate Watergate Committee Hearings (7/19/1973, Room 318, Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Testimony of Fred LaRue
  
  Runtime: 01:35:15
  
  Participants: Fred C. LaRue, former special counsel to President Nixon
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Image is slightly unstable throughout. 36 minutes into the program signal is lost for about a minute and then comes back. Some RF noise also occurs throughout program. Needed to use a second Beta tape because program was longer than 90 minutes. Program ends at 01:35:15:06..

  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-W-203**
  
  Proceedings of the Senate Watergate Committee Hearings (7/19/1973, Room 318, Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Testimony of Fred LaRue
  
  Runtime: 1:00
  
  Participants: Fred C. LaRue, former special counsel to President Nixon
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-204**
  Testimony of Robert Mardian
  Runtime: 01:35:50
  Participants: Robert C. Mardian, former counsel to the Committee to Re-Elect the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-205**
  Testimony of Robert Mardian
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Robert C. Mardian, former counsel to the Committee to Re-Elect the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-206**
  Testimony of Robert Mardian
  Runtime: 01:05:55
  Participants: Robert C. Mardian, former counsel to the Committee to Re-Elect the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-207**
  
  
  Testimony of Robert Mardian; and testimony of Gordon Strachan
  
  Runtime: 01:37:55
  
  Participants: Robert C. Mardian, former counsel to the Committee to Re-Elect the President; Gordon Strachan, former staff assistant to H. R. Haldeman
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-208**
  
  
  Testimony of Gordon Strachan
  
  Runtime: 01:37:35
  
  Participants: Gordon Strachan, former staff assistant to H. R. Haldeman
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Program takes about 3 minutes to lock up, varying chroma changes occur throughout. Needed to use a second Beta tape because program was longer than 90 minutes. Program and tape end at 01:37:35:11..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-209**
  Testimony of Gordon Strachan
  Runtime: 01:36:10
  Participants: Gordon Strachan, former staff assistant to H. R. Haldeman
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Dropout compensator not used. Image is softened, chroma muted, line dropouts and mis-tracking present intermittently. Tape appears to be shedding oxide in some areas, but does not prohibit operation. Program ends at 001:32:50..
  
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-210**
  Testimony of Gordon Strachan
  Runtime: 01:35:55
  Participants: Gordon Strachan, former staff assistant to H. R. Haldeman
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-211**
  

  Testimony of John Ehrlichman

  Runtime: 01:37:37

  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. RF noise and dropout is intermittent throughout program. Used second Beta tape because program was longer than 90 minutes. Program ends at 01:34:01:05..

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-212**
  

  Testimony of John Ehrlichman

  Runtime: 01:37:01

  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Varying chroma changes and slight dropout occur throughout. Needed to use a second Beta tape because program was longer than 90 minutes. Program and tape end at 01:37:01:03..

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-W-213


  Testimony of John Ehrlichman

  Runtime: 01:35:48

  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.


  VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-W-214


  Testimony of John Ehrlichman

  Runtime: 01:36:15

  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.


  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-215**
  Testimony of John Ehrlichman
  Runtime: 01:36:00
  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. The video takes about 2 minutes before the image locks up. Many mistracking errors present at the head of the tape. Program ends at 01:34:45.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-216**
  Testimony of John Ehrlichman
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-217**
  Testimony of John Ehrlichman
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-218**
  Testimony of John Ehrlichman
  Runtime: 01:35-57
  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-219**
  Testimony of John Ehrlichman
  Runtime: 01:05:43
  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-220**
  Testimony of John Ehrlichman
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-221**
  Testimony of John Ehrlichman
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-222**
  Testimony of John Ehrlichman
  Runtime: 01:05:21
  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-223**
  Testimony of John Ehrlichman
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-W-224
  Testimony of John Ehrlichman concerning Daniel Ellsberg break-in
  Runtime: 01:35:47
  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-W-225
  Testimony of John Ehrlichman (possibly the start of Haldeman testimony at end - PE)
  Runtime: 01:36:13
  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-226**
  - Testimony of John Ehrlichman; containing Ehrlichman's remarks about leaving L. Patrick Gray to "hang slowly, slowly twisting in the wind."
  - Runtime: 1:30
  - Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President
  - Keywords: Watergate
  - Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-227**
  - Testimony of John Ehrlichman
  - Runtime: 1:30
  - Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President
  - Keywords: Watergate
  - Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  - Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  - DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-228**
  - Proceedings of the Senate Watergate Committee Hearings (7/30/1973, Room 318, Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.)
  - Testimony of John Ehrlichman
  - Runtime: 01:36:06
  - Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President
  - Keywords: Watergate
  - Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  - VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

● WHCA-W-229
  Testimony of John Ehrlichman
  Runtime: 01:36:43
  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Varying chroma changes occur throughout, extensive RF noise also occurs throughout. Unstable image occurs intermittently, slight dropouts also occur throughout. Program and tape end at 01:36:43:06..
  VHS reference copy available

● WHCA-W-230
  Testimony of John Ehrlichman
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Program takes a number of minutes to lock up. Slight dropout and RF noise throughout. No Program and tape end time noted..
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-W-231
  Testimony of John Ehrlichman
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-W-232
  Testimony of John Ehrlichman
  Runtime: 01:06:50
  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. First 4 minutes of tape has loss of video, and no audio, as recorded on the original master. Varying chroma changes also occur throughout. Program ends at 00:58:49:17.
  
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-233**


  Testimony of John Ehrlichman, TV commercials

  Runtime: 01:05:00
  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. A couple of commercials come up first before original programming begins, some banding occurs, varying chroma changes also occurs throughout. Image becomes unstable towards end of program. Program ends at 01:02:11:20..

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-235**


  Testimony of John Ehrlichman; and testimony of H.R. Haldeman

  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: John D. Ehrlichman, former chief domestic advisor to the President; H.R. Haldeman, former Assistant to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-236**


  Testimony of H.R. Haldeman

  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: H.R. Haldeman, former Assistant to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-237**
  Testimony of H.R. Haldeman
  Runtime: 00:32:51
  Participants: H.R. Haldeman, former Assistant to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Pretty stable image throughout. After original program, another program plays. Image on the program was recorded relatively dark. Program ends at 00:30:28:04..
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-238**
  Testimony of H.R. Haldeman
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: H.R. Haldeman, former Assistant to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affilate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHCA-W-239
Proceedings of the Senate Watergate Committee Hearings (7/31/1973, Room 318, Russell Senate Office
Building, Washington, D.C.)
Testimony of H.R. Haldeman
Runtime: 01:35:42
Participants: H.R. Haldeman, former Assistant to the President
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
chroma changes also occur throughout. Program ends at 01:29:07.17..
VHS reference copy available

WHCA-W-240
Proceedings of the Senate Watergate Committee Hearings (7/31/1973, Room 318, Russell Senate Office
Building, Washington, D.C.)
Testimony of H.R. Haldeman
Runtime: 01:36:24
Participants: H.R. Haldeman, former Assistant to the President
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
chroma changes also occur throughout. Tape takes a couple of minutes to lock up at very beginning, slight dropout
occurs throughout. Needed to use a second Beta tape because program was longer than 90 minutes. Program ends at
01:34:17:04..
VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-241**
  

  Testimony of H.R. Haldeman

  Runtime: 01:35:42

  Participants: H.R. Haldeman, former Assistant to the President

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Varying chroma changes also occur throughout. Needed to use a second Beta tape because program was longer than 90 minutes. Program and tape end at 01:35:42:12..

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-242**


  Testimony of H.R. Haldeman

  Runtime: 01:06:03

  Participants: H.R. Haldeman, former Assistant to the President

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Tape takes a minute to lock up. RF noise, slight dropout, and varying chroma changes also occur intermittently. Program ends at 00:53:23:18..

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-243**
  Testimony of H.R. Haldeman
  Runtime: 01:35:40
  Participants: H.R. Haldeman, former Assistant to the President [starts at 9:30 AM]
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-244**
  Testimony of H.R. Haldeman
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: H.R. Haldeman, former Assistant to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-W-245


Testimony of H.R. Haldeman

Runtime: 01:35:52

Participants: H.R. Haldeman, former Assistant to the President

Keywords: Watergate

Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2” Quad Hi Band. Tape takes a couple of minutes to lock up, slight dropout occurs throughout. Needed to use second Beta tape because program was longer than 90 minutes. Program ends at 01:33:44:14..

VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-W-246


Testimony of H.R. Haldeman

Runtime: 01:35:40

Participants: H.R. Haldeman, former Assistant to the President

Keywords: Watergate

Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.

Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2” Quad Hi Band. Slight dropout, RF noise, unstable image and varying chroma changes occur intermittently throughout. Needed to use second Beta tape because program was longer than 90 minutes. Program ends at 01:34:43:19..

VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-W-247


Testimony of H.R. Haldeman

Runtime: 00:33:00
Participants: H.R. Haldeman, former Assistant to the President
Keywords: Watergate

Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.

VHS reference copy available

• WHCA-W-248


Testimony of Richard Helms; and testimony of Gen. Robert Cushman

Runtime: 1:30
Participants: Richard M. Helms, former Director of the Central Intelligence Agency; General Robert E. Cushman, former Deputy Director of the Central Intelligence Agency
Keywords: Watergate

Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

Reference copy may be created upon request.
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-249**
  

  Testimony of Richard Helms; and testimony of Gen. Robert Cushman

  Runtime: 01:35:45

  Participants: Richard M. Helms, former Director of the Central Intelligence Agency; General Robert E. Cushman, former Deputy Director of the Central Intelligence Agency

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.


  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-250**


  Testimony of Richard Helms; and testimony of Gen. Robert Cushman

  Runtime: 01:09:07

  Participants: Richard M. Helms, former Director of the Central Intelligence Agency; General Robert E. Cushman, former Deputy Director of the Central Intelligence Agency

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.


  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-W-251**
  Testimony of Richard Helms; and testimony of Gen. Robert Cushman
  Runtime: 01:36:44
  Participants: Richard M. Helms, former Director of the Central Intelligence Agency; and General Robert E. Cushman, former Deputy Director of the Central Intelligence Agency
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-W-252**
  Testimony of Lt. Gen. Vernon Walters
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: Lieutenant General Vernon A. Walters, Deputy Director of the Central Intelligence Agency
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-253**


  Testimony of Lt. Gen. Vernon Walters

  Runtime: 01:35:27

  Participants: Lieutenant General Vernon A. Walters, Deputy Director of the Central Intelligence Agency

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.


  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-254**


  Testimony of L. Patrick Gray

  Runtime: 01:35:44

  Participants: L. Patrick Gray III, former Acting Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.


  *DVD reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-W-255
  Testimony of L. Patrick Gray
  Runtime: 00:33:50
  Participants: L. Patrick Gray III, former Acting Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  DVD reference copy available

- WHCA-W-256
  Testimony of L. Patrick Gray
  Runtime: 01:35:08
  Participants: L. Patrick Gray III, former Acting Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-257**
  Testimony of L. Patrick Gray
  Runtime: 1:30
  Participants: L. Patrick Gray III, former Acting Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-258**
  Testimony of L. Patrick Gray
  Runtime: 01:35:14
  Participants: L. Patrick Gray III, former Acting Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Varying chroma change and slight dropout occurs throughout, Unstable image and RF noise also occurs intermittently throughout. Needed to use second Beta tape because program was longer than 90 minutes. Program and tape end at 01:35:14.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-259**
  - Testimony of L. Patrick Gray
  - Runtime: 01:05:42
  - Participants: L. Patrick Gray III, former Acting Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
  - Keywords: Watergate
  - Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  - *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-260**
  - Testimony of L. Patrick Gray
  - Runtime: 00:33:50
  - Participants: L. Patrick Gray III, former Acting Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
  - Keywords: Watergate
  - Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  - *VHS reference copy available*
WHIT HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-W-261
  Proceedings of the Senate Watergate Committee Hearings (8/7/1973, Room 318, Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.)
  Testimony of Richard Kleindienst
  Runtime: 01:35:20
  Participants: Richard G. Kleindienst, former Attorney-General of the United States
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-W-262
  Proceedings of the Senate Watergate Committee Hearings (8/7/1973, Room 318, Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.)
  Testimony of Richard Kleindienst
  Runtime: 01:35:25
  Participants: Richard G. Kleindienst, former Attorney-General of the United States
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-263**

  Proceedings of the Senate Watergate Committee Hearings (8/7/1973, Room 318, Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.)

  Testimony of Richard Kleindienst; and testimony of Henry Petersen

  Runtime: 01:35:45

  Participants: Richard G. Kleindienst, former Attorney-General of the United States; and Henry E. Petersen, Assistant Attorney-General, Criminal Division

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Clean picture, stable image, several spots in program that have a glitch/dropout. Program ends at 01:30:18..

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-264**

  Proceedings of the Senate Watergate Committee Hearings (8/7/1973, Room 318, Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.)

  Testimony of Henry Petersen

  Runtime: 01:36:25

  Participants: Henry E. Petersen, Assistant Attorney-General, Criminal Division

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.


  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-265**
  Proceedings of the Senate Watergate Committee Hearings (8/7/1973, Room 318, Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.)
  Testimony of Henry Petersen
  Runtime: 00:33:38
  Participants: Henry E. Petersen, Assistant Attorney-General, Criminal Division
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-266**
  Testimony of E. Howard Hunt
  Runtime: 01:05:05
  Participants: E. Howard Hunt, retired CIA agent, former security consultant to the Executive Office of the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-267**
  Testimony of E. Howard Hunt
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: E. Howard Hunt, retired CIA agent, former security consultant to the Executive Office of the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-268**
  

  Testimony of E. Howard Hunt

  Runtime: 1:00

  Participants: E. Howard Hunt, retired CIA agent, former security consultant to the Executive Office of the President

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-269**


  Testimony of E. Howard Hunt

  Runtime: 01:05:45

  Participants: E. Howard Hunt, retired CIA agent, former security consultant to the Executive Office of the President

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.


  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-270**


  Testimony of E. Howard Hunt

  Runtime: 01:05:45

  Participants: E. Howard Hunt, retired CIA agent, former security consultant to the Executive Office of the President

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: ABC. Network Affiliate: WMAL.


  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-271**


  Testimony of E. Howard Hunt

  Runtime: 01:05:45

  Participants: E. Howard Hunt, retired CIA agent, former security consultant to the Executive Office of the President

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.


  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-W-272**
  Testimony of E. Howard Hunt
  Runtime: 01:06:00
  Participants: E. Howard Hunt, retired CIA agent, former security consultant to the Executive Office of the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. E. Howard Hunt Testimony. Dropout compensator not used, clear sharp picture, colors were muted, signal breakup occurs during switches, some segments contain minor line dropout. Program ends at 01:01:20..
  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-W-273**
  Testimony of E. Howard Hunt
  Runtime: 01:05:05
  Participants: E. Howard Hunt, retired CIA agent, former security consultant to the Executive Office of the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Stable image, picture looks a bit soft, some line dropout present, a few mis-tracking errors occur. Program ends at 01:02:47..
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-274**
  Testimony of E. Howard Hunt
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: E. Howard Hunt, retired CIA agent, former security consultant to the Executive Office of the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-275**
  Testimony of E. Howard Hunt
  Runtime: 01:05:25
  Participants: E. Howard Hunt, retired CIA agent, former security consultant to the Executive Office of the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  VHS reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-276**
  Testimony of E. Howard Hunt
  Runtime: 1:00
  Participants: E. Howard Hunt, retired CIA agent, former security consultant to the Executive Office of the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affiliate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2” Quad Hi Band. Clean, clear picture, picture has some jitters and shakiness in it. Program ends at 01:04:45..
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-277**
  Testimony of E. Howard Hunt
  Runtime: 00:06:35
  Participants: E. Howard Hunt, retired CIA agent, former security consultant to the Executive Office of the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: NBC. Network Affilate: WRC.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Unstable image occurs throughout. Once main program ends color bars pop up, then some black and then some commercials, and then a news program. Varying chroma changes and slight dropout occurs throughout. Program ends at 00:59:00..
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-278**
  Testimony of Pat Buchanan
  Runtime: 01:05:55
  Participants: Patrick J. Buchanan, Special Consultant to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• **WHCA-W-279**


  Testimony of Pat Buchanan

  Runtime: 01:05:40

  Participants: Patrick J. Buchanan, Special Consultant to the President

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.


  *VHS reference copy available*

• **WHCA-W-280**


  Testimony of Pat Buchanan

  Runtime: 01:06:42

  Participants: Patrick J. Buchanan, Special Consultant to the President

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affilate: WTOP.


  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-281**
  Testimony of Pat Buchanan
  Runtime: 01:06:06
  Participants: Patrick J. Buchanan, Special Consultant to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  DVD reference copy available

- **WHCA-W-282**
  Testimony of Pat Buchanan
  Runtime: 01:06:47
  Participants: Patrick J. Buchanan, Special Consultant to the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Varying chroma changes, some banding, RF noise, and slight dropout all occur throughout. Program and tape end at 01:06:47:05..
  DVD reference copy available
WHCA-W-283
Testimony of Donald Segretti
Runtime: 01:05:21
Participants: Donald Segretti, former employee of the Committee to Re-Elect the President
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Fuzzy image at some points (recorded into the program), varying chroma changes occur throughout. Program ends at 01:01:33:28..
VHS reference copy available

WHCA-W-284
Testimony of Donald Segretti
Runtime: 01:05:32
Participants: Donald Segretti, former employee of the Committee to Re-Elect the President
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Stable, clear image, smooth Quad playback, slightly softened image, colors are muted, slight mis-tracking errors present. Program and tape end at 01:05:32..
VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-285**
  
  
  Comments from the Senate Watergate Committee members.
  
  Runtime: 01:05:30
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: N-PACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-286**
  
  
  Testimony of Donald Segretti
  
  Runtime: 01:05:38
  
  Participants: Donald Segretti, former employee of the Committee to Re-Elect the President
  
  Keywords: Watergate
  
  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.
  
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Stable image, picture looks a bit soft, only a few glitches in video. Program ends at 01:03:25. - (This following note was let previously in remarks: "Originally left uncataloged by the White House Communications Agency, this recording has been appended to the "W" Series by NLNP ).
  
  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- **WHCA-W-287**
  

  Testimony of Donald Segretti

  Runtime: 01:05:45

  Participants: Donald Segretti, former employee of the Committee to Re-Elect the President

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Fairly clean and steady image with minimal noise and break-ups. Program ends at 00:56:00. - (Following note left in database remarks: Originally left uncataloged by the White House Communications Agency, this recording has been appended to the "W" Series by NLNP).

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **WHCA-W-288**
  

  Testimony of Donald Segretti

  Runtime: 01:05:45

  Participants: Donald Segretti, former employee of the Committee to Re-Elect the President

  Keywords: Watergate

  Network/Producer: CBS. Network Affiliate: WTOP.

  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Fairly clean and steady image with minimal noise and break-ups. Program ends at 00:56:00. - (Following note left in database remarks: Originally left uncataloged by the White House Communications Agency, this recording has been appended to the "W" Series by NLNP).

  *VHS reference copy available*
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

- WHCA-W-289
  Testimony of Martin Kelly
  Runtime: 01:05:45
  Participants: Martin D. Kelly, former employee of the Committee to Re-Elect the President
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: N-PACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Fairly clean and steady image, There are a few bad head clog spots in the program with and banding errors for several seconds. Program ends at 01:02:45. - (Following note left in database remarks: Originally left uncataloged by the White House Communications Agency, this recording has been appended to the "W" Series by NLNP).
  VHS reference copy available

- WHCA-W-290
  Testimony of Richard Stearns
  Runtime: 01:05:13
  Participants: Richard G. Stearns
  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: N-PACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.
  Original Format: 2-inch Quad videotape Videotape. Technical notes: 2005 VidiPax report: 2" Quad Hi Band. Stable image, picture looks a bit soft, only a few glitches in video. Program ends at 01:01:35. - (Following note left in database remarks: Originally left uncataloged by the White House Communications Agency, this recording has been appended to the "W" Series by NLNP).
  VHS reference copy available
WHITE HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION

• WHCA-W-291


Testimony of Matthew Clark, Jr. regarding contributions to President Nixon's 1972 re-election campaign.

Runtime: 01:05:30
Participants: Matthew E. Clark, Jr.
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: N-PACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.

DVD reference copy available

• WHCA-W-292


Testimony of Orin Atkins regarding contributions to President Nixon's 1972 re-election campaign.

Runtime: 00:33:24
Participants: Orin Atkins, Chairman of the Board of Ashland Oil Corporation
Keywords: Watergate
Network/Producer: N-PACT. Network Affiliate: WETA.

DVD reference copy available